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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITI~ 

SINCE the first edttlOn ~f thts work appeared, the contmued. and unparalleled 
st~ccess of Professor' Haeckel's book has attracted a further senes of 
cnticLSms. The fact that the Rzddle of the Umverse ctrculates to the extent 
of nearly Jtalf a mtlhon ~optes m England and Germany, and has been 
translated mto ~arly a score of languages, is a suffict~ answer to those
who would belittle tts stgmficance Unfortunately, the " replies " to It ~re 
rarely worth senous perusa~ and (need say only a few words on the latest 
crop of stragglmg cnttcLSm 

In part1cul.u, I ~ust comment on an effort fhat has beeri made to 
dtscredtt Haeckel's worlf- by asserting th~t the .venerable zoologtst has 
confessed to bavmg tampered wtth, or "falsified," the illustrattons to l1LS 
&ctenttfic works. As I sl1owed m th~ Lzkrary Guzde (May •I, 1909), the 
charge, as It JS Circulated in thiS country, IS a complete nusunderstandmg, If 
not a deliberate misstatement, of the facts A German \Utter of httle repute, 
Dr Brass, first published' the accusation, and Haecl..el huo,.wrously rephed 
that "stx or etght per cent." of hts drawmgs were so " falstfied ~• 1 he 
publicatiOn of these words m the rehg10us Press, Without the explanation he 
at once added, and wtthout any nottce of the later development, is ~nly a 
ptece of the-lame».table Jn~mcenty wtth whtch Haec'kel has been treated 
He plamly explamed (Be1lmer Volkszeztung, December 29, 19o8) that_ he 
had merely done what "the vast maJonty" of screnttfic men Y.ere accustomed 
to do m the lllustratlon of thetr works The supposed confesston Y.as merely 
an uomc refusal to take the charge senously To say, moreover, that there 
was anythmg tmsleadmg m Haeckel's drawmgs of embryos ts ludtcrous 
He gtves the drawmgs of many other embryologtsts, and even photographs, 
for the purl'ose of companson, .Side by stde wtth hts own. Where he 
sketches a hypothetical antmal-whtch is extremely rare-he plamly mdtcates 
thiS 

The sequel also must be recalled At once forty-stx emment sctenttsts of 
Germany s1gned a strong repudtatton of the charge, and one of them 
-Professor Rabl, one of the leadmg German embryologtsts-retorted Y.tth 
deadly effect (tn the Frankfurter Zezlung and the Fmdmker, M;_rch 15, r9o9) 
that Dr. Brass btmself had been flagrantly gutlty of the very pracuce he W:lS 
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un;ustly chargmg agamst-Haeckel -Professor Keibel and Professor Hertw1g. 

two other authonties of -the first rank, passed eq~ally severe stnctures on the 
SCientific work of Dr Brass -

-That s~ nd1culous a charge shqul~f have be';n circulated- m this country, 

oOd the sequel wh_olly_ concealed, IS, unhappily: typa~a,_l or the whole contro
versy The fresh replies to the Rzddle, which he before me, are generally 
tamted With the- same diShonesty _of-tactic and tnviality of aun. As I 
pomted out m 1903, Haeckel has the great maJonty of h1s colleagues· 
With hun in most of his conclusiOns Where a certam number of them 
differ [rom. htm Is -on_ ce1 ta1p -high- and d1stmct issues, especially ·on the 
questiOn of deity,'and senoiis criticism should be du-ec-ted to these -1nstead 
of thrs, the fres_h- senes o( critics, like the older ones, lose their way,: 
and _confuse their ~reader; by assa1lmg posltwns (such as the "law of 
sub_§;tance "-z e, the mdestructibihty ot matter a.J;ld energy-and .the fact of 
evolutwn) whtcb are an establ~shed part of sctegce, and -waste whole p~ges' 
on phra_se-chopp!_tlg, misquoted or misunderstood statements, and Irrelevant 
1ssues 

Two em1_nent~'Inen _of science, m this _:Count7,.have e~tere~ the fieW to_ 
some extent smce- 1903 To Str 0 1iver Lodge I have replied m a separate 

puDhcatwn (The Orzgzn of~Lzfe), and to Pnnctpal Lloyd ~forgan, whose fif!e 
attrtude towards his great colleague m Z\)ology IS a -standmg rebuke to the 
clencaf Lilliputians who ha"e heaped abuse on- Haec"kel, I have devoted 'a 

-few_ pages (as welf as, to several other cntics, such as Dr Saleeby) m the 
preface tothe fifth edition ofthe-Rtddle (x9o6) Prmctpal Llo~d Morgan Is' 
a Momst He admit$ the evolution of mmd and- reJects the doctrme~ of 
personalimmortal.ty, but retams a -belief 1n: a supre~1e co~t~ollmg mtelhgence -
This is generally toe attttude of those few of our scientific men who- to-day 
profe&s any fo~m of rehgwn _That atttl-ade mu;t be considered with' respect, 
and I must refer the reader to the seventh chapter of the present work, for my 
appreqatwn of 1t ' 

On the other hand, most of the cntic1sms are too iuvial or untnformed to 
be taken senously· Such are the slight and superfluous papers published by 

Dr Marcus (Monzsm), the Rev L C C Hunt (Ratzonalzsm Controverted), 
Allen Clar1.e (Sczence and the Soul), an_d Robert Blake (Haeckel's_ Fallaczes), 
and two anonymous works, Hegel, Not Haeckel (whtch does not touch 
,Haeckel) and Haeckel's Rtddle Crzltmed (the leas! mformed-of all) Hardly 
more worthy of notice, m sp1te of their authorship, are the Rev J F 
TriStram's Haeckel and Hzs Rzddles and Professor J G Tas1.er's pamphlet, 
Does Haeckel Solve the Rzddles1 The former IS an encyclopred1a of petty 
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cnllctsms w1thout pomt, or founded on m1squotat10n or mtsmterpretatwn of 
Haeckel Its author's acquamtance w1th sctence may be Judged from h1s 
atry assurance that "few SCientists" now adm1t the ongm of the ll\m~ from 
tpe non-livmg The_ over" helnung maJouty of zoologtsts admit 1t, m the 
only sense m "htch Haed.el does Professor Tasler's few pages bnng no 
new pomt to the controversy, and are marred by much mtsmterptelatwn of 
the "ords both of Haeclel and myself. 

More ptetenttous are the works of the Rev Mr Ballard (IIaeckel's .Afomsm 
False) and Father Gerard_ (The Old Rtddle _and the Newest Amwer) If 
1Ir Ballard had reduced Ius 6oo pages to Ioo, had been more spaung \\tth 
hts vulgar abuse of hts opponents, and had not so frequently mampulated the 
pa~~ages he quotes from the Rtddle and the present work, he c_ould' ha"e gtven 
us a readable cnlictsm As 1t 1s, hts work IS merely an enlargement of that 
unfortunate apologelic of hts to \\ hich many pages-too many pages, my 
reade1 ~ say-have been de\<oted m th1s work, where all hts seuous pomts are 
met The Jesmt w!1ter, FaJ:her Gerard, ha,s g1\en us a remarlable work If 
It had been wntten forty years ago, 1t would not pa\e been Without pomt, as 
a recent publicatiOn It can only serve to estab,Jsh fin::lly the charge that \\e 
bnng agamst Catholics of laggmg half-a-centU!Y behmd the world Nme
tenths of h1s authonues are at least twenty years old He spends p'lgcs m 
provmg that Haeckel does not _!tnow the meanmg of scientific "Ia",'' or 111 

rcfutmg such plam scJCnttfic truths as the evolutwn of the horse He tells us 
that SCience has th~wn no light whate\CC On the ongm of life or sense, and 
that the !.ctentlfi~ way to approac6. the questwn of the pnnutl\e ougm of hfe 
IS to study 1ts condtt!On to-day' The culmmatwn of all this extraordmary 
1gnorance of recent sctenttfic progress ts reached when he gl\es (m an old 
form) Haeclel's twenty-two stages 111 the pedtgree of m m, and quotes some 
ancient wnter as sa) mg that "not one of these creatures has e'er been seen, 
( tther livmg or fossil" Father Gerard not only approves tlus, but adds, '"In 
this \\ay Haeclel habitually solves the Riddle of the Umverse" Any t)ro m 
~' ILnce could ha\ e mformed htm that to-day n•e l.11ow every• stm;le Ollt of these 

sfa.;cs, e1ther m ll\mg or fossil form, or both 1he \\hole work IS stulttficd 
by this complete •gnorance of the last t\\cnty years of scicnttfic progtess 

J .M 
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HAECKEL;S CRITICS ANSWERED 

CHAPTr:R I 

SOME GENERAL CRITICISMS, AND A LESSON IN 
MODESTY -

SoME forty four years ago a young 
German med1cal man was spendmg 
labonous hours m an effort to penetrate 
the secret of the hvmg orgamsm Fron\ 
h1s earliest years he had been powerfully 
attracted to the study of hfe He had 
wntten a small \\Ork on botany wh1lst 
he was yet a boy at the gymnasmm. He 
had then had the advantage of a tram
mg for the med1cal professiOn under 
such masters as Kolhker and Johannes 
Muller He had published an essay on 
crabs m 1857. and m 1859 he was pur
sumg a most Important mqmry mto the 
m1croscop1c hfe that fills the blue \\aters 
of the Itahan coast But h1s many lines 
of research had not as yet led to any 
large concluswns He stood perplexed 
between the d1scarded v1ews of the older 
bwlog1sts and the d1m v1s10n that was 
slo\\ ly brealmg upon the sc1ent1fic mmd 
of the t1me H1s O\\ n re"ered master 
had ms1sted on the fix1ty of the various 
spec1es of orgamsms, but 1t \\as an a~e 
\\hen every note of the tl!ne spmt whis
pered "advance" m the ears of the 
younger men The despotism of Gcnes1s 
had been brolen by the new cnt!Cism, 
and the :Mosa1c barnt'r to rt'o;earch was 
Lung trampled under foot. 1 he young 
sc1ent1st, thtn m h1s t\\enty-scventh ytar, 
returned to llLrlm m 1861, and heard 
that durmg h1s ab<;ence an Engh~h 
n.lturah.,t h.1d pubh.,htd a startlingly 
revolutiOnary\ IL w of the v. hole lmgdom 
of hf~.- lie obt.um.J a copy of T/1~ 

Ongut rif Specres, and saw at a glance 
t\lat a great truth had been d1scovered 
In the hght of the new theory of evolu
twn, fulfillmg the mtmtwns of Goethe 
and the speculations of Lamarck, the 
vast realm of ammals and plants began 
to exh1b1t the order and ratwnahty he 
had so long sought 

The very \aluable and bnlhant \\ork 
he had done m Italy secured for h1m a 
p10fessorsh1p at the Umvers1ty of Jena, 
and he at once devoted h1mself to the 
creatiOn of the new bwlogy In 1863 
(h1s twenty-nmth year) he gave an able 
address on the )1ew theory before a 
congress at Stettm, where all the most 
d1stmgmshed sctentlsts of Germany \\ere 
assembled It was h1s bapt1~m of fire 
m a hfe-long campmgn agam~t error and 
preJudice The vast maJOnty of the 
sc1ent1sts pre~ent 5coffed at D.1rwm'"' 
tdea, and sa1d 1t \\as not a matter for 
senous dlSCU!.~ton "The harmles3 
dream of an after-dmncr nap," sa1d one 
d1stmgm~hed zoolog1st , and another 
sa1d they m1ght as \\ell d1scu~s " table· 
turnmg " A famous botamst pre~ent 
satd there \\as not a smglc f.lct of 
su•!nce 111 tts fa\ our, though Dan\ m ~ 
book alone con tams an O\ er" hdmmg 
ma>s of cvtdLnce In l• ranee the gre.lt 
Cu\ILr \\as cru>hmg the young thLOT) 
\\ 1th the "ught of h1o; authonty I rom 
the pulpit ol Notre Dame the bnll1.1nt 
Lacord.11re \\as a>>Unng men that "tl:i 
f.1thLr \\as pnJe, 11~ moth~r lu>t, anJ 
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Its offsprmg revolutwns'" The young 
naturabst went back to J ena With a 
stern and gnm resolve to pursue truth 
through fire and water, and, as Huxley 
was puttmg 1t after a hke expenence, 
to "smtte all humbugs" that lent thetr 
authonty tQ error F1ve years later he 
published hts Generelle Morphologze, 
which Huxley calls " one of the greatest 
scientific wmks ever publu,hed," .and 
which considerably advanced the libe_ra
twn of Germany from the old error 
Two years afterwards he published his 
Natural Htstory of Creatwn, of wh1ch 
Darwm sa1d that, had he read It earlier, 

. the Descent of- Man would probably 
never have been wntten Wtth phe
nomenal mdustry, w1th bnlhant.success, 
and wtth a moral tdeabsm of the h1ghest 
Qrder, he contmued hts research mto the 
nature of hfe and the nature of man, 
and long before the close of the century 
he was m _the foremost rank of men of 
sc1ence 

Ht;; progress was Impeded by the 
usual conservative hostlhty For years 
the ecclesta!.tical party strove to drtve 
htm from the umversity, and enforced 
a boycott of hun and his famtly. One 
day a prelate approached the Grand
Duke of Wetmar, and urged him to put 
an end to the scandal of the heretical 
profe~sor "Do you mean to say," asked 

.the Grand-Duke::-for the spmt of Goethe 
still lmgered m the court -of We1mar, 
" that the professor really beheves these 

,thmgs he teaches?" "He certamly 
does," as'iured the clenc " Then the 
man 1!. only domg what you are domg 
yourself," was the amiable retort At 
another ttme the professor Inmself _ap
proached _the head of the umversity, 
Dr Seebeck, an orthodox thmker, and 
offered to res1gn hts chair, to end the 
trouble, as he would never swerve one 
mch from the path of mtegnty and 
fa1thfulne1>s to what he considered to 
be the truth Dr Seebeck bade him 
temam , and his name has, m return, 

I taken the name of J ena to the ends of 
'the earth. Hts books have been trans
la!ed mto twdve languages. Hts name 

will nse first to the bps of any mformed 
student m the c1v~h!.ed world, from 
Yokohama to Sl Petersburg, from San 
Francisco to Calcutta, If you speak of 
zoology or embryology He holds four 
gold medals for research, and more 
than seventy diplomas_ f10m so many 
academies and learned bodies all over 
the world, who have desired to have hts 
name on their roll of members or asso
Ciates When, m 188r, the Astatic Society 
of Bengal resolved to nommate stx special 
"centenary honorary members," he was 
the one chosen- for Germany On the 
occasiOn of hts s1xtteth birthday, ten 
years ago, the Utte of the, sctentthc 
world sent theu g~eetmg to the man 

-"who has devoted his ltfe m unselfish 
devotton to science and to truth, '1\ ho 
has opened new paths and maugurated 
fresh knowledge wherever he has turned, 
and who has ever given hts best for the 
moral welfare of humamty" 

That IS the real Ernst Haeckel 
That ts the man whom our ecclestas~ 

tical M A 's and our D D 's have lately 
been accusmg of "sctentlfic humbug" 
and "-msolent dogmattsm " and "chtld
tsh credulity" and " mendacities " and 
"rhodomontade," of bemg "an essen
tially Ignorant guide," "an atrophted 
,soul," and "a rude, 1ll-mannered, tgno
rant-child," of "pmsonmg the mmds " 
of the people and leadmg them " back 
mto barbansm," of "prostttutmg h1m~ 
self," of makmg " mtsrepresentattons so 
gross an~ glanng as to make It extreme]} 
dtfficult to credtt. him at once wtth 
mental abtltty and smcenty," of "havmg 
forfetted all nght to speak as a senous 
sctentlfic man," and of bemg " so fla
gr;J.ntly preJUdiced, so false- to fact, and 
so msolent m tone, a!. to require much 
self-control to keep one from flmgmg 
the book away m d1sgust " I am not 
quotmg ttmerant Chnstian Ev1dence 
lecturers, but the deliberately published 
observat:ons of Dr Horton, Dr Loofs, 
and the Rev. Mr Ballard 

We need not tender our sympathy to 
Professor Haeckel. He has been h!.ten
ing to language of this kmd ever smce 
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he pubhshed hts famous General .J£or
phology m 1866 He may have by thts 
time a kmdly theory that It comes 
naturally to a mmd that breathes a 
medtreval atmosphere, and that still holds 
the general prmctples on whtch the 
Holy Inqumtwn was founded But tt 
ts worth wlule mvesttgat~,ng how all thts 
lund language IS reconciled wtth the 
culture and scholarship and tolerance 
whtch are clatmed for the modern 
clergyman The wnters of these pic
turesque phrases would mdignantly re
pudiate the notwn that they were angry 
merely because Haeckel's views of the 
nature of man and the constitution -of 
the umverse contradict their O\\ n, and 
tend to dtmuush the number of their 
follo1\ers They do, mdeed, reJect the 
substance of Ius speculatwns, but thetr 
quanelts wtth the manner m- whtch he 
pursues and expounds them A few 
yeais ago he published a summary of 
the opuuons h~ had arnved at on a vast 
number of problems of sc1ence, philo
sophy, history, and rehgwn As he saw 
h1s great colleagues pass on one hy one 
to Jom "the chmr mv1stble," he dec1ded 
to draw up th1s "Ia 'it "1ll and testa
ment", to look back over the sombre 
fields of half-a-century of \\arfare, and 
sum. up the Issues of the confhct. In 
Germany his Rtddle of the Umverse 
sold 9,ooo cop1es m t\\ o months, and 
has led to an appallmg outpounng of 
controversial mk In England It \\as 
eagerly and extensively welcomed m the 
more expensive ed1twn, and m the cheap 
form tt 1s cuculatmg to the extent of 
nearly 13o,ooo copies I have waded 
through the turgid flood of cntJctsms It 
has called forth, and \\Ill deal first "Ith 
those charg(.s '1\luch tend to palliate tl1e 
outrageous phrases I have quoted before 
I proceed to the cnllCisms of Its sub
stance These ponderous names are 
not flung out, '1\e are told, from a secret 
con~c10u~ne~s that sober cnt1c1sm would 
have little force 1 hey are rductantly 
pLnnLd out of regard for the cthtc 
and a.. ... t lu lie of coni rov<"rW l'rofL s-.or 
lllLLhl, \\hom 1\lr.l\lallod.. ha~ s.t)utcd 

m the Fortmghtly Revtew (September, 
1901) as "one of the most emment and 
most thoughtful men of sctence m 
Europe," whom an antagomstic revtewer 
m Knowledge descnbes as "Impelled by 
no mohve but a love of truth," and says 
that "tO know hun IS to love rum," and 
"there are few who have \\Orked harder 
and at the same t1me, more bnlhantly, 
for thetr day and generatwn," whom the 
1VeJimznster Revuw regards as "a great 
bw1ogist and thmJ...er," and whqm even 
Dr. Dalltnger calls "a man of large 
scientific attamments, a bwlogtst of the 
highest repute, and possessed of the 
keenest acumen " (The Creator, p 18) 
-thts Professor Haeckel has, 1t seem'>, 
greatly violated the good taste _and the 
ordmary morahty of hterary work m his 
Rtddle of !It~ Umvetse Mr Ballard 
~pttmmses the tharge very neatly m the 
Bnttslt Weekly The book, he says, 
"teems wtth exhibitiOns of hitter pre
JUdtce, arrant dogmattsm, un\\arranted 
assumption, uncalled-for msult, logtcal 
fatlure, and self-contradictions", and 
the mtsguided Bnttsh pubhc calls for 
five editions of It; m sptti'! of all the 
abuse that IS heaped on lt and all the 
secret and public manreuvres that are 
directed agamst 1ts CirculatiOn 

A desperate champwn might ask the 
reader to reflect on the atmosphere of 
m\ectlve m '1\htch HaecJ...el has h\ed for 
the last fifty )ears-from Lacorda1re's 
tracmg of the parentage of evolutiOn to 
Dr Talmage's sermons on the subJect 
only four years ago-and m1ght recall 
that even damty prelates hJ...e BI~hop 
\\'tlberforce could utter b1tter msults m 
that charmed regwn He nught argue 
that a Haed.d was not pledged to turn 
the other cheek to the snuter Be mibht 
pomt out that It IS not soothm~ to have 
had to spend half a hfc m O\ ercommg 
v. hat ts now acJ...no" !edged to be a foolish 
resistance, ) et see the same theologiCal 
forces arra}ed at a more ad\1IK'I.d 
po~tlton to-day But, m truth, \\e sh 1ll 
do better to a~J..., \llhat 1s the re~thL11C 
and cthi<'al stand.ml of contrO\ er~\ 
chcu:,hed by Dr IIJul..d s Uiltcs, and 
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htJW' far does he really fall below tht:tr 
shming example? 

There is Dr Horton,· for instance, 
whose sensitn e nature is outraged by 
Haeckel's rude comments on some of the 
Chn:.--wm behefs. :Sow, I have been a 
pnest and I know how largely rhetoncal 
'this kmd of md.gnauon is, and how 
effectn-e it IS sometimes m preventmg a 
hovk from bemg read. As a fact, one 
who was present when Dr. Horton 
deliver{:fl hts pluhppic tells how, when the 
preacher read out in _tremulous tones 
the famous mother-in-lawpaso;age(and the 
bke) from the Riddle, hts audience was 
really shakmg with suppressed laughter. 
Howet"er, let u5 e-xamme Dr. Horton s 
diSCourse, 1 and It:arn the better manners 
which he desideratts in Haeckel He 
opens with a reference to ''the depths of 
degradation and despa1r mto wluch the 
teaching of Haeckel wdl plunge man
kmd , " though, of course, to speak 
of Dr. Horton's news as degrading 
would be cons1dered msultmg. Then, 
though " there has been no more diligent 
and successful investtgatorof the facts of 
nature tharr Ernst Haeckel dnnng the 
century that hao; passed.., he is a child 
at moral and rehgious reasoning, "a rude, 
ill-mannered, ignorant child ; " he is ''an 
atroph1ed soul, a berng that is blmd on 
the sptritual Side." The "spiritual s1de " 
bemg a blend of moral and intellectual 
faculty (u It IS anythmg more than 
imagination), this is grave; but Dr. 
Horton says it ''in the interest of souls 
and trpth."' Presently he finds Haeckel 
an "utterly unsatisfactory and essentJally 
ignorant gutde," an " JIDthinkmg mmd"' 
wtth whose "<Jbnous weakness and igno
rance" and "childish creduhty" " the 
rationaliSt press gUlls the ignorance of 
the public." Dr. Hortort admits that 
modem science "must gradually affect 
the view or man, even the VIeW of God, 
which ~o: drew from the matchless 
revelation of the first chapters of 
Genesis" [this in Hampstead, m the 

1 It IS puf>lt<hed in the CArutUUJ IV"/J 
Pulpt, June J<-th, I!JOJ. 

year or grace 11)03 ~], and must mod.fy-
•• the nail e, but e55entially correct, con
ceptiOns of our ancestors "; but Haeckel 
asks too much. I Will touch m the 
proper place Dr. Hortort's brief argu-. 
mentation on the ongin of bfe and the 
ongin of the mmd,1 and Will only admire 
here the delrcacy with which be pomu 
out the sptritual consequences or monism. 
"Men who hale no behef m God and 
immortality smk to the level of the 
brutes,"' and Haeckel 1s " anxious to 
sweep us back into this ba:barism under 
the name of progress." Haeckd is not 

1 coTLSCious of the degradation that has 
passed upon his spint" through rey:cting 
the partrcular solution of the world-ridrue 
wh1ch Dr. Horton recommends, but in 
any one who does so " the soul is shrunk, 
the mmd IS warped. the \ery body must 
carry its rnarh of degradation." It is 
true that the preacher's seno;e of humour 
awakes at one pomt, and he dtsavows 
any mtention of Imputing these ''bestial 
levels "' to Haeckel himself. but he seems 
to forget the resenatJon, and ends in a 
mvst Judicrou.o; Stram of commtserat1on. 
There is nothing half so insultmg and 
offensive in Haeckel 

Passmg by Dr. Loofs (whose little work 
is one of the most sptteful and pamful 
dwnbt:s that I-.as issued from a modern 
umversit} ), as he does not claim to be an 
Engltsh gentleman, we may turn to the 
Rev. F. Ballard for an exhthltlon of those 
manners whtch Haeckel has neglected to 
cultivate. ~k Ballard is said in the 
relig1ous press to hue proved that 
" Haeckel doesn't count," and It will be 
expected from the preciswn and f4JI'ce of 
hiS ind1ctment of Haeckel's manner 
(which I have quoted abol-e) that thiS 

I Dr. Horton's Jmo.ledge of the cootroo-ersy 
may be tesred •ery weiJ t.,. hJS Slatement that 
Bo.s-Reymond. \"ogt, BUchner, and Bacr, ''per· 
haps fOur of !he greatest men of soence m the 
mneteenth century m Genaany," came to •• the 
rerogrtitiOOI d spmt as !he :unhol- of ~ 
Del&." Xot ooe of !he fOur eYU recr..gnued any· 
thmg of !he lund, b we shall see. Bats-Reymond 
and Bacr remamed agnostiC. wlulst Biichllel' and 
\'ogt were actually the 1eatkn of ~ 
matenahsm up to the 1IIOmeDt (I{ death. 
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scientific clergyman wdl be qmte the 
Beau Brummel of rehg1ous controversy 
He has wntten a chapter on Tlze 
Ruldle of tlze Umverse m h1s Afzraclq 
of Unbelzif, but th1s bas been swallowed 
up m h1s -great attack m the columns of 
the Bntzsk Week(;, The later articles 
of th1s senes refer to the able editor of 
the Clanon, and Mr Blatchford has 
shown a sufficient command of appro
pnate language to dispense w1th my 
services I confine myself to the first 
three articles (July 23rd, 3oth, and Aug 
6th) It l)roves, on exammatwn, that 
twelve columns out of the thuteen are 
mamly prehmmary comments on Haec
kel's morals I wdl deal with the thu
teenth column (which \\Ill turn out to be 
very largely a question of Mr Ballard's 
morals) m 1ts proper place,- and will 
here bnefty examme the general cnti
Cisms. 

Dogmatism and dishonesty are the 
ch1ef pomts Mr. Ballard charges, with an 
mfimte vanety of phrasmg, agamst the 
absent Professor Now, one would 
really be diSposed· to see somethmg 111 

the first pomt, smce 1t IS so persistently 
urged by Haeckel's cnucs Unfortun
ately, when one looks closely mto the 
grounds of the charge It begms to totter , 
and when one compares Haeckel's words 
With those of his cnt1cs, one wonders 
what dogmatiSm really IS There 1s, for 
mstance, that admirable wnter of the 
Chnstzan World, Mr J Bnerley("J B.''), 
"ho stooped 111 some unguarded hour to 
attack Haeckel. The Rztldle 1s "one of 
the most amusmg books thts generation 
has seen" because "Its dogmatism IS so
naive " " Professor Haeckel has found 
e\erythmg out," says Mr Bnerley "He 
has exploded the old mystery, and found 
It a bag stuffed w1th sawdust There IS 

nothmg to wonder at m suns and S}S

tems They are JUSt matter and force, 
and there IS an end." Now, the Chrts
llan 11/orld 1s a fine paper, and '' J B" 
1s one of 1ts sanest contnbutors, yet this 
pa~'age IS astoundmg \\hence d1d a 
ho~t1le rev1ew~·r m the Sltt!Jirld Dati;• 
Tdq;rap!t gt.t tht. oppo~1te 1mpre~s10n. 

that Haeckel "IS modest and unassum
mg m the claims he makes for h1s 
system "? How came the Westmutster 
Revtew to call 1t "a careful and conscleiT
tlous endeavour to construct a theory of 
the'Umverse m harmony with the teach 
mgs of modern sc1ence " ? Read the 
second page of the preface to the Rzddle 
," 1 he studieS of these world-nddles which 
I offer m the present work," you read, 
"cannot reasonably cla1m to giVe a 
perfect solution of them , they merely 
offer to a w1de cucle of readers a cntlcal 
mqu1ry mto the problem, and seek to 
answer the question as to how nearly we 
have approached that solutiOn at the 
present day What stage m the attam
ment of truth have we actually arnved 
at m th1s closmg year' of the mneteenth 
century? What progress have we really 
made durmg its course towards that 
unmeasurably dtstant goal? " Those 
words-and you w1ll vamly seek the1r 
equal m modesty m any rehg1ous nddle
solver m the world-meet the eye at the 
very opemng of the book, and they are 
substantially repeated at 1ts close (p 
134} 1 "The ans\\er \\h1ch I g1ve to 
these great questwns," Haeckel con
tmues, "must naturally be merely sub
jechve and only partly correct." Was 
there ever so smgular a " dogmat1st " ? 
"The one pomt that I can cla1m 1s that 
my Momsuc Phtlosophy lS smcere from 
begmnmg to end" "111y own command 
of the va.nous branches of sctence rs 
u.oeven and defect1ve, so that I can 
attempt no more than to sletch the 
gene1al plan of 'such a world p1cture, 
and pomt out the pervadmg umty of Its 
parts, however 1mperfect be the e~ecu
tlon" "In takmg lea\e of my readers, 
I venture the hope that, through my 
smcere and consc1entwus \\Ork-m sptte 
of 1ts faults, of \\ htch I am not uncon
scwus-I- have contnbuted a httle to 
wards the solutiOn of the great emgma." 
If that IS dogmattsm, and the a\erage 
theologtcal pronouncement 1:. fragrant 

• I quule throu~hout from the ch~.al' e<huon 
of the A td.lk 
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w•th modesty, we !>hall need to recon
aJder our moral termmology 1 

But Mr. Ballard would tell us there
are_other passages m wh1ch '!the most 
arrogant dogmat1sm " breaks out Well, 
Haeckel has told us the book 1s une\en 
and sketch), that tts parts were written 
at different times, tn d1fferent moods , 
and, knowmg there was no inconsiStency 
of thought, he may ha~e trusted to the 
intdhgence of h1s readers to adjust any 
mere mcons1stency of expressiOn But 
the truth 15, that Mr Ballard's choice 
examples (gJ\en in h1s third art1cle) of 
"un'Ditlgated dogmat~:>m ".are little short 
of nd1culous "Thus we have got nd of 

. the transcendental des1gn of the phJI()
sophy of the schools" and " The unpre
JUdJu:d- study of natural phenomena 
re~eals the futility of the thell>tlc 1dea" 
are two of the shorter quotatiOns Clearly, 
Mr. Ballard must mean that Haeckel 
should hate interposed "m m) opmwn " 
m these sentences. Does Mr. llallard 
do that? Does any sane ;!nd literary 
wnter do It who expects to ha\e mtelh
gent readers ? Professor Haeckel IS by 
no means a Social Democrat, but he 
does credtt "the general reader " with 
mtelbgence enough to rehe\e him from 
saymg " th•s ts my opimon" at every 
th1rd lme. He has gone out of h1s 11ay 
to warn the reader from the begmmng 
that h1s concluswns are "merely subjec
tive " In not one of these cases does here
present a concluswnas bemgunammously 
accepted. On the contrary, Mr Ballard 
and h1s fnends are never tired of pomt
ing out how Haeckel, on hts O'liJn slUJwmg, 

1 An amu;;mg feature of thJS dehnquency of 
Mr. J. Bnerley's-whtcb 1 smcerely regret to 
have to noltce-15 that tt follows upon a fine 
arucle on "Candoor m the Polptt "--that JS to 
say, on the lack of candour In the polptt and of 
honesty m apologetiC hterature. So that, almost 
stde by SJde with tbtS unhappy passage, one 
reads u A foremo:lt modern theologtan, by no 
means of the radtcal school, bas recorded hts 
stgmficant J!ldgment that one of the mam charac
terJSltcs of apolr>getlc hterature tS Its lack of 
honesty ; and no one who has stodted theology can 
doubt that 1t has suffered more than any other 
SCJence from equtvocal phraseology" ( Cknslllln 
JV11rld, August 20th, 1903 ; p IOJ 

JS contradicted by hts OwD colleagues in 
Germany: The whole matter is too ab
surd to prolong. Haeckel s "dogma
tisms" are the ordinary ways of expres-· 
sion m adult literature. They shine wllh 
modesty m companson 111th theulogtcal 
utterances, and they are guarded from 
mtsmterpretatton on the part of the unm
formed by a most rare and consetentlous 
v.ammg in the preface. 

Finally let w cons1der the charge of 
miSmterpret!itlon, trickery (" JUgglery," 
the Rev. Rhondda_ WJlltams says), and 
general dishonesty of method To deal 
111th thts fully would be to antiCipate my 
whole book here, the reader will be 
amply mforrned for judgment in the 
sequeL But we may, Jn the meant1me, 
profitably run our f:)e over Mr. Ballard's 
twehe columns of moral censorship. In 
the last chapter of Abrades of Unbehif, 
.Mr Ballard says "we find mJorrepre-;en
tatJons so gross and glanng as to make 1t 
extremely difficult to cred1t the wnter at 
once 11 1th mental -abihty and smcenty" 
(p: 350), In tmmedtate JUStification of 
thiS, .Mr. Ballard quotes Haeckel's state
ment (p 46 of the Ruld!e) that e~en 
some Christian theologtans deny the 
hberty of the wtlL ThiS Bachelor of 
lhvtmty seems unaware for the moment 
that the CahmiSts notonously demed 
freedom on the ~ery ground md1cated 
by HaeckeJ, and that the greater part of 
the Catholtc theologtans (the Thom1sts 
and Augustmians) are accused by their 
colleagues of being, logically, m the same 
predtcament. A more paltry JUStifica
tion for so grave a char~e tt would be 
hard to concene. The only other pomt 
m the chapter worth nohng a the com
ment on abiogenests, and thts Will be met 
at a later stage.l I tum to the pages of 
the Bnlzsh fVeek/y, and thetr blu!>h of 
nghteous md•gnat1on 
• The only point that _!:<>Deems us in 

I But the many admtrers of Mr Ballard "he 
w1sh to know the wont at once may refer no• 
to p 40, and see how thetr apologt!;t guLles 
htS quotatJon from llaeckel. mtsl'epn~sents ht5 
postuon, m1S8lates the attttode of ICtenre, aDd 
10 wms a glonous Ytctory-over the Decal~ 
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the fin.t arttcle ts a cunously spmted 
attack on my opmwn that the Ruidle IS 

"unanswered because 1t IS unansY.er
able," and 1t IS mstrucbve to consider 
this Take down your copy of the 
Rtddle-do not contract the slo\enly 
and expensive hab1t of trustmg- a con
troversial wnter, and I "Ill gtve you 
pages throughout, wh1ch Mr Ballard 
never does-and notice that I wrote th1s 
m November, 1902. Mr. Rhondda 
Wtlhams had not then written his 
pamphlet, Dr. Horton had not preached 
h1s 'iermon, and Dr Loofs's book was 
unknown m England The only 
"reply" m the field Y.as a bast1ly added 
chapter to Mr Ballard's .Aftracles of 
U11be!tef, whKh one may be pardoned 
for not havmg discovered by 1902 
Further, I wrote With pomted reference 
to Dr Beale's pathetic promise of a 
reply m the agony column of the Twus, 
Oct 1st,· 1900, a promise whtch he 
"1thdrew by refernng later (Dec 19th) 
to a tiresome collectiOn of letters from 
the Lancet Y.h1ch he had published m 
1898 Moreover, I pomtedly wanted 
~n ansY.er to the most Important thesis 
of the book, the evolutiOn of mmd, 
"h1ch, I find, even Mr Ballard had not 
rna Mr Ballard's selectiOn of spon
taneous generatwn as the ch1ef pomt
v.hereas Haecl.el only offers 1t as "a 
pure hypothesis," and 1t IS only an 
mc1dentat (though necessary) conse
quence of lus system-Is unworthy of a 
senous scientific man So, brushmg 
a~1de cnt1c1sms of Haeckel's VJews on 
Chnst and the Immaculate Conception, 
which have not lung to do \\ Ith the 
mtegnty of hts system, I deplored "the 
stlence or tnvtahty of Ius opponents " 
llut note how Mr Ballard mampulates 
this mnocent observatiOn PremJsmg 
th'lt I am "doubtless honest," and that 
" the apo~tles of free-thought, of aU 
mLn, mtght lea\e others free to thmk 
for themselves," and so on, he tells me 
1t \\as ans\\crcd by h1mself (m an 
ob,cure t..orner of an obscure book) and 
-by antlupatwn I 1 hat encourages 
h11n to call my statLmcnt an "untruth " 

In the second article my enormtty 
grov. s Readers are told that I assert 
the " momst1c mechamsm 'has been for 
ever established ' as the aU-sufficient 
ongm, means, and end of everythmg " , 
whereas I most clearly said only that 
" the cas~ fo~: the evolution of mmd " 
h~d been '' for ever established " Later 
we have a reference to "the reactwnary 
assurances of an ex-ecclesiastic to the 
effect 'that all Chnstmn faith IS shtp
wrecled and all Chnstlan ~nv1ctwns 
amongst the breakers '" The unsophiS· 
t1cated reader Will learn With surpnse ( m 
sp1te of" to the effect") that this, whether 
reactiOnary or not, IS not a quotatiOn from 
me And finally the growth IS complete, 
and I am made to ''sneer at the tnv1ahty 
or the Silence of the opponents of the 
mechamcal theory of the unnerse " Mr 
Ballard, F R M S , clearly makes a very 
Improper use of h1s microscope at 
t1mes 

So 1t IS With my mnocent remark that 
m the Rrddle \\e have a "masterly treat
ment of the questiOn of the evolutwn of 
mmd " " Masterly " soon grows mto 
"more masterly," and Mr Ballard amly 
asks • " I really want to know u•kt•, for 
some of us "ho make no profes~wn to 
be experts, Dr Haeckel's treatn,ent 
should be more 'masterly ' than that of, 
say, Dr Wallace''; and m the end 
"May we not then ask Mr 1\lcCabe, or 
Mr Blatchford, "hy, or by "'hat 
authonty, they proclaim that Prof 
Haeclel's treatment 1s so much more 
ma~terly than that of all others as to 
foreclose the question ? " The perver· 
s10n of my phrase mto a companson 
and the Implication that I fml 111 respect 
for Dr Wallace or any other dts
tmgmshed thmlcr come \ery oddly 
from the pen !>f th1s hterary m/Sor 
morum 

Yet tlus lS a fa1r sample of 1\(r 
Ballard's procedme-and IS m fact a 
great part of Ius procedure, or I should 
not l1a\e dl'clt on 1t 1 he only other 
Important element m Mr }; 11lard s 
prehmmary t\\ehe columns 1s hts 
mdu~tnous colkllwn of authonttcs to 
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' oppose to Dr Haeckel I shall speak 
presently of the proper ment of this, but 
must touch a few pomts of It here to 
fimsh the consideratiOn of Mr Ballard's 
standard of controversy -_ He constantly 
affirms that Haeckel 1_s opposed by the 
ma]onty of sCientific -authontles We 
shall see what tins really amounts to, 
but let us consider rt here m the hght of 
the more Important questiOn whether 
they support Chnst1amty I ha"e care
fully e"ammed the hst of wnter<; quoted 
agamst Haeckel by Mr. Ballard, and 
this 1s the result In the front rank 
are the three emment scientists, Lord 
Kelvm, Su 0 Lodge, and Dr A R 
'Vallace Their conv1ctwns every man 
will respect who respects himself, but
two of them are Spmusts (havmg there
fore, an ahen and empmcal source of 
faith, and holdmg views on the future state 
v.h1ch Chnst1an teachmg reJects), and 
Lord Kelvm giVes a very slender support, 
as we shall see Then there are Dr 
Beale (who confesses m h1s latest book 
that he IS fightmg a vast maJonty), Dr 
Croll (\\ho demes the hberty of the 
w1~), Dr St1rlmg (whose contnbutiOn IS 
the same as Dr Beale's), Dr. W111chell 
and Su J W Dawson (geologists of a 
past generatiOn, v. ho defend the hteral 
mterpretat10n of I Genesis S1r J 'V 
Da,,son thmks geology only cJaims 
7ooo years for the hfe of man, and 
that " the deluge IS one of the most 
Important events both 111 human history 
and the 'Study of the later geological 
penods "), Professor Flower (w1th ~ten 
hnes of quahficatwns, but whose only 
contnbutlon to the subject seems to be 
an address at a Church Congress, 111 whtch 
he sharply tells the, clergy they have 
done mischief enough m the past, and had 
better leave evolution to men of science, 
two short phrases aSout an " eternal 
power " and the " DlVme govern
ment of the world" seem to constitute 
h1s slender theology), Dr A Macahster, 
Professor Le Conte and Mr Fiske 
(Amencan ev_olut10msts and Pantheists1 
Mr Row {the Chnsnan Evidence 
lecturer), Dr Cook (the Amencan 

Chnstlan evidence lecturer), and Lord 
Gnmthorpe (the VIcar-general of York; 
whose "legal and scientific mmd " may 
be seen at work 111 his Letters on nr 
Todd's Dzscourses on the Propheaes) The 
rest of Mr Ballard's hst consists of prp
fesswnal theologtans " Dr " Th1s, and 
"Professor" That, usually turn out to be 
graduates 111 divimty I am not for a 
moment shght111g the scientific acqUire
ments of men hke Dr Dallmger, .Mr 
Newman Smyth (one of the few 
apologtsts "ho reta111 the character of a 
gentleman am1d~t polemical work), Dr 
Iverach, Mr Ballard, Mr Profe1t, and 
Mr Kennedy , I am not ~o umntelhgent 
But It would be absurd to say that the 
publicatiOns of these professors of 
apologetics and doctors of diVlmty have 
the same value, as replies to Haeckel, as 
those of scieptific laymen The result IS 
that Mr Ballard's hst IS totally and 
gravely m1sleadmg to the un111formed 
Rubbish hke the "Present Day_Tracts" 
and a-ntiquated work like Wmchell's and 
Dawson's and Stuhng's and Wamwnght's 
are mixed up With the good work of 
Newman Smyth and Dall111ger anq 
Kennedy. Evolutwmsts and non
evolutwmsts, theists and pantheists, 
Chnst1ans and non-Chnstians, are hastily 
thro\\ n together He drags 111 Prof 
W James to rebuke Haeckel, the 
average reader wdl have httle suspicion 
that James reJects the- t1tle of theist, 
speaks scornfully of Mr Ballard's God, 
and is not ~ure of the Immortality of the 
soul All this IS gravely m1sleadmg 

Clearly, 1\Ir Ballard's Ideal of con
troversy IS not much supenor to that 
of Dr Horton Yet this budding con
troversialist has the effrontery to tell 
Haeckel that ~· If he has no sense of 
shame, then we have a sufficient object 
lesson as to the failure of ' momsttc 
religiOn' to de\elop even an elementary 
degree of morahty" This Is pro\oked 
by statements which Haeckel quotes 
With transparent honesty from wnters 
named m his book We have seen 
how an equa1ly coarse outburst was 
prompted by a statement (as to the free-
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dom of tbe wtll) which is literally correct 
The only other specific cnttctsms offered 
by Mr Ballard relate to the nature of 
matter and the ongm of bfe In both 
cases he gtves a mere tra\esty of 
Haeckel's positiOn. We shall ta'L.e them 
m detail Jater·(though the reader may 
find them at once by means of the mdex, 
tf he demes) ·For the present we take 
our leave of these graceful guardians of 
the taste and ethic of controversy 

" What sort of im age do we h ve m ? " 
asked the Prager Togeblatt, when tt-saw 
the clencal. and sctenttfic Ltlhputtans 
of Germany shootmg thetr msults at the 
dtstmgutshed sctentist We are bvmg, 
shll, m an age when rehgwn ts made to 
consist essentially m certam speculations 
about the nature of the umverse, whtch 
were framed, m sub~tance, thousands of 
years ago , an age when any mdependent 
speculator on the nature of thmgs must 
expect to arouse a b1tter antagomsm 1f 
h1s conclusiOns dtffer from those of 
rehg1ous traditiOn. Rehgwn 1s, m a most 
Important asl?ect, l' a cosmtc doctnne," 
to quote the words of Mr Mallock 
".Rehgwn and science," he says, "touch 
and oppose each other pnmanly as nval 
methods of explammg the •••• lim verse 
taken as a whole, man formmg part of 
1t" Until a short ttme ago theologians 
held that the1r particular cosmiC specula
tions had the d1stmct10n of a super
natural ongm, and they damned people 
who called them mto questton To-day 
the g1lt ts weaung off the legends of 
Genesis, but the hereditary spmt of 
mtellectual arrogance goes more slowly 
To-day there are many theologians \\hO 
call themselves truth-seekers, and there 
are a few who wnte and speak as 1f 
they ufere truth-seekers, and not truth
fulmmators But the sad truth IS that 
the maJOnty are morally hampered by a 
conviction of the sacredness and the 
exclusive truth of certam speculatiOns, 
about God and the soul, whtch they 
have a corporate charge to defend 
Every man who opposes them ts con
structed mto a hater of their rel1g10n and 
a menace to human I>rogress. The 

dtmmutwn of their followers seems 
only to mcrease theu vwlence "Al
ready," says :Mr Rhondda Williams, "1t 
ts the fact that the cultured laity on the 
one hand and the bulk of the democracy 
on the other are outstde the Churches " 1 
Yes, people are seekmg the truth, out m 
the hght· of day, and they d1~trust a 
traditiOn that has broken down se<;twn 
by section as the century ad\anced 
Haeckel, startmg from ll:. most compre
hensive knowledge of hvmg nature, has 
reached out to certam conclusiOns on the 
cosmic mystery I~ w11l not avml to 
cancature hts conclusiOns and vthfy Ius 
person and motiVes and method Neither 
he, nor hts ttanslator, nor hts publishers, 
dreamed of thrustmg hts zoological 
authortty do\\n. people's throats, except 
m so far as hts book .deals "tth zoology 
Hts further conclusiOns musb be met on 
the1r argumentative ments I-lls whole 
system must be JUdged by ratiOnal 
evtdence Dust-throwmg and mud
throwmg ate not the methods of truth
seekers , they are the devtces of t1m1d 
or foolish partisans 

But before I enter upon a systematic 
exammatwn of Haeckel's system and the 
cnttctsms 1t ha~ provoked, I wtsh to ex
pose .one further misrepresentation of a 
general character Almost all the cnttcs 
endea\our to make us distrust Haeckel 
by attnbutmg to him a solitary and 
tsolated postt1on m the sctentlfic world 
Even 1f this were the case, It would only 

, be an mcenttve to examme his v1ews 
wtth the greater care Copernicus stood 

-alone throughout hfe Darwm \\as op
posed by most of the scientists of his 
t1me WollT enunciated a profound 
truth which was not accepted unt1l long 
after his death Robert Owen preached 
a whole senes of soctal truths that \\e 

'all accept to day Further, all \\ nters 
do not regard Haeckel as tsolated Mr 
Mallock, m hts Relrgron ar a C1cdrb/e 
Doclruu, not only takes lum to be the 
supreme hvmg representatt\e of SCientific 
plulosophy, but says that hll and h1s 
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coileagues "are correct in tpeir methods
and arguments-that the attempts of 
contemporary theologians to find flaws 
in the· case of their opponents,_ or to 
convert the discoveries· of science into_ 
proofs of their own theism, are exercises 
'of an. ingenuity ·wholly and hopelessly 
misapplied, and exhibit too . often an-
upreasol1ing or a feverish haste_ which 
merely exposes to ridicule the cause 
which they are,anxious to•defend."1 Dr. 
Lionel -Beale speaks throughout 'his 
Vitality of the majority Qeing on 
Haeckel's side in that controversy. 'Dr. 
I verach speaks in his Theism of "scien
tists," in a general way, ·as refusing to go 
with him. But-the misconception it is· 
particularly needful to clear up is as to 
the-_ relation of Haeckel's Monism to 
,Agnosticism. When Mr. Ballard speaks. 
crudely of the majority o( modern scien
tists being opposed to Haeckel, the 
uninformed will conclude that they are, 
therefore, more or less with Mr. Ballard. 
we· have corrected that impress~on by 
giving the list of all the scientific laymen 
of England and _the United States, of 
recent years, that Mr. Ballard has been 
able to get under one very broad religious' 
umbrella. It bears only a small propor
tion to the -whole, even when we have 
added ·Professor Henslow .. and a few 
more later on. On the other hand, th,e 
average educ~ted man would say that 
Haeckel is a materialist and atheist, and 
the great bulk ·of our men of science 
reject both names. Haeckel, it is true, 
equally rejects the name materialist, but 
we may defer that· point to the next 
chapter. Our average educated man· -
has no illusion as to Huxley, Tyndall, 
Clifford, Darwin, Bain, Sully, Maudsley; 
Spencer, Ray Lankester, Karl- Pearson, 
and scientists of that type (or those 
types) favouring what Mr. Ballard would' 
call religion. These have _professed 
Agnosticism; and the silence . on ·the 
religious question of th~ vast majority of 

-our· scientific men must-especially in 

1 The Fo~etnitlzt/;' Review1 September, 1901; 
P· 400. · · 

view of the feverish_ alertness of the 
Churches to drag them on to platforf.s_ 
when they are known to be in the le t 
favourable--::-I shoulq say, be ·constru d 
in the same se111?~· . - - ' . . 1 

Now, Agnost1<;1sm IS held to be mo~e 
or less respectable.. Mr.- Ballard quat's 
Huxley and Darwin and Tyndall with ~ . 
light heart and without the least recourS:! 
to his red- ink. Haeckel is abused b~ 
caus~ .of his "1~gmatism:., But let u' 
refram from ra1smg dust, and_ see whqt 

·the difference really conies to. I migb,t 
quote· Lord . Grim thorpe, ,whose "leg~ 
and scientific mind" Mr. Ballard has 
-warmly recommended to us : " As fd~ 
professing to believe neither· alternativ~, 
atheism or theism, . . ,_ that is not only 
probably but certainly' wrong, and, in-. 
·deed, is so impossible that any man who 
thinks he has come to that conclusion is 
·mistaken, and -is at present an· atheist.~' 1 

B.ut I think a writer of that type ought 
to be left in his grave._ Listen, however, 
to what one of the· ablest living thinkers 
of England ·says on the lllatter : "The 
Neutral or Agnostic Monism now in 
vogue amongst scientific men- . . . is 
'scientifically· popular· mainly because it 
is still essentially ·naturalistic, _and. dis
parages the so-called psychical aspect as' 
epistemologically subordinate to the 
physi~al. . • This monism escapes the 
absurdities of the old materialism more 
in seeming than in fact , . it is material
ism without -matter .. -. In this monism 
the mechanical· theory is ~till- regarded 
as furnishing a · concrete and complete 
presentment of the objective world. . . 
If dualism is unsound, there seems to 
be no agnostic resting-place between 
materialism and _ spiritualism." 2 I do 
not subscribe to all this, but the high 
authority of -the· writer encourages me· 
to say that. the custom .of opposing our 

1 At the close of The Origz'n of the Laws of 
Nature. · 

2 Professor J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosti
cism, p. 207 • vol. ii. So Professor Case, in the 
article on Metaphysics in the tenth edition of the 
E11cyc. Brit. says Huxley, Tyndall, and Spencer, 
only escape materialism by being inconsistent, 
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Agnostic scientists to Haeckel-especi
ally when fairly ancient quotations are 
dug out of their works in support of it-
is totally misleading. · . 

The difference between them is this 
(setting aside for the moment the question 
of idealism): Haeckel's system is a 
comprehensiv~ theory covering the uni
verse, whilst they remain on ground 
which they feel to be. very solid. They· 

_affirm the evolution of all things, of 
matter, of solar systems, -of species from 
lower species, of man; of religion and 
·ethics. But they decline to skate at all 
on thin ice. Whether the universe had 
a beginning, whether evolution has been· 
purposively guided, whether or· how life. 
arose out of non-life, whether conscious-

. ness is of the same texture as physical 
force, whether death makes an end of it 
-all these things they prefer to leave to 

. a later generation: Where they do 
affirm, they agree with Haeckel ; but 
they consider l1is furthe-r affirmations 
premature, to say the least. They 

-agree with him that the religious theory 
· is quite uncalled-for by the facts of 
science; but they think -it too early to · 
frame counter-theories. This is the real 

·significance of those famous conversions 
of German· scientists of· which every_ 
critic of Haeckel has made so much. 
I>u Bois-Reymond, Virchow, Baer, and 
\Yundt spread their affirmations over 
the universe in their younger days. - At 
a later period they restricted themselves, 
like Huxley or Darwin, to positions 
which seemed impregnable. They re
treated to Agnosticism on the more ad
vanced questions. It is absurd to find 
I Jaeckel's critics representing the111 as 
having gone over to theism or Christian
ity.l Like Huxley and Tyndall ~in his 

I llaeckel is read a ferocious lesson in 
manners hy all his critics for pntting a certain 
construction on thdr change. Let it stand. I 
am chicAy concerned with the truth or untruth 
of his i<l~as. I see, therefore, a far more griev
ous sin in the almost general misrepresentation 
of the nature of th~se "com•crsions." -llr. 
llnrton, we saw, 'lipped in \'ngt Rnd Biichnt·r, 
the mosl advanced materialists of Germany, as 
converts to spiritu<tli>m, Mr, Uallanl in>crts 

agnostic mood) they only decline to 
follow Haeckel in a constructive theory 
of the origin- of life and'· the relation of 
consciousness to brain, and the strenuous 
denial of God and immortality·; but they 
shrink just as severely from . the con
structive !heories and the dogmas of 
Haeckel's critics. 
- . In that sense Haeckel litands apart, 
though far from alone Is he justified 
in leaping the abysses from which his 
colleagues shrink? Would it be wiser to 
keep to the solid ground? To put no 
rounded system before the world? We 
can judge best when we have covered 
the whole ground over which his system 
extends. Meantime, ·remember three 
things which are lost sight of in the dust 

-of this controversy.. Firstly, Dr. Haeckel 
does not claim anything like equal value 
for his views on all points. He knows 
perfectly well how the evidence differs, 
and how at times he must bridge a chasm 
with "a pure hypothesis," as he calls his 
theory of abiogenesis ; though he does 
not even put out a hypothesis without -
sober ground.· His system is· an 
elaborate structure of demonstrated 
truths, convincing theories, and.rational 
hypotheses of all grades of strength. The 
critic who confuses the latter with the 
former, and thinks he has destroyed 
"the fundamental axiom," wl~n he has 
only shown that some outlying hypothesis 
is only a hypothesis, does not evince 
much discernment or a scrupulous desire 
to let truth prevail Secondly, dualism, 
or theism, may ~ot logically rush i~1 if one 

Romanes, of wh""" com·ersion Hueckel was 
totally unaware when he wrote the book, and 
whose change of views differs toto ado from that 
of Virchow or Wundt. All essentially misstate 
the real " metanlorphosis." It was merely from 
dogmatic monism to what Dr. '"'ard calls 
" agnostic monism." It lends no support to 
theism or spiritualism. Prof. Haeckel assures me 

·that "even to-day these men are styled arluists 
hy German eccl.,siastical writers." Read Mr. 
Kennedy's attack on Du Bois-Reymond's hctero
d.n,y, after his " lgnorahimus-Rcde," iu his 
Ntlfural Tluolt'J:)' artd lllodrrff Tltt'u,·ht, pp. 
42-65. ll:u·y,·in u'cd stronger l.w~u•ge abc>ut 
\'irchow than is to be founJ in the 1\iudk. 
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.ofHaeckel's particular hypotheses breaks 
down. Bet\\'een Haeckel and Martineau 

.· or Fiske lies the broad region of neutral 
or agnostic monism. . And thirdly, . this 
is the ordinary procedure of science. _It 

_throws out the light bridges of its hypo-

' ' 
theses far ii1 advance of its solid march. 

-They may be withdrawn .later. · More 
probably they -will gather strength as the 
yeaJ;S roll on, and-be af length absorbed 
in the g'\"owth of the impregnable 
.structure of scientific truth. · 

.CHAPTER II 

THE UNITY OF THE WORLD; 'AND THE LAW 
OF SU;BSTANCE 

·WHAT, then, is this monism which. ' airily that "this is another of those ·inno-·. 
has aroused so much bitterness and an- cent-looking hypotheses " from -which 
tagonism? Once more, before we can pro-_· Haeckel derives his ·atheism, &c. How, 
ceed to a sober and patient study of the any man can fail to see that this is 
position of Dr. Haeckel, we find it not _ an assumption, but the most 

. necessary· to. lay the dust which his .laboured' conclusion of Haeckel's sys
critics have raised. There_ is the defini- tern-not the base but the apex of his 
tion given by the Rev. Ambrose Pope, pyramid-passes comprehension. Mean
who seems to have led the opposition _ time, it is formulated in utter defiance 
to Haeckel in the Clarion controversy. of H_aeckel's words, and one might think 
Mr. Pope disposes of the system-,- Haeckel would, be consulted ·on· the 
which iv has taken Dr .. Haeckel a matter. He says -(p. 8) thar mopism 
laborious life-time to construct~with does " riot deny the existence of spirit, 
a marvellous and quite· papal facility. and dissolve the world into a heap of 
It was made,Jle thinks; during three "half- dead atoms" and that "matter cannot 
day excursions" out of Haeckel's- own exist and be operative without spirit, or 
province ... From these he returned with spirit without matter." Dr.' Horton and 

. certain "assumptions ". which· contain; many others have the same confusion. 
with almost ludicrous clearness, tile con- The Rev. Rhondda Williams says : "He 
elusions he wanted to reach. We will recognises that there is something which 
have a word on tnese "assumptions " is not material (spatial) which ·we may 
(which are really the conclusions of years call mind, or soul, or spirit, But if this 
of ob~ervati'on and reflection) when the spiritual something is treated as the 
time comes. But incidentally Mr. Pope mere product of matter, or the mere 
defines monism, or, as he caps it ·for function of the material organism, its 
some occult reason, - " physiological reality is denied, i.e., it has no real 
monism." "Briefly," he says, "the spiritual nature." But Haeckel has no
universe is not dual in its ultimate where· said that spirit (or force)· is a 
nature, viz., spirit (or ~oul) and matter ; produc;:t of matter. There are scientists 
but single (monistic), vi~., matter (or who resolve matter into force, but no one 
substance)." Mr. Pope go~s on to say · ever attempted the reverse, except in 
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the sense of reducing force to motion,- still renders, incalculable service to con-· 
which Haeckel certainly does not. - ' servative religion. . · 

Monism is so clearly defined at. the In his Natural History of Creation 
very commencement of Haeckel's book Professor Haeckel admitted that his 
(p. 8) that these gentfemen must have monism· was not far removed from 
convinced themselves he 'gave an -. im- scientific materialism. But there is still 
proper definition in order to escape ·the so gross a confusion on the subject 
odious label umaterialist." Before we that it is' very natural for him to refuse 
proceed, let us be perfe·ctiy clear !Why the ·name. Indeed, he could not 
this odium does· attach to_ the word logically accept it, and no one who is well 
"materialism., It is. well worth while, informed in recent physics will accept it, 
for here is one of the strangest and mosL unless he is allowed to interpret .it in his 
common sophisms of th~ -hour. own way; ·a right which seems to. be 
Materialism is the name for two totally denied to men like Dr. Haeckel. Glance 
different things, ·.7hich · are constantly at .any scientific. work, and -you will 
confused. There is; in the first place, find that it speaks 8$ much, -if· not 
materialism as 'a theory of the m1iverse- more, about force than about matter. 
the theory that matter is the source Hence if critics · insist on calling 
and the substance of all things. That is materialism. a belief in '' dead atoms " 
(if you associate "force" or "energy"· and "hard atoms," and. "solid atoms," 
or "motion" with your ''matter," as and nothing 'else, there are no 
every materialist does) a perfectly materialists to-day, if ever there were? 
arguable theory. It has not the remotest We shall see more presently about 
connection with the amount of wine a· modern notions of matter and force, but 
mart drinks or the integrity of his life. may. take it that. Haeckel, in proper 
But we also give the name of materialism scientific spirit, attaches as . much im-. 
to a certain disposition of the sentiments, portance to· force as to matter, and does 
which few of us admire, and which not make any absurd attempt to derive, 
would kill the root of progress if it force from matter.1 Further, he identi
became general. It 'is the disposition to fies "soul., or "spirit" with force. Mr. 
despise ideals and higher thought, to Williams says this is a_polite way of 
confine one's desires to ·selfish and denying its existence, and Mr. Pope 
sensual pleasure and material advance- would say it is an assumption. It is 
ment. There is no connection between neither one nor ;the other, but a most 
this materialism of the heart and that of serious and chara<;:teristic conclusion of 
the head. For whole centuries of Haeckel's researches. I am now 
Christian history whole nations believed stating his position, not the grounds for 
abundantly in spirits without it having it (which will come in due time). He 
the least in'fiuence on their morals ; concludes that the thinking and willing 
and, on the other hand, materialists like force in man-what we call his mind or 
Ludwig Buchner, or Vogt, or Moleschott, spirit-is identical with ~he force that 
were idealists (in the moral sense) of the reveals itself in light and heat. In 
highest orqer.1 Look around you and other words, he is fors::ed to think that 
see whether the belief or non-belief (for spirit and energy are one and the same 
the Agnostic is in the same predicament thing, and so he uses_ the names in
here) in spirit is a dividing-line in conduct. discriminately. But he is further con
There is no ground in fact for the con- vinced, · on grounds we shall see 
fusion, and it· has wrought infinite presently, that matter and spirit (or 
mischief i while it has rendered, and i Yet even the writer of the .article on Meta-

physics in the loth edition of the E".f)'dojV'dia 
1 See sketcheli of their lives in Last 1Vords on Brita,Hua, who devotes two columns to the 

~lalen'a/is,, Riddle, joins io this ceneral Dlisrepresentation. 
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force) are not two distinct -entities or ' amassed .enormous quantities: of facts· 
natures, but two forms or two aspects-of -concerning every part·and aspect of ~he 
one ·single -reality, which he. calls the universe. The monist believes we can 
fundamental substance.-_ ,This one already, with- this ·material, sketCh in 
entity with the two _ attributes, this 'broad-_ outline, ·at least, - the upward 
matter,force substance, ·is -the _ sole growth of the great world-substance 
reality that exists~to use a Gree_k word, until it is transfigured in the_ beauty of 

-the ~nonon-the one nature that presents the- living' organism, and becomes self
itself to our_ ·contemplation_ in- the· conscious 'in the -mind of man. Every-
infinitely varied panorama of the body admits to-day, says Mr. Mallock, 
universe. - - -that the inorganic world is "an absolute -

This position is logically, as i said, monism." The monist procee_ds to 
the culminatior1 of_ Haeckel's system.- bring the rea.lms of life and conscious-_ 
For the convenience of this brief _de- ness into this matter-force unity, and to 
scription I ~akeit as the: starting poiqt show that we are not warranted in claim
of that network of explanations, theories; ing that its g!owth needs a designer or a 
and -hypotheses which constitutes the controller.- _fie will go on until he has 
monistic _philosophy. There is a_ most embraced the- whole- Iif<; of humanity, 
important school .of philosophers who_ science, art, religion, and ethics, i1;1 his 
"'ill chaJlenge even the existence of this single formula. -
matter-force substance, as we shall see Do not misunderstand me- to .the 
presently, but- for· the vast majority of extent of supposing, as so many strangely -
men of science, a~ well as of ordinary do, that the monist is bound to- have a 
folk, this matter-force elemen:t is the one theory ready for· every phenomenon 
obvious realit_y. In this Haeckel's cri- under heaven. We find even the a:blcst 
tics. are at one with him. It is when of Haeckel's critics claiming that monism 
H~eckel goes on to say it is the sole- breaks down- here, -or fails- to :explain 
mon-on---reality that the conflict begins, there, and then with a chant of praise 
The view which, Haeckel opposes is that fluttering the banner of dualism in the 
there- is ·another element in existence, _breach. _ Such a course is absurd. _ If, 
totally distinct from -this matter-force_ the monistic theory fails anywhere, the 
reality : that the mind of man cannot be next attitude that logic enforcesis agnos~ 
an evolution from the matter-fo_rce .sub- ticism, or _reserve of judgment. I( 
stance, and that this_ substance itself l-Iaeckel's theory of the origin of life, or 
could not have evolved into the orderly of heredity, or of consciousness, or of 
l!_niverse about us ~xcept under the guid- · morality, or of Christ, will not stand the 
ance of a still higher intelligent principle, strain of rational examination, this does 
God .. Now, it would be quite legitimate not impair the general system of monism. 
to say that we are as yet so imperfectly The- heart of the system is ( 1) the affir
acquainted with this matter-force reality mation that a great matter-force sub
that it is premature to say what it can or stance (or nature) is unrolling its paten
cannot do .. That is the Agnostic posi- tialities- · in the · universe about us 
tion, -rejecting ali~e the dualist theory o( (which no orre denies), and (2) that we 
Mr. Ballard and the- monistic exp1ana- have rio rational evidence that there exists 
tions o( Dr. Haeckel.l But -monism is ·any other substance (or super-nature). 
more. ambitious.- SCience- has 'now To say that Haeckel is bound. to explain 

1 But I must repeat-so persistent is the mis
representation-that this agnostic position is as 
antagonistic to Christianity as_ inonism is. Its 
·quarrel with what it calls the premature theories 
of the monist is a purely scientific or philosophical 
matter, and is totally unconnected ·with religion. 

everything o·r die, is a grotesque assump-
tion. He has plainly disavowed so 
foolish an ambition, It may' be that 
before the last red rays ofotir dying su11 . 
fall upon the eyes of the last of our race, 
some millions of years hence, the mon-
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istic philosophy will be complete.- That 
is the "infinitely remote goal" he spoke
of. But, as I said, science has already 
accumulated so· vast a library of know
ledge that we may venture even now to 
draw the outline of an extensive view of 
the universe in the monistic sense. That
is what Dr. Haeckel does in the Riddle 
of the Uniz,erse. He has spent half a 
century in seeking truth. He has fought 
side by side witl1 the finest_ scientific 
thinkers of the last century in overcom-, 
ing an historic resistance on the part of 
the Churches. No one who is not con
vinced that humanity has already, at the 
very beginning of its higher life, reached 
the final truth, will be diverted by the 
sneers and gibes of heated partisans -
from a patient study of his conclusions. 
No one who believes that truth is a 
sacred possession, an9 the first condition 
of lasting progress-no one who feels 
that dignity and sincerity are the first 
qualities required in _its pursuit-will 
allow himself to be turned from the true 
and vital issues by a petty and frivolous 
criticism of irrelevant details. 

The plan I have adopted is to state. 
first the almost undisputed unity of the 
inorganic world, then proceed to con
sider its evolution, and pursue the pro
cess of development through the suc
cessive stages of life, consciousness, and 
reason. .But I have already said that 
an important group of philosophers chal
lenge our right even to the inorganic 
world- as a base of operations. Age 
after age philosophy has rung the changes 
on the familiar bells-materialism, ideal
ism, spiritualism, realism. To--day the 
system in favour in the schools is ideal
ism. According to the idealists the 
naive belief of t!:Je average man that he 
lives in a material universe, which lay 
here in space before -humanity began to 
furrow its soi~ and will lie there still 
when the last man has dropped into his 
eternal tomb, is a delusion. The arch
sophist, Berkeley, comes along, and 
explains that the orange he thinks he 
is vulgarly injecting into a material 
cavity he calls a stomach, is only a 

bundle of -sense-impressions w}:lich he 
quite gratuitously supposes to be caused 
by a material object, and his stomach is 
a fiction. So with the whole of material 
life. It is a kinematoscopic display in 
the mind-not, as far as we know, taken 
from life.- Berkeley opined that God 
was the operator of the instrument 
Idealists generally have dispensed with 
the operator now. The show unwinds 
itselfby some occult law of the mind. 

_In either case "this too, too solid flesh" 
-does melt, and thaw into something 
thinner than -· "an everlasting dew." 
·Matter is a mental construction, force 
is th~ same,- the world they make up 
~annat be otherwise. There is, {)f 
course, the agnostic position, that we 
do not know whether this kinematoscopic 
panorama is a photograph, or a diagram, 
of a real world, or no. But all idealists, 
and they ara the vast majority in philo
sophy. to-day, sternly insist that the 
matter and force v.-hich the- scientist 
manipulates are mental counters ; that 
he is dealing with Ius idea of matter and 
force, whether or no an eternal reality 
corresponds to these._ Hence it is that 
so many cultivated reviewers set aside 
Haeckel's system with polite disdain. 
His realism-his habit of talkit1g of 
matter and force as familiar objective 
realities-is too tlai:ve. 

Now this philosophy so obviously cuts 
out the root of Haeckel's system that 
some of his clericat critics have put on 
superior airs and borrowed phrases from 
it. If the very existence of matter and 
force is doubtful, clearly monism is in a 
parlous state. They forget one thing. 
If idealism excludes, or throws doubt on, 
the objective reality of matter, it in the 
same proportion destroys the Christian 
position. What is the meaning of the 
Incarnation, or the death of Christ, or 
the whole historic foundation of Chris
tianity, if the material world and its 
history are subjective? Dr. Iverach sees 
this very well, and warns his impetuous 
colleagues. "In truth," he says, "we 
must arrive at a conception which leaves 
room for real individuality; lhat ''·ill 
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recognise the u~iquehess of every person, 
and yet place every person in relation to 
every other person and thing that is, has 
been, or ~ill he. It must allow reality 
to history, and_ permit a real progress 
and real events in it. It must recognise 
human activity as a factor in the world's 
history, , and' recognise somehow that 
good- and evil, happiness and misery, 
righteousness and sin; are not appear
ance, but stern realities, 'vhich philo
sophy and theology must deal with.''1 

There are, of course, important divines -
amongst the idealists, such as Dr. Caird, 
but they are neither consistent nor likely 

-ever to be literally adopted. The 
. Catholic Church is intensely realistic.' 
Its philosophers,.Dr. Ward, Dr. Mivatt, 
Father Maher, Father Clark,--etc., have 
never yielded a step to the ·reigning 
fashio11. -of idealism. In a word, the 
'defenders of religion whom Haeckel 
opposes are as " naive realists " as he is. 
It is. only the more short-sighted who 
meddle with 'the ·edged tools of the 
modern metaphysis;ia_n. 

But the philosophers themselves, the 
aristocracy of the intellectual world ! 
Are we to go on with our construction 
in total disregard of their protest ? I 

-believe Haeckel is quite right in· doing 
so. As Mr. Mallpck says, these idealist 

-dreams - are not " the mere raving 
which at fiirst sight they seem to be." 
On the· other hand, the common fashion 
idealists have of saying that the man 
wllo refuses to take them seriously must 
be altogether ignorant of their philo
sophy-a species of arrogance. peculiar 
to idealists and Roman Catholics-is 
absurd: Few cultivated men are ignorant . 
of their arguments. . But the average 
mari 'of science, the average historian, 
and the average man of affairs, sweep 
away their theory as, in the words of 
Mr. Mallock, "a fantastic, though in~ 
genious and learned, dream.2 "If phi-

l Theism in the Light Of Present Scie1ice and 
Philosophy, p. jo5. - · 

2 Religion as a Credible Doctrine, p. 202. 
Mr. Mallock gives an admirable summary of the 
system, as presented by ·its latest and ablest 
expcaitor, Professor James 'Yard. _ 

losophers," he says· again, "instead· of 
confining themselves to the solemn alti
tudes of existence . . . would conde
scenq to take their examples from the 
common events_ of life, they would avoid· 
many of the mistakes which expose 
them to the just ridicule of the vulgar." 
The historian is hardly likely to admit 
that the stupendous drama he is engaged 
in reconstructing is not the real play of 
living_ passion·. The astronomer· is not 
prepared to see in the vast expanse of 
the heavens only the unreal mirage 
of his ideas. The physicist contemp
tuously repudiates the idealist's interpre
tation of his matter and force. The 
question is raised, said Sir A.' RUcker, in 
his presidential address to the British 
Association in rgor, "whether our basic 
conceptions are to be regarded as accu
rate descriptions of the constitution of the 
universe around us, or merely convenient 
fictions," and he gave an emphatic adhe-

- sion _to the former. His speech ended 
with'a claim that ether and the atom are 

, not mere mental fictions, not mere "work~ 
ing hypotheses," but "objective realities." 
His ~u'ccesso-r: in the presidency, Pro-

- fessor Dewar, no less strongly repudiated 
"the ancient mystifications by _which· a 
certain school shatter the objective reality 
of' matter and evergy." Indeed, signs 
are not wanting of a corning change 
amongst the metaphysicians themselves. 
The immense difficulty of explaining hOw 
we can perceive: an e~ternal world is 
familiar enough to every thinking man. 
But philosophy must try again. The 
material world is more convincing than, 
all their difficulties. The article on 
"Metaphysics," by Professor Case, in the 
latesteditionof our greatest Encyclopredia 
is one long warning that the reign, or the 
nightmare, of idealism is over, and that 
we shall shortly return through- " the 

. anarchy of modern metaphysics" (as he 
says), to a normal belief in the reality of 
a material world, the reality of war and 
disease and poverty and ignorance, and 
the rationality and validity of social 
enthusiasm and scientific investigation. 
' With Professor Haeckel, then, we pass 
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by our perplexed. metaphysicians, and 
smile at their· supercilious comments. 
We turn to the spreading panorama·of 
inorganic nature as the first embodiment 
of the monistic substance.l · There 
should be no criticism. for us to meet 
here, but the eagerness to deny and to 
discredit and to score a point-as if we 
were conducting a mimic Parliament in 
some ·dull provincial town, instead of 
being sober searchers for truth-has 
been so feverish that we shall find it 
breaking out into all kinds of frivolous 
criticisms. 

When you look up at night into the 
heavens ·you see· some three or four 
thousand stars scattered through' space. 
Each i;; an incandescent sphere, rarely 
less than three .. million miles in circum
ference, and usually separated from its 
fellows by billions of miles .of space. It 
would take 5ome 7 so,ooo years to count 

. the distance in miles to the nearest of 
them.- Some of them can be proved to 
be at least l,soo,ooo,ooo,l:)oo,ooo miles 
away. With the use of a good telescope 
the number of these world-masses runs 
up to more than a hundred millions. 
Yet even then we seem to be on!y at the 
fringe of the question of the magnitude 
of our universe. When a telescope 
containing a highly sensitive photo
graphic plate is directed to what seem to 
be dark and empty parts' of space, and 
is kept in that position for eight or ten 
hours, the plate is found to bear the 
faint imprint of a fresh myriad of worlds. 
They are so far distant that, though they 
are rso times more luminous than lime
light, and though the waves of light they 
send us have been falling on the plate:
. 1 A certain school would have us admit that, 

because our conviction of the reality of• the 
external world is incapable of demonstrative sup
port, we should grant the same privilege to the 
belief in God. Tltere is no analogy whatever. 
We cannot get away from our belief in the real 
world. The idealists themselves assume it in 
th.-ir arguments-as when they take the physi
cist's analysis of sound or light, to throw doubt on 
our hearing or sight. There is not a particle of 
this irresistihility about the idea of God. We 
can trace its roots and reject it without the 
slight~st inconsistency. 

a plate- that would take a picture in . the 
merest fraction of a second in day-time 
-:at the rate of . 7oo,ooo,ocio,ooo;ooo 

_per second, many of them fail to make the 
least. impression after six or eight hours' 
exposure. ~e have no ground for sup
posing our most powerful instruments 
bripg us to anything like a _limi~ to the 
umverse. 

· Is the universe infinite? · Dr. Haeckcl 
speaks of it as infinite and eternal, and 
this is just one of those ·typical cases 
where tne monist- outruns the agnostic. 
Th~ critici.sms which have- been passed 
on the phrttse "infinite" (we shall speak 
of eternity later), as applied . to the 
material universe, are not very dis
cerning. There are critics who imagine 
that Haeckel must advance no statement 
for which he cannot.- furnish empirical 
proof; whereas he has told us from the 
first page that, as a sensible thinker, he 
employs· his faculty of . 'speculation 
(taking care that it starts from facts) as 
well as .his power of observation. Then · 
there are critics who insist on thinking
it is. very convenient for their purpose
that he lays the same stress on every line 
of his system, and so cry "' dogmatism " 

· wherever the evidence is slender. We 
must approach· the subject more reason
ably. The question is, does the evidence 
of astronomy point in the direction of 
limits or of illimitableness? Philosophy 
has nothing to say against the infinity of 
the cosmos. "\Ve have no evidence," 
says Dr. Ward, "of definite space and 
time limits; quite the contrary. . . . we 
certainly cannot prove that the uni~·erse 
as a whole is measurable and therefore 
finite. . And when we pass to i:nore 
purely a pn"on" considerations, the case 
against a uni"erse with fixed and finite 
limits is equally strong." 1 • The idea of 
a limit is in fact unthinkable, and the 
~vidence of astronomy is far from sug-. 
gesting it. "Is the universe infinite? 
Who can say?" asks Dr. Dallinger. 
He refers to the fairly definite scheme of 

1 Natttrolis"' tu~d Ag~etJstidsm, \"Ol. i. p. J9S· 
Dr. Ward does not, of course, say the cosmos is 
infinite, 
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our milky way, but says "it may bebut• 
a complex -particle - in a universe of
·universes, stretching on for ever -and_ 
ever over the bourneless immensity of 
the unknown." I Briefly, what evidence 
we have is totally against the idea of a 
limit, anlf thaLidea is so unimaginable 
that it would never have been suggested 
but for theological considerations. Dr. 

· Haeckel prefers to rely on the scientific 
indications. I reserve for a separate 
chapter_ the discussion of Prof. Wallace's 
curious views on the Ellbject. · 

-The next step that science takes is. to 
establish the unity of this immeasurable 
universe. There is no question to-day 
about the identity of the matter which 
composes these innumerable and widely 
distant worlds. 'rhe spectroscope is a 
more delicate analyst than the apparatus 
of the chemist. It has detected poison 
and convicted criminals where chemistry 
has been mute. And the spectroscope 
will tell us the chemical constituents of. 
Arcturus, ·;,soo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo miles 
away,_ as confidently a.S it will analyse 
the matter in the laboratory. It needs· 
for its operation only a ray of light from 
the matter in question. 'We have thus 
learned that the material of the stars is 
the same as that of our earth: 'Ve may 
find different elements here -and there ; 
we may find matter in states we cannot 
detect .or produce ·on eart~. But_ the 
ancient idea th~t the heavens were made 
of a superior substance is ·totally dis
credited. From end to end of· fhe 
known universe matter is one. If is 
also established that.a more subtle form 
of matter, called ether, fills the inter
stellar spaces and penetrates into--the 
very heart of the most solid substances. 
Even the apparently rigid particle~ of ~ 

l Tlze Creator, p. 14- Strange to· say, Dr. 
Dallinger immediately continues : " If that be 
so, we can make no useful inference from our 
finite universe •r: and shortly after actually infers 
that the world was created on the ground that it 
is " finite" ! " What is . finite begins to be;. 
must have been caused to be" (p. · 14). If 
Haeckel had proceeded in this slovenly fashion, 
what an outcry there would have been. · 

block of iron'- are r~ly swimming Ill 

miniature oceans of ether. · 
But this_is not unity, it is a wonderful 

variety, some of .the critics . .exclaim ; you 
give us.ether on the one hand and some 
seventy-four different kinds of ponderable 
matter on the· other: The latter part of 

_the objection _is not now seriously urged. 
For years the indications in chemistry 
pointed towards a real unity of the chemi
cal -elem~nts, and to-day no one has· any 
doubt whatever thqt they are all multi
ples of some simpler form of atom. The 
unity of oxygen, hydrogen, iron, gold, and 
so on, is completely accepted. Astrono
mers have observed in some of the starS 

. matter which seems to be. ~~tually in a 
transition stage; and physics, which bas 
made gigantic strides of late, seems to 
have detected the same phenomenon in 
its laboratories, as Sir 0. Lodge points 
out in his brilliant Romanes• Lecture for 
1903. -The elements bave been built 
up by evolution from some -simpler and 
homogeneous substance. · That is the 
belief of all physicists and chemists, and 
it is based on a mass of- facts. Mr. 
Ballard thinks it useful, or wise, to raise 
the dust even here. He says (third 
article-:-not the one in which he charges 
Haeckel with dogmatism) that Haeckel . 
frankly confesses-aS he does-his lack 
of expert knowledge of physics, and adds 
that these "ultimate questions of. mole-. 
cular physics of necessity determine our 
conceptions of the constitution of matter, 
and so are fundamental to the whole of 
his monistic theory." This is mere dust
throwing. The zmity tif matter is :i. 
necessary part of the monistic theory, 
but this is _given in the ~ommonest and 
.the finest manuals of· physics as . an 
establisheo and accepted truth; lzow the 
various elements arose from one form of 
matter is a subject of m~rely speculative 
interest "to Dr~ Haeckel, and is not yet 
settled. .But Mr. Ballard plunges deeper, 
and says Haeckel's_confession of weak
ness in' physics "does not_prevent his 
recommending 'the brilliant pyknotic 
theory' of J. C. Vogt to the acceptance 
of every biolo{;ist." Then he beg~ the 
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teader to study the stale criticisms of 
Mr. Stallo "before accepting the Vogt
Haeckel theory as final,'~ and later _says 
Haeckel- " decides that the conception 
which best suits his purpose is the one 
to be generally received."- · He then. 
reads a lesson. o·n the impropriety o( 
misleading people, and,· finally, after a 
bewilderingly tortuous run, appeals . to 
the expert physicists Stewart and Tait 
and Lord K.elvitl to • prove-quite irrele
vantly-that there is a Supreme Being. 

·The whole passage is too ludicrous to 
analyse in detail, but I_ ptust point ~mt 
two things. Firstly, Mr. Ballard-has no· 
more doubt than I have of the unity of 
matter, which is the only seri~us point 
in question ; Haeckel can fit into his 
system any theory of the evolution· of 
matter that physicists decide to. adopt. 
Secondly, Mr-. Ballard quite misrepre
sents Haeckel's attitude · towards the 
"pyknotic theory." _ He .. does not say 
"it is the one. to be generally received," · 
but says (p. 78) he "thinks it will prove 
more acceptable to every biologist who 
believes in ·the unity of nature". than 
the other theory. The . foolishness of 
the whole episode is seen when- one 
reflects that this somewhat old (1891) 
theory of Vogt's is infinitely nearer to 
the theories which are being discussed 
to-day than the "kinetic" theory which 
he dislikes. 

The unity of all ponderable matter is, 
then, an accepted doctrine, but we meet 
fresh difficulties wheQ. we turn to ask if 
there is a unity of ponderable and im
ponderable matter (or etl1er). Here, in
deed, we meet a critic of a friendly dis-, 
position whom it is courteous to hear. (\. 
writer in the Reformer says, " it will be 
news to most of us that the ether is the 
original and fundamental matter, sitlce. 
it is in its properties, so far as known, 
pretty nearly the antithesis ·of all we 
understand by material "; and he 
describes ether as "a material subst~~.nce 
which has none of the properties of 
matter, and has most of those usually 
associated with spirit." Whether ether· 
pas the properties of spirit or np depends 

on what we mean by spirit. Theplogians 
mean nothing like ether, but. spiritists 
(who seem to be generally materialists 
unconsciously) frequently do. In any 
case both · Sir 0. Lodge and .Sir A. 
Riicker meet the objection for ns. Sir 0. · 
Lodge, in his Romanes Lecture (1903), 
says some physicists admit two kinds of 
'inertia, and he himself boldly advocates 

·. the unity of. electricitY and ponderable 
matter.· " An· electric charge," he says 
(p. 4)," possesses the most fundamental 
and characteristic properties of matter, 
viz., mass or inerti;t." Sir A. R.iicker, in 
his presidential speech (1901), sweeps 
the objection away as unphilosophical. 
"We cannot," he says," explain things by 
the things themselves. . If it be_ true 

·that the properties of matter are the 
product . of· an under1ying · machinery, 
that machinery cannot itself have the 

· properties which it proguces, and must, 
to that extent at all events; ditfer from 
matter in bulk as it is directly presented 
to the· senses." 1 The affinity of ether 
4nd ponderable matter is not questioned
in science,- whatever the actual degre~. 
of affinity may .prove to be. ~And the 
proof is advancing rapidly. I have said 
that the astro:Physicist finds. a transi
tional matter in the heavenly bodies, and 
now_ the terrestrial physicist announces 2 

that in his experiments with the new · · 
· element, radium, he witnesses the actual 

break-down of the ponderable atom into 
a form of matter he associates with 
electricity. In fact, every modern theory 

J These principles also dispose of the critic in 
Li"gltt who finds Haeckel " very uneasy " at 
having to fit ether into his scheme, and thinks 
his "annexing " it is "desperate work at this 
hour of the day." Seeing that the whole trend 
of physics has been evec since in lhe direction 
which Haeckel follows, I should say lhe crilicistu 
is " desperate work." Ligkl thinks ether is 
"ending the old materialism '' and making for 
spiritist monism. As I said, it depends what 
you mean by spirit. Religious philosophy has 
always meant " unextend<!d substance." Ether 
is just as quantitative as the most ponderal>le of 
the elements. 

• See Sir 0. Lod~:e's Romanes Lecture, I '}OJ, 
and the discussion at the recent British Associa· 
lion meeting. 
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of the atom implies its origin from ether, 
or their common origin. 

Haeckel is, therefore, fully justified in 
taking from physics and chemistry his 
thesis of the unity of matter. No man 
of science disputes it, and it is a purely 
scientific questiol'l. With regard to the 
unity of force, there is even less difficulty. 
It is now notorious that the forces of the 
universe ar.e interchangeable, and are 
regarded in physics as so many varieties 
(chiefly differentiated by wave-movements 
of different lengths) of one fundamental 
energy. l am not, of course, including 
here the disputed "vital force" and the 
human . soul, which later chj~pters will 
discuss. But the unity of the_ forces with 
which the physical sciences deal is beyond 
dispute. We have thus so far simplified 
the visible universe as to detect beneath 
its kaleidoscopic variety the operation of 
one form of force and one form of matter 
from end to end of the universe. The 
next and final step as -far as the unity of 
the material universe is concemed]s to 
bring together this matter and force 
themselves. · 

Dr. Haeckel has done this by saying 
that matter and force (or spirit) are " the 
two fundamental at!ributes, or principal 
properties, of the all-embracing divine 
essence of the world, the universal sub
stance." He further admits· that " the 
innermost character!' of this substance 
is still totally unexplored; and in the end 
seems to question its existence altogether 
(p. '134). Here, of course, the critics 
·are active. In the' first place let us 
examine the alleged arbitrariness of this 
conjunction of matter and force. It is. 
a perfectly sound scientific and philo
sophic procedure, We not only know 
no form of matter without force, but we 
cannot imagine it. It could not act on 
our organs of perception. On the othe~ 
hand, we know no force apart from matter 
(or ether).· Force seems to be always 
embodied or substantiated in matter. 
Each is an incomplete reality ; or, rather, 
they are two sides, or two different mani
festations, of one reality. That is in 
full accord with scientific teaching. But 

what does Haeckel mean by making this 
reality, or substance, of which- they are 
the manifestations, the central mystery 
of life at one moment, and doubting its 
very existence the next ? A patient ex
amination of what Haeckel says, and a 
little less eagerness to score rhetorical 
points, would have enabled Mr. Rhondda 
Williams and other critics to see what 
he meant. He warned them that the 
Riddle is a sort of "sketch-book," and 
they might have expected a lack of come 
plete harmony of expression. Haeckel 
says (p. l 34) : "We must' even grant that 
this essence of substance [more cor· 
rectly, the essence of this substance] 
becomes more mysterious and enigmatic 
the deeper we penetrate into the know
ledge of its attributes, matter and energy, 
and the more thoroughly we study its 
countless phenomenal forms and their 
evolution. We do not know the 'thing 
in itself' that lies behind these know
able phenomena. But why trouble about 
this enigmatic 'thing in itself' when 
we have no means of investigating it, 
when we do not even clearly know 
whether it exists or no ? " The Greeks 
long ago started the notion that the 
properties or attributes of a thing were 
really distinct from its substance. The 
medireval philosophers made them as 
distinct as the skin is from a potato, and 

' so it became a general custom to speak 
of the essence or substance -of a thing 33 

being hidden within or underneath a 
shell of properties. The senses stopped 
short at the shell, but the intellect some
how penetrated to the kernel. Kant's 
critical philosophy destroyed this sup
posed privilege of the intelleN, but 
substituted for the substance-and-pro
perties idea the equally false and arbi
trary notion of phenomena (qualities or 
attributes that reach the senses) and 
noumena (or "things-in-themselves," 
which would be food for the intellect, if 
it could reach them). In both cuses 
there is the veil of phenomena, or pro
perties (colour, sound, shape, etc.), and 
the veiled and inaccessible substance, 
or essence, or noumenon. Now, many 
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of us deny to-day that there is any solid 
ground for the distinction at al~ and that 
is what. Haeckel means. You say, he 
argues, that matter and force are only 
phenomena, and that ·there is an under
lying "thing-in-itself." If there is, he 
says, it is as mysterious as ever; but I 
see no good reason at all for thinking 
that matter and force are a screen or 
veil hiding ,something else. They are 
the one eternal substance or reality. It 
is a pure fallacy to say that in ordinary 
experience we are dealing with a shell of 
properties or phenomena, and not with, 
the realities themselves. ·Therefore-
logic sternly enjoining us never to multi
ply entities without necessity-! take it 
that matter and force are the world-sub· 
stance breaking upon our perception in 
two different ways.1 . 

. To ill.ustrate the point further, and to 
meet a further class of critics, fet us hear 
what science says about these properties 
or phenomena of things. Let .us take 
the familiar ones, sound and. colour. 
Are you unaware, we are severely asked, 
that science has shown these to be 
totally subjective? Yes, I am quite un
aware; thougQ, I know perfectly well · 
what science has done. I. am writing. 
over a green table-cloth, Science tells 
me that this· really means that the 
material covering my table is of such a 
molecular · texture that it absorbs a 
number of the waves of sun-light which 
fall upon it, and only reflects the blue 
and yellow waves. These it sends to my 
retina at the rate of some hundred 
billion per second : they cause a 
peculiar movement in my optic· nerve, 
and finally in my brain, and-I see green. 
So, as I write, the clock strikes twelve. 
That is to say, the metal molecules of 
the bell are thrown into a violent 
.Oscillation; they cause ·waves in the 
surrounding atmosphere ; and the in. 
tricate mechanism of the ear turns these 
into a modification of my auscultory 

I And that is not only the literal, but the only 
rational, meaning of "phenomenon." Prof. 
Haeckel readily endorses my explanlltion of his 
l)O.>ition. 

nerve an·d brain. And ·all this elaborate 
description of objective movements and 
.obje-::tive agencies is supposed to have 
made colour and· sound "subjective!" 
In point of fact, it has don,e away with 
tl1e old shell of properties (though it is a 
question how far people ever did say 
their sensations of colour ·and sound 
were objective) and brought us into 
direct .touch with realities. And as all 
the unnumbered objects about us con
stitute, fundamentally, one ·mat.ter and 
one force, we are face to face with the 
one fundamental -reality.· We do not 

· "know all about it." That is the 
grossest perversion oi Haeckel's . words. 
To borrow the fine metaphor of Sir A. 
Riicker; we see it in a light that is still 
dim, but we see it. It is for the future 
to complete the outline and fill in the 
detail, as the light grows.1 

Thus we have given in terms of 
science the world substance, the matter
force reality, which is the constructive 

- starting point of Monism. . The rest of 
our work consists · in, e~iminating the 
additional . substances or forces which 
theists, spiritualists; or supernaturalists 
would compel us to add to it. It only 
remains here ·to say a· word· of what 
Haeckel calls the fundamental "law of 
substance." And first as to Haeckel's 
idea of a "law." A fair-minded re
viewer· in the Inquirtr (March 9, 19c>I) 
says: "'The distinguished author seems 
to have failed to-see that- to imagine a 
law as an active power is every whit as 
' anthropomorphic' as to imagine a Gcd 
of manlike form as feeling." A writer in 
Knowledge (January 30, 1901)-from 
whom _the In(jttinr pro~bly borrowed-

I From these principles the reader can answer 
for himself the often-heard criticism : You build 
up the universe by matter and force, but 'Ill· hat 
do you really know about matter and force them· 
selves? The answer is: Go to a good libr:uy, 
and ask for a few recent manuals of astronomy, 
geology, chemistry, physics, and physiology. If 
thex do not deal with matter and force, they 
deal with fictions. The fallacy of the criticism 
is, of course, that science deals with this impos
torly shell of" phenomena,'' and does not reach 
the "essence" or the "underlying reality," 
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puts it as strmi.gly ·: .·"To scientific minds 
who regard laws of nature as merely con
ceptual formulre summing up certain 
sequences of. experience, . it may seem 
"that to replace a deliberate architect and 
ruler· of the world by '-the eternal iron · 
Jaws of nature' is to be guilty of an 
anthropomorphism precisely analogous to 
those on which the· illustrious . author 
pours contempt," and he says, "evolution 
~ravels through_ the book like a creator 
In, disguise.'' It would be rather curious 
if one of the ablest liv~ng scientists did 
·not know what science means by " a law.". 
I say science, because there is here 'no. 

·discrepancy of views. Tpat '' law " ot11y 
means "a summing-up _of experience," a 
uniform mode of action of this·or that 
force, is a platitude of natural science; 
Said Professor Dewar in his Presidential 
Speech : " Wheh the scientist speaks of 
'a law of nature ' he simply indicates a 
sequence of events, which, so far as his 
experience goes, is invariable, and which. 
therefort; _enables- him- to predict." But 
the "law," or mc;>de of ope_ration, ·of an 
agency is so closely connected in our 
minds with the agency itself that we fre" 
quently substitute the one for the other. 
It is strange to hear that this deceiv€s 
any one.1 .When a scientist speaks of the 
la'll) of gravita,tion, or the law of evolution, 
producing or compelling certain results, 
he invariably means the force of gravita~ 
tion or ,the agencies of evolution. ·-
. We come, finally; to what Mr. :Ballard· 
strangely calls Haeckel's "irrational Jaw 
of substance." 'The law of-substance is 
one ·of the most undoubted truths of 
modern science._- It is merely the union 
in one sentence of two of the proudest 
results -of modern physics, the inde
structibility· of matter and the conserva-

l Does any one quarrel with us for saying that 
•1 the law" compels us ·to pay taxes, and so 
forth? · 

- tion · of -~nergy-which · are, . said- the· 
Mandzester _Guardian_ critic; "precisely 
the oldest of all man's discoveries in 
the cpsmological field." No particle 
of matter is ever annihilated or_ created ; 
that is the firJ>t axiom. Recent ·experi
ments have actually- seen the break-_ 
down .. of what · has been called the 
"atom," and have seen particles chipped 
off it; but only another form of matter 
is produced. The observations have 
been so broad that physicists have felt 
justified in concluding that· indestructi
bility or permanence is a· property of 
·matter. The same has been experi
mentally demonstrated of force. I :Both 
are constant--_ in quantity, though ever-_ 
changing in form and distribution. 
Since we have seen reason for associat
·ing matter and ' force so closely, -it is 
necessary to ·combine the two axioms 
likewise.. The great fundamental reality
is_ constaat or permanent amidst all its 

·qualitative changes. That is the first. 
and firmest law or feature of the monistic 
substance. 

·We have how seen· i:h!lt Professor 
Haeckel is in full accord with the latest 
.scientific teaching in his doctrine of the 
unity_ of the visible world. We have 
seen ( 1) that mat~r -and force -are 
realities ; ( 2) that there is at bottom on·e 
supreme form of each ; (3) that there is 
no reason for holding them to be 
distinct realities~ and so we unite them 
as aspects of one substance or reality ; 
and (4) that this substance is, as far as 
extended observation goes, constant and 
indestructible in its quantity. We may 
now proceed fo consider the evolution of 
tbis matter-force reality into the infinite 
complexity ofthe visibl~ universe. 

1 As to the difficulty alleged to rise from 
radio-action, Sir 0. Lodge says there was 
" never any ground " for concern about the 
'theory; 
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• WHERE shall we begin in 11 descrip- Dr. Iverach says, or it may have been one 
tion of the growth of the universe? bundred or more, as others think-the 
Can we go back to a stage- beyond part of space we occupy was filled with 
which the imagin~tion cannot penetrate .a cloud (not necessarily a "fire-mist"} of 
with its ceaseless questioning~ It· is infinitely attenuated matter. By the 
impossible for us to hope ever to: do action of iJ:s inherent and natural forces 
this.- Wherever we start in _our· con- -this ne~ular Jnatter entered upon a pro
structiof!t we shall start . with positive · cess of condensation and . disruption. 
building materia~ and_ the imagination, P_ortions of it-:-"'hetber or no they were 
if not reason,.wilt ask endless questions Ca.st olf' in: the form. of rings,. which 
about its previous history. - All that we broke into irregular masses~ondensed 
can do is to set out from a definite and into the. several planets of our system, 
recognised point, the nebula from which · and were set in revolution· round· the 
our particular solar- system · has been ·central mass. This · central· niass, the 
formed. From this, once· we. have · sun, is still condensing and pouring out 
traced the broad lines or the evolution the. heat which its compression causes. 
of our suri and planets,· we may, in the The smaller> masses, such as the earth, 
light of the discoveries· and speculations cooled in time and formed a solid crust 
of modem science, lQok back into the at their -surface.- This outline ts 
appalling-abysses of· past time and out . accepted. by all educated people to-day: . 
over the boundless -panorama of· the ·Quibbles about the details of the pr~~ · 
universe. • · . . _ cess are best left to expert. astronomers 

-With what is-known as. the nebular .. to deal with.. . • ·: . · 
hypothesis we need not linger.· · Haeckel ... , Out ..solar system is as a single snow
has sketched the outline of the theory, flake in a shower, but we have already 
and there is no relevant criticism of it~ seen that it in every ·verifiable. way 
"There is no doubt," says Dr. lveracQ. resembles its fellow flakes. It is of the 
" that some forri;t or the nebular theory same stuff as they, and is ruled by the 
is true."l There iu-e clerical writers same laws or forces. \Ve have un
who seem to think it profitable in some deniable ground to extend 'our nebular 
obscure way tp point out defects in the theory to other worlds than_ ours, and 
theory, or to prove that the evidence for take it as the key to the _formation of 
it is not overwhelming. What they all the stars that fill the immeasurable 
gain by such efforts is not clear. The heavens. Indeed, we find worlds in 
question has long since passed beyond every stage of developme'nt, as required 
'the sphere· of theology. Catholic· by the theory, when we sweep the sky 
astronomers like Miss Agnes Clerke at nig~t. We find nebulre stretching 
accept it as eagerly as atheists. No sometimes over billions of miles (as . 
man of science entertains the smallest the nebula in Orion), and patches cut 
doubt to-day that it correctly describes out of them, as it were, to form stars. · 
in outline th¢ formation of our solar. We find clusters -of thousands of stars 
system. Once upon a time-it may (as the Pleiades) with the remnants 
have been fifty million years ago, as still clinging to them of the gigantic 

1 Tfleism ;,. tlu Light of Premo/ Sciencl aHd nebula they were dev~loped ~rom. We 
Pllil<>sot+J•, p. 3S· find nebulre and stars lllustratmg almost 
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every step ·or the process. w~ find 
dark stars, extinct suns, which .point 
to the complete accomplishment of 
such a process. Astronomers are of 
late years disposed to think the .number 
of . these extinct suns is , enormous. 
:Moreover, at times a new· star flames out 
in_ the sky, announcing the recommence
ment somewhere of the familiar drama 
of world~formation. 

In- a word, the evidence of astronomy 
forbids us to. look upon· the evplution 
of the material ·universe as a- continuous 
process in a straight line of which we 
might picture a definite beginning 
and for which we might anticipate a 
definite end. The 'life-force of th'e 
great ·substance only dies down in one 
corner of space to be relit in another. 
The dark-stars which. indubitably have 
run their million-year long course are 
only waiting to be reanimated by collision 
or some other cosmic accident. The 
ne'bulce are embryonic worlds before our 
own eyes. The blue-white ·stars are in 
the prime of life. The red stars (with 
certain peculiarities) are slowly dying, 
but may rise again any day from their 

· tombs. Science, as Dr. Mivart said in 
Truth, "points to no beginning." Nor 
does it help_ us to approach the subje<;:t' 

· from another point of view. We have· 
not only the evolution of costpic masses 
to explairy, but the evolution of the 
chemical elements themselves, or of 

. ponderable matter, from . the finer 
· medium from which all physicists 

believe it has been developed. If we 
had any scientific evidence · which 
justified us ·in going back to a stage 
when ether (or whatever the " prothyl" 
may turn out to be} alone existed; and· 
could then show how atoms of ponder
able matter arose by condensation of it, 
or by the formation of vortices in it; 
and could see these atoms being 
grouped into the complex atoms of 
oxygen, gold, sulphur, &c. ; and could 
further trace their aggregation into 
meteorites, and the meteorites into 
nebul:e, and the nebulce ·into solar -
systems-even then we should in 

reaJity- lie no nearer the beginning. 
The "prothyl " (or · " first matter," a 

·name which does very well to designate 
the much-sought elementary substance) 
might very well be only the last term of 
a· previous universe-drama. The cyclic 
process may have gone· on for ever .as 
far as science can tell._ But in point of . 
fact the universe does not as yet give 
indicati9ns of any such continuous· 
process. The universe is developed 
piecemeal, star by star. The hundred. 
millions that. we see shining to-day are 
by no means "the universe." . 
. We have here a drama of life and 

death on an almost _inconceivable scale, 
but the point r want to bring out is that 
even_ the most.· daring speculations of 
science bring us no nearer to. a begin
ning than we 'are to-day. · Dr.' Haeckel 
has been roundly abused for speaking of 
th~ universe as eternaL I th!nk it is 
quite clear that, if we confine ourselves 
to ·scientific consideratipns, he is using a 
very proper kind of language. Here is 
a matter-force .reality which is constant 
and indestructible .i!l its ultimate quan
tity; and though we can go back millions 

· o( years on solid evidence, and billions 
of years on fair speculation, we find no· 
more suggestion of a limit in time than 
we did in regard to space. . Certainly, 
the greatest number of billions of years -

· we could imagine would not be nearer 
to eternity than a day is. I merely say 
that'if any one suggests a limit in time · 
for t'he_ cosmic pro~ess he will not find 
the shadow of a justification in science. 
Critics seem at times to employ a curious 
logic in dealing with this question. · 
"Finiteness " and "infinity" :l.re words 
with a strong odour of metaphysics about 
them. Let us take it that it is a question 
simply whether the universe had a be
ginning. Now, some critics· naively 
assume that it is our place to prove that· 
the. universe, or matter, or force, or 
motion, never had a beginning. -That 
is a novel kind of logic. Here is the 
universe given, and if any one makes the 
very pregnant and formidable assertion 
that there was a time when it did not 
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exist, and that it ·came into existence in real life. Mr. Williams further says 
'out of nothing, he must have a very he has no objection to Haeckel holding 
positive and firm ground for .his asser- this "as a belief," but he "does object 
tion. As far as scientific experience of to his contention that this type of monism 
matter and force (or motion} goes, they is based upon empirical investigation." 
are not entities that slip in and out of, This is an unfortunate confusion. -The 
existence, but are constant. Yet we essence of Haeckel's position is negative. 
have Mr. Rhondda Williams talking of But he goes beyond the agnostic chiefly 
"the mystery of the primi~ive push" as on the ground of ( x) the astronomical 
having always been the great difficulty evidence, and· {2) the constancy of 
of mechanism .. He tries at first to make matter ; and those constitute empirical 
a scientific difficulty of it : " Galileo, evidence. But to take them as more · 
the founder of physical science, laid it than suggestions, and to ask-empirical 
down as the ~rst principle of dynamics, proof that the world is eternal is rather 
that every movement of matter _could funny. FinaJly, _ Mr. Williams says 
only be explained by another movement Haeckel is equally unsatisfactory' about 
of matter, and that has been a recognised the origin of consciousness.- This just 
principl.:: of science ever since." 1 ' Wei~ illustrates Mr. Williams's essential con
that looks like a very 'Strong·confirma- fusion. We know that consciousness 
tion·of Haeckel's thesis that matter and had a beginning, so there is no analogy; 
motion must be eternal. But Mr. \Vii- and in point of fact Haeckel, as we shalL 
Iiams goes on: "The difficulty was to see, devoteswhole chapt~rs to the origin 
explain how matter began to move, what of consciousness. 
caused the first movement, what gave Now this is a fair illustration of the 
the primitive push ? " But science, we dreadful confusion which. rules in the 
have seen, knows nothing whate\·er about minds of the people who put on very 
any "primitive push." It is a purely ·superior airs about Haeckel's -- "dog
gratuitous assumption. Dr. Horton might matic" affirmation that the universe is 
refer us to " the matchless revelation of infinite and eternal. They almost ai
Genesis," and we might suggest .that the- ways assume, often in sweet unconscious
Babyloniatl' astronomers of 6,ooo years ness, this .most important thesis that 
ago are not \'ery safe guides. Mr. Wil-. there was a time when matter or motion 
Iiams is content to assume the fact of was not. {t is one of the largest asser
this "primitive push" without saying tions that was ever made on the poorest 
why he thinks there was one.. More of sophisms. The scientific evidence, 
than that, he is greatly excited because . such as it is, favours Haeckel's negative 
Haeckel declines. to attempt to explain . attitude.1 Philosophy is equally mute. 
it until some good reason- has been 
shown for thinking there ever was such 
a thing. He tell his admiring audience 
that Haeckel says "the origin of move
ment is no difficulty because it never did 
originate, he explains by simply denying! 
What evidence does he adduce ? Abso
lutely none." Dr. Haeckel, one would 
think, can hardly be expected to spend 
time in finding scientific proofs for the 
first chapter of Genesis. His position is 
negative. Eternity is a negative concept. 
We do not prove negations in logic, or 

· 1 .DtJes Scin1<1 .Destrtl)' Heli;ion I (1>· IJ). 

1 It is true that Mr. Mallock thinks one might 
plausibly infer from what is called the ~tttropy of 
the universe that it had a beginning. This is the 
only case where Mr. Mallock allows that scientific 
e\·idence e•·en seems to help theism. But we 
shall soon see that the theory of entropy i< totally 
unable to bear the strain of such an inference. 
Sir J. W; Dawson, one of the scientists Mr. Bal· 
lard raises from the dead to answer the lo.'iddk, 
says science does ilot regard the universe as 
eternal "because, when we interrogate it as to 
_the particular things known to constitute the 
heavens and the earth, it appears that we can 
trace all of them to beginnings at more or less 
definite points of past time... E•-en at the time 
this was written it wu fabe in fact and WISOund 
in logic. 
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The Greeks held that mii.tter wa's. eternal. 
"Jt is. not more difficult,''· says Mr. 

. Mallock, "to suppose.. an eternal, .self
existing and self-energising substance 
than it is to suppose an_ eternal and 
self-energising God." But Christian_ 
scholars haye,' in the interest of dogma, 
tried to ·prove that the_ universe must 
hav~ had a beginning .. w~ have seen_ 
.how Dr. Dallinger skipped from-" bourne- . 

· les5- immensity" -to _"finiteness," and 
concluded that "what is finite begins to 
be." The last link of his curious chain 
'is' hardly better than _the others, Dr. 
I verach · suggests the argument, but 
abandons it (Ch. L, Chn'stianity and 
Evolution). Dr. W: N. Clarke says: 
"The things that we behold, mutable 

. though' magnificent, bear the ·marks, not 
of original, but of. dependent ~xistence. 
Somehow existence has been caused." 1 

Such an argument could - only be 
'elaborated with the aid of a mediieval 
metaphysic_\vhich we do not take to-day 
as : a measure of- things. · Dr. Clarke, 
indeed, r~treats to the position that even 
if· it were eternal we should need a 
'' thara,cter-giving Spirit" along with it; 
a point we shall discuss later. 
- To sum up : nei-ther philosophy- nor 

· l!Cience 'points _ to a beginning of the 
scheme _of things. ~n view ;of the con~ 
stancy_ of matter and the inconceivability 
of a creation. out of nothing, yery _strong 
evidence would have been -required to 
make us accept this beginning. · As it is, 

· the only -source of the assertion is the · 
first line of Genesis_ and a concern for 
theistic evidence. Professor Haeckel 
has preferred _to . be guided by the _sug- _ 
gestions or indications afforded by 
scientific evidence. -" Science points to_ 
no beginning," as ,Mivart ~-rote .. "We 
have no evidence of definite space and 
time limits; quite the contrary. . .. 
f\nd when we pass to !llOre _ purely 
·a priori consiqerations, the case against 
a universe with fixed and finite limits is 
equally strong." a Every effort to assign 

1 An Outline of Christian Theology, p~ 109. -
2 frof. J, Ward, qnoteu previously. 

a beginning fails.- We should nev:er have 
heard of it bqt for " the matchl~ss reve
lation of Genesis." _ _ 

-Let us now turn to consider whether 
science has anything to say with rega~;d . 
to the end of th~. universe. As far as 

_our solar system is concerned1 the 
_teaching of scienc~ is firm. Our sun 
can only sustain his terrible vitality by 
shrinking a·certain number of feet every 
century... He is doomed,' as far as 
~stronomy can see, to die,· like the dark 
stars that already lie in the vast cemetery 
of space. The air and · water will dis
appear. from the surface of our 'planet, 
and for a time the heat of the sun will · 

-beat-_ upon the white tomb of all the 
hopes and all the achievements of 
humanity.- The moon is -the skeleton~ 
at our feast. Its yawning sepulchre 
point!> out the -fate that awaits us. 

TJ1ou too, oh earlh-tliin·e __ empires, l~n:J~·;-~d 
. seas- - \ 

Least, with thy stars, of all the galaxies, ·. 
·Globed from the drift like these, like these 

· · thou too 
Shalt go. Thou art gving, hour by hour, like 

- these.1 _ · 

Pe~;hap~ Jupiter and Saturn will-even 
then teem with life, and their astronomers 
study nightly the scarred and silent face 
of the planet- we enliven to-day.2 J3ut 
from planet to planet the hand of .death 
will travel. _ Then one by one, ·astrono
mers believe, the planets will fall into 
the shrinking bosom of the sun and eke 
out its failing vitality._ At last the 
blood~red sun will die out, and continue 
to_ speed through space at twelve miles 
a second, -a dark, solid, silent, and 
gigantic sepulchre. Physicists talk of 
ten million years. It is an hour in 
eternity, 

1 Mr. Mallock's Lttcrtlt'"s.-
9 When Prof. Lionel Beale says _( Vz'tality, 

p. 4). that " the more recent discoveries as to the 
constitution of our sun and the _planets as well 
as the fixed stars, render it most improbable that 
life exists in these or other orbs," one can only 
gasp with astonishment. There is no truth 
whatever in it ; and the mere idea of people 
living in the stars-at a temperature of several 
~housanu degrees-makes one uncomfortable, 
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For this is only a relative eng. The 
whole hllndred-million-year drama of our 
history will be, in our present cosmical 
-perspective, only the subsidence of a 
tiny" ripple on the bosom of an illimitable 
ocean. Millions of similar dramas had 
been played out before ours began; and 
when silence shall -have' fallen· succes
sively on the planets -of 'our system, the 
great nebulre that lie against the back- · 
ground of space will be but waking into 
existence. Moreover, the dark stars, and · 
the new stars that ~_tppear at times ·in the. 
heavens, point to an indcfinite·prolong;t
tion of the process.· The colliding of two 
or these extinct suns-two ~;lobes of per
haps 8oo,ooo mil..!s diame~er(likethedark 
companion of Algol)-would generate 
heat enough to reduce them to a nebu
lous mass, pouring out for millions, if not 
billions, of miles; and the force of gravi
tation would "ensure a further condensa
tion and world-iormation. Actual collision 
is, indeed, net believed td be necessary ; 
in cases an approach within a few million 
mil~ is believed to have led to a stellar 
conflagration. Moreover, there are stars 
so stupendous (t11ke Arcturus, for in- . 
stance), and moving at such inconceivable 
speed through the universe, that we can 
only look upori. them as destructive 
anarchists. The universe, taken as a. 
whole, has all the appearance and promise 
of " perpetual motion." - · 

Recent writers have, however, appealed 
to the theory of entropy as a scientific 
indication of an end of the process. 
Briefly, all energy can be (and is daily) 
converted into heat, but heat is not all 
reconverted into electricity, &c. This 
seems to forecast a time when all the 
working energy of the universe will be 
dissipated, or lost in a generally .diffused 
heat. Mr. Mallock has pointed out 
(though Lord Grim thorpe and others had 
done so years ago) that if this were true 
the universe cannot have been eternal. 
We should have reached the final stage 
long ago. Haeckel has described arid re· 
jected the theory. It only remains for me 
to sl)ow how the very latest pronounce
ments of science quite confirm his posi· 

tion. Physicistsgenerally are by no means 
disposed to allow that, because in our 
laboratories a certain quantity of the heat· 
force cannot be reconverted, we may 
jump to a- cosmic conclusion on ·the 
matter. Mr. Mallock admits that many 
physicists- reject it altogether, !'but 
since _others equally ·eminent mai!)tain 
that there is no escape from if-so far at 

_least as our present knowledge extends · 
.-it is necessary to consider how it may 
bear ·on the point at issue." The 
parenthetic clause, contains the essential 
weakness of the theory. . n assinnes "an 
acquaintance · with cosmic ·processes 
which science is very far from possessing. 
Sir 0. Lodge· deals with the point · 
incidentally in his ' recent Romanes 
Lecture. "So long," he says, "as there 
is only a force of one sign at work it . 
would seen1 that ultimately the regenera
,tive process- must come to an end. The 
repellent .:.Coree exerted · by light upon 
small · particles, however, must not be 
forgotten ; and there are other possibiJi. 
ties." · These possibilities have been 
emphasised by the most recent discoverie~r 
in-physics, in connection with radio
action, so that Haeckel was more than: 
justified in declining to accept the hasty 
and unwarranted conclusions of" the 
entropists. , 

Sir 0. Lodge suggests an analogous 
theory with regard to matter-a kind of 
entropy of matter- but he suggests only 
to reject it. He and many distinguished 
physicists see in the phenomena of 
radium, which have so g~eatly agitated 
the 'world of physicists of late, an actual 

· breakdown of the atom. Electrons (units 
of electricity) are detached from matt~ 
at an electrode, and· it is believed that · 
these electrons are really " bits chipped 
off" the atoms. It is a "reasonable 
hyp()(hesis" that an atom of ponderable 
matter is made up of these electrons. 
An atom of hydrogen is something like 
the hundred-millionth of a centimetre in 
diameter ; yet an electron has only about 
one-thousandth the mass of an atom of 
hydrogen. It is calculated that 7oo 
·electrons would go to make the hydrogen 

c 
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atom,.rr,2oo to make the atom.'- of oxy·· We are thus made.acquaintedwith the 
gen, and so on with the other elements. second great law of the universal matter· 
Not .that these electrons are to be_ pic- for.ce reality-~e~olution. Avoiding meta, 
tured as lacked in each other's embraces physical and abstract formulre, and keep-. 
to form a solid atom. If the atom were ing· as· closely as· possible 'to the facts of 
magnified to the size of the Sheldonian science, _we ieam from the study of in
Theatre, its constituent electrons .. would animate nature that · the life of this 
be . "like full-stops flying ;about the great.re:1lity stretches as far_ behind ~nd 
room." 'They occupy the atoin by their before us in time as its substance 
forceful activity, not by bulk. These stretches over the abysses of space. We 
electrons. are .thoughHo be the ultimate find it in a condition of orderly and con-· 
unit~ of which the atoms of ponderable. !inuous , development. Chronologically, 
elements are built-though no doubt Sir we cannot .reach back to any .stage of the 
Oliver would allow that there remains process where _we discover: a continuous· 
the question 'of the formation of these and homogeneous fqrm of matter and 
electrons themselves from a continuous_ force diffused through space. But phy
medium. · But the most . curious faci: sica! ·analysis brings us almost within 
is that in the experiments on radium sight of. such a "prothyl" (first-matter) 
the atoms seem to disintegrate and give and of the connecting link between 
rise. to other ferms of matter, which breaK: ·ponderable and jmponderabJe matter. 
up in their turrr; , This seems to point to If we can to-day witness. the disintegra· 
a dissipation .of matter into electrons cor- tion . of the :atom, we are c~mpletely 
responding to .the dissipation of force into · justified in forming theories of its inte
heat. But Sir 0.- Lodge reminds us at gration ;" and the theories find .strong 

. once of the impropriety of founding such empirical confirmation in. the · astro-phy
large cosmic theories on our laboratory sica! . observations. We can trace- the 
experiments. "There may be regenera- -upward growth of· our." prothyl" into 
tion as well as degeneration," he urges, . the familiar chemical elements with their 
and he points to the analogy of the immense variety of properties-and it 
collision of stars.1 Theoretical physics may be noted, 'in face of the· re.c;ru
is making rapid pace to-day-too rapid, descence of, old metaphysical theories· 

'some physicists say. But the whole of as to these J!ew properties, that the new 
its recent discoveries and specul~tions go elements (formed in rad.io-action, · for 
to confirm those physical theorems which . instance) sometimes only acquire their 
Professor Haeckel .took from th~ physics. distinctiYe qualities with very sensible 
of the time when he wrote ( 1 89o,-s), and gradations. The titanic ·forces 'Of the 
built into the structure of his system~ universe-already . di~rentiated · . into 
viz., the unity of matter and force, the heat, electricity, gravitation, &c.-rriould 
indestructibility of matter and conserva- the new-formed matter into meteorites, 
tion of energy, and the evolution of the nebulre, stars; and solar systems. Man 
ponderable O)lt of imponderable matter. ·looks about him on a vast and restless 
aQd its natural aggregation, by gnivita- ocean of being, on the surfa~e of which 
tion, into nebulre and solar systems. the life .of his whole race is no. more 
-Monism can easily accommodate itself to than a momentary bubble.· · 
. any rectifications of the details of these· There are two points to be considered 
theorems. . before we follow Dr. Haeckel into the 

. l On. the whole question see the Romanes 
Lecture for 1903-which· recalls the brilliant 
expository work of Professor Tyndall....:.and the 
proceedings of the Physical and Mathematical· 
Sectlon at the meetin~ of the British Association, 

. September, 190J. 

more contentious field o' biological evo
lution in which he possesses an almost 
unique_ authority.· We have to meet 
the c~1arge that Haeckel tries to bully 
and depress us· with the magnitude of 
this "cosmological perspective," and we 
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must see how far his -oppone~ts accept 
this teaching of inodem science. Mr. 

. Dallard declares that this " latest pseudo
gospel from Jena is as miserably be
littling and depressing as it is intellec
tually invalid -and· practically. unwork-: 
able." A critic in the Daily Cltronicle 
expresses the same sentiment (as to 
depression); and it has been repeated 
by many of the reviewers. There is an 
excellent English · _proverb about' the 
proaf of a pudding which might have 
saved these writers if they had heeded 
it. Haeckel himself is by · no ·means 
depressed by his «cosmological perspec-· 
tive," if he is saddened at times by the 

.slow progress of ttutb:. No "Rationalist 
is ever heard to. complain of or to betray 
the faintest depression at his position. 
Sometimes, indeed, with that marvellous 
alacrity of his, ·the· theologian- flies to 
the other extreme, and says the ~tion-

-alist must infallibly come to the practical 
conclusion. to eat and drink and be 
merry. -- It is curious that we,'· who are 
credited af times with making too much, 
use of reason, should be held to make 
so little use of it in the ordering of 'our 
lives. Quite certainly one elfect of this 
perception of our infinite littleness in 
the universe at large, with its yawning 
cosmic sepulchres on every side, is to 

· make us ~er to enjoy our present life. 
Quite certainly we say to ourselves, in. 
the words of Omar. · 

"Ah I make the mosi of "'hat we ret may ~pend 
. Before we too into the dust descend. . . . 

Dust into ilust, and under dust to lie, · 
Sans·wine, sans son~:, sans singer, and &aDS 

end." . · 

Ne have not the _remotest idea of 
being depressed or bullied by the im
mensity of the universe or its sepulchral 
aspect. That ·would ·be folly, not ra
tionalism. Moreover, it wOuld be equal 
folly to plunge into those sensual depths 
which are so strangely said to be the 
alternative to depression. Life is too 
precious a thing to be squanden."Cl on 
every impulse. Its potentialities must 
be reasoned out. The promise and th• 

· prospect of developing its higher gifts 
must be .pondered. · Science, art, litera • 
ture, social and political activity, refined 
intercourse,· and &weet homes-those are 

-the most precious gifts life offers to us. 
\V e are rationalistic enough to prefer the 
higher to the lo'!er, tq prefer gladness to 
depression. · 
· The objection. is, in fact,· a purely 
captious one.· Haeckel's belittlement of 
man- is relative · It aims at discrediting 
the traditional and arrogant doctrine of · 
man's uniqueness, which has done so 
JQuch :to obstruct the advance of truth 
in the nineteenth _century. Even if it 
were depressing to learn that we are tWt 
compacted of a special material, and that 
the universe is tWt a toy-theatre for .us to 
play our parts on before the angels, we .. 
should welcome the' truth and speak it. 
The eode of morals that consults. our . 
like~c and dislikes does not find favour 
amongst· .Rationatists; . But- depressing 
the truth certainly is not; and it is only. 
belittling in a narrow, comparative sense. 
One of Haeckel' s critics proceeds to. 
show that, " if we look at evolution from 
above downwards, man is still the chief 
thing 11) the univene." 'Yith a passing 
reminder that we do not know the whole 
of evolution~we do not know what the . 
process· may have produced in other 
plane~we need only say that here is, 
of COIJ!5e, another aspect of the question. 
But to suppose that it has been over
looked, and that the belittlement is other 
than comparalive, is quite gratuitous. 

The last point we have to deal with 
here is: What is the attitude :or the 
opponentS of Monism on the teaching 
we have seen thus far? As far as the 
inorganic universe is coneemed, they 
accept the teaching of science, and are 
usually content to add to it a theistic 
supplement. They generally deny, as 
we saw, the infinity and eternity of the 
universe ;· and we have discussed the 
grounds of their denial The more 
impetuous &fld less informed of them 
have some vague notion of rendering 
service to religion by criticising (for the 
edification of their followers) every 
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• advance of scientific theory. Even Dr. 
. Dallinger protests that the nebular 
hypothesis . is not "an undisputed and 

' established fact of modern science.'' 
Others, like Mr. Ballard, recommend the 
study of ·sceptical writers like Stallo. 
All these petty criticisms might profitably 
be left out of religious controversy. 
They tend to no conclusion now. There 
was a time when theistic· evidence meant 
the· detection of gaps in the scientific 
view of the world, imd a rush to fill up the 
gap with supernatural action. It is be
ginning to. dawn on the more enlightened 
of our theists that this·is-weak in logic, .. 
and dangerous in practice. Who could 
humber the gaps they have occupied 
during the last two centuries-=-and 
deserted ? They are beginning to see 
at length-what they were begged to 
consider from the beginning-that a gap 
in scientific construction may only 'mean 
our temporary (or ·even permanent) 
ignorance, and does not . necessarily 
imply a real_ breach or defect in the 

. actio a of natural agencies. We s~all 
see more of this later. Meantime Mr. 
Mallock says: "If we compare the 
evidences in favour· of the monistic 
doctrine gelferally with the objections 
urged by religious dualists against it, the 
great difference between the two is this : 
that whilst the objections of the latt~r 
are isolated, disconnected, casual, the ex
isting evidences of the former cohere and 
dovetail into one another like numbered 
stones designed for some• vast edifice! 
and whilst. the missing evidences of the 
monist_ are one by one being found, the· 
objections of the :dualists are in daily 
process of being discredited." 1 Hence, 
he says, ... educated apologists of all 
school!i accept evolution to-day," ;md he 
quotes Professor· ward as· saying that, if 
there has been any interference in the 
cosmicprocess, it'' took place before the
process began, not during it." ,And. 
Professor Le, Conte; whom Mr. Ballard 
recommends us to read, and who accepts 
evolution from the atom to the _hftman 

• ,Relz~n M a Crtdi6le Doctrhu, p. 78, 

mind, says: "Evolution is no longer a 
school of ·thought. The words evolu
tionism and evolutionist ought not any 
longer to· be ·used, any, more than 
gravitationism or gravitationist-; for the 
law of evolution is as certain as the Jaw 
of gravitation.'' 1 · 

So theistic writers are beginning. to 
repudiate the theology of gaps. "How 
$low of spirit we have been to learn 
that the Divine Spirit does not work 
through gaps," says Mr. Newman _Smyth. 2 

Already we see a tendency to prove on 
theological princirles that' the world 
must have been evolved, from the 
primary matter (and there is a dispo~ition 
to let this·be eternal) up to the-human 
mind ; that evolution is the one divine 
process, and that the old idea of succes
sive interferences in . the work is · too 
undignified altogether. This language 
will be heard from every village pulpit in 
fifty -years' time. We need not be spite
ful about it; but; on the other ):land, 
these ·advanced theologians,· who know 
it, , might understand the irony and 
humour of a great scientist who ha:s 
lived through the str,uggles of -the last 
fifty years. At present the spectacle we 

' witqess is not unlike that· of the competi
tors in a walkingcmatch. In front are 
a fe'Y laymen like Professor Le Conte 
and Mr. Fiske_ (who have nearly 

' dropped their theism for greater lightness 
on the way). Mr. Rhondda Williams 
and Mr. Newman Smyth are not far 
behind. . Canon Aubrey Moore and Dr.· 
W. N. Clarke would be well in the 
running if they were· still here. Mr. 
Ballard, who thinks " Christian thinkers 
have every reason for accepting evolution 
as the general method of world-growth " 
(but makes a tremendous· pother when 
it comes to the evolution of life), and 
Dr. I verach, who is not anxious to 
quarrel with evolutionary terms " except 
in so fat as they become the symbols of a 
mechanical evolution" ( butdoesraise much' 
dust as he goes along), are at a third 

_stage. Mr. Ambrose Pope, who thinks 
1 Evolution and Religious Thought, p. 66, 

. a Thr~uck Sci~nc~ to faith, p. 20, 
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1' the theory of evolution is a scientific 
hypothesis, true only in the sense that it 

· explains all the facts to hand at present, 
true in exactly the same ·sense in which 
the theory of .creation, as found 
in· Genesis, was~ at the time it. was 
written," comes a bad fourth-in line, 
however, with_ the average <~>cultured u 

preacher and the leader-writers and 
reviewers .of _the Tablet, Guardian, and 
Churt!t Times. Then· .we have a 
straggling. line of Christian Evidence 
Lecturers, tract-writers, preachers, and 
leader-writers in the Methodist Luminary~ 
&c. ; ending in' bunches <>f suburban 
curates and rural vi:.:ars, who are still 
handicapped with heavy old copies of 
the Bible. . • 

All this puts a peculiar difficulty in 
the way · of the • Ra~iona_list. If he 
attacks the attitude of the advancejl 
minority, Christianity at large repudi:!tes 
his criticism.; if he tilts : at the· con
ventional beliefs, the little band of the 
intellectuals ' ·use excited . language. 
There is hardly· a single question on 
which we have anything like " solid 
front to meet. This will be clearer as 
we proceed. · As regards the inorganic 
unh·erse, we may say that no Christian 
scholar of any serious influence ques
tions its unity, its actual constantf (or 
its first law-the law of substance), .or 
its ·formation by gradual development 
(its second law-the law of .evolution) 
from a primitive matter. They rest their 
dualism, as far as visible nature is con
cerned, on { 1) the need for a creator of 
matter and forCe, and ( 2) the need for a 
directive intelligence. With the first 
point-or with its groundwork-we have 
,already dealt, and ,..;n deal again in the 
chapter on God. The second , point 
must be very clearly grasped. It is the 
Jast conceivable quasi-scientific argu
ment for the existence of God. It will 
confront us throughout the next three 
chapters, and it will before long be the 
only argument of • physical theology." 
In its general formula it runs: 
Although science can assign the efficient 
or physical . causes or the complex 

phenomena about us,.it cannot say why 
they produced just these phenomena and 
not different ones ; and the more clearly 
scjence shows that an elaborate pheno
menon.:.....say, thought, or life-is only 
the outcome .of a- long· and. intricate· 
evolutionary process, the more pressing 
is the need to admit that the evolutionary • 

· agencies were guided and COI}trolled by 
_intelligence from the first.· The argu-

. ment is not a new one, of course, but the 
best-informed _ theistic apologists a,re 
warning their colleagues to fall back on 
it at once, and to abandon the defence 
of .temporary gaps and petty criticisms 
.of science.· ''We are not," says Dr.· 
Iverach (though he will forget it later), 
"of those who are constantly looking 
about for' imperfections in a mechanical 
or other theory in order to find a chink 
through which the theistic argument 
may enter. If that were our position, 
the .argument for theism would soon be 
a fugitive and a vagabond on the face of 
the earth ; eacn advance of science, each 
discovery of law, would simply drive the 
theistic argument to find a new refuge." 1 

So Mr. Newman Smyth says: "The 
assurance of faith cannot be maintained 
from a fortified critical position outside 
the province of the · evolutionary 
science." And Mr.· R. Williams 
declares : "I ·do not worship a God 
who only fills gaps, nor hold- a religion 
whose validity depends on . missing 
links." Teleology is the word.- The 
scientist wiU show you everywhere 
certain forces co-<>perating to produce 
certain complex results. Point out that 
tliese." blind" erratic forces must have 
been guided in their co-operation, 
especially if the result is beautiful or 
orderly or beneficial or admirably adapted 
to produce a certain further result. 

The ad vantage of " the new teleology • 

I Clvistia..Uy -tl Ew/uti4,, p. 26. Observe 
the ucellent description of what the theistic: 
argument lias 6eQI for &Ome time and the naive 
proposal of this as a mer-e contingmcy. We 
shall find, too, that the old Adam i5 still strong io 
Dr. herach, and he il still . keen on caP' iD 
~ 



-which is . ·the -.. old - teleology" ·re- .As it ~Js: sci~ may eipiain luniJ 
enamelled-is obvious. Science may these -things were done. It adds that 

·now strain its mechanical causes as it every thoughtful man must ask also 
pleases to explain the'origin of life an5i wkJr~why the· process tOOk place at a~ 
consciousness:. The more stupendous and why it took this particular line, with 
the results it claims for physical agencies, ·such a lucky ~ination for us, rather 
the . clearer will it be that there were than any one of a thousand others. 
design, guidance, and controL More-_ They say:_ Let Haeckel _explain the 
over, the argument col}les into play from whole world-grmrth on· mechanical 
the ,.-ery first·. step ·_-that evolutionary principles, from the formation of the 
science takes. -The best illustrations of first atoms of_hydrogen tO the solidifica- · 
its application will be. found in· Dr. tion of the last planet. That only telh 
Iverach and Mr. Profeit.l · _They follow lwm natural forces built up the world: 
step by step the teaching of physics arid we want to know. whJ. So we can_ 
chemistry, and pause at the end of each allow the naturalist. pr mechanical view 
paragraph to admire the. wisdom· _of the -to be complete in itse~ yet leaving full 
creator with Paleyesque ·devotion. Be-~ room for u.s.- -- - - -
hold the primitive matter mould itself - In order to avoid the repetitions and 
into electrons and atoms. . Whence did the ' confusion which this _design
it get .the pow~r T How came a blind argument leads to, I propose to take the· 
force to put together the- eleqrons in hint offered and keep quite separate the 
such an orderly series of atoms with-such. questions lwm the -world was made aQd 
wonderful rnemical adaptations to each !wkJ' it was $0 made.- In this and the 
other?_ Behold the- ponderable matter l following three- chapters ~e shall see 
grow mto neb~ and solar systems. -1 how the world was made ; m the seventh 
Who distributed the elements so nicely l chapter we shall discuss ~e teleological 
amongst- the: various nebulre.? Who_ argument in its principle. We shall see 
distributed the elements- in_ the nebula, ' that the theistic evolutionists are by no 
and broke off the whirling rin_gs at the means prepared in prii.ctice to allow that 
proper moment, and set the · planets science can explain lurt.11 all things were 
going· at the r~uisite speed, that a made, or to assign adequate efficient 
system of perfect order resuked. and causes for· _ the - more -. complex 
was found to be just suited for the- phenomena. The first line of defence 
sustenance of life ? had .better hold as long as it can, in 

Now let us be perfectly clear. This ·case the second should be not quite 
argt~ment is to be the great reply to impregnable. As to inorganic nature, 
Haeckel, and it will recur all through. however, there is no serious hesitation. 
It thinks it differs from the old Paleyism The inhere~t or native qualities of the 
in this : it can grant science the power, matter•force _reality (I am not shirking. 
either now or in the future, to gi¥e- a but defening, the question why it has 
complete explanation on physical lines of these qualities at . all) are generally 
the up-building of an atom or a world. admitted · to be the adequate efficient -

explanati90 of the formation of atoms 
and stars. The first Rtious challenge 
rings out when we come to the frontiers 
of living nature. 

1 T"-u. Creatitm ef.Manu. Mr. Ballard tells 
ns this may axmt as a reply to the Riddle. It 
has been published since the Ritldle, but does 
DOt seem to mention Haeckel's book. - . 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ORIGIN .'c)p 'LIFE 

No sooner do w~ pass from the con
. ~;ideration of inorganic. nature to • a 
discussion of the origin of life than we 
encounter in a severe ·form· the per
plexity I have previously indicated.· Do 
theists or dualists deny that Haeckel 

. m~y legitimately extend the monistic 
interpretation to the problem of life ? 
At once we have to deal with a straggling 

·line of contradictory thinkers, instead of 
the fairly solid front which we desire. 
to face. . A la,rge number of ·the 
authorities recommended to us as cor-. 
rectives of Haeckel's philosophy entirely 
agree with him in his theory of the 
spontaneous generation of life, and are 
content to add, u before, the teleo
logical consideration. A large number· 
severely -criticise - his position-and 
therefore tba~ of their own adva,nced 
colleagues-even from the point of view 
of physical or efficient causation ; and 
there · is every grade of vacillation 
between the two. It will be interest· 
ing to see first how far the doctrine 
of the first appearance . of life. by 
abiogenesis _is accepted by· theistic 
writers. . , 

It is well known 'that Dr. 1\livart 
· defended the doctrine with great ability 

for the twenty years preceding his death. 
. T~ay Father Zahm and other Catholic 

scientists are no less willing to admit it. 
That Professor Le Conte and Mr. ·fiske 
accept it goes· without saying. Dr. W. 
N. Clarke is disposed to grant it: 
" Life, when its time came, may have 
come in by direct creation; so may 
human life or the life of other species; 
or the whole process.of unfolding may 
have been continuous, impelled by only 
one kind of divine movement from first 
to last.· Wht:ther God has performed 
specific acts of creation from time to 

- . 

time- is ~- question for evidence, which · 
lies . outside· the field of- theology.''' 
Mr. Newman Smyth admits that it is now 
irresistible : " While the . fact is now 
universa.lly admitted that_ non-living 
matter cannot now .be organised into a 
living form except through. the prior 
agency of~ life, on the other hand the 
n1omentum of all our scientific know· 
ledge of the continuities of nature leads 
m()dern biology to the assumpt~n that 
the organic substance at some t1me has 

·been raised and quickened . from the 
deadness of the inorgan!c world." II Mr. 
Profeit also is willihg to admit the 
evolution of protoplasm, though only 
"as the result of working intelligence." 3 

Dr. lverach, who is also anxious to 
stress the teleological aspect,- never
theless admits that life was "implicit in 
the whole" ; though we shall find him 
raising $Uperftuous difficulties later. 
- Thus ill his allegation of the fact that 
life was evolved out of non-life Professor 
Haeckel finds himself in quite respect-· 
able company. The sonorous. philo. 
sopher of one of our dramatic and 
sporting papers (the Referee) delivered 
himself as follows some months ago 
(March rst, 1903)_: "At the very 
threshold of this great theme we 
encounter the eternal question as to 
how life began at all, and here the 
scientist cannot help us." It would be 

t OutliNes t';{ Cll.-istian TMo/ogy, p. IJ:Z. 
1 1'krt~uj,'11 ScieNce 111 Faith, P• 17. • • 

. I 1'1-<4 CreiJiion ()_{ A/aJit!r, p. 96; hiS pro~·•so 
is, of course, shared by all these evoluuoms_ts. 
We are for the present concerned _only w1th 
efficient causation. When Mr. Profe1t gues on 
to tell us that when protoplasm a~>peared "the 
stars clapped their hands for joy,' we can hear 
the rustle of his surplice. The evolution Blust 
have taken miUenoia, if_ not millions of y~ars. 
There wu no psycbolosical moment fur apj>Llwe. 
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interesting, and not a little enlighten
ing, for "Merlin" fo investigate this
under the circumstances-remarkable 
phenomenon of a group of ardent 
religious apologists subscribing to the 
doctrine of abiogenesis: But·" .Merlin " 
might quote a number of scientific men 
(of_ ecclesiastical standing) who-_ make 
the -same affirmation in yet stronger 
language, and who denounce Haeckel 
with some vigour for representing 
abiogenesis as a scientific theorem. -
There is Dr. Horton, the admirer of 
V ogt and -Biichner, who assures us 
that " no leading man of science· treats 
it [Haeckel's theory of the origin of life] 
seriously." But the leading opponent 
is 1\fr: Ballard, and we will treat his 
criticism at respectful length. It will 
lead u;;, sooner or. later, into the heart 
of the difficulty. _ 

It will be remembered that in his 
attack in the British lYeekly~ in which 
be emulates the spirited Dr. Loofs in 
literary manner, he devotes the bulk 
of his articles (about twelve columns 
out of thirteen) to preliminary obsef
vations, and then turns, "for sheer relief," 
to criticise Haeckel from the scientific 
point of view. I will strike olf super
fluous errors as I go along, and deal with 
the essence of his objection afterwards. 

-
6

, To begin with," he sayS, "its .funda
mental thesis is utterly unscientific, viz., 
the assumption of the actuality of spon
taneous generation." To begin with, I 
may repeat, this sentence contains three 
grave and essential misrepresentations. 
Spontaneous generation is very far from 
being the "fundamental thesis " (or the 
"fundamental axiom" and "crucial 
proof,. he elsewhere calls it) of the 
Biddle, or of Haeckel's system ; it is not 
an "assumption," but a serious-conclu
sion ; and Haeckel does not claim that 
spontaneous generation takes place to
day. It is preposterouS !O suppose that 
Haeckel's fundamental thesis should be 
one that many Christian scholars accept, 
and the reader will already understand 
that, though it is necessarily involved in 
~onism, it is no more "fuodamental" 

than ten other propositions. 'But Mr. 
Ba11ard proceeds to make good his state
ment. · He- says · Haeckel •u frankly ac
knowledges that spontaneous generation 
is 'an indispensable thesis in any natural 
theory of evolution. I entirely agree 
with the assertion that to reject abio
genesis is to· admit a miracle.' " "An," 
one may observ:; is different from "the," 
and " indispensable " from ~· fundamen
tal " ; but ..that is a comparative trifle. No 
page is given, but if you do 1 ~ok up the 
passage (page 91) you find that Haeckel 
is saying that Professor Naegeli represents· 
it as "an indispensable thesis,, and that 
"the assertion" should be -.. his asser
tion." It would. not do, I suppose, to 
let readers of the British 1Veellly know 
that Hacckel does not stand alone, so 
the quotation is- mavipulated. More
over, the· phrase, " to reject abiogenesis 
is to admit ·a miracle," is quot;d by 
Haeckd from Naegeli, but the quotation 
marks are omitted by Mr. Ba11ard. The 
reader may judge if the fact of Haeckel's 
agreeing with Naegeli justifies this. I 
know that Mr. Ballard quotes the passage 
fairly in his Miracles of Unbeliif. My 
second point, that it is not an "assump
tion," will be clear when I come to resume 
the el'-idence for it. The third point is 
thaf if Mr. Ba11ard uses "actuality " in 
the ordinary sense of the word, as the 
ordinary reader 1r1ll suppose, he gravely 
misstates Haeckel's position. That he 
does imply that Haeckel claims spon
taneous · generation to be -" actually" 
occurring is clear from his appeal to 
those scientists (Tyndall; Pasteur, &c.) 
who disprove no more than this. As a 
fact Haeckel says (p. 91) : "I restrict the 
idea of spontaneous generatio~also 
called abiogenesis or arcbigony-to the 
first development of lil-ing protoplasm 
out·or_ inorganic carbonates.• Further, 
Haeckehefers the reader to his earlier 
work for details, and Mr. Ballard himself 
quotes therefrom that Haeckel only offers 
the doctrine as " a pure hypothesis " 
without ex-Perimental support. · 

Haeckel's position is, then, properly 
stated, that we have no e\-idence thaJ 
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living things no~ ~rise by .spontaneous 
generation j . that the monistic view of 
the universe, which, other scientific 
evidence commends, requires the birth . 
of living things from non-living in the 
beginning ; that he finds no. peculiar 
qualities in the vital force which forbid 
the extension of the law of evolution to 
it ; and that he therefore sketches a 

'purely hypothetical suggestion of the· 
mode of transition on broad lines. -A 
really careful and impartial inquirer 
would see that the essential part of this 
position, from the logical point of view, 
is the third part of it-the conviction 
that there is no peculiar feature of the 
vital force which forbids us to assume 

·its evolution. Evolution fs a known 
law of· the cosmos-or "the general 
method of world-growth.'' as Mr. 
Ballard says. We apply it until we are 
pulled up by -some phenomenon of . a 
specific nature that seems. impossible to 

·have been evolved. · But Mr. Ballard 
utterly disregards this· chief strength of 
,Haeckel's position (supporte<l by the 
whole of this chapter of the Riddle), 
proceeds to flourish weapons which do 
not reach that position at all, and con
cludes that Haeckel is "utterly without 
scientific warrant," or, as he has previously 
said, he !'sets at defianc~ the:: latest .arid 
most exact findings of science, and cuts 
the Gordian knot by sheer ,assertion of 
that which is essential to hil' hypothesis, 
but is . itself . undemonstrated, and, we 
·may venture to add, on ·good authority, 
· undemonstrable." · His procedure is 
so typical of the usual confused dis
cussion of the subject that we may 
follow him to the end. . 
· After. saying that Haeckel offers no 

proof-which we will discuss· presently
he goes on to overwhelm him with the 
"conclusions of experts." " Between 
the inorganic and the organic, there is, 
according to all the facts now known 
and the consensus of modern · science 
concerning them, Q. ·stage in 'which, to 
quote· Mr. Wallace, ' some new cause or 
power must necessarily,have come in'to 
action.'" Wt are defending a gap after 

al~ you see ; though Mr .. Ballard says it 
is not essential to do so. Further, it is 
not • only "utterly without scientific 
warrant," but "emphatically" contra
dicted by "the contlusions of such 
experts as. Tyndall, Pasteur, Drysdale, 
Dallinger, Roscoe; Kelvin, Beale, &c. ";
and ."for modern. science,. speaking 
generally and carefully, spontaneous 
generation is .as dead~ as Huxley's 
Bathybius." One's mind _ goes back 
involuntarily to those clerical spontane
ous generationists and the horrible. 
-levity with which they have deserted th<t 
gap. The truth is, as those who know
anything of the controversy will have 
seen long ago, Mr. Ballard is throwing 
dust .. He knows perfectly_ well that the 
only· point . on which scientists are 
agreed-and Haeckel is quite with them 
-is that abiogenesis does not take place 
to-day ; that is a thesis which Haeckel 
has explicitly disavowe'd .. The experi-

. ments of Pasteur never purported to 
prove . anything else, and never .could . 
. His favourite Profess"r Beale admits his 
own solitude : " Ph:,·sicists and chemists 
look forward witll confidence" to further 
experiments, and 14 think to acquire a 
knowledge of the· manner in which the 
first particle of living matter qriginated." 1 

He cannot quote a single biologist to 
say that his scien~e is against Haeckel's . 
"hypothesis" of abiogenesis in the past. 
I will presently quote more than one in 
favour of it, in the sense of endorsing 
Haeckel's most important point~that 
there is no essential difference between 
vital force and non-vital force. He, a 
bachelor of science, has blurred the 
distinction between actual abiogenesis 
and archigony, which is essential, and 
which has been pointed out for twenty 
years by men of science. And this is 
the culmination of his attack on Dr. 
Haeckel, and, I suppose, the chief justi
fication ·for the gross epithets he has 
showered on one of the most \·enerable 
figures in the scientific world. 

Mr. Mallock says : " It was formerly 
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s~pposed that they [life and man J were 
·produced by isolated creative acts; but 
we now know that they are the results of 
an orderlr process of evolution. The 
theist of to-day admits this as fully as 

·anybody." · Un(ortunately, we see that 
there are theists, who are held to be men 

· of -scientific culture and liberality, who do · 
not admit it, and we must discuss the 

. subject patientfy. ·This is largely the
result of people like ::\fr. Ballard, in their 
eagerness. to draw up a_ long list of 
"sound·~ literature, recommending all 
kinds of antiquated works. For instance; 

· one of the authors he urges us to read 
·on this question, "Principal Chapman," 
assures hiS readers that Buchner and 

. Haeckel aSS_frt " life now can be . repro~ 
duced out of inorganic conditions," and 
attacks the "asserted possibility of arti

. ficiaJly producing organic compounds" 
-which are produced artificially by the_· 
score to-day ; whilst his general culture 
may be measured by his giving the 
motto of the Buchner school as : "Ohne 
Phosphor ohne Gedank." -This does 
not tend to the advancement of truth. · 
Let us ·have a clear idea what the real 
position of Haeckel's theory is in 
science. . · " . 

I have stated it in four· theses, and 
will deal with these separately. In· the 
first place, scientists- of all schools are 

. agreed that we -do not know a single case 
of abiogenesis . taking place to-day. 
Curiously enough, ·religious philosophers 

- in the. Middle Ages believed that any 
- number of highly organised. forms of life · 

(such-as bees) were produced daily by 
spontaneous generation. _It was science 
that first opposed them. HolVever, a 
few decades ago a group of mat~rialistic 
scientists made a stand for abiogenesis as 
an actual occurrence, and there was a 
fierce - controversy. It was- a . purely_ 
scientific quarrel, Tyndall opposing them 
as firmly as the semi-vjtalist Pasteur. · It 
was· abundantly .proved that. no Jiving 
thing we are acquainted with to-day is 
developed without living _ parentage. 
This is that '' teaching of science " (to 
whic;h !Jaeckel fuiJy subscribes)_ which 

Mr. Ballard and others so co-nfusedly · 
represent as opposed to Haeckel. '· 
Science draws no. inference, and logic 
can draw no inference, w.ith regard io the 
primeval origin of life from this negative 
evidence. This has . been ·pointed out . 
tim_e after time, as it -was by Sir W. 
Turner in his Presidential Address in 
1900.-

· Haeckel's second point (in my analysis
of his position) is that we have ample_ 
reason to regard evolution as a Jaw of 
substance, or a law of nature: We. 
have seen how completely scientific 
this thesis is. "Eyolution," said 
Canon A. L. Moore, sixteen -years ago, 
"may fairly'claim to be an established
doctrine."1 - And we have quoted the 

-Rev. Newman Smyth's opinion tfiat "the· 
momentum of all our scientific know-: 
ledge of the continuities of nature leads 
modern biology to the assumption that 
the organic substance at some time has 
been raised and quickened . from the 
deadness of the inorganic world." As .a · 
matter of scientific procedure, then, we 
are bound to assume that life -arose by 
evolution u.ntil it has· been proved that 
the vital force is something specifically 
distinct from physical force, and could 
not have been derived from it That is 
both the scientific and the logical way of 
looking at the question. The scientist 
·does not depart from his ordinary 
methods without grave r~on ; ·nor does 
nature: Nature evolves;wherever evolu
tion is not impossible. The really im-: 
portant point is, then, this · question 
whether there is something so peculiar 
about vital force that we canriot suppose 
it to have been evolved; arid we find 
accordingly_ that Haeckel devotes several 
pages to the point. · I. will not repeat, 
but only supplement these from other 
scienti~; though, as we wili discu.ss the 
question of the nature of life more fully 
later (in the chapter. on Lord Kelvin's" 
intervention), I will not say more than is 
necessary for our purpose here. 

~ Science and the Faith, p. 162: one of the 
work$ !'>Jr. Ballard recommends to us. 
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Let me begin by quoting this admir~ 
able warning to those who affirm that 
nature could not have evolved life with~ 
out a divine interference:;" In spite of all 
present-day scientific generalisations,-and 
these based on the widest inductions 
possible to us, we have no warrant what

.ever for the assumption that the possi
bilities of the universe end where. our 
human apprehension of- nature has 
reached _its ne plus ultra." Does Mr. 
Ballard recognise the words? .They are 
taken_ from his own· preface .to his 
Miracles "of Unbelief. A theistic pW
losopher, Professor J. Ward, also says: 
" Of the origin_ of life, if it ~ver <lid 
originate, we have absolutely no know
ledge. But, on the one hand, ·there_ is. 
no definite limit to the possible com
plexity of mechanical processes, .nor any 
definite limit on the other, to the possible 
simplicity of life." 1 These are timely 
warnings to the theist not to build on 
gaps in biology. · Yet Pr. Horton tells 
his trustful congregation that science has 
"not discovered what is that vast bridge 
which --spans the regions whiCh, to th~ 
eye, appear so near." And a reviewer in 
the Clturdt of England· Pulpit ·says the 
gap between the living and the non-living 
is "now wider than ever." Jf you seek 
the authority for these assertions, you are 
generally met with a reference ·to _Pro
fessor Lionel Beale. Now, Prof. Beale 
is an able scientist and original. worker,· 
and we will examine his claims about 
protoplasm in a later chapter. Mean
time, we may recall that it was. he who 
_so pathetically protested in ·the agony 
column of the Ti~s that Haeckel's as
severations in this cl1apter were not in 
accord wit\1 the teaching of science, and 
later referred the anxious world to his 
little work on ·vitality. Now, when )Ne 
peruse ·vitalitj we are given to under
stand almost from first page to last that 

1 Natura/is"' al.d Agnostidsm, ii, 26z. Pro
ft·ssor \Vard, therefore, assumes life-was evolved. 
The words, " if it ever did originate," must be 
understood in the idealist sense; and the em
phatic denial of knowledge is l!r<.~undcd rather 
confusedly on the J'asteur expt"nments. 

.Professor Beale is nearly contra mundum. 
"It must be admitted,'' he says (p. v); 
•• that few scientific men· are quite satis
fied that vital phenomena: may not . yet 
be otherwise explained " ; .and we have 
already quoted his admission (p. 7) that 
."physicists and· ·chemists" look forward 
to ~ mechanical explanation of the origin 
of life. · ~ 

And in point of fact one can quote a. 
string o( the ablest authorities against the 
claim that vital force has so specific a 
character that •if could not· have been 
evolved. Says the theistic (or pantheistic) 
evolutionist, Professor Le Conte, one of · 
Mr. Ballard's chief authorities : "Vital 
forces are -also· transmutable into and 
derivable from physical and chemical 
forces-. , ~ Vital force may bow be re
garded as so much force withdrawn from 
the general f~Jnd o( chemical and physi
cal forces ••• U vital force falls into the 
same category as other· natural forces, 
there is no reason why- living forms 
should not fall into the same category in 
this regard as other_ natural _forms." 1 

Says Professor J~ Ward, another of Mr .. 
Ballard's authorities : "The old theory of 
a special vital force, according to which · 
phy_siological.processes were at the most 
analogous to-not identical with
physical processes, bas for the most part 
been abandoned as superfluous. Step 
by· step within the last fifty years. the 

-identity. -of the" .two processes has been 
so far established that an eminent 
physiologist does not. hesitate to say 
• that for the future the word vital, as 
distinctive of physiological processes, 
might be abandoned altogether.' " 1 The 
"eminent physiologist" is Sir J. 
Burdon Sanderson, another able author
ity. In the art~cle on zoology in the 
E11tydujtedja Britannica, Professor Ray 
Lankester says : " It is the aim or busi-

'1 EVI'Irdiolt -·"' RdigiOIIS TII<Jtt(!tl, P· J6. 
1 Naturalism a~td .AgtUJsf•t-ism, 1i, p. 9· Ward 

and Le Conte, while admitting the mechanical 
theory as the explanation of "efficient" causa
tion, claim the action of a guiding intelligence. 
That is a point we hav~ reserved, and it does 
not affect the present question. 
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ness of those occupied with biology to . 
assign living things, in all their variety 
·of form and activity, to the one set of 
force~ recognised by the physicist and 
the-chemist." On the physical side Sir 
A. Riicker, in his presidential speech of 
I9o1, spoke of the recent rise of Neo
Vitalism as !llerely the result of "some 
outstanding difficulties" in biology, and 
he protest:ed that " the action of physical 
and chemical forces in living bodies can 
never. be und~rstood, . if at every diffi
culty _and at every check in our investi
gations we desist· from further attempts 

. -in the bdief that the laws of physics 
and chemistry have· been interfered with 
by an incomprehensible vital force." · His 
successor in the presidential chair ·also 
protested that science was " not debarred 

·from speculating on. the .mode in which 
life may have originated," and he quoted 
this splendid expression from Lord 
Kelvin's (then Sir W. Thomson) presi
dential sp_eech in 1871 : · ... Science is 
bound, by the everlasting law of honour, 
~o face fearlessly ·every problem which 

·can fairly' be presented to it. If a 
probable solution, consistent with the 

·ordinary course of nature, can be found, 
we must· not invoke· an act of Creative 

_-Power." And, finally, when Lord Kelvin 
recently declared that he understood 
biologists were coming again. to entertain 
the notion of a specifi~ vital force, he 

. was, as we shall see (or the reader may 
see now in Chap. XI.), emphatically · 
contradicted by the representative biolo
gists of this country. 

The authority of. Dr. Haeckel himself 
on · this point is paramount. He has 
made a life-long study of it. But I have 
shown that· his conclusion is in accord 
with the general scientific attitude to-day, 
and that he is npt giving us the. "science 
of yesterday," -as the dilettanti of the 
Pal! Mall Gazette express it. I will 
~mly add, here a few further considera
tions that tend to·_make clearer the ques· 
tion of the primitive origin of _life, and 

· will reserve the discussion of Neo-Vital
ism · until we come to deal with Lord 
Kelvin and his critics. ·· . · 

_ · It is a matter of some importance to 
remember that we do nol: know the nature 

'of the earliest organisms. Living things 
had to proceed very far in their devdop:. 
ment before it was possible for their 
remains to be fossilised and preserved. 
Palreontology can give us no aid what- · 
ever. It is generally assumed tbat the 
monera and such simple forms-mere 
tiny globules o( protoplasm -:-were. the 
earliest in point of time. That they 
niust have been_ the earliest of existing 
forms is obvious, but, as Professor Ward 
suggests, it i~ conceivable that there were
many simpler forms of life before the 
moneran. We had to wait for the 
microscope to discover the protists. We 
may make other discoveries yet; or there 
may have. bee\1 · earlier forms too un
stable to persist. These are "may be's," 
but remember Lord Kelvin's advice that 
we must exhaust the possibilities of 
nattire before we invoke " an abnormal 
act of Creative Power." Canon Aubrey 
Moore said long ago in connection with 
the evolution of species : "ln this pro
cess of evolution there are things which 
puzzle us, though it would be quite true 
to say there is nothing half so puzzling 
as there was, if we had only thought 
more about it, in the old theory of 
special ·creation.". That js peculiarly 
applicable to the question-of the origin 
of life. The notion of a " creative 
act "-'the notion that, at the mere ex-
pression ·or a wish on the part of some 
infinite ·.being,- particles , of, "dead" 
matter scrape themselves together with
out any physical impulse, and, though 
they are incompetent to see the design 
they are to execute· or the end of their 
individuaf movements, build themselves. 
up into the intricate structure of living 
protoplasm-is a perfect world of mys
teries, instead of being an . " explana
tion." ·we can only have recourse to it 
when every conceivable. effort has been 
made. to explain the phel)omenon by 
the physical impulsion of the atoms by 
natural forces and by a very slow and 
gradual development; and science, we 
saw, is· by no means inclined to admit 
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that its possibilities have been exhausted 
yeL , 

But if we cannot get any nearer _to the 
origin on the biological side, it maybe 
possible to do something on the ~hemical 
side; and from this side, in point of 
fact, the "gulf," as preachers call it 
(compare Huxley's ·article on Biology in· 
the Encydopaaia Britannica), between· 
the organic and the. inorganic is being 
bridged. If you take down one of the 
apologetic works of the last generation 
(even some of those Mr. Ballard recom
mends to--day), you will find that the 
writers lay great stress on the inability of 
the chemist to produce artificially certain 
compound substances _which were then 
only made by the living organism. To
tla y a large num her of these are produced 
by the chemist in ·his laboratory. This 
branch of chemistry is advancing everf 
year, and last year was abl~ to announce 
the artificial synthesis of a complex orga~ 
nic substance resembling albumen. The' 
!' gulf" is narrowing ; it is very far from 

. being "'wider than ever." Dr. lverach, 
one of those hesitating teachers who are 
continually criticising &eientific results 
with some vague ' notion of serving 
religion, says these chemists only "ac
complish at great cost and labour and 
with many appliances what life is doing 
easily every momenL" Very true ; but, 
pray, how long was nature in fitting up 
Iter laboratorr. and making her appli
ances ? Poss1bly millions of years in 
making the· protoplasm of the first 
moneron ; certainly many millions of 
years in evolving those higher organisms 
which the scientist is set to emulate. 
One does not see what liberal-minded 

·and scientific men gain by strewing the 
path with little obstacles of this kind. 
There are other writers who ·say che
mistry may produce organic_ substances 
without_ number, but it cannot produce 
an organism. Well, . on the theistic
evolution hypothesis, which the abler 
apologists adopt to day, it took God 
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, 
of years to make an amreba, with all the 
resources of nature completely known to 

him. And man, ~ith his dim knowledge 
of natural forces, -15 to make one In a 
few weeks, or years! Science is ad· 
vancing. Let us be patient. · 

We are now in a position, then, to 
estimate the criticisms l:hat 'have been 
directed against this section pf Dr. 
Haeckel's system. There are two aspects 
of his position. ;_ On the one hand there 
is _the negative_ side, that -we are not 
justified in. rushing into the)lresent gap 
(such as it is) of scientific knowledge 
with a " vital- force " ' or a " creative 
power,!! which are specifically distinct 
from the natural forces we have hitherto 
studied ; and there is, further, the posi· _ 
tive attempt to sketch a theory of the · 
way in which protoplasm. wall evolved.· 
The first part is essential to monism ; 
the second is not, and may vary with 
the progress of . science. Both parts 
are scientifically' justified; How widely 
Haeckel's first position is shared by men 
of science, and how it is forced on us by 

. the axioms of men so different as Lord 
Kelvin· arid Canon A. L Moore,- we· 
have already seen. It is the only logical 
attitude. \\ 'hep science assures us that 
it has acquired" a perfect knowledge of 
vital force on· the one hand and physical 
force on the other, and_ that the two are -
so widely sepaf~.ted that it canno~ con
ceive the one to have been evolved from 
the other ; lite" there will be time enough · 
to talk of gaps and gulfs and creative· 
power. In the meantime logic .forbids 
us to multiply agencies without need. 
There is a plausible kind of ·critic
usually a preacher-who says : Well, , 
Haeckel may enjoy his opinion as long 
as he likes, and the agnostic may wait 
eternally for the last word of science, but 
I find this creator-idea very satisfying, 
and you may keep your logic for the 
school That is the practical man-the 
man who would think you a fool if you 
reasoned like that in business. It must 
be remembered that we are nofplaying 
a parlour game w\th conventional rules. 
It iS a question of truth or untruth, 
reality or unreality. It is a huge asser
tion, this of creative action. It at once . 
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brings a new element into o11r Cosmos. 
We see that the material universe exists. 
We must not recklessly affirm the exist
ence of anything beyond it ; or if we do, 
we have no guarantee of the truth of our 
statements. . Now, until sciepce_ has 
shown that physical force and vital force 
are not transmutable, and that no exten
sion of the former, even into the most 

. elaborate -complication, could . produce 
the latter, you eannot extract from the 
appearance of life a particle of evidence 
for an- interfering cause . other than 
nature.· · - · 
_ _ But Haeckel does not cease to speak 
as a scientific man when he goes on to· 
offer a positive suggestion as to the 
origin of life. Science advances com
monly by projecting hypotheses in 
advance· of its solid and established 
positions, and if ever we are to under
stand the mode of the origin of life .it 
will be by such a procedure. No living 

. scientist is better acquainted with the 

. conditions· of the pro_blem than Haeckel, 
and it would be preposterous to suppose 
that he has. not framed a theory con

. sistent with the known facts. His theory 
is directly grounded on the established 
facts of th~ chemistry of protoplasm. 

-The only possible justification for the 
criticism· offered by scientists like Dr. 
Horton would be if Haeckel had put it 
bef9re · us as a sort of photographic 
description of.._the primeval dawn of life. 
As Mr. Ballard reminds us, Haeckel 
only offers it as "a pure hypothesis," 

. consistent with the facts as we know 
them, and capable of any modification 
new discoveries may entail 

Thus, when we have shaken off this 
group of not very enlightened critics, 
we see that we have advanced a step 
in the evolution of . the monistic uni
verse. We had already followed tpe 
great matter-force reality in its develop
ment as far as the formation of planets 
with firm crusts, with heated oceans 
and an enveloping atmosphere, and 
prO\;ded by a shrinking central luminary 
11;th a po\\·erful flood of heat, light, 

_ and electricity. Some time in the pre-

Cambrian epoch living things ·appeared 
in the primeval ~eans. This was not 
a sudden and dramatic entrance on the 
stage of time, at which the morning 
stars might clap their incandescent 
hands ; it was the final issue of a long 
course of evolution.. It was the matter- · 
force reality slowly- groping upwards 
through more and more elaborate com
binations of -the formed chemical 
elements. until a stage · was reached 
when a S\lbstance sufficiently plastic to 
exchange elements with the environing
fluid and sufficiently stable to maintain_ 
its integrity was formed. To-day this 
substance (living· .protoplasm) is marked 
off by several remarkable properties 
from inorganic matter: Professor ~eale _ 
talks· much of its " structureless "- cha
racter. In view of the known extreme 
complexity of its 11Wlecular structure, it 
would be a ·miracle_ if it did not exhibit 
.functions widely removed from those of 
simpler compounds. But the finding of an 
actual divergence to-day is no .obstacle· 
to our entertaining a theory of evolu
tion. No serious scientist questions to
day the evolution of the human body
from that of a lower animal species. 
Yet the connecting links.have disa~~ 
peared. It is a scientific truth · that 
intermediate forms do tend to disappear. 
We see- here, then, only another phase 
in the unfolding of the cosmic substance, 
or nature. .Neither scientific evidence 
nor logic compels us yet · to .admit a 
fresh -reality, a new form of being. We 
are still moriists. Wbether nature has 
needed the guidance of intelligence in 
this evolution we need not consider 
yet First let us establish the fact that 
nature evolves, from the .first union or 
electrons into an atom to the develo~ 
ment of man, by means of its inherent 
forces, and then we • will consider 
"whence " _ it got these forces and 
whether they must ha"·e been guided. . 

Now, given the first tiny globule of 
living protoplasm, there is no further gap 
for the theologian to dt:fend until we 
come to the human mind. For the fifty 
million years which extend from the 
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Laurentian epoch to the early Pleisto
cene we witness the natural evolution of 
the cosmic substance without any piau.:. 
sible interference. · Naturalists "have. 
accepted Darwin's idea," Sir W. Turner 
tells us in his presidential speech; and 
he speaks with ·respect pf Haeckel's 
great share in constructing ow' ancestral 
tree. Huxley said a long time ago that 
he " refused to run the Tisk of insulting 
any sane man by supposing that he 

- seriously holds such G. notion as special 
creation." . Canon Aubrey Moore wrote 
sixteen years· ago that "every competent 
man of science believes in the origin of 
species by progressive variations." t "All 

.living nature is of one descent and con. 

. stitutes one relationship,"' says . Mr. 
Newman Smyth. "Evolution as a law 
of derivation of forms from previous 
forms ••• is not only certain,. it is axio
matic," says Professor LeConte. "The 
immutability and separate creation of 
species • ; . are doctrines now no longer 
defensible," says Professor Ward. And 
Professor Flower (to whose qualifications 
Mr.· Ballard devotes ten lines-.:.much 

·more than Professor Flower ever devoted· 
to theology) told the Reading Church 
Congress twenty years ago (1883) that 
the doctrine of the-evolution of species 
was even then "almost, if not quite, 
universal among skilled and thoughtful 
naturalists of an countries," and ~dvised 
the clergy not to bum their fingers again 
with it.• We might fill a book with such 
quotations. 

Happily, there is no longer the need 
to do so. Darwin lies in Westminster 
Abbey, and episcopal lips utter his name· 
without a tremor. No one now questions 
the fact that the species have been 
formed by evolutiQn ; but there are still 
~clesiastics who take this occasion to 
show that they are of a critical rather 
than a .credulous temper. They quarrel 
with the agencies which science ~signs 
to the task of the formation of species, 
or with the mode in which science con
ceives those agencies to have acted. 

l SdeH.-e (l•t.J flu Faiflt, p. 165. · 
P Re.-r11/ ;Ur•at~tYS ;., Nt¥ural Scitllrt, 

They express an oPiniOn that natural 
selection and sexual selection could 
not do this or .the other ; that the 
question of the transmission of ;tequired 
characters is very . unsettled, -and so 
forth._ Now, it is in itself a healthy sign 
of the times tha,t ourJheologians take_an. 
interest in these scientific questions, and 
as scientific . men. But the cause - of 
truth and progress, and the placidity of 
scientific worker.s, would be best con
sulted by keeping these criticism:; out 
of Christian evidence treatises, with 
which,- logically, they have·· nothing to 
do.- Thus' Dr.· Iverach discusses the 
question at great length in his Tluism in 
tlu Lig!tt of Present Science anti Plu"/()sop!ty . 

-He thinks that natural selection may 
act on variations,· but eannot initiate 
·them, and cannot _show why some 
organisms remain unicellular and others 
become multicellular. Biologists do 
not, he urges, prove the indefinite ex
pansiveness Of species, and do not 
explain the special causes which check 
·expansion. In strict logic tl}is has nothing 
to do- with "Theism." If biologists 
have not adequately explained the pro
cess of evolution, we must wait until 
they have· further knowledge. . His 
point is, of course, that the triumph of . 

. evo.ution only means " to transfer the 
cause from a mere external influence 
working fr~m without to; an immanent 
rational principle." He is' pleading 
again for that "incomprehensible vital 
force," as Sir A. Riicker calls it, which 

. we have already discussed ;md will dis-
cuss later. • · 
· I( it is sufficient to admit natural 

(physical and chemical) forces in the 
first formatio!_l of protoplasm, we meet 
nothing to turn us aside fr()m these with 
any plausibility until we come to con
sciousness, which I will treat in the 
next chapter. With that reservation 
Haeckel's mechanical explanation of the 
derivation .of species is accepted. Pro
fessor Ray Lankestcr says,.in the article 
01t zoology in the EnC)dop,z4ia Bn'tall
"ica : " It was resern.-d for Cbarlcs 
D~rwin in the year s859 to plac~: tbe 
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'whole theory of organic evolution on a 
new footing, . and by his discovery of a 
mechanical cause· actually existing and 
demonstrable, by which organic evolution 
must be brought about, to entirely 
change the attitude in regard to it of 
even the most rigid exponents of scientific 
method." The recent letters of Pro
fessor _Ray Lankester to the Times, 

·which- I will quote later (Chap. XII.), 
show that he has not departed Jrom this 
position. J?r. Croll also admits of the 
derivation of species : " At present 
{189o} most evolutionists regard the 
process as purely mechanical and phy!ii
cal, the results of matter, motion, and\ 

. force alone." 1 And Mr. Fiske says : 
"The natural ·selection of physical 

. variations will go far towards explaining 
the characters of all the plants and all 
the beasts in the world.,.! 

But do not let us lqse our way amidSt 
· conflicting authorities. Two -~bjections 
. are formulated, more. or less . vaguely, 
against this phase of Haeckel's position; 
or: the two objections may be _combined 
into the general statement · that the 

·mechanical ·explanation leaves- some 
aspects of the derivation of species 
unaccounted for ; and so we must ad!Dit, 
besides the evolving matter-force reality,. 
a telic -or purposive principle in the 
organism and a general controlling in
telligence, or at least the latter (Frske, 
Ward, Le Conte, &c.). The second 
opinion does not really conflict with our 
present purpose, because it assumes that 
this directing intelligence never takes tlte 
place of physical agendes. It always 
acts thr()Ugh mechanical causes, SQ that 
science is quite right in expecting to 
build up a perfect mechanical scheme of 
the development of the world-substance. 
With its further contention that this 
mechanical scheme points to an initial 
designer, we will deal later. It is only 
the first opinion-that which postulates 
a purposive principle in the organism
which conflicts with the monistic view · 
at this stage. ·And this second ppinion 

1 'I'M Plri/oSIJp!zical Btuis of Evolution, p. z. 
' 17troucll N(IIIP'e 111 G~ p. ~·· 

is, frankly, a philosophy or a theology 
of gaps. It lodges in the breaches, or 
.supposed brt:aches, in our knowledge of 
the evolutionary processes, and naively 
takes these to be breaches in the cosmic 
scheme itself. ·Remember Mr. Ballard's 
wise- injunction.· that ~·we have no 
warrant whatever for the assumption 
that the ~sibilities of the universe end· 
where our . human apprehension o( 
nature has reached its ne plus ultra "
for the time being, let me venture to 
add. Which attitude is the more logical 

·and scientific, and the. best accredited 
by experience-this defence of gaps, or 
the resolution to admit no aquosities or 
vitalities, or other immaterial · entities 
until science has given a definite and 
fully-informed decision ? . 

Professor Haeckel adopts the latter 
attitude, and proceeds to reconstruct the 
wonderful paths that nature has followed 
in her journey from those ancient 
Laurentian waters to the achievements 
of man. We have three convergent and 
consonant lines of evidence : the docu
ments of palreontology, or the Science of 
fossils, the documents of zoology {to 
speak of animals only), and the docu
ments of embryology. From them, as 
from. three synoptic gospels, we retrace 
th~ upward _growth of living nature. 
The earliest organisms we can definitely 
picture to ourselves are simple granules 
of protoplasm, or structureless morsels 
of an albuminous matter. In time some 
of these are formed which live on their
fellow-protists, and the distinction of the 
animal from the plant is adumbrated. 
Later, some of them develop a nucleus 
and form definite cells ; the cells cling 
together in colonies and form multi
cellular organisms; these eells are dis
posed in a layer or skin with a central 
cavity, . and develop fine hair-like prO
cesses by which they can travel through 
the water. As the ages advance some 
of these beings fold their cell-layer in
wards and form the primitive gut. From 
these, probably, the.. flat worms are . 
developed, . with a primitive nervous 
system · and reproductive apparatus. 
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Higher worms arise with primitive 
vascular and excretory systems, and at 
length with a rude kind of breathing 
apparatus.- At the next stage the rudi
ment of a spinal cord appears, · and 
continues to develop until the lowest 
vertebrates (such as the_ lampreys) are 
seen, with their primitive crania, suctorial 
mouths, and advancing 11eart. Then 
comes a great de\·elopment of fishes 
with strong dermal armour and in~ 
creasingly acute organs of sense. Am
phibious animals link the fishes with the 
reptiles, which soon. prowl over- the 

earth in huge and terrible · forms. 
Mammals, or warm, red-blooded 

.animals, next appear in the Jurassic_ 
strata, ·and slowly advance through die 
forms of marsupials and placentals until 
the lowest' lemurs, in the lower Eocene 
strata (computed to be J,ooo,ooo years 
old), bring us -within dim and distan( 
vision of the human form. The man-

_ like ~pes appear 1n the "Miocene period 
(about Sso,ooo ·years ago). Some 
6oo,ooo years later the pithecanthropus, 
or erect. man-ape, is found to herald the 
approach of our OVI~n race. ~ 
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·THE_ASCENT OF MAN 

WHEN the third .International Zoo
logical Congress met at Leyden in 1895 
a I lutch military physician produced two 
'Or three bones that he bad discovered in 
Java the previous year, which created a 
lively sensation amongst the assembled 
anthropologists. They were merely- the 
skull-cap, a femur, and two teeth of some 
anirttal form that had ,been buried in the 
upper Pliocene strata nearly so'o,o'oo years 
ago. The modern zoologist can recon
struct a skeleton -almost from a single 
bone, and the complete outline of the 
being to which these scanty remains had 
belonged was quickly r;estored. Sciepce 
·round "itself ~onfronted with the long 
sought missing link between man and his 
pithecoid ancestors. The powerful form, 
~;tanding five feet and a half high when 
erect, yet still much bent with, the curve · 
of its prone ancestors : the great cranial 
capacity (about t,ooo cubic centimetres), 
much greater than that of the largest ape, 
yet lower than that of man, and associ-

ated with prominent. eye-brow ridges and 
heavy jaws; in a· word1 all its features_ 
pointed very emphatically to a stage half
way between man and the earlier species 
from which he and, the apes had 
descended. _A loud and long discus1 
sion followed Dr •. Dubois' address. The 

. celebrated Dr: Virchow-stubbornly op
-posed the conclusion of Haeckel and his 
colleagues, and was driven from point to 
point by his opponents.1 In _the end 
twelve ·experts of the Congress gave a 
decision on the remains. Three of them 
held that they belon~ed 'to a member of 
a low race of man ; th~ee held that they 

1 See the account of Vircho:w's pitiful and 
transparently prejudiced resistance to evolution 
in Buchner's Last W11rds on Af41erialism, p. 97·
At a scientific congress in the preceding year, 
one of Virchow's colleagues obse~;>·ed that h•s 
behaviour was "quite enough to justify us in 
paying serious attention no longer to the great 
pathologist on this question." In effect, Vir
chow's opinions on the matter have died with 
him. 
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:had belonged to a huge· n1an-lik~ ape; 
and six were convinced that they ' be~ 
longed- to a:ri intermediate form, which· 
was rightly called the pithecanthropus 
erectus (erect ape-man). The opinion. of 
the majorjty has.~ow.become the general. 
~opinion in anthropology .. 

This was .a- dramatic intervention in 
the stand_ing cqntr.oversy ~-ithregard _to 

-the origin of·man. Ever since Darwin 
had, as Professor Dewar says, "illumined. 
the long unsettled horizon of· human 
thought" with his theory of selection 
and descent, anthropologists had foreseen 
the extension of the doctrineof evolution 
to man. Haeckel and Darwin had soon 
effected that extension in theory. ·Now 
the discov~ry -of the pithecanthropus came 
as a remarkable crown to the enormous 

:structure of evidence in its favour. But 
a- distinction· had already~ been drawn 
between the evolution of body an~ the 
evolution of mind. Thinkers like Dr: 
Wallace and Dr. Mivart- offered no re
sistance, ·or, indeed, strongly defended, _ 
the doctrine that man had inherited his 

. bodily form from a lower animal species;. 
buf affected to see a gulf in mental-
faculty which fo,rbade us to derive man's 
~ind from that of- any animal. Since 
those days the evidence for- the evolution 
·of the mind has accumulated until it is 
at least equivalent to that for the evolu
tion of the body. In the Riddle of the 
Universe Professor Haeckel gives a mag
nificent summary of the. evidence for . 
both theses, for the development of man, 
mind and body, from an animal ancestor, 
through-which. he is· closely related to 
the apes. The subject is one that be
longs to the science of which Haeck~l is. 
one of the acknowledged masters. It was 
thought that alLserious criticism of the 
work-allcriticism that had the moral and 
constructive aim of ensuring the tr1umph 
of truth-would centre upon thes_e first 
ten chaptets.dealing with evolution. The 
critics hav! acted otherwise, and we shall 
see that •thete is littie serious resistance 
to our extension of . ~he principle of 
natural evolution to man, and bringing 
him within the ~nity of the COS[llOS.. . 

. Let us ~ee first, however,-. what is- the 
attitude of cultivated thought generally 
on the subject. We have seen how the 
defendtrs ·or gaps have surrendered the. 
inorganic ·world t6 the monist,_ how. a 
mere handful remain to defend the 
dualistic theory of the origiri oflife, and 
how they llave fled· before the adyance · 
of the Darwin!ans. We- s~all _ no.wi- find 
that they are fast desertmg this last 
breach in the evolutionary scheme. _ A 
quarter of a .Century ago Tyndall shook 
tJJ.e world with his famous~- "We claim, 
arid we_ will wrest from theology, the 

_·whole domain of ·cosmological theory.'' 
"His successors," said Profess()r Dewar, 
in the same city, -in "!902, "have no 
longer any need to repeat -those signifi-

. cant words • • • The claim has been 
practically, though oftefi unconsciously,: 
conceded.'' . Canon Aubrey Moore, 
whose work Mr. Ballard recommends 
us to read; urged his colleagues . to 
admit the -claim nearly twenty years 
ago. Wallace's idea, he- said, " has a 
strangely unorthodox look. If, as a 
Christian believes, the higher intellect 
who used these laws for the creation of 
man, was the same God who worked in 
and by these same laws in creating the 
lower forms of life, Mr. Wallace's dis
tinction -of cause c;lisappears.", Again~ 
"We have probably as much_ to learn 
about the soul from c9mparative psycho
logy, ·a ·science · which as . yet scarcely 
exists, as we- have learned about· the 
body from comparative -biology."-1 He· 
concludes that the question has nothing 
to do with religion. Dr .. W. N. Clarke 
is"no less cl~ar. "The time has come," 
he says, " when theology should remand 
the investigation ·of the time and manner 
of the origin of man to . the science ot 
anthropology with its "kindred sciences, 
just as -it now. remands the time _and 
manner of the origin of the . earth to 

. astronomy and geology.. • • · anthropo
logy and -its kindred sciences will give 
an evolutionary answer." Again: "But 
thoug~ there is - no re~son agaimt 

-. 1 Science ami tlze Faith, pp. 203 and 2II, 
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admitting it if it is supported· by facts/ 
special creation, w!lether of the spirit of 
man or -of other new -elements of the 
advancing order, may· come to appear 

·improbable._. Th~ larger the· sweep of 
one great progress1ve method, the more 
probable does it become that the method 
is universaL The idea of unity in God's 
work and method is an idea that tends, 
when once it has been · admitted, to 
extend over· the whole field." 1 Dr. 

· lverach and Mr. Newman Smyth desert· 
the gap, and refer us to science for the 
solution; though, as before, .we. shall 
find Dr. Iverach raising subsequent and 
·irrelevant difficulties. . Professor . Le 
Conte and Mr. Fiske, whom· we ·are 
told to read, are emphatic evolutionists. 
Says LeConte: "I believe the spirit or 
man was developed -out of the anima-or 
conscious principle of animals,·and tha~ 
this again was developed out of the 
lower forms of life-force; and this in its 
turn <>tit of the chemical and physical 
forces of nature." 2 Mr. Fiske sketches 
a theory of . natural evolution in hiS 
Tkrough Natttre te God (p. 94). , Dr. 
Dallinger allows it is'' not by any means 
other than conceivable that science may 
be able to_ demonstrate the actual 
physical line of man's origin" (quoted 
by Mr, Ballard) •. Even Mr. Rhondda 
Williams believes " evolution is ·com •. 
plete from the jelly-fish up to Shake
speare" (p. 26), ·and says (p. 40): . 
"When evolution reached man she 
seemed not to be content with making 
bodies, and devoted . herself to the 
development of. intelligence and the 
noblest feelings."· · · 

Haeckel is, therefore, once more in 
excellent and edifying company. He 
tells in his latest work (Aus Insulinde) 
how he found himself a few years ago 
face to face with the religious director of 

. 1 An Outt.'ite of C"rislia11 1'/uo/ogy, p. 22 S· 
I Evo/ufw11 tUtd Ge!igio•s Tlroug{lt, p. 313. 

And elsewhere he says that until lleCently "the 
grounds of our beli~f in immortality were based 
largely on a suppos00 separateness of man from 
the brute~-his complete uniqueness in the whole 
I'Cheme of nature. Thi& is now no longer 
possible" ( 1'~ Contejfio" of Cod, p. 75). 

_an infirm~ry in travelling by rail across 
Switzerland. Observations on the beauty 
of the mountains led to a discussion of 
their natural growth, and the nun-little 
suspecting his identity-informed him 
that she had obtained her sensible and 
modern views from Haeckel's . Natural 
History of Creation I We shall see in ' 
the end that the religious opposition to 
Haeckel's teaching-his real teaching
is crumbling year by year. On our pre
sent question of the evolution of the 
human mind, one may gather· frpm this 
very general agreement of the cultured 
defenders of Christianity that scientific 
and expert opinion can be little short of 
unanimous. Dr. Wallace, with whose 
views we. shall deal separately, does in~ 
deed stand out with ~ strange obstinacy 
in the world of. science-stands out as 
Virchow so long did in Germany, as 
Cuvier did in France ...... .but the doctrine 
of the evolution of mind is now 
generally . accepted by psychologists. 
Professor J. Ward says "the unanimity. 
with which· this conclusion is now: 
accepted by biologists of.-every school 
seems to justify Darwin's confidence a 
quarter of a century ago.•• 1 Another 

. distinguished psychologist, · Professor 
Miinsterberg, is·equally scornful of those 
who still linger in this breach.' Sir W. 
Turner closed his Presidential address 
to the Briti$h Association in I goo with a 
confident assumption· of the general 
acceptance of the doctrine s-:so far, 
indeed, as to evoke from a conservative 
writer in the Alkenr.eum a lament that 
he "carried the evolutionary idea . to its 
logical conclusion with a most uncom
promising materialism." In fact, a cul
tivated and hostile reviewer in the Man
ckester Guardian dismisses the first and 

1 Naturalism "a,uJ Aptos/ids,, ii, p. 7· Dr. 
Ward is speaking of the complete doctrine of 
development. . 

2 PSJ•dwkl:y aHii Life, p. 91. 
a I shall qu.:>te his words pr~sently to show 

that he held not only e\·olution, but evolution itt 
the same sense as Haeckel.· I shall also quote 

· similar language from the speech of the President 
of the Anthropolngical se-:tion at the Gongre!ili of 
1901. 
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chief part of Haeckel's book with an analogy of man's structure a,nd his phy
-assurance that " nowadays you cannot- _siological functions with those of other 
startle even .the man in the street by tell- mammals, the significant course of his 
ing him the soul has been· continuously embryological development, and the 
evolved from the souls of unicellular atrophied organs and muscles that are
protists." For niy part, I am not pre- still transmitted from mother to child, 
pared ·to assign Dr. Wallace, or even . have convinced a stubborn world at 
Dr. Horton, to a lower level of culture length. . That gap has been deserted. 
than that of the man in the street. But It is still though,t by some that a gulf 
it would; be difficult to draw up to-day remains between the mind of man and 
even a slender list of capable biologists that-of ·the other animals, and. that here 
or anthropologists who deny the ascent at least they still finq their treasured in
of- man from the rest of the animal tervention of an external power in the 
world. . ' . orderly development of th~ universe. 
- This very_general agreement of scien- - They think that man's mental p<_?wers: 
tific men, accepted, as it is, by the ablest and- what he ·has achieved with those 
theistic writers. of. the day, has a formid- - powers, mark him off ·too sharply 
-able support in the facts and the justified from the psychology of the lower 
assumptions of· science. Once it has animals for. us to admit -evolution; 
been pr9ved that the wh()le development Let us see first what distinctions are 
of nature, from ·the formation of atoms alleged in support of this assertion, 
up to the formation of speCies, has pro~ and then we may study the force 
ceeded in a continuous manner·; and of the psychological evic!ence for eva-
when it is known, as we do know to- lution. · _ · 
day, that this Ia w of natural evolution Now, when· we turn to -the critics· of 
applies also to the most elaborate. of our the' .Riddle-either explicit critics or 
thoughts and institutions, to our art, our critics " by anticipation "-we find we 
language, and our civilisation; it becomes have to deal with a very meagre group 
clear that there is so· strong a presump- of nor very clear or well-informed 
tic:in for the natural evolution of· man thinkers. Such phrases as those which 
that only the most explicit proof of Mr. Blatchford quotes from a sermon 
man's uniqueness could pre-vent us from delivered by Dr. Talmage a:s late as 
applying the law to explain his origin. t8g'8, that the evolution of man is "con
When we find further that man is akin trary to the facts of science," and that 
to' the lower-species in a score of ways "natural evolution is not upward but 
which point to derivation, -~nd are_ quite. always downward "-only show the kind 
unintelligible 'On any other theory, the of stuff that can ' be' safely delivered 
onus of proof lic;:s heavier than' ever on , in tabernacles. Dr. Irorton, another 
those who resist. We should be scien- - preacher, complains that Haeckel " has 
tifically and logically justified in assuming rrot been ·able to explain the origin. of 
the evolution of man, unless and until consciousness," or "how the · rational 
som~ grave hindrance is pointed out life we call spirit has been produced by 
in the nature· of man's structu'l'e or the physical " ; which is .a complete 
spirituai powers. But, as I said, the ignoring-probably ignorance-of the 
positive evidence is enormous. As far mass of evidence Haeckel has presented, 
as structure is concerned we have no as we .shall see. Mr.- Ballard hides· 
reply to· meet. The ptoofs which behind the respectable figure of Dr. 
Haecker has marshalled so ably in A R. Wallace, though at other times he 
Chapters II.-V. of the '.Riddle have seems indesirous to press the objection. 
passed unchallenged ; nor is there any We are, in fac;t, left to face a medley of 
serious "answer by anticipation" which ·small points made by the Rev. Rhondda 
we .should. be expected to conr>ider. The Williams (who admits the e\Jolution of 
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the mind), Dr: Iverach, and the. Rev. 
Ambrose Pope. -. 

Mr. Pope, you will remember, holds 
that Haeckel coliected the basic material 
for his system during three "half-day. 
excursions.'' He himself admits the 
sufficiency of evolution until we. come
to the human mind, and then says : 
"This is psychology, and, like all psy~ 
chologists; Haeckel starts with certain 
metaphysical hypotheses. His hypo
thesis is that mental phenomena are the 
~ffects of physical phenomena.'• This, 
he says, "looks like an innocent assump
tion "-to whom, we are not told-but 
it contains the fatal conclusion, and is 

. "opposed by nearly every psychologist of 
repute in the _world;" The~e men are· 
"expert psychologists," whereas Claeckel 

. is only making a "half-day excursion" 
from l!is own province into " another 
.subject entirely." One really begins to 
suspect that it was during "a naif-day 
excursion"-. that Mr. Pope studied 
.Haeckel. A grosser travesty of his 

_ system it would be difficult to conceive. 
Serious students will not expect an 
analysis of it, but I will briefly point· 
out its absurdities. This subject is as 
much within the province of compara- · 
tive zoology, of which Haeckel is one of 

. the greatest· living masters, as it_ is in 
the· field of psychology. It is a. border 
question. There was, therefore, no ex:-_ 
cursion. Indeed, it is _not too much 
to_ say that this tracing of the upward 
growth of mind has been one of 
Haeckel's most absorbing studies i and 
now his conclusion, based on a long 
life of study and research, is to be 
flippantly represented as an "assumption" 
ignorantly ·and hastily stolen from a 

_ province '' entirely" different from , his 
own-a province, moreover, where we 
are assured it did not exist. Further, 
of the seven " psychologists of repute" 
whom Mr. Pope quotes-Windt (Wundt)l 
Hoffding, Ward, Sully, Stout, Dewy, 
and James-six at least admit the evo
lution of mind by purely natural pro
cesses. I have already quoted the ablest 
or them, Professor Ward, as a witness 

to the unal)imity of this conclu
sion.1 
. With the difficulties alleged by Dr. 
I verach we will not linger. He seems 
not to _insist on the impossibility of 
evolution, but urges that man is actually 
separated , from the animals by several 
marked prerogatives. One of these is· 
1anguage ; but as Dr. I verach admits this 
is "manifestly a social product "-that is 
to say, evolved-one wonders why it is 
adduced at all. Another difference. is 
in his relation to his environment, which 
he can modify' and turn to service; that, 
also is clearly an acquired or evolved 
faculty. Finally; Dr. Iverachurges man's
distinction in the~ way of . science, 
religion, morality, civilisation, and ~o on. 
Experts are agreed, and many theo
logians are with them, that these are all 
evolutionary products. They did not 
exist Joo,ooo years ago. Nor does Dr. 
lverach seriously urge them as objections 
to the theory-of evolution. On the other 
hand,- Mr.· · Rhondda Williams, who 
."believes "-though it is "not proved"
that man was evolved, soul and body, 
makes a . prolonged onslaught' on 
Haeckel's position. Before we follow 
him into his storm-cloud of rhetoric, let 
us make clear what he hopes to gain by 
it. He admits the fact of evolution. · 
He claims, of course, that the'evolution
ary process was divinely or pantheistically 
guided ; a point we discuss later. The 
only practical question is: Does he, or 
does he not, admit that the agencies at 
wor~ in the uplifting. of the I~uman _ 
species are the same agencies which we 
have hitherto dealt with? If he does, it 
is of no real consequence to us that he 
finds Haeckel's theory of consciousness 
or of memory at fault. . The main point is 
the exclusion of the new kind of force 
which was supposed to enter the world 
with the human, mind. It is important 
to remember--he seems to forget it 
himsel( sometime.:;-that Mr. Williams 
does not postulate the entrance of a new 

1 In so far as lllr. J>ope means that they differ 
from Haeckel as to the actual relution of brain 
and mind we shall meet the point presently. 
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.·force into the cosmos;bUt, iike Le·Conte 
and Fiske, sees only a further unfolding 
of the universal spirit. At the bottom 
his quarrel with Haeckel is not about the 
evolution of the human soul,- or the 
agencies which evolved it, but as· to the 
relation of all soul to brain. . 

He promises us, then, that he is going 
to convict . the distinguished scientist · 
of:" jugglery,'' and to nnd him in 
"a· perfect muddle," ·and so mi. The 

·first "conjuring trick" is produced by 
a little conjuring . on . the. preacher's 
own part. ·He cuts in two . Haeckel's 
reference ·(p. 94) to "the transc_end~ntal 
design of the teleological philosopny of 
the schools,"·· insetts a full-stop after 
"design," ·and ·then asks us to admire 
the stupidity or desperateness of a man 
who tifst- excludes purpose Jrom the 
universe~-" in order to shut out God" 
-:-and then fuids it in the organic world 
and ea,lls it "mechanic<~.l teleology." · If, 
moreover, Mr. Williams cannot see that 
the_ word "design·!' or "purpose" is 
used only in_ a figurative sense in the 
second application, he would do well to 
re-study the passage~ A similar con
fusion is found . in his criticism of 
Haeckel's treatment of consciousness 
and memory. He labours to prove that 
Haeckel must take the word memory 
figuratively in ·its lower stages-which: 
is precisely~ what. ;Haeckel obviously 
means. But the justification- of apply
ing the word '' memory" to the function 
of a cell arrd to the human faculty lies 

_in the whole mass of proof Haeckei has 
a.ccl!mula.ted to show- that they are the 
same function, and that the one passes 

·gradyally,as the nervous system develops, 
into the other. - That is one of the 
.most superficial truths of comparative. 
psychology,1 Then Mr. Williams turns 

1 We ~~y compare M~ .. Ballard'~ eager~-ess to. 
point out that, whereas Haeckel grants tts no 
souls or wills; he ascribes these even to the cells 
and atoms. It is the same curious and wilful 
n1isconstruction. - Haeckel maintains that the 
force associated with the atom or the cell is the 
same fundamentally as that which reveals itself 
in our consciousness. That is the logical con-· 
elusion of all his proofs of continuous, natural 

to "psyc_hoplasm" for: more ''c::onjuring." 
-Haeckel is . represented as "ealling in 
psychoplasm to account for what proto
plasm could not do"-which is false; 
psychoplasm being t4_e same thing as 
protoplasm, but in a different -relation,· 
just as Dr.· Lionel ·Beale speaks of 
"bioplasm" -and then as saying that 
"what springs from it is declared to be 
only a name for what protoplasm 'does." 
Mr. Williams foists on HaeCkel a 
fictitious distinction, and then· invites 
his admiring audience- to make merry 
over the· confusion it involves. -Any 
student. . with a desire to understand, 
rather than· to score rhetorieal ·points, 
will se~ at a glance that Haeckel's termin
ology. is perf(!ctly consistent with itself 

. and the· facts. Protoplasm is the 
material- substratum -of .all life.; but 
when it takes_ on the form of nerve
tissue and ·becomes the base of nerve-. 
life (which we all agree .to ca.ll psychic 
life)_· it is described as·- psychoplasm. 
Just as ·Mr. WiUiams's procedure would 
be called clever frorq .the intellectual 

_point of view, but by a· different name 
from the moral standpoint. · . 

.As a last. instance of this .· poor 
·" jugglery !' I will quote : one more 
passage. Haeckel. he says;· "speaks of 

·certain parts of the brain as 'the real. 
-organs of mental life ; they are those 
highest instruments of psychic activity 
that· produce !bought and eovscious
ness I'· Look at the confradiction in 
that statement. Certain parts of- the 

. brain are said to be at once the instm
'ments and the producers oL conscious
ness ! 'l'alk · about a doctor using 
instruments ifyou like; but do not talk 
of the instruments producing_the doctor; 
and especially do not speak as if both 
statements could be true at the same 
time." -This is a bewildering sort of 
development: He is,· therefore, ·logically correct 
in .speaking of the 1' soul" of the atom if we 
insist on speaking of the " soul " of man. The 
sensation and will he ·attributes to atoms are 
obviously figurative, and merely reminders of his 
doctrine of the unity of all force or spirit:....a 
unity which Le Conte and Fiske and even Mr. 
Williams (when he is consistent) also admit. 
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criticism. Organs, instruments, and 
producers are clearly used by Haeckel 
in much the same sense.- None but a 
pedant, or a desperate critic, would 
abuse us for saying that the stomach 
was the instrument and producer of 
digestion ; - certainly no · one would 
misunderstand us. Thought is not a 
substantial entity like a doctor. The 
simile is totally misleading. 

Happily, Mr. Williams finds we have 
arrived at last at the crucial point, and 
he says tha~ it is : " Does the mind use 
the brain as an instrument, or does the 
brain really produce the mind? Haeckel's 
position is the latter. But do not sup
pose for a moment that he has any 
scientific proof of it." Anyone who is 
acquainted with modern psychology is 
aware that neither of the positions Mr. 
Williams puts is held by anybody -of 
consequence nowadays. , Spiritualist 
philosophers do not speak of the mind 
using the brain ; and Haeckel, when 
you pay serious attention to all he says, 
does not hold that the brain produces 
the mind. Matter, he has said from the 
beginning, never produces force or spirit. 

. They are two aspects of one reality, as 
Mr. Williams himself holds (p. 8). The 
sole question with Haeckel is whether 
this force we call the human mind is one 
with the force revealed in the animal 
mind and al~o in inorganic nature. Th\t 
is naturally the first concern of a monist. 
Force, it is a truism in science, varies with 
its material substratum. When hydrogen 
and oxygen are united the resultant force 
has vastly different properties from what 
it had before. When water unites with 
fresh chemical substances, force takes on 
again a wholly new set of properties ; 
and the more elaborate the material 
compound, the more elaborate the force. 
Protoplasm is a most highly elaborate 
chemical compound with a most intri
cate molecular structure. It is quite 
natural to expect the force-side of it to 
be very distinctive and peculiar ; so we 
agree to connect lift with the lower 
forn·s. Rut when protoplasm becomes 
psychoplasm, the complication greatly 

increases ; the force varies in the same 
proportion: The psycboplasm or proto
plasm of the higher animal brain· ad
vances stilt further in complexity, and, 
moreover, organic structure of .the most 

.intricate kind is added. Hence in the 
human brain, on physical principles, we 
must expect a manifestation of force 
vastly different from all that we find else
where., ' We find mind. Haeckel, Qn 

. the- strength of this very .dear and 
scientific reasoning, and of all the facts 
as to the_ intimate dependence of mind 
on nerve-tissue which he gathers into 
several chapters, and all the facts as to 
the gradual ·unfolding of this force we 
call mind in exact correspondence to the 
growth in complexity of the nervous 
system, cen~ludes that he sees no reason 
for thinking that the mind-force is 
specifically different from any other kind 
of force. I will return to this very im
portant point presently. Meantime w~ 
see what there is in Mr. Williams's state
ment of Haeckel's position and his 
assertion that it is an idle assumj:>tion.1 

- l I dare not risk fatiguing the reader with a 
further analysis of Mr. Williams's criticisms under 
this bead. I have treated them at some length, 
because this is the chief section of his criticism 
of Haeckd, and because, though this is the chief 

_ section of Haeckel's book, no other critic devotes 
more than a paragraph to it. But I will briefly 
point out some further instances of Mr. Williams' 
peculiar method. He says that, "as far as science 
goes," we are" quite free" to conceive the rela
tion of mind to brain as that of" the musician 
and his instrument." That is gravely misleading. 
Science permits no such substantial independence 
of each other as there is between musician and 
.organ. The only proper metaphor science would 
allow is the relation of music to the instrument ; 
which is by no means so accommodating to the' 
dualist. With the petty quibble about "truth " 
I will not delay. But on the next page (23) you 
will note how Mr. Williams quotes llaeckel's 
&aying that" man sinks to the Je,·el of a placental 
mammal" (which no one questions, in substance), 
and in the next paragraph turns this into the 
grotesque doctrine "that human nature sinks to 
the Je,·cl of tke lowest placental mammal" (a 
Ve£)' lowly beast)! Then he grun')>les that 
Haeckel is " inconsistent in his estimates of 
man " ; though he must know that Haeckel only 
belittles man relatively to the old theolo~y. 
Then (p. 24), after a fedantic effort to make 
Haeckcl !illY ihe mind o Shak~~T'''"re may have 
rivals in the animal world, he cre<lit5 him ••ith 
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Mr ... Williams and hiS colleagues· may 
be ad\·ised to take to heart the words of 
one. of the ablest American psycho- · 
lozists, Professor .Miinsterberg, who is 
by no means a materialist. " The · 
philosopher," he says, "who bases the 
hope of immortality on a theory of brain 
functions and_ enjoys the facts which 
cannot be physiologically explained, 
stands, it seems -to me, on the same 
ground with the astronomer who seeks 
with Jlls telescope for a place in the 

· universe ·where no space exists, and 
where there would be undisturbed room 
for- God and eternal bodiless souls." 1 

All this criticism is neither more nor less 
than an attempt to defend gaps. -If Mr. 

1 Williams replies that it is rather an 
attempt to point out gaps in Haeckel's 
system, the reply is ob1r-ious. The 

-essence of Haeckel's system is monistic 
or negative. Any positive theories he 
may advance as to the relation of brain 
to memory or cell to consciousness are 
scientific theories, grounded on the best 
available evidence, but • not final and 
unchangeable. - If they prove inade
quate, or if fresh facts -discountenance 
them, -they will be modified. But the 
essential part o[ his position remains. 
"The whole momentum of our know
ledge of biological continuities,"- as 
Mr. Newman Smyth says, the whole 
momentum of our knowledge of cosmic 
processes, indeed, impels us to suppose 
the human mind was evolved. _ Where 
are the obstacles to such an assump
tion ? Where are the specifically 
different-not merely very different, but 

the opinion that the difference between the mind 
of Plato and the animal is .. slighter in every 
respect than that between the anthropoid ape 
and a bird " ; whereas Haeckel .had said .. be
tween the higher and the lower animal souls," 
which ma~ mean the gorilla and the amreba. 
Then he finds a difference between the animal 
and the human embryo in the fact that. the 
embryo will become a man and .. the highest 
animal neyer will" ; which is begging the whole 
question whether the highest animal has 110( 

actually done so. Such is the farngo of rhetoric 
opposed to us as the only and adequate reply to 
the most important section of the .Riddle. 

1 PT,Tdwlogy and Lift, p. 91. -

different' in kind--<.ontents of the 
human mind which forbid us to suppose 
it? They are disappearing. one by one 
as the sciences of comparative psycho
logy and comparative · philology and 
comparative sociology- and comparative 
ethics and religion unfold their se1r·eral 
stories. Everything has been evolved. 
To talk blandly of the "vlist difference "' 
between mind and matter is "an appeal to 
the imagination" and "an insult to the 
·understanding," says Mr. Mallock. He 
goes on to censure the dishonest 
practice of contrasting the mind of the 
highest man- with that of the ·lower 
animals. That . is not truth-seeking. 
The truth-seeker wtll take the highest 
animal , intelligence (as disCovered by 
the observations of Darwin, .Romanes, 
Lloyd-Morgan, Lubbock, and _so many 
others) and the lowest human intelli
gence (as seen · in the V eddahs or 
Bushmen, or as indicated by pre
historic numan skulls) and ask himself 
whether he- finds here a gulf which 
evolution could not be supposed to 
have bridged in something like soo,ooo 
years. But if a!Jimals have the germ, 
ask some, why can you not raise one to 
a higher le\·el ? Setting aside the actual 
results of training, let us ask : Did it, 
on the theistic-evolution theory of man's 
origin, take God 3oo,ooo years or more 
ft> raise the highest animal species to the 
miserable -level man occupied so,ooo or 
Ioo,ooo years ago? And do you ask 
man to do more. than this in a year or 
two? • 

But, though it is well to remember 
that the essence of Haeckel's position is 
the reasoned exclusion of any new force, 
we are bound to give:: serious attention to 
the positive evidence he has accumU
lated. _The verbal quibbles of :Mr. 
Williams have not touched the structure 
of evidence given in Chaps. _YII.-X. 
of the Piddle, and no other critic is in the 
field. To resume it briefly, we have a 
fourfold gradation of psychic force, or a 
fourfold exhibition of the growth of 
mind. In the first place, we may arrange 
all known_ organisms, from the mone~on 
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to man, in a scale of mental faculty, or 
· vital faculty leading up to mental, and we 

find a sensibly graduated development 
of mind, corresponding rigidly to the 
growth of structure in complexity. In 
the second place, we study the growth 
of the individual human mind from the 
impregnated ovum, and· we find- the 
same gradual formation ·or nerve and 
brain . and the same proportionate 
unfolding_ of consciousness. In the 
third place, we learn from palreontology 

· that -living things have bee!) developed 
from each other in the order in which 
the zoologist arranges his subjects, and 
which is confidently anticipated by the 
embryologist. In the fourth place, if we 
arrange the brains of all known men in 
a similar hierarchic scale, we find the 
same rigid correspondence of function 
and structure, or of mind-adion and. 
brain. Then there are supplementary 
and complementary lines of research. 
There is the life of the sub-conscious 
self, which Professor James :says is a 
great world we are only just beginning 
to explore. Already tire explorations 
show conscious action to be only a 
small area of mental action ; the larger 
area is mostly mechanical, and the 
conscious area passes gradually ·into it 
and out of, it. As Mr. Mallock says :· 
"The human mind, like an ' iceberg 
which floats with most of its bulk sub- . 
merged, from its first day to its last, has 
more of itself below the level of con-' 
cciousness than ever appears above it." 
There. are the facts of qouble and 
abnormal consciousness, the various 
kinds of mental paralysis resulting from 
lesion of the brain, the phenomena of 
somnambulism and narcotic action and 
artificial unconsciousness. There are 
the voluminous determinations of 
psycho-physics as to the exact correspon
dence between purely physical and 
chemical changes in the brain and 
changes in thought or emotion. There 
are the zealous investigations of the I 
modern students of child-life and child-~ 
brain, showing the same exact relation
of development. And there are the 

most recent and largely successrul 
efforts to loc~ise mental functions in 
different parts of the brain. 

Now, let us be perfectly clear what 
• this, enormous_ mass of convergent 

e\·idence really means. When we study 
the stomacl} or the lungs in comparative 
zoology, and 'perceive the close cor
respondence, from the lowest to the 
highest forms, of structure and function, 
we do not dream of concluding only 
that the two have ·a very •close con
nection : we say at once that they are 
in the relation of organ and its function : 
we say-· that the digestive force or the 
respiratory-force is t]::le same throughout, 
and we' can at the lowest end of the 
scale connect it -with ordinary natural 
forceS. Yet when we have this stupen
dous mass of evidence converging along 
a dozen lines to the conclusion that the 
mind-force· is continuous throughout the 
animal kingdom, and is rigidly and 
absolutely bound up, as far as every 
particle of scientific evidence goes, with 

. the nerve-structure, and is, at the lower 
end, continuous with the ordinary force 
of the· universe, ·we are told -we must 
draw no conclusion wbatever. We are 
asked to believe that this mass of 
scientific evidence is quite consistent 
with a belief that some extraneous force, 
distinct in kind from the ordinary force 
of the cosmos,· is " using" the pen·e
tissue to manifest itself; and that the 
highly complex force which must result 
from the intricate molecular texture of 
the human brain is nowhere discoverable. 
On scientific principles "these facts," as 
Mr. Mallock says, "totally destroy the 
foundation of the theist's arguments." 
They teach us that, as he says again, 
"each mother who has watched with 
pride, as something peculiar and original, 
the growth of her child's mind, from the 
days of the cradle to the days of tht; 
first lesson-book, has really been watch
ing, compressed into a few brief year~; 
the stupendous process which began in . 
the darkest abyss of ·time and connects 
our thoughts, like our bodies, with the 
primary living substance-whether this 
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be wholly identical with· what we call 
matter or no." 1 If it .were not- for the 
presence amongst us of certain religious 
traditions about the nature- of- man's 
"soul," or mind-force, n'o scientist would 
ever hesitate for a_moment to ·draw a 

. conclusion which would be justified. by 
every canon Of logic and scien_ce--,-the 
.conclusion thl).t in this vast hierarchy of 
facts ·we .see the world-forc-e ascending 
·upwar<;l.s until it grows. self-conscious in 
the human brain .. Haeckel's attitude is.,. 
the strictly and purely scientific attitude. 
· But, it is further urged,. this is only a 
description of the manner of growth, not · 
of the causes~ "Thus," says :frofessor 
Case, "in presence of the problem which 
is the crux of materialism, the origin of 
{:Onsciousness, he ·first . propounds a 
gratuitous hypothesis that everything has· 

-mind, ana then gives. up the origin .of 
conscious mind after. all." I have ex
plained in what sense Haeckel attributes 
mind to "everything "-'-though a skilled. 
metaphysician might be expected tci see 
that.. To the second point I reply that 
the whole o( this evidence is an explana
tion_of the- origin of-mind. ·The whole· 
evidence points to the _conclusion that 
consciOus mind is an outgrowth ofun
conscious, and that this is the generally 
diffused cosmic force. - But you cannot 
deriv.e the cohscious from the uncon:· 
scious, say several critics. The objection 
is childish. If we are to explain. any
thing, as_ Sir A. Rucker said, we cannot 
explain it in terms of itself: the conscious 
must be derived from the unconscious. 
And as a fact, Mr. Mallock- points out, . 
you do get consciousness out of the 
unconscious every day-in the growth of 
the infant; or, as Lloyd Morgan puts it,
in the development of the chicken from 
the egg. In· any case, the critics plead, 
you are only saying how and not 1vhy 
mind was evolved._ Now, in so far as 
this is a plea for teleology, we remand it, 

1 Religion izs a Credible .Doctrine, p. 77. The 
last phrase is superfluous. No one "wholly 
identifies" the primary living substance with 
"matter." Matter and force are two.aspects of 
it, as brain and mind aie. • 

as before. If it is anything more_ than 
this; it is a plea for gaps and breaches in 
the mechanical scheme of the universe, 
_building· fallaciously (as usual) on. the 
present Jmperfection of science, _ Take 
the development·of the embryo. We 
certainly--can do _little more as yet than 
describe its stages: But no one how· 

. doubts if is a mechaniCal process. The . 
assumption that some non-mechanical 

. force was_ grouping and marshalling the 
·molecules of ·protoplasm, according to a 
design of which it was itself totally. un.,: 
conscious, onfy plunges .JIS in deeper 
mysteries than ever. Moreover~ the-facts 
·or heredity, the transmission of bodily 
marks ·and features- and peculiariti·es, 
point wholly to a mechanical or bodily 
action. The development of the mind 
on a cosmic scale. -is still more clearly 
mechanical. There is not a single fact 
that compels us to go outside of the range 

·of· familiar cosmic forces to seek an 
_explanation. · · 
· I will add one or two illustrations from 

, recent science to show how its progress 
tends more and more to confirm Haec
kel's position. Sir W. Turner closed his 
presidential address to ine British Asso. 
ciation three years ago with these words 
(which were duly censur~d as "material
ism").: "At-last· man_· came into exist
ence. His nerve-energy, in addition to 
regulating the processes in his ecunomy 
which he possesses in common with 

· animals, · was endowed with higher 
powers. ·when translated into psychical 
activity, it has enabled him throughout: 
the ages to progress from the condition 
of a rude savage to an advanced ·stage 
of civilisation." Thus is the_ very Ian. 
guage of Haeckel used on ·our. supreme 
scientific solemnity. The following-year 
Professor-. D. J. Cunningham (M.D., 
D.Sc., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.) was the 
president of the Anthropological Section 
of the Congress, and his presidential 
address was devoted to " the part which 
the human brain has played in the eva-· 
lution of man." The whole speech was 

·.a vindication of the purely mechanical ex
planation of the rise of man.- Instead of 
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seeking the influence of external powers, 
. Professor Cunningham looks for more 
prosaic changes that may have led to the 
segregation of man. The reader who is 
only accustomed to rhetorical and 
spiritualistic treatment of the theme will 
learn with a shock that the mere forma
timt of a habit of setting the hands free 
for other purposes than locomotion pro-

. bably bad a profound effect on the brain -
and intelligence. "So important is the 
part played by the human hand as an 
agent of the mind, and so perfectly is 
it adjusted with reference to this office, 
that there are many who think that the 
first great start which man obtained on 
the path which has led to his higher 
development was given by the setting 
of the upper limb free from the duty OL 
acting as an organ of· support and loco
motion.'' It hardly needed divine inter
vention or . gu~dance to suggest this 
change. The hand-centre in the brain is 
located in such a region that its develop
ment must react on the thought-centre. 
Further it is " the acquisition of speech 
which bas been a dominant factor in 
determining the high development of the 
human brain.''- The centre for facial 
expression is contiguous t6 that of the 
han9, and, as communication began to 
grow between the primitive men, much 
facial expression would be used, giving a 
still further stimulus to tl'ie brain. . In 
fine, not only is language shown by the 
philologist to be an evolutionary product, 
but the physiologist finds that the dis
tinctive structures in the human brain 
(though they may occasionally be fairly 
traced in the brain of the anthropoid 
ape) which are connected with speech 

-are the outcome of "a slow evolu· 
tionary growth.'' Thus is science coming 
to determine the physi.ological line of 
evolution which gave the first distinction 
of brain-power, on which patural selec
tion has fastened so effectively.1 

1 Let me quote Professor Cunningham'~> con· 
elusion: " Assuming that the acquisition of 
speech has afforded the chief stimulus to the 
~:enerAl development of the brain, thereby 
giving it a rank high above any other factor 

Thus are the mechanical methods of 
science- bridging the· supposed gulf . 
There "is no longer serious ground for 
daiming a unique position for man, and 
it is not surprising to find the leading 
theologiaRs sounding the retreat once 
niore. We are, in fact, beginning to 
.realise that the dualist theory of man 
never did afford any "explanation " of 
anything. . The connection of soul and 
body was always incomprehensible; 1 

nor is there the slightest intellectual satis
faction in covering up the whole mystery 
of the mind with a label bearing the 
word." spirit." Psychology has deserted 
its old ways and become a science. The 

-theologians will do well not to wait until 
they are again · ignominiously -splashed 
by the advancing tide of scientific re~ 
search. Their efforts to "show cause" 
why we should not apply the mechanical 
process of evolution (whether divinely 
guided or not) to the growth of man 
have hopelessly failed. 

But before we leave the .question· it 
is necessary to consider for a moment 
the question of the liberty of the will. 
Here Haeckel's opponents are content 
to appeal to what Emerson calls "the. 
cowardly doctrine ·of consequences." 
We shall consider the moral outlook of 
a monistic world in a later -chapter, but 
which has ope~ted in the evolutioti- of man, it 
would be wrong to lose sight of the fact that 
the first step ill this upward movement must have 
been taken by the brain itself. Some cerebral 
variation-probably trilling and insignificant a.t 
the start, and yet pregnant with the most far• 
reaching possibilities-has in the stem-form of 
man contributed that condition . which has 
rendertd speech possible. This variation, 
strengthened and fostered by natul"ll.l selection, 
has in the end led to the great double result of 
a large brain with wide and extensive associa
tion-areas and articulate speech, the two results 
being brought about by the mutual reaction of 
the one process on the other." 

l Compare Professor Herbert's desperate pre
dicament in his .ModerN J.'Miism Examitud, 
"•bich we are urged to read : " We may regard 
the material world as real, but if "'e do 11re must 
deny the existence of all but Creative Intelligence. 
• • . If the material world is as it seems, it 

contains no minds" (p. 1481- Mr. Mallock 
points all this out to Father Maher "'ery forcibly 
m his RdigiDN tU 11 Crtdwle D«triM. • 
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may observe in passing that all this kind 
of reasoning is futile and insincere. It 
will not make the least practical differ
ence to life whether psychologists do 
or do not agree-to leave unimpaired the 
old formula of " the liberty of the will." 
A man can control his actions to a ·great 
extent, and will to that extent be re
sponsible for them. On that we have 
the witness of consciousness. How this 
apparent power of. choice arises in -.a 
mechaniSm like the mind we can hardly 
expect to understand until the new 
psychology has made some progress. 
But the old idea of-a" self-determining 
power of the will " is now "an unthink
able conception,'' as Dr. Croll (who 
is on the list of the sound scientists) 
emphatically says. Mr. Mallock also 
thinks that "every attempt to . escape _ 
from the determinism of_ science· by 

· arudysis or by observation is fruitless." 
No sooner do v.e begin to look Closely 
into our free-will than we find the sup
posed area · of its action shrinking 
rapidly : we find ourselves in a perfect · 
petwork of determining _infiuenca 
Our will is the slave to our desire ; we 
-Otnnot wilL what we do not desire, nor 
what we oesire the least or the less. 
Our desire can always be traced to 
our circumstances, our _education, our 
character and temperament. And our 
character and temperament ~ here 
modern science has had a great deal_ 
to say-are determined by heredity and 
environment. The attempt to break 
through this network with a cry of alarm 
about consequences _is futile. There 
will be no practical consequenceS of an 
evil character ; and the consey_uences 
for good of the scientific attack_ on the 
old doctrine, from· the days of Robert 
Owen down, have been incalculable. 
The community is a self-conscious 
determinism.· Now that it knows how 
much heredity and· enviromnent have to 
do with character and desire, and with 

the healthy balancing of desires, it will 
take action. Tlie whole of education 
and social reform have benefited enor
mously by the overthrow of the old · 
scholastic notion of the wilL Such 
"freedom " as we now find we have-it 
~may stilLuse the word-is not differ
ent in kind from that which a cat or a 
dog evinces every day. _ 

We conclude, then, that Haeckel's
opponents have shown 110 plausible 
reason why evolution should not extend 
to the origin of man. The great achieve
ments which distinguish man to-day from 
the animal world-art, science, philo
sophy, religion, civilisation, language-_ 
are .known to have been folli\ed, from 
verj rudimentary beginnings, by- a long 
process of evolution. At their root, in 
the men whose skulls and bones and 
rude implements are unearthed to-day, 
we find only a somewhat more elaborate 

. brain, with deeper .furrows and more con
volutions,· a somewhat higher grade of 
intelligence and emotion, than in the 
higher animals ab:out u~ · There is no 
gulf. no gap : but there 1s a period of 
some 3oo,ooo years for natural selection 
to work in. Comparative anatomy is 
beginning to trace the stepS:-quite 
natural, if not at first casual, ~eps-by 
which man ascended in this direction. A 
chance variation in the use of the limbs 
could, it seems, greatly stimulate tbe -
most important part of the brain. Any 
increase of brain-power would prove of 
enormous advantage, and would be · 
-" selected " and emphasised at once. In 
any case the momentum of continuity 
and the mass of evidence for actual con
tinuity are enormous. It is no less 
scientific than philosophical to see in the 
growth of the human _mind a further ex
tension of the life-force of the cosmos, a 
further-embodiment of the great matter- . 
force reality which unfolds itself in the 
universe about us and in· the wonderful 
self-conscious mechanism of the mind. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL 

UNTIL a few centuries ago a 'belief in I have the same fate. Man now see~ in 
the immo~tality of ~he ~~ul harmoni~ed . the universe at -large. no. shadow of 
so well With the. preva1lmg conceptiOn . support for ·that· prom1se of .unending 
of the world at large that men were life he has entertained so long. 
content with but slender rational proof .,· , · · · ·. .-

. of it. Even then it is true the tragedv What' shall the dateless worlds_ m dust be 
. •- • .1- blown 

of death seemed to th~ eye so fina!- Back to the u~reme~bered and unknown 
the curtain, seemed to be rung down so And this frail Thou-the ftame of y~sterd~y-
ioexorably on the conscious soul-that Burn on forlorn, immortal, and unknown?" 

sceptics were not .wanting. The Sad· . Death is the' law of all thi~gs. It is 
du~ees amongst. the Hebrews, .· the true that the great reality that shapes 
Epicurean~ ~.mongst the ~r~eks,. and itself in a million forms never dies. 
th~ matenant o~ early ~hnstlan times, That is its first law. But of every 
reJected .the behef en~rrely. Some of- single embodiment of its restless energy, 
the ablest of the medJ.reval schoolmen of every individual being that pours out 
(such as Duns Sco~us) went so far as to of its womb, the path is measured and 
deny th11;t any ra~onal proof· ~ould be the fate is written: . · , 
devised m support of the behef. But ~ 
for most men the belief was credible 
enough, and not unwelcome. Immor

" Life lives on. • 
1 It is the lives, the lives, the lives, that die." · · 

tality was a familiar idea to thein. Not So the position of the belief in per
only God and the angels had that sonal immortality· has changed. The _ 
prerogative, but the very· stars they pretty thoughts that supported it, or . 
looked on night by night were believed accompanied it, in the mind of a Plato 
to be of im111ortal texture. In a world or an Augustine, crumble beneath the -
where the immortal outnumbered the burden some would lay on them to-day._ 
mortal, man could well convince him- T)le cosmic odds are against it. It is 
self that the tradition of his own immor· · now the_ assumption of a stupendous 
tality was true. privilege on the part of one inhabitant 

But the world has grown into a of the universe, who flatters himself he· 
universe to-day, and from end to ·end of is exempted from the general law of 
it comes only the whisper of death. death •. We look up now to no imniortal 
The stars,· that had been regarded as stars for reassurance as we turn sadly 
fragments of immortal fire, are known from the truthful face of the dead. The 
to be hastening to a sure extinction. angels have retreated far from the ways 
The moon stands close 'to us always of humanity. - God has shrunk into an 
as a calm prophet of death. Such as tt intangible cosmic principl~. If belief 
is, the corpse of a world,. will our earth in immortality is· to be anything more 
one day be. Such will our sun finally 1 than a despairing trust, it must appeal to 
become ; and after him, or with him, I the presence in man of some unique 
the hundred millions of his fellows in I power and promise. But we have seen 
the firmament. Countlt:ss dead worlds that modern science completely dis· 
already lie on the paths of heaven; and credits the "supposed separateness of 
the millions that are yet unborn will I man from the brutes," to use the words . 
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-
o(Le Conte~. The thinking force in him _ an9, degraded in body.'' The -"in tel
is the same force that reveals itself in . fectual strain " - of Haeckel's scientific 
the .industry and ingenuity of the ant or work, is kindly said to relieve hi in 
~he affection _of the dog. -Why shall it personally from these consequences, but 

_ survive the- corruption of the brain one gathers that _w~ who are not -great 
in his - case, yet -·in their case die scientists fall under Dr. Horton's merci
away as surely as the light dies· when· _:less logic. "Accustom yourselves," he 
the sun sets? it would- seem that it is says, "to believe that God and freedom 
not so much. a -question of examining· and immortality are halluciQations ;' 
Haeckel's disproofs, as of asking where. accustom yourselves to the idea- that 

. we are to look for the ground of this this stupendous order of being in which 
,stupendous claim. we live is not a rational order at aH, but 

_ - \_Ve shall fully consider both points in- the mere fortuitous concourse of atoms 
the light of the critiCisms passed on [ ! ], and by an inevitable logic, as our. 
Haeckel's chapter on· immortality- and anarchist friends see, when you have got 
the works on the subject which are rid of the first lie, .w!lich is God, you 
opposed to him. The actual criticisms quickly_get rid oL the second lie, which 
will detain us very little, for an obvious is righteousness, and then you get ria of 
reason. Haeckel has already destroyed all the. other lies, which are love, and 
th(! ground for· any claim of a unique truth, and- peace; and joy,and civilisa
character of the human mind. We have tion and progress generally, and poetry, 
seeri with how little _s_uccess his oppo- and life."_ We will not stay here to 
nents have tried to impede or retard his discuss this insincere rhetoric. It is too 
progress from point to . point of ·the great a ·libel on J?r. Horton himself, if 
evolutionary scheme. The very latest we take -it seriously, and too insulting to 
researches of sci~n~e confirm ~is the?es, 1

1 

__ the intelligenc-e of his readers-who, 
The ablest Chnstlan apologists y1eld · one m&y assume, happen to know a few 
their arms and desert the long: defended_ . agnostiCs. Nor need we be _ detained 
breaches. We have been -borne;: along ~· with the -various criticism!) in Light. 
by the flood of scientific -evidence, 'The chief of these articles states- that 
philosophically considered, as far as the Haeckel relies on "physics " to disprove 
closing thesis of our last chapter. Man j the immortality of the soul; more curi
is the latest and highest embodiment of J ously still, a second writer"inL(ght (Jan. 
the universal matter-force reality. It - 19th, 1901) does rely on physics (the 

-would seem that the acceptance of this 

1

. conservation of el!ergy) to rehabilitate 
thesis is equiva-lent_ to an abandonment the -belief. The s~ond writer,, more-_ 
of the belief in immortality, but we shall , over, completely ignoring Haeckel's de
see that evolutionists -like Fiske, and :f:e llil?er_ ate _words, assures his read~rs that he 
Conte, and Mr. Newman Smyth still "IS temfied at the thought of hfe beyond
erect feeble barriers. Meantime, let us , the grave," and adopts the grotesque 
dispose of '-the less advanced critics; I title of "A Frightened Philosopher." 
-those who reflect the ideas of the average We shall not get much light from that 
-church-goer and strive to· ·offer some side. - ~ . . - ~ 
defence of them. · Most of the critics we have already 

·There is Dr. Horton, for instance, I passed, attempting loyally to defend one 
who pleads much for "the naive, but j or other of the -supposed bren.ches in the 
essentially correct; conceptions .of ?Ur I e.volution:;ry doctrine, so that the¥ tnake 
ancestors." Dr. Horton seems to thm_k J little res1s. tance here. When; m the 
it most effective to urge that men who course of the next ten years, they have 
do not share· the bellef in God ahq itn- 1 fallen· back on this last position~prob
mortality Jive .on "bestial lev~ls," ~nd 1 ab.ly • discovering that, on theological 
aJ.'e "shru·nk m sou1, warped m mmd, 1 prmctples, man must have been e\•olved 
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-they will begin to repeat the argu
ments of Fiske and Le Conte, which we 
shall presently consider. But there are 
several critics who, setting aside the 
question of evolution as not essential_ to 
defend; formulate their objection thus .. 
Science proves up to the hilt that brain 
and mind are . correlative. As brain 
de\·elops, the mind opens-and in- strict
est proportion. Lesion or other affection 
of the brain_ proportionately mars the 
·mental- or emotional life. Psycho
physical observations show that the. in
tensity of brain-action quite corresponds 
to the intensity of mind-action. Let us 
grant all this. But, they say, all this 
throws no light whatever·on the_question 
whether the mind may not outlive the 
brain. "It's logic!" exclaims Mr. 
Brierley, contemptuously; when he 
come~ to this part of Haeckel's scheme. 
Mr. Williams and Dr. Horton, and 
others, make the -same reply. Indeed, 
as accomplished rhetoricians, they offer 
Haeckel a pretty figurative way of con
ceiving ~he relation, which may help his 
sluggish imagination and correct his 
logic. Mind-action is like the music a 
master evokes from the piano or violin. 
A musical instrument maker would, like 
the psycho-physicist, find an exact cor
respondence between the ailments and 
defects of the violin and the disorders of 
the tnusic, or between the violence of 
the molecules of string and wood and 
the intensity and tone of the- music. 
But-Haeckel has forgotten the player! 
Brain and thought are instrument and 
music. Where, in Haeckel's philosophy, 
is the instrumentalist? -

A very singular omission on the part 
of one of the keenest observers in the 
world ! Let us examine the matter. 
We have seen in the preceding chapter 
the immense mass of scientific evidence 
which goes to show that there is an 
exact correspondence between brain
action and soul-life. The correspondence 
is just the same in mart as in the ape or 
the dog. As the shadow varies with the 
object which projects it, so does thought 
\'ary with the quality anu action of the 

brain.· There is no dispute about this. 
No induction is based on a wider and 
more varied range of observations. 
This correspondence is the same as we 
find in the case of the heart. and its 
function, the stomach and digestion, or 
the lungs and respiration. Now, in all 

·these analogous cases we do not seek an 
instrumentalist. The instrument is 
automatic. For its formation we look 
back along a process o[natural evolution 
which stretches ,over so,ooo,ooo years. , 
Whether the evolutionary agencies were 
divinely guided or no will be considered 
presently, but at all events in the heart 
and lungs we have automatic instr_uments, 
and we never dream of looking for a 
present instrumentalist. It is the same 
with the brain of the dog. When the 
dog dies, we do· not ask what h_as- become 
of the instrumentalist now that the 
instrument (brain) is broken and the 
music (thought) is silent. We never 
dream of there being a third element. 
But the mind of man is the same mind 
mor~ fully developed .. 

In a sense- there is a third factor
both in the stomach, the canine life, and 
the human life-and this is the only 
truth there really is in this very mislead
ing figure of rhetoric.: I have already 
mentioned a critic who· endeavours to 
deduce the immortality of the soul from 
the conservation of energy, and this 
gives us the clue. Critics ''ery stupidly, 
or very wil.fully, represent Haeckel as 
saying that thought is a movement of 
the molecules of the brain, just as they 
say he resolves all things into matter. 
They ignore the fact that he Jays as 
much, if not more, stress on force than 
on matter. He holds, of course, that 
there is fundamentally only one reality, 
but it is most improper to call that by 
the name of o~ of its attributes (exten
sion). Thus \ve have, in a sense, three 
elements: the instrument, the music, and 
the soul or energy associated with the 
brain. When Haeckel speaks of thought 
as "a function of the brain," he means 
the living brain-the incomparably intri-

- cate structure of ma.terial elements and 
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the nattiral forces associated with them, 
in which thought arises. We have no 
scientific or philosophical ground what
ever for postulating any further element 
to-explain the music. Is it scientific to 
make an exception of this living brain, 
and say it is the only non-automatic organ 
in the bodv? Does its relation to the 
rest of the' body give the least support 
to the-notion? Is it scientific to say the 
living brain is automatic in the whole 
animal world, but cannot be so in man 
because the music is finer and more diffi
cult? Does emQryology favcur the idea? 
Does philosophy step in, and hid us sus
pend the .scientific method and admit a 
breach· in the scientific cc;nitinuity? 

Probably it is to philosophy they "t~;"ill 
appeal These ideas, Dr. Horton says, 
"rest on the region of thought and con
sciousness " to which Haeckel •' studi
ously closes his e}'"es." By all means let 
us go to philosophy. Kant will tell us 
that these psychological proofs of immor-

. tality are quite discredited. Schelling 
and Hegel and Schopenhauer will give us 
the consolation o( disappearing in the 

- world-process. Hume and Mill and Spen
cer will prove more than sceptical :Most 
modem philosophers will tell us, as 
:Miinsterberg does, that "the philosopher 
wqo bases his hope o( immortality_ prr a 
theory of brain-functions • • • stands 
on the same ground as the astronomer 
who seeks with his telescope for a place 
in the universe where no space exists, 
and where there would be undisturbed 
room for God and eternal bodiless souls." 
Certainly one can quote thinkers who 
wish mind and brain movements to be 
left parallel, with the rekt:on of the two 
undetermined. But they advance no 
reasons which arrest the application of 
scientific method. Here in the mind
life are phenomena that we can examine 
from two sides-from without and from 
within. This may seem at first to give 
a certain uniqueness to the soul-life. 
But the only soul-life we can examine 
from within is our own individual experi
ence. Every other man's soul is a_ 
nutter «?f objective examination to us ; I 

and by much of the same eradence-which 
·convinces us of his similar experiences, 
we are forced to extend conscious mental 
action to the brutes. So the uniqueness 
once more disappears. _ Philosophy wil_l 
not help or hinder us. Referring to the 
work of Professor Royce, a distinguished 
American philosopher and Gifford Lec
turer, Professor Le Conte says : "He 
gives up the question of immortality as 
insoluble by philosophy. W ell-perha~ 
it is:" 1 

Thus (reserving some further philo
sophic arguments for the moment) we 
return unembarrassed to our scientific 
procedure ; and "science," Prof. ~Iiins
terberg says, " opposes to any doctrine 
o( indi,-:idl131 immortality an unbroken 
and impregnable barrier."! The rigid 
relation determined by psycho-physics, 
the rigid relation obserred in the e\·olu
tion of the 'thinking animal, the rigid 
relation that is recorded by patholo<tiY 
and ethnology, and that_· lies on the 
very surface of life, means something 
more than parallelism. It is easy to 
quote Huxley and Tyndall in opposition 
to Haeckel's formula. The one was_ an 
idealist in metaphysics ; the other has 
said much more in the monistic sense 
than he ever said in the agnostic. Pro
ceeding on realistic and scientific lines, 
we are driven by the rules of induction 
to regard thought as wholly bouna up 
with brain, and to look for no tt.ird 
element beyond the matter and force ot 
which the brain is so intricately con· 
structed. The mysteries that still Iingc• 
about consciousness and memor], just ru 
about embryonic development, for in
stance, are scientifo mysteries. To build 
on them wouid be to repeat the discre· 
dited old tactics. If the theories ol 
them which Haeckel offers are unsatis
factory, wait for betrer ones. They an 
the light bridges of the monistic system, 
forecastincr the scientific advance. Bul 

. .0 • • 

that, in whatever way, mmd-force~ts ar 
evolution of the general cosmic-force 

1 Tlu C#IIUf'IUII ;,f CINI, P· 7S. 
• PsJ€iubD f!"tl Life, p. 85. 
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and that it therefore affords no more 
promise of immortality in the individual 
human mind than it does in the indi-

- vidual motor-car, is a scientific induction 
resting on a mass of evidence and drawn 
up in observance of the most rigid 
rules. -

Let us now eonsider the arguments 
brought forward in favour of the belief 
in immortality by those who have not 
lingered to defend any evolutionary gap, 
but who freely admit the evolution of 
the human mind, These are the " replies 
by anticipation" which, we are told, 
10hould have :withheld Professor Haeckel 
from his extreme conclusions.-· Let us 
see how puny and fruitless are the efforts 
they make to overleap the "unbroken 
and impregnable barrier" that Professor 
M iinsterberg _speaks of. Miinsterberg 
himself offers a curious example of the 
way modem philosophers, especially 
idealist philosophers, lend a nominal 
support to religious doctrines, yet are 
found to mean something totally difrerent 
from what the world at large understands 
by those doctrines. As the words I 
have quoted show, he is as hostile as 
1-Iaeckel to any belief in personal im
mortality. "Only to a cheap curiosity," 
he says again, "can jt appear desirable 
that the inner -life, viewed as a series of 
psycholGgical facts shall go on and on " ; 

_ and again : " The claim that the deceased 
spirits go on with' psychological existence 
is a violation of the ethical belief in 
immortality." 1 Thus he rejects the only 
notion of immortality which IS in any 
plausible way connected with those 
moral~onsequences that are so much 
urged upon us. However, he speaks of 
an "ethical belief -in immortality," and 
so is gathered by controversialists into 
the imposing category of "scientists 
opposed to_ Haeckel." The immortality 
he promises us is no more consoling 
than that offered by Comte or by 
Haeckel himself. "Life lives on." It 
is a natural expression of his idealism. 
"For the philosophic mind," he says, 

"which seeS' the difference -between 
r~lity and psychological transformation, 
immortality is certain_; for him the denial 
of immortality would be even quite 
meaningless. Deatl:~ is a biological 
phenomenon in the world of objects in -
time ; how then .can death reach a reality 
which is not an object but an attitude, 
and therefore neither in time nor space ? " 
He meets -the scientific- evidence by. 
getting rid of- the body and death, and 
the material world altogether. 

Professor W. James,· another able 
American psychologist whom · Mr. 
Ballard and Mr.· Williams and several 
ecclesiastical papers urge us to read, has 
made his profession of faith at the close 
of his recent Gifford Lectures, pub-· 
lished under the title of Van'eties of 
Religious Experience. We shall see that 
it does not include a belief in God. 
On our present question it is little more 
helpful to _ the . Christian. Professor 
James is convinced -as a spiritist that 
there are non-human intelligences in 
existence, but he is not yet convinced 
that these external intelligences are the 
souls of men -and women who have 
" passed beyond." So far he lends no 
real support to the doctrine of immor
tality. Professor J. Royce, · another 
distinguished American- thinker whom 
the Gifford Trust has invited amongst 
us, "gives up the que!ltion of immortality 
as insoluble by philosophy" ; so 
Professor Le- Conte assures us. 
_ -Mr. Le Conte himself, we saw, 
follows ·this statement with a candid 
admission that " perhaps it is.'' But 
he is not disposed to yield entirely as 
yet. Where does so thorough an 
evolutionist find ground for ascribing 

, this unique- prerogative to the human 
soul? He professes to find it precisely 
in the •• e\'olutionary view of man's 
origin." If that view of the world
process which we have hitherto sustained 
is correct, 1t follows, he says, that the 
human mind-force 1s " a spark of the 
Divine Energy" and a "part of God ... 
&> is the force of a motor car, on his 
principles. _ But, be says, the universal 

J) 
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spirit (Haeckel's universal 'subs1ance ori-
its force side) has worked· its way 
upward through 'the hierarchy of evolu
tion, so that it (or God) "may have, in 
man, something ~ot only to cont_em
plate, but also to love and to be loved 
by"; and in view of that project, which 
is not supposed to be a temporary pro
ject, man must be immortal. 1 ' The 
frailty of the position is obviou~. It 
assumes ·that_. the "D'ivine Energy" 
(which -is Haeckel's substance) wa~ 
intelligent and had "designs " from the 
beginning.- We · shall consider the 
grounds of this assumption in the 
next chapter. But, granting it for the 
sake of the argument, we are a_?ked to 
conceive -this eternally intelligent princ 
ciple going throug4 a laborious process of 
evolution in order to reach consciousness 
in the puman mind and'admire itself, 
and love and be loved byitself, in that 
form ; for the mind is God, on. these 
pantheistic principles. Moreover, sup
posing that we could gather this remark
able project, it contains no promise 
whatever of- immortality for the in
dividual; the "Divine Energy" is 
incarnated -in ·so many forms, and will 
be throughout the eternal world-process, 
that the perishing of one form or of one 
world will hardly diminish its contemplac 
tion or its admiration. Further, if man 
is God, how comes he to be ignorant of 
the project? _ What becomes (theo
retically) of moral distinctions?. But 
this , fantastic theory bristles with diffi-
culties. ' 

Mr. Fiske's conclusion is very similar 
·to Professor Le <::;ante's, as will be 
expected from the similarity of his 
premises. The doctrine of evolution, 
he says, does not destroy our hope of 
immortality.. " Haeckel's opinion was 
nev_er reached through a scientific study 
of evolution, and it is nothing but an 
echo from the French speculation of the 
eighteenth century " ; and "he takes his 
opipion on such matters ready-made 
from Ludwig Buchner, who is simply an_ 

1 1"he Cotueptiou of God, p. 77• 

echo of the eighteenth century atheist 
La Mettrie." 1 How Fiske could ever 
pen such an egregious statement about 
either Haeckel or Buchner is orie of the 
mysteries of religious controversy. After 
our review of Haeckel's arguments it 
may very well be ignored. And when 

.Fiskenas come to the end of this petty 
and petulant criticism of Haeckel we 
find him presenting'a conclusion almost 
less satisfactory than that of Le Conte. 
The, substance-of his argument is that 
" there is in man a psychic ele
ment identical in nature with_ that 
which is eternal" (p. 170). ·, On the face 
of it, that is just. what Haeckel says. 
Man's mind-force is a little eddy or 
focus in the eternal cosmic force. 
There is no ground whatever for assum
ing that as such it will be eternal, and 
will not simply sink back into the 
eternal stream, like all other temporary 
concentrations. The only difference is 
that Fiske takes the eternal principle to 
be conscious and intelligent from the 
first-a point we discuss in the next 
chapter. _ 

There remains only the argumentation 
of Mr. Newman Smyth in his able but 
pathetic ·attempt to reconstruct Christian 
belief on a scientific base.2 The argu
ment itself is an old one, but it is put 
with some freshness. He points out 

. that the evolutionary J>rocess has just 
reached an important stage .. Evolving 
nature has at length passed beyond mere 
animal life and reached the threshold of 
the spiritual life. Since, then, we dis
cern an upward purpose in evolution, it 
is impossible to suppose that the process 
will end now that so promising a stage 
has been reached. To this we need 
only ·reply that, whether or no "purpose" 
is discernible in nature (which we shall 
deny}, this further evolution will take 
place in the race taken collectively. .This 
is so clear that Mr. Smyth makes a des
perate effort to apply his argument to the 
individual. He says the "last word of 
organic development is the mdividual 

I Throlll{h J\'alure lo God, p. 144. 
9 J lmm;;ll s,·ien.:e lo Faith, p. 265 nnd foil. 
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and his worth,'' and he appeals to_ 
"nature's increasing estimate of indi
viduality in comparison with the species." 
Now, if we take this in the only sense 
in which it could be conceived to help a. 
belief in personal immortality, it is totally 
opposed to the scientific evidence. The 
only way in which nature seems more 
concerned about the individual is in the 
perfection which she gives to the indi
viduals of the later species.; but this is 
absolutely necessary if the species· itself 
is to ad vance. In all other respects 
nature, as ever, is indifferent to the indi
vidual-or, for the matter of that, if we 
take a long enough perspective, to the 
species itself. · 

rhe supplementary consideration 
which Mr. Smyth submits is still feebler. 
He contends that, though evolution is 
generally continuous, it shows what he 
calls "critical periods." He instances 
the changes which take place in a drop 
of water as it sinks to freezing-point or 
rises to the point of evaporation. He 
thinks science does not preclude the 
possibility of some analogous "critical 
period" for the human soul.- Nay, he 
says, g~tting bolder, biology favours such 
a view. Look how "very slight and 
easily changed·~ is the connection be
tween mind and organism at certain 
times-at conception, in sleep, and when 
we near death. Biology, he says, shows 
that "the mind 'does not need for its 
birth and its coming to its inheritance a 
whole body, a complete brain, a fully· 
formed organ of sense, or so much as a 
single nerve ; a few microscopic threads 
of chromatin matter in the egg are 
enough." Hence, if at both ends of 
life the bond that links mind and body 
can wear so thin, it is conceivable that 
it may be dispensed with altogether. 
Now, this is a most pen·erse piece of 
reasoning. At conception, and long after 
conception, we have no right to say that 
the mind is there at all. It appears and 
grows with the brain-that is. all the 
evidence says. The facts point to a 
conclusion diametrically opposed to that 
of Mr. Smyth. They show complete 

and slavish dependence:. As to heredity, 
it is gratuitous to say it is the mind, and 
not the body, that inherits. Even Dr. 
W. N. Clarke. (who,_ with many modern 
theologians, does not believe that the 
"soul" is transmitted from· parent to 
child) says the facts of heredity point to 
the mechanical, not the spiritual, theory. 
At death we see the same rigid depend
·ence of mind on organism, instead of 
finding anything like a token· of an in
dependent mind. The mind flickers and 
goes out-as far, as evidence goes-in 
exact proportion to the last spluttering 
and extinction of the physical life of the 
body. At both ends of life, as through
out its course, the correlation of mind
action and brain-action· is rigid and ab
solute. And,. finally, what Mr. Smyth 
unfortunately calls "critical periods " in 
nature have not the least analogy to the 
notion of the. mind-force existing apart· 
from its material substratum. A differ
ent grouping-of the water-molecules 
naturally gives rise to different p~ope.-ties; 
so .does a different grouping. of ,brain
molecules {in fever, under opium, &c.) 
give rise to different mental qualities. 
When we find a case of the properties 
or forces of a substance parting company 
from, or changing independently of, the 
material substratum, we shall have found 
some ground in nature for the conception 
of a disembodied soul ; but not until 
then. 

Such are the feeble· defences which 
are to-day set up by the apologists 
who have scientific ·attainments in the 
Christian body. On the strength of 
these ethereal speculations we. are asked 
to resist the weight of the scientific 
evidence as to the relation of body and 
soul, and to admit for man a privilege 
that is unknown frQm end to end of the 
universe. We are asked to believe that 
with the aid of a fantastic and desperate 
philosophy such as this we can overleap 
science's "unbrok_en and impregnable 
barrier." We are asked to call Haeckel 
"an atrophied soul " and "a child in 
spiritual reasoning_" because he will not 
abdicate his scientific mt:thod and 
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procedure in the face of -snch specula- I have sought, in particular, arid 
tions as these. I have not, it is true, _stated with perfect fidelity, the, argu-_ 
examined the -argument for -a fufure ments of those modern -scholars who 
life -_from -the .alleged exlgimcie~ of -the -are opposed to him as being equally in-' 
moral order i but this is little urged __ formed in science and equally convinced 
to-day, and we shall see, when we come- _of evolution. The reader may judge 
fo deal with_ the monistic- ethics, that whether- he o~ they are the more· 
it rests. on a false conception of moral philosophic, logical, and scientific in 
'aw,t procedure. 

CHAPTER VII 

GOD 

WE now enter upona new and almost 
the final stage of our direct vindication 
of monism. -If we have succeeded so 
Jar in warding off the objections whidi 
have- been urged against Haeckel's 
position, if we have shown that the very 
latest scientific ·research increasingly 
confirms his position, it is clear tbat we 
have covered considerable ground. We 
have discerned in the stupendous process 
of cosmic evolution the growth or the 
unfolding of one great reality that lies 
across the inimeasurable space of the 
universe; - An illimitable substance, re
·vealing itself to us as matter and force 
(or spirit), is dimly perceived at.the root_ 

1 Neither have I, it will be_ noted, referred to 
the empirical or spiritistic evidence for- the per
sistence of mind, which gains· increasing favour 
lo-day. This is not due to any Jack of respect 
for the distinguished scientists who have admitted 
such evidence; or for the sobriety and judgment 
of so many about us to-day who receive it.- It is 
due to the utter futility of discussing evidence of 
this kind. It is of siich a nature, resting so 
largely on delicate- moral considerations, that it 
must in my opinion be left entirely to personal 
examination in the concrete. But that Haeckel 

·is right in saying !he subject is obscured with 
much fraud and triviality is admitted, not only 
by life-long stud_eJ?-t.s like Mr. Podmore, but by 
n1any earnest spmttsts, .-

~
of this evolution as a"simple and homo
geneo-us med_ i urn (proth yl), associated with 
an equally homogeneous force. Then the 
continuous prothyl, by .a process not yet _ 
determined, forms into what are virtually 
or really discrete and separate particles 
-electrons: the electrons :·unite to 
build atoms of various sizes . and 

· structures, and the. rich variety of the 
chemical elements is given, the base of 
an incalculable number of combinations 
and forms of matter. Meantime the 
more concentrated (ponderable) elements 
gather into · cosmic masses under the' 
influence of the· force associated with 
them : the force evolving and differen
tiating at equal pace with the matter (with 
which it is one in reality). Nebulre 
are formed : solar systems grow like 
crystals from them : planets take _ on 
solid. crusts, with- enveloping oceans 
and atmospheres. Presently a. more · 
elaborate combination of material 
elements, protoplasm,. with-naturally
a more elaborate force-side, ·makes its 
appearance, and organic evolution sets 
in. The little cellules cling together 
and form -tissue-animals, which increase 
in complexity and organisation and 
centralisation until the human frame is 
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produced, the life-force growing more 
elaborate with the structure, until ~ it 

· . issues in the remarkable properties of 
the human mind 
- The tracing of thi~ picture-is the ideal 
that science set itself a quarter of a 
century ago. The success has been. 
swift and astounding. We' are still, as 
Sir A.-Riicker said, living in the twilight; 
but no man of science now doubts that · 
what we do see is the real outline of the 
universe and its ·gro_wth. But other and· 
different cosmic speculations. held the 

- field, and these were ultimately con
nected with the powerful corporations· 
and the intense emotions of religion.
As science advanced theology began a 
long process of adaptation to the new 
thought. The ambition of science was 
to cover the whole ground with a scheme 
of mechanical and orderly explanation, 
because the instinct of science felt that 
the universe was an orderly and con
tinuous structure. The ambition of the 
theologian was to detect and exult over 
gaps and breaches in this mechanical
scheme, and introduce his supernatural 
agencies by means of them.· We have 
seen that many of the ablest theistic 
apologists of our day (Ward, Smyth, Le 
Conte, Fiske, Clarke, &c.)-almost all, 
indeed, of those who have scientific 
equipment-grant the._ ability of j;cience, 

· now or in the near future, to cover " the 
whole cosmological domain" ·with its 
network of mechanical causation. We 
have seen that there is a general dis
avowal of" a theology of gaps" or of the 
desire to build on the temporary igno
rance of science. But· a few heroic 
souls still linger in the familiar trenc\les, 
and we have fully considered what they 
have to say. With Smyth, Le Conte, 
and Fiske, we have been forced to con
clude that so far we have seen in the 

-cosmic process the orderly unfolding of 
one sole all-diffused matter-force reality, 
which we cQmmonly call Nature. · 

But we have throughout, for the sake 
of clearer procedure, reserved one con
sideration that these advanced evolution
ists have been urging on us at every 

step~that is to Sa.y, the claim that the 
evo_lutionar:,: proc~ss must ha_ve b~en in
telligently set gomg · and mtelhgently 
directed. -Haeckel is quite right, they 
say, in claiming that science ~an give or 
adambrate a mechanical interpretation 
of the whole process. Quibbles about 
his particular way of conceiving the first 
formation: of life,· or -of consciousne~, 
and so on, are irrelevant and distressing 
to the ·serious thinK.ers, as is the diver
sion of the issue by discussing his taste, 
or his knowledge of history, or his 
optimism or pessimism .. The important 
point is that he has proved his case so 
far in its essentials. But he must now 
meet this last position of his opponents. 

· Was this monistic ·cosmic process con-. 
ceived and d~signed from the beginning, 
and guided throughout, by an intelligent 
being, or no? 1 This is the question of 
th~ hour, and especially of the coming 
hour, in · apologetics. As I write a 
journal reaches me containing an inter-

. view with ~Mr. Ballard. Asked whether 
he thinks rc the rehabilitation of religion 
would come from the scientists," he 
replies :. " I think that the theistic basis 
of Christianity will have scientific support 
more than ever. . Modern science is
pledged to evolution, and Christianity 
can only be justified scientifically on 
evolutionary lines." And Professor Le 
Conte says : "Here is the last line of 
defence to the supporters of supernatu
ralism in the- realm of Nature ••. it is 
evident -that a ·yielding here implies not 
a mere shifting of line, but a c;:hange, of 
base : not a readjustment of details 
only, but a reconstruction of Chn'stian 
tkeology. This, I· believe, is indeed 
necessary."' And we have already 
seen passages from Ward and others to 
the same effect. · ' 

Here is a dramatic simplification of 
the controversy; which. every thinker 

l Let us note in passing that this is not neces
sarily a question of monism or dualisn1. Mr. R. 
William& and others expressly state they are 
monists, that God is not distinct from Nature.· 
More about this presently. 

• EfJO/utiM -" Re.'igi4us T/uJugllt, p. 295· 
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will welcome. Theoloif will,. aS before, 
spread itself over the whole cosmos, but 
it will be with the repetition of a single 
formula. There will no longer be cease
less quarrels as to whether -Scienc_e can 
explain tfiis or that phenomenon with 
its natural or mechanical causes. The 
new attitude · is · that this mechanical 
expianation is precisely the work of 
science, and if it cannot give a mechani
cal explanation of a thing-say, con
sciousness-to-day, we will wait patiently 
till to-morrow. But, the new theolo
gians say, we want to know in additio~ 
how these mechanical causes came to 
co-operate in producing such remarkable 
structures. With this -science . has 
nothing to do, so we close our thirty 
_years' war and sign an eternal truce. 
Nay, if we look at the matter rightly, 
these theologians of the twentieth cen-_ 
tury say it is very desirable that science 
slwuld complete its mechanical interpre

-tation of the cosmos. An automatic 
univerSe, evolving by inherent forces 
from electrons to minds, would be the 
most marvellous mechanism ever con
ceived. The mind would be·forced to 
look· for the engineer. Those ancient 
theologians who scelfed at Tyndall for 
his Belfast address were too hasty ; so 

trenches that barred the advance of th~ 
mechanical system of science. We have 
constantly heard impatient denials of a 
love for" gaps." But before I proceed 
to show how Haeckel has inet this teleo
logical position, let me quote a few 
recent writers, both to show that the 
formula is- as simple as I said, and that 
concentration on this position is the 
order of the day.I I have quoted Pro
fessor Ward's opinion that, "if there has 
been any interference in the cosmic pro
cess, it must have been before the process 
began." Dr. Croll, in his Basis of Evolu
tion, distinguishes between producing 
(mechanical) and determining (directive) · 
forces, and tells the theologian of the 
future to confine his attention to the 
latter : " The grand, the difficult, though 
as yet unanswered, question is this : 
What guides the molecule to its proper 
position in relation to the end w!:Jich it 
has to serve ? ,. With Mr. N ewl!'an • 
Smyth the supreme question is : " Is 
evolution without guidance or with guid-

-ance ?" Mr. Fiske says : "There is in 
every earnest thinker a craving after a 
final cause . • _. and this craving can no 
more be extinguished than our belief in 
objective reality." z Dr. Dallinger says I that, if the mechanical philosophy is 

I 
true we have " a more majestic design 
than aU the thinkers of. the past had 
ever dreamed." And the sermon 

I preached on the last Association Sun
day at Southport by the Bishop of Ripon 
points unmistakably to the same tendency 
-even to a pantheistic identification of 
God with the fQrces at work in Nature. · 

· were those who caused Huxley to com
pare their dread of the mechanical 
scheme to the terror of savages during 
an eclipse of the sun ; so are those who 
beat their wings in vain agairist Haeckel's 
structure to-day. The materialist will be 
the truest auxiliary of the theist. rr he 
can only show that the universe is the 
unfolding of one form of matter and one 
r ( f, lity) h J There may be a few fond and admiring 
.orce or· one matter- orce rea • e souls who are looking out for a reference tq Mr. 
has puf before us one of the. most Ambrose Pope's third criticism. Briefly, he 
stupendous machines that ever bore the I hnds that Haeckel bas got rid of God by a. third 
mark of intelligence. _ "_half-day excursion,"!? the~~ of whi~h h~ 

We are then it seems, approaching d11;c;overed a system of . phys1olog~cal mon1SJ1l, - ' · · I wh1ch, ai before, contams the fatal .:enn under 
the psychologtcal m?ment m . the great an innocent exterior. The joke may be given 
drama of' the contltct of sctence and l for what it is worth, but it gets stale. Mr. Pope 
religioiL That I am indicating a true ! goes on to say that wh_ea you ask Haeckel about 
tendency will be perfectly clear from the : !he substance he puts ~stca~ of God, he says he 

· ha '" h 1 - I IS not sure whether rt exu;ts. Tableau, and 
·-precedmg c pters,- ''e av~ rare Y I exeunt omnes, of course. -We have mc:t this 

found men of ability or of complete point in the second chapter. 
scientific equipment defending the old a The lde11 ~ 6«1, r· IJ7 
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The new teleology- flatters itself it 
differs very scief1tifically from the old; 
for " teleology "had fallen into disrepute 
during the period of "gap " theology 
which followed the break-up of Paleyism: 
It is true that there are differences. 
Aubrey Moore points out that we now 
do not forget the past (the evolution) of 
the organ. Dr. Iverach observes that 
the new teleologist does not think so 
much of an .. external artificer" as of an 
immanent directive principle, and that 
we do not now attempt to de(luce scien
tific knowledge from the "purpose " of 
a thing. These differences;_ however, do 

_ not alter the essential structure of the 
argument, which remains _ the same as 
when Kant rejected it and Paley drove 
it to death. We may state it briefly in 
abstract form to this effect: Wherever in 
Nature we find ' several agencies CO• 

operating in the production of a certain 
result which is orderly or beautiful, we 
see the guidance of mind. The under
lying assumption is that the unconscious 

- forces of the universe will oniy produce 
chaos unless they are guided. Pre-eon-

- ceived design followed up by· directive 
control, or else a " fortuitous clash of 
atoms.'' is the alternative put before us. 
The process of evolution taken as a 
whole has been so orderly, and had such 
marvellous results, that we must admit 
the agencies at work in the process were 
int~lligently guided. To suppose that 
this process should chance to culminate 
in the appearance of man is said to be 
incredible. So throughout the whole 
process we find co-operations, adapta
tions,· orderly and beautiful operations, 
which speak eloquently of design arid 
control. From the very first step, the 
making of the ' atom, to the last, the 
making of man's brain, we see the finger 
of God. 

A few extracts and references will 
show that this is a correct summary. As 
regards the inorganic universe a little 
work recently publisi1ed by the Rev. W. 
Profeit well illustrates the argument. 
The author starts with the principle that 
"every form of being must act ~ccording 

to its nature," and goes on to say that 
-"the particles of matter have not in them 
conscious intelligence, and consequently 
have -not of' themselves the power of 
arranging, and so of producing complex 

, order." 1 He then reviews the teaching 
of modern physics at length, pausing at 
every few paces, in the familiar manner, 
to admire the ways of the Creator. 
" To deal with every particle of matter 
in the universe,_ so as to make it of a -
special type, to order all, so that they 
might come under types so few and 
compact, demanded ari amount ·of 
thought and work of overwhelming 
greatness, and could not be the result of 
chance." Chemistry is· "crowded with
adjustments, packed with adaptations." 
The moulding. of matter into .-solar 
systems of such marvellous symmetry 
and adaptability to life occasions another 
outburst. In short, theology can easily 
run to volumes by repeating "Great are 
thy works ,,__ at every forward step in 
evolution. Chance is out of the ques. 
tion. , " Ah ! what foolery it is to deem 
that·a mighty world has been produced 
by chance." Happily, there are no fools 
of that particular type amongst us. ·But 
"necessity" is equally impotent. "No 
sane mind "..:_the young theology keeps 
up t11e literary tradition, )'OU see, which 
made even Fiske· exclaim against " the 
intellectual arrogance which the argu• 
ments of, theologians show • lurking 
beneath their expressions of humility" t 
-"no sane mind can for a moment. 
imagine that from the natl)re of things it 
was an eternal necessity that the seventy, 
or thereby, different kinds of' atoms 
should all exist, or be ·formed in the 
numbers and proportions of-numbers, in 
which they help to form our great system 
obeying the orb of day." So it is to be 
either "fortuitous concourse " or mind ; 
and as the universe is not a chaotic 
mess, we must admit it was presided
over by intelligence from the first. . 

Dr. I>allinger offers us the samt 

I Tlu C,-e,,tioH tf A/alter, p. 6. . 
I ONIIiMs if Co~tHit l'llilosofltJ•, p. 451, 
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· dil~mina of chance or control, and m-ges design oi "fortuitous . coocomse o( 
that to adOpt chance "is surely to triil.e atoms," .and characteristicay tells us 
.-ith the fundamental principles of our· the latter is "fa.tuoos." In fact Mr. 
reasoning pollieTS." Rationalists, we Ba.JJanl tells even -the agnostic, 1rho 
may say in p:b--sing. bad a concern for thinks there is not enough evidence 
0111" "reasoning pow-ers,. in days w-hen either for or against teleology. that his 
doctOB of divinity looked upon them as. hesitation is mere "childish fatuity.• 
mischievous. _ Dr. Cr-oll argues in the· The Rev. R. l\'illi.ams--not to neglect 
same w-ay. Some principle, he _says, him--tells his weaver--admirers that "the 
must determine why -a natural force solar system is really more woodeifnl 
takes direction A instead of direction II than a loom,., which is ohYiously de
or- C._ The ~on of p1anetary Si.,oned, _ and that organisms are IDO£e 
orbits is not so much due to gra.itation wonderful still. And Dr. W. N. Clarke 

. as to the way in w-hich gravitaiiDn acted. says "it is n<Jt probable that the most 
So in the formation of crystals or signifieant elements in a world came 
organisms. "Out of the infinite number into it without haTing been entertained 
of different paths. what is it that directs. during the process as . cha.racter--giving 

- the force to select the Pght path? " ideals." He says Da.nrinism bas modi
Dr. Croll seems to fancy that in this he -tied, but not destroyed, teleology. We 
has suggested a new idea to the world. now know that needs, and contrivances 
Dr~ Iverach, both in Cltristialfi!J anti tO snpp!y them, "grow np ..-ithi.D the 
Evolution and in Thdsm, follo'III"S the universe,,. but this· power p{ adaptation 
same line. For the pre-atomic mass -to must have been givt:n to organisms by a 
be made atomic, and to pr~uce- the purposive intelligence.-.- _ 
orderly and periodic system of elements The argmnen~ therefore, on which 
with their affinities, the forces at work the tale of theism is finally to be deter
must have been guided. - mined is now tolerably ~- Leave 

The argument does not differ in sub- Haeckcl free to petfect his mechanical 
sta:nce -..-hen we pass to the organic monism ; when he has completed it. we . 
world, ~ .naturally, the notes of ex- shall point out to the astonished pro
da.m;uion and edifying observa...ions fessor that be bas been proving the 
increase. :Biol<Y&ical ~ -says Dr. existence of God all the time. If this. 
Iverach, "must admit purpose in the force which be t:races for ns in its 
ma.,unificent adjustments it points oot_• marvellous ascent through the atom. the 
lolL Ne..-zn,an Sm)..b gives an admirable nebula, the a:U.- and the o~--m, was
sketch of the evolution Of the eye, and unconscious from the sta.""t, and if it has · 
pleads that the forces which have achieved all this progress in 50 ordedy 
gradually ~cted it did not any the and determined a fashion, it must have . 
less need guidance and control because been guided. Wt:ll, let ns see whether 
they took millions of- year.; to &J iL 1 H.aeckd is quite so naive and antiquated 
llr_ Ballard tales the evolution- of the as these good people assure the world. 
eye in the fretns. and says that if a child To begin with, the flavour of antiJuity 
were to repeat .. that God caused it 50 . is quite clearly on the other side.. 
to do, it is utterly beyond the power of · " Chance' and "fortuitous coocourse 
all modem science to c:ont:Ia.dict. ~ 1 of atoms " are phrases which you will 
Embryology is. it is trne, as yet very · not find outside theological schools for 
imperfect. H<nrever, other passages the 1ast 2,000 years. The early Greeks 
make it clear that, though llr. :Ballard used t.ht:m. The coost:mt rcitention of 
may here be building on a "gap," he them in our time 'is a grDe piece oC 
generally offers ns the usual dilemma, insincerity, or else ignorance. How llr. 
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Profeit and Mr.· Ballard come to use 
these phrases in the year of grace 1903 
is best known to themselves. Professor 
Haeck~l deals clearly with the . point 
(p. 97 ), and explains-as has been ex
plained innumerable times-the only . 
sense in which science admits "chance"-

. events. Mr. Profeit rightly indicates a 
third alternatiye, necessity ; and Dr. 
Dallinger somewhat -vaguely suggeSts it.· 
Haeckel and his colleagues hold that 
the · direction which the ·evolutionary . 
agencies take. is not " fortuitous ": that 
they never could take but the orie 
direction which they have actually taken. 

·· A stone has not a dozen possible paths 
tG travel by when you drop it from your 
hand •. You do not seek any reason why 

· it follows direction A instead o( direction 
B or C. So it i~;, says the monist, with 
all. the forces in the universe. Some 
day science .will be able to trace a set of 
forces w.orking for ages at the con-. 
struction of a solar sys~em; __ or at the 
making of an eye. The theist says the 
ultimate' object must have been foreseen 
·and the forces must have been guided, 

· or they would never have worked 
steadily in this definite direction. The 
monist says that these forces no more 
needed guiding than a tramcar does ; 
there was only one direction possible for 
them. Here is a clear issue, and in the 
present state of apologetics, an important 
one: . It is useless to talk, as Fiske does, 
of the " teleological instinct." "The 
teleological instinct in man," he says, 
"cannot be suppressed or ignored. The 
human soul shrinks from the thought 
that it is without kith or kin in all this 
wide universe." This is not onTy "an 
appeal to the imagination" : it is utterly 
opposed to the facts of life. Mr. Fiske 
ascribes his own peculiar temperament 
to the universe; The matter must be 
reasoned out. 

Now, it seems clear that if a man 
asserts that the forces of the universe are 
naturally erratic, and may· go. in any one
of a dozen directions unless they are 
guided, he must show cause for his 
opinion. The man of science bas never 

discovereJ an erratic force yet. Force 
always acts uniformly, always takes the 
same direction. If you say this~ is only 
because· the natural forces are guided 
and controlled, and is not their proper 
and inherent nature, the man of science 
naturally. asks:. How do you know? 
Science sees nothing in nature to suggest 
such an idea. "When we consider the 
movements of the starry heavens to·day," 
says , Mr; Mallock, "instead of feeling 
it to be wop.derful that they are ab
solutely regular, we should feel it. to be 
wonderful if they were ,ever anything 
else • • • We realise· that order, instead 
of being the marvel of the ~universe, is 
the indispensable condition - or- its 
existence-that it is a physical platitude, 

· not a divine paradox." 1 1'hat is certainly 
the feeling the universe inspires in men 
of science. What is the ground for this~ 
notion of the essentially erratic .character 
·of natural forces? . One seeks it ·quite in 
vain.~ Dr. Croll says: "Though our 
acquaintance with the forces· of nature 
were absolutely perfect, the question as 
to how particles or molecules arrange 
themselves into organic forms . would 
probably still remain as deep a mystery 
as ever, unless we knew something more 
than force." 2 , But he does not offer us a 
single consideration to convince us of 
this u probability." When Mr. Profeit 
tries to bully us into admitting that "no 
sane mind can .for a moment imagine 
that from the nature of things it was an 
eternal necessity that the seventy, or 
thereby, different kinds of atoms should 
all exist/ we timidly "enture to inquire : 
\Vhy not? Force, as far as our ex· 
perience goes, p.cts necessarily, inevitably, 
infallibly. There could be ·no science if 
it did not. 

The only attempt made to escape this 
initial difficulty of the teleologist is to 
appeal to a number of totally false 

· analogies. The favourite is that vener· 
able and imposing sophism, that if you 
cast to the ground an infinite (or a finite) 
number of letters, . they might .after 

1 Rdigi<>H as If Crtdl!Jf4 DMtri.u, p. 162. 
• T/11 Basis 9.{ Evq/,.tioH, p. 24, 
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infinite gyrations make a word. here and 
there, but we should think 1he man_ an 
'enthusiast who expected even a short 
senten·ce, and a fool if he expected 
them ever to· make a poem. ·It is , 
absurd, to offer us this ~s an analogy 
to:day ;- or else it is begging the 
whole question. Take. the case of 
the eye. · 'Quite certainly this is an· 

.evolution'ary product. Forces acting on 
matter during millions of years l1ave 
evolved it. ' Each step in the process is 
perfectly'_ complete and intelligible in 
itself. It is wholly arbitrary to suppose 
the eye was in view when protoplasm 
was first- formed : or when . the first 
·sensitive cells appeared on the surface of 
the primitive animal body: or when 
pigment-cells were developed at the fore
II!OSt part of the body: or when a sensi
tive nerve was formed under the skin; 
arid. so on. Each structure was useful 
in its turn ; and on that very ;.t.ccount 
natural selecti'on fastened ori it. It is 
·sheer imagination. to suppos_e that the 
ultimate form was foreseen: and it is sheer 
scientific _untruth to say the ultimate 
form must have been foreseen or else the 
earlier structures would be unintelligible. 
Here is a plexus _of natural forces acting 
on. matter, without, as far as we can see, 
the possibility. of their acting otherwise; 
only one result was possible. And we 
are asked to regard this as curious, 
because, in the case -of the imaginary 
throw of type,_ natural forces will not lose , 
their uniform character and act miracu
lously. Finally, it- is a colos~al peti#o 
pn'ncipii, because the question is pre
cisely whether Virgil's Aeneid or Shak()
speare's Hamlet is not an evolutionary 
product. 

It seems, then, that the ini~ial diffi
culty of the tcleologist is insuperable._ 
He cannot give tis a shadow of proof of 
his assertion that natural forces are erra
tic. Haeckel is completely within the 

·.right of science in speaking of the uni-
verse as, in Goethe's phrase, . "ruled by 

-eternal, iron laws" (or forces). They 
have wrought out a certain result-the 
worldwe form part of. - Until some good 

reason is shown f~r \thinking they_ could 
]lave acted otherwiSe, we see no ·need for 
designer, or guide, or engineer.·· Let us 
put it another way. To an- extent the 
teleologists are playing on the present im-. 
perfection of science, as , Dr. Croll 
innocently betrayed. Let us take then1 
at their word, and suppose· science will in· 
ti_me give a complete mechanical expla
nation of everything, for the good, reason 
that God, as they say; created a machine 
that needed no mending or re-starting. · 
And let us_suppose that he designed the' 
ultimate form of the cosmos. Is this 
design communicated to the unconscious 
atoms and their forces ? Clearly not ; no 
or!e would say that. Are these forces 

-which build -up and impel the atoms 
supernaturally inflected or modulated at 
each step? Again, no one would- say 
this. The only possible conception of 
telic action on a cosmic. scale is, when 
we descend from grandiose phrases to 
practical ideas, that from the start the 
matter-force reality was of such a 
nature that it would infallibly evblve info 
the cosmos we form part of to-day. Any 
other conception of "guidance " and 
" control " is totally unthink~ble. And 
as a fact theists are ~ettling down to 
formulate their position in that way. 
The interference, as Ward says, took 
place before the process began. 

But before we take 'up this last point 
it is necessary to glance at another side 
of the question. Haeckel has pointed 
out that, not onlydo we see no ground 
for believing in the pres~nce of some 
primitive design, but we see very con
siderable reasons for rejecting it The 
world is crowded with features which _ 
forbid us lightly to admit a controlling 
supreme intelligence. There is no an
swer to this. "The fact stands inex
orably before us," says Mr. Fiske, "that 
a, Supreme Will, enlightened by perfect' 
intelligence and possessed of infinite 
power, might differently have fashioned 
the universe, though in ways inconceiv
able by us, so that the suffering and the 
waste of life which characterise nature's 
process of evolution might have been 
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avoided." 1 As to the wasfe, Dr. lverach 
ventures to say that "infinite precision 
at one point is inconsistent with bad 
shooting " ; but the infinite precision is, 
we have seen, an assumption, whereas 
the bad shooting is ubiquitous. At 
every sex-act millions of spermatozoa are 
wasted. Others say the glorious final 
issue puts all right. But as Mr. Mallock 
says, "Whatever may be God's future, 
there will still remain His past." Most 
teleologists retreat into mystery. One 
might unkindly remind them of their 
great disinclination to let the monist 
leave anything unexplained, but it is 
better to say that when au· the tangible 
evidence is on one side and none on the 
other, we do . not regard it as a fair 
dilemma. Listen to the impression of 
a cultured defender of religion after a 
study of the evolutionary process in 
nature: "We must divest ourselves of 
all foregone conclusions, of all question
begging reverences, and look the facts 
of the universe steadily in the face. If 
theists will but do this, what they will 
see will astonish them. They will see 
that if there is anything at the back of 
this vast process with a consciousness 
and a purpose in any way resembling our 
own-a Being who knows what . He 
wants and is doing his best to get it_-
he is, instead of a holy and all-wise God, 
a scatter-brained, semi-powerful, semi
impotent monster. They will recognise 
as clearly as they ever did the old familiar 
facts which seemed to them evidences of 
God's wisdom, love, and goodness ; lbut 
they will find thanhese facts, when taken 
in connection with the others, only ~up
ply us with a standard in. the nature of 
.this Being himself by which most of his 
acts are exhibited to us as those of a 
criminal madman. If he had been blind, 
he had not had sin ; but if we maintain 
that he can see, then his sin remains. 
Habitually a bungler as he is, and callou!' 
when not actively crud, we are forced to 
regard him, when he seems to exhibit 
benevolence, as, not divinely benevolent, 

1 Outlitltl of Cosmic l'llilosollr.J', p. 462. 

but merely weak and capricious, like a 
boy who fondles a kitten, and the next 
moment sets a dog at it. And not only 
does'his moral character fall from him 
bit by bit, but his dignity disappears 
also.. The orderly processes of the stars 
and the larger phenomena of nature are 
suggestive of nothing so much as a 
wearisome Court ceremonial surrounding 

_a king who is 1,mable to understand or. · 
to break away from it; whilst the thunder 
and· whirlwind,. which have from time 
immemorial been accepted as speciat 
revelations of his awful power and ma
jesty, suggest, if they suggest anything of 
a personal character at all, merely some 
. blackguardly l;mikin kicking up his heels 
in the clouds, not perhaps bent on mis
chief, but indifferent to the fact that he 
is causing it ..••• , A 'God who could 
have been deliberately guilty of them 
[the evolutionary processes] would be a 
God too absurd, too monstrous, too mad 
to be credible." l 

· No one- wQ.o has studi~d biological 
evolution can fail to recognise these 
facts. They make it impossible for us 
to see a divine presence' and guidance at 
least dun"ng .the process. The only 
plausible theory is. that God ·set the 
machine going and left it to itself. If 
we hold that he is guiding mofecules to' 
"their proper place " in the construction 
of the ;Jger's eye, we must hold that he 
has some control of the molecules in the 
cruelty-centre of the tiger's brain. A· 
universe without carnivora is conceivable 
enough. Professor Kennedy and others 
would divert U!\ from a -consideration of 
these facts to contemplate the beauty and 
sublimity the· universe exhibits. But the 
beauty of the starry hea~ens is only the 
effct:t of distance and position ; the 
beauty of the Bay of Naples could be 

l 1\fr. W. H. Mallock, Religion as a C•·edib/e 
Doctrine, p. 177. Mr. Mallock has 'throughout 
life been -one of the ablest opponents of agnosti
cism, and he has been nothing less than scornful 
of a profession of atheism. Does he not see 
how natural and logical atheism seems "·hen one 
sweeps aside all theistic proof on the one hand, 
·and recognises these dark features of the uni· 
verse on the other l · 
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shown- by_ science to .be· a purely acci- belief on the temporary igiwrance of the 
dental outcome of the action of natural scientist. This position, to which all 
agencies .. J'he beauty of the diatoms apologists are tending, is that "the only 
that are brought froni thelowest depths interference was before the cosmic pro
of the ocean, the beauty of_ the radiolaria cess began " : that God created a matter~ 
that swarm about the coast, and the beauty • force reality. in_ the beginning Qf such a 
of a thousand minute animal structures, _nature that it should evolve SJJOntane
are obviously not designed and purposed ouSly into the universe we know and of 
_beauties. They were unknown until the_ -Which we !lre ·a part. This is the ideal 
microscop~ was invented :the _polariscope and final position of the apologist. 
reveals yet further' beauties: the tele- Science will drive him back pitilessly 
scope yet ·mor~. The idea of these decade _by decade until he adopts it. 
things being designed for our, or for Many of the best-informed _apologists 
God's, entertainment" belongs; as" Mr. already adopt it. · 
Mallock says, " to a pre-scientific age Let us see, then, where Haeckel and 
. • ·. an age which had realised the what remains 6f his opponents are now. 
spectacular unity of the cosmos, butbad Both admit that ·the universe is a 

·very imperfectly realised the nature of ni.echanical system, a great machine that 
its mechal).ical unity : and which, more- has worked from the first without control, 

-over, had never grasped the fact that the in virtue of·its inherent character. But· 
forces in" virtue of wbich material things the dualists say such ·a machine must 
move, such as energy, attractioq,. repul- have beerr most skilfully designed and 
sion, and chemical affinity, are as much constructed : it is, in Dallinger's words, 
a part of the material-things themselves, "a more- majestic design thim all the · 
and as much amenable to scientific ·ex- thinkers of the past had ever dreamed" 
perhnent, as_extension, or shape, or mass, -and therefore it will commend itself 
or softness, or hardness, or visibility." more - and more to theists. The 
·Once more we are thrown back on the position is-it is very important to' 
efficient, mechanical, producing causes. understand clearly-that God only 

The point we have reached, then~ is creates any particular conten! of the 
this: the - noti_on that molecules are universe-say Plato-,s , mind-in the 
"guided" to their "proper position " by ~~se that he imparted· to the primitive. 
any other than a mechanical force::...the nebula, or ultimate prothyl, · a -natural 

. notion of "guidance" or '' cmi111Ql" dur- force to evolve it. - - The - germ ·of 
ing the cosmic proces~ is unproved, is everything, the capacity to e_volve every-' 
unthinlcable when examined in detail, thing, is in the' great matter-force 
and is opposed by an appalling-mass of :reality. Now, we have· seen in the 
facts (waste,_ cruelty, suffering, &c.).- It third chapter that "science points to no 
starts from an assumption-the assump- beginning." It is perfectly consistent 
tion that natural forces are erratic in with the scientific evidence to say that 
action-for which it does not offer any the universe -is eternal. We saw that 
justification; and which is directly op- those who attack Haeckel's ascription of 
·posed to scientific experience. It rests -infinity and eternity 1 to the basic sub
on a number of fallacious analogies and- stance show no cause_why-he should not 
poetical expressioQs, on a fallacious proceed· candidly on the astronomical 
application of the ten~ " blinq" to evidence. No better evidence is forth
natural forces, and on the as yet imper
fect condition of our-scientific knowledge 
of the ·construction of organisms. All 
that remains, then,- is to examine the 
position of the really consistent evolu-

. tionary tlu:ist, who does . not build his 

1 Note the remarkably -different treatment of 
Haeckel and Mr. Spencer. Mr. Spencer's First 
Cause cannot be distinguished from Haeckel's. 
Yet when he speaks of it with -capita} letters,_ as 
an Infinite and Eternal Power, we hear nothmg 
but admiration; 
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coming here. .Dr. Croll says~ "If any 
man should affirm that" the succession of 

· events had no beginning, but has been 
in operation from all eternity, • it would 
be difficult indeed to prove him to be in 
the wrong ; but, on the other hand, it 
would be far more difficult, nay, utterly 
impossible, for him to prove his as
sertion." 1 . But, as we saw, the scientific 
evidence and the rules of logic and truth
, seeking put the burden of proo( dis.: 
tinctly on the man who asserts there was 
a beginning. Professor Ward attempts 
to infer. a begi_nning from the theory of 
entropy; but. we saw that this is di!!
credited by the latest pronouncements of 
physicists. "Our experience," as Pro~ 
fcssor Ward says himself elsewhere, 
"certainly does not embrace the totality of 
things ; is, in fact, ridiculously far from 
it"; and so entropy is a "ridiculously" 
hasty conclusion. , •. _. 

No, there is no proof whatever that 
the machjne ever began to exist at alt 
As far as we can see, it has eternally 
possessed. those force.s. and properties 
with which we have agreed to credit it, 
and has been eternally .evolving them. 
And, as a fact, apologists are rapidly 
moving on to the identification of God 
with Nature, which means an abandon· 
ment of the idea of creation. , A curious,. 
symptom falls under my notice il.s 1: 
write. An editorial article in the Daily 
News. the distinguished organ of the 

·Nonconformist Churches,· commenting 
on the Bishop of Ripon's sermon at 
Southport, endeavours to . reconcile 
scknce and religion. The laws of 
science, it says, reveal the working of 
force, and it goes on to ask: " What is 
that power? J.Iay it not be the syn· 
thesis of all the various forces and 
vitalities which the universe contains ; 

.and may not that synthesis be God? 1' 
That is precisely what Hacckel says ; in 
fact, in a late German edition of the 
Riddle he calls his system "the purest 
monotheism." 'So close are we to 
"reunion" ! Take, again, the Anltdja-

l The Basis of Evo/utum, p. 167, 

tio;,s of Mr. H. G. Wells. Looking 
about on the cultured thought of our 
time, he says that before the end of this 
century educated men will have ceased 
to believe in "an- omniscient mind "
" the last vestige of that barbaric theology 
which regarded God as a vigorous but 
uncertain old gentleman with a beard 
and. an_ inordinate lust for praise and 
propitiation "-and ·a supreme "moral·. 
ist" and prayer ; and will · know God 

· only a.J; "a general atmosphere of im
perfectlY- apprehended purpose." Mr. 
Rhondda Williams assures us· that "it 
is not for dualism I am. arguing. I 
believe in the unity of the world, and a 
kind of monism is probably the truest 
solution of the riddle ; .but I must find 
the unity _in spirit, not in "fnatter." _That 
means, if it means anything, not only a 
complete · miseonception of Haeckel, 
but an identification_of God with Nature. 
Professor LeConte says: "God may be 
conceived as self-sundering his energy, 
and setting· over against Himself a part 
as Nature. . A part· o£ this part, by a 
process of evolution, individuates itself 
more and more, and finally completes 
its individuation and self-activity in the 
soul of man. • • , Thus an effluence 
from the Divine Person· flows downward 
through Nature to rise again by evolution ' 
to recognition of, and communion with, 
its own source. ,; • • And the sole 

. purpose of this progressive individuation 
of the Divine Energy ·by evolution is 
finally to have, in man, something not 
only to contemplate, but also to love 
and be loved by." l In another place 
he says: "The forces of Nature are 
naught else than different forms of one 

·omnipresent Divine energy or will," and 
" In a word, according to this view, 
there is no real efficient force but spirit, 
and no real independent existence but 
God." I We have seen how Mr.- Fiske 

1 Tlte CoHcepti~~~t of GH, p. 77· Le Conte 
tells us, moreover, that he is almost using the 
language -of another " theistic N writer, Mr. 
U~ton, the llibbert lecturer. 

EfJIJiuliOII •H<i RdigitJut Tllougltl, p. Jor, 
He frankly allows that he is here close to the 
opinions of Berkeley, and C\'Cll Swedenoorg. 
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-claims immOrtality orl the ground that 
"there is in. man a psychic ·element 
identical in nature with that which is 
eternal"; and man's psychic· element is, 
he· allows, an evolutionary outcome of 
natural force. Professor Royce, a recent 
Gifford lecturer and distinguished Ameri
can thinker, says, when be comes to 
distinguish man from God : " We there
fore need not conceive the eternal 
Ethical Individual, however partial he 
may be, as in any sense less in the grade 
of complication of his _activity or in the _ 
multitude of his acts of will than is the 
.Absolute; . . . It may be conceived as 
a Part equal to the whole, and finally 
united, as such equal, to the Whole · 
wherein it dwells." 1 Professor ,V. 
James, another Gifford lecturer, rejectS 
the title of theist altogether, and says 
"we must bid a definite good-bye to 
dogmatic theology." The metaphysiCal 
attributes of God (omnipotence, omnis
cience, omnipresence, eternity, &c.) 
are, he thinks, "destitute of all intelligible 
significance," and -~• the metaphysical 
monster 'they offer to our ·mind is an 
absolutely worthless invention of the 
scholarly mind." 2 

We are advancing rapidly. To this 
does a knowledge of science bring the 
theologian. It is true that some of 
these evolutionary_ theists, like Mr. 
Rhondda Williams, regard it as a great 
gain that science has destrOyed the idea 
of a "transcendent " God ·and forced 
theology to recognise his "immanence" 
in nature. This is . very misleading. 
The " immanence " of God in nature 
has been consistently taught in Roman 
f'..atholic theology _for the last thousand 
years. . You will not find a single Roman 
Catholic theologian who locates God 
outside the· universe. It is a common
place with them that God is more closely 
present in every part of nature than 
ether is, for instance. Nor do the great 

1 The World and tlu Individual, vol. ii, 
p. 451. . . . . 

2 Vari"eliesof Religious E,rperienu, pp. 445-8. 
He adds that the " moral attributes" are just as 
indefensible. 

Anglican divines speak differently. 
What, then is the new feature ? It is 
that these modern apologists have been 
driven to deny that there is any real 
distinction . between God and nature. 
They talk of God " sundering " himself 
and of nature being "part;, of his sub
stance-which has a strange resemblance 
to various ancient and mouldy Oriental 
speculations (Brahmanic, Gnostic, and. 
Manichean)-but the gist of their posi
tion is that God and nature are one. 
God is the " pervading spirit " and the 
" unifying force" of the cilsmos, or the 
"Eternal and Infinite Energy" behind 
phenomena, · as Sir Henry Thompson 
puts it. . This is· the kind of theology 
which generally lies at the back of the 
few theistic utterances which our anxious 
bishops can wring out of men of science 
to-qay. • It is the last page of a remark
-able history .. Man's first -idea of deity 
was animistic-and pantheistic, according 
to one school of hierologists. In the 
course of ages the shape of God was 
disentangled from visible nature and 
dramatically set against it. Now God 
slowly sinks again into the life of nature. 
Great Pan is alive once more. 

How does this position compare with 
that of Haeckel ? We will not be so 
rude a$ to suggest that if Haeckel .used 
capital letter~, like Mr." Spencer, tqey 
would greet lnm as a brother. Nor, on 
the other hand, can we admit that, as 
Mr. Williams claims, they find the unity 
of the universe in spirit~ while Haeckel 
bases ·it on matter. We saw that 
Haeckel does nothing of the kicd. 
Matter and spirit are to him two aspects 
of one reality, and the unity of the
,cosmos is the unity of that reality. 
Spirit-force 'or energy emerging finally 
·as human thought-force is admitted by 
Haeckel as freely as by Mi.- Williams. · 
An idealist like Ward would very 
naturally say that the unity of the world 
consists- in spirit, but we assume 1\Jr. 
Williams admits the existence of matter 
and corporeal fellow-creatures_. But 
there is one further sense in which the 
unity of the world could be said to 
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-consist it . spirit, and in this lies· the 
final 'differepce between· Haeckel and 
his critics od\these cosmic speculations. 
'These theist1~, or rather pantheistic, 
monists hold tbat the cosmic energy is 
essentially -.and from the beginning, or 

· from eternity, col\scious and intelligent. 
Haeckel holds that consciousness only 
arises whett ~ certain stage of nerve
formation appears.', What evidence do 
they offer for· this~. We may note in 
passing that, when the real difference 
between Haeckel and those scientific, 
writers who are ·the most zealously 
pitted against him is so small, it \Vould 
have been better for his criti_s:s to say so 
outright. · The average reader who 
wades through the surging flood . of 
rhetoric will probably learn with· aston
ishment that the chief champions ·of 
reasoned Christianity to-day sta.nd so 
close to Haeckel's position that only 
one frail metaphysical bridge divides 
·them. Let us examine this last 
division. · 

It is clear, in the first place, that -the 
evidence for the position of these evolu~ 

· tionary theists is not of a scientific 
nature. Science doe5. not find intelli

--gence in th~ cosmos until a fairly 
advanced stage of animal organisation is 
reached. In fact, science finds conscious
ness so completely . and rigidly bound 
up with nerve-structure tha~ it can only 
listen with astonishment to the theory 
of a vast consciousness existing apart 
from nerve-structure and before it was 
developed. One wonders, therefore, 
what Mr. Ballard means whe11 he 
assured his anxious interviewer that 
"the theistic basis_ of Christianity will 
have scientific support more than ever." 
The reasons alleged for postulating this 
intelligence at the " beginning" . of 
things are metaphysical. Mr. Rhondda 
Williams formulates them more or less 
clearly, as they are invented . by 
Dr. W, N. Clarke and Dr. Ward and 
Le Conte. He says first-and this, I 
believe, is an original contribution-that 
science finds "law" in the cosmos; hut 
"law" is a mental concept: ergo, science 

finds mind in the cosmos. We will_over
look that little weakness, and come to 
the plausible arguments he has borrowed. 
He says (after Ward) that the universe 
must . be the work of intelligence 
because it is intelligible. The axiom 
he rests on is that " what is intelligible 
must either be intelligent or have in-· 
telligence behind it." Now, on idealist 
principles this io quite true ; there being 
no· material world at all, if anything 
exists, mind clearly. exists. . But, apart 
from this denial of a real wo~ld, · the 
axiom has no sense_ whatever ; it · is 

· simply an audacious assertion. Dr 
I"erach (Tkeism) uses much th~ sarne 
argument, and tries to· give it a respect
able realistic air. "A system," he says, 
" which at this end needs an intelligence 

·to understand it must have something 
to do with intelligence at the other." 

·Many other writers say the same. To 
show the inanity of the assertion, one 
has only to ask Dr. Iverach whether 
even. a chaotic and disorderly uni
verse would not need " an · intelli
gence to .. understand it." If- he 
means by_ "intelligible" that_ .it is 
orderly and systematic, he is simply 
begging the whole question, and asking 
us to swallow his position in the form of 
an axiom, because h~ cannot prove it. 
He says elsewhere (Christianity and 
Evolution) that" if thought has come out 
of the universe, if the" universe is a uni
verse that can be thought, then thought 
has had something to do with it from 
the outset." That is the favourite form 
of argument that "you cannot get out of 
a sack what is not in- it." It is a long· 
discredited fallacy. We have seen h9w 
out of a simple matter and force have 
come an immense variety of things. 
These things were only implicitly in the 
primitive prothyl. . Similarly, the evolu
tion of 'thought only shows that thought 
was implicitly in the first cosmic princi
ples. Moreover, consciousness evolves 
out of the unconscious every day-in 
embryonic development. 1\lr. Williams 
finally urges that a thing which has not 
been made by intdligence should be 
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reversible, and·_;ays ;·· ''But it is the it /does n~t fall under observation or 
essential principle of science that things - experiment: -; The writer ~:Professor 
are not reversible;_ that they must be ·llenslow quote4 has himself repudiated 
where they are, as .they are ; -the order - this -interpretation· of his ·words i and 
of nature is the greatest scientific dis- certainly llaeckd has repeatedly_ en-

,covery." - This is a curious confiJsiori. dorsed th(:!- procedure of passing beyond 
It is difficult to see why a thing_ con-- Qbservation; when the inference is firmly 

:structed by mechanical forces should be based on the facts and is logicar in form .. -
immediately reversible, in any sen-se Whether he is not justified in rejecting 

'which doe~ not apply to an)ntelligent as ·unsound these pseudo-metaphysical 
-construction ; arid in -the long run the arguments we- have- been considering, 
cosmic- process will be reversed; ahd- the reader may ·judge for himself. 

- begun·again, if the scientific evidence Whether his procedure is not more 
counts for anything. _ · > _ scientific, more· logical, and more philo
-- It is on the strength· of such verbiage sophical than that of his opponents
and sopf)istry as this that Haeckcl's- whose arguments I have, as far as possi-

. critics-assume airs of spiritual superior- ble, given iq their gwn words-may now 
'ity and spatter his "godless~ system-with_ be determimid. And if his procedure 
contempt. · _ He has_ followed · up ' the so far is correct, and the objections of 

· scientific evidence with a close fidelity. · his critics f1,1tile,' we have established the 
He has not forgotte.n for a moment that bases uf monism. We ha"e followed 

. the_ unseen may be gathered from the the great matter-force reality through its 
seen· by valid reasoning (as he himself ·cosmic development until it breaks out 
has gathered manY-·truths by inferei1ce iii the glory of the h1,1man mind and 

- fr_om the facts observed); he has nQ!;- ex- emotions. And we have seen no r.eason 
-eluded the sober and accredited use of 'forsuspecting the existence of any prin-
the speculative imagination. - Professor· ciple or agency distinct from it, or for as
-Ilerislow has recently; in a letter to the cribing 1:o Nature itself ·any feature thij.t 
daily-Press, suggested that Rationalists would justify us in transferring to it the 

_deny the existence_ of God- because title or prerogatives of 'the dying God. 

CHAPTER VII I 

SCTF.Nl.f( AND 

- As -we -have pr~viously seen, the 
·cosmic speculation~ of the Monist find 
themselves in antagonism with a set of 
cosmic speculations which already 
occupy, not merely the mind, but the 
heart · of a large number of people. 
Whils~ older religions, such as Confucian
ism and, to an extent, Buddhism, have 
§Ucceeded in effecting _ a separation 

l.HR TSTT A NTTV 

between ancient cosmological notions 
:and religion proper, so that _the educated 
Japanese, for instance; does not confound 
theistic_ controversy with religion, Chris. 
tianity has retained the belief that man 
is immortal, and that the universe has a 
supreme controller as essential. parts of. 
its framework. Naturally, Christian 
thinkers who are ale~;:t and informed are 
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beginning d~ny this. Mr. R. J. · 
. Campbell, Qr mstance, insists that 

Christianity is'{' not dogma, but life-a 
life lived in ~nscious union with a 
Divine Person."\ But that is somewhat 

. bewildering. : In 'Qne phrase dogma is 
disavowed, and in the next a dogma of an 

· appallingly metaphysical· character_ is 
made essential to the definition. . A -
similar inconsistency 'is found in almost 
every other ecclesiastic who speaks of 
removing the- emphasis from dogma. 

-The two dogmas of God and the future 
life ~Jre still essential t() Christianity, and 
it is precisely .. these dogmas · which 

. conflict with the monistic conception of 
the universe. The few advanced think
ers we have encountered·represent, on 
the whole, only a small cultured minority. 

. The great bulk of· the faithful .cling to 
the old ideas in the old form. And it is 
because this mass of conventional belief 
still exists that preachers find .it possible 

·and advisable to bespatter t4e reputa
tions of fearless and sincere· speculators,· 
who seek to spread their views amongst 
the people, . . 

Such a thinker as Haeckel, who has 
found his faith obstructed throughout 
life in the supposed interest of Christian~ 
ity, naturaily turns to consider that great 
religion when the solid frame of his 
monistic system is compacted. He 
finds four dogmas chiefly responsible fof 
that strong attachment to Christianity, 
which seems. to him to prolong the life 
of the errors he has criticised and the 
diversion of men's interest to another 
world. These are, briefly-a belief in the 
supernatural character of the Bible; a 
belief in the divinity, or the unique 
character, of Christ; a belief that there 
is something preterhuman about the 
historical progress and moral power of the 
Christian .religion ; and a belief in the 
infallibility of the . Pope. He therefore 
seeks to discredit those beliefs, in order 
to prepare the way for an impartial con
sideration of the new conception of life 
which he regards as true and valuable .. 
At once, of course, he is credited with 
some mysterious " hatred " of Christian-

ity ; ·as if. his, critics were somehow . 
unable to understand a pure love of 
truth or regard for .its moral and social -
stimulus. However, . it · is on· this 
chapter of his work that critics have 
_fastened most eagerly and most ardently: 

Now, one cannot but protest ill pass
ing against the foolishness of such .a 
procedure.' All th~ world knows that 
Professor Haeckel is not an expert jn 
ecclesiastical history. - If he felt himself 
constrained to warn his readers that he 
had n() expert acquaintance with physics, -
lest he· might innocently "induce ·the 
uninformed to· attach undue weight to · 
his judgment in that department, he 
might in return expect from them a 
reasonable sense of the proportion of his 
book.- His ·authority lies chiefly in 
zoology., We saw .that he built some of 

. the most important parts of his system 
· on the facts of zoology, or biology, and 
·jt is to these that the honest ·critic will 
mainly address himself. . We saw how 
few ofthecritics did so. But the book was 
intended, as he says,~ to stand· in some 
measure for the complete system of his. 
thought, which he feared he could now 
never give to the world. It, therefore, 
contained an expression of his opinion 
on a multitude of topics which it is not. 
essential for a Monist, as such; to pass 
judgment on. In . this he · naturally ' 
challenges the criticism· of his opinions, 
and must meet it. But be had a right 
to expect that hi$ book and his system 
of thought should be judged essentiaJly 
by their essential positions ; he had a 
right to expect that no one who would 
be likely to- read ten pages of such a 
book · would be so _unintelligent as to 
extend his zoological authority into the 
domain of ecclesiastical history. 

Further, no one who takes the trouble 
to understand Haeckel's system o(. 
thought would expect him to devote very 
considerable time to an examination of 
the dogmas I have enumerated. lf his 
previous conclusions are true, these 
dogmas lftusl be false. That is a logical 
and proper attitude. The man who luis 
spent a life in deciphering the message . 
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of the cosmos, and bas been compelled 
to interpret it in a monistic sense, and 
reject entirely the dogmas of God and 
immortality, has reached a conclusion 
which he may appiy to Christianity with 

·as strict and full a right as the historian 
who has devoted his life to the direct 
study of it. Theis-tic writers are too apt 
to forget this. When a man has reached 
a conviction that ·God is a my~h, he is 
neither logically nor morally expected to 
ask himself seriously whether Christ or 
Christianity. is divine. And it is per~ 
fectly obvious to any one. who reads this 
seventeenth chapter of the Riddle that 
this has been Haeckel's attitude. He 
merely skims the surface of a vast his-. 
torical subject. He abandons the rigid 
method of the earlier part, with· its 
accumulations of evidence. He hesitates 
to " devote a special chapter to the sub-
ject," and refers to other works. He then 
decides to " cast a critical glance " at it, 

· protesting that it is only the hostility of 
the Churches which promkes him to do 
so. He is mindful of " the high ethiCal 
value " of pure Christianity and "its 
ennobling influence on the history of 
civilisation." But it still clings tO 
b..eliefs which Haeckel (and large num
bers of its own theologians)· belie,·e to 
have no more than a lege-ndary founda
tion, and which nevertheless give it _an 
incalculable influence on the minds of 
millions. Haeckel, therefore, gathers 
from a group of German works or trans
lations (all of which are indicated in the 
German edition) points of criticism in 
regard to these dogmas, and briefly, with 

_·a light satire that evinces the absence of 
prolonged research in this department, 
fires them at the popular beliefs. 

· These considerations, which will 
readily occur to the impartial student, 
are prompted by the tactics which have 
been largely employed in the criticism of 
the Riddle. What value there is in the 
attack on its main position we have 
already seen. The epithets that have 
been ·showered on the distinguished 
scientist recoil on their authors where 
there is question of the essential and 

characteristic portion of hU> work. But 
it has been sought to bring the full 
weight of expert historical scholarship to 
bear on this episodic chapter on Chris
tianity, and to make any defect dis
covered in it the-occasion of a bitter 
and \iolent attack on Ha:eckel's general 
authority.· The trained thinker sweeps 
aside such tactics as an impertinence. 
But the untrained and uninformed 
millions of the Churches are assured · 
that Haeckel's authority has been dis
credited. They are taught that his 
rejection of Christ_ian beliefs is traceable 
to a " childish credulity " (Dr. Horton) 
and_ is supported by " mendacities " 
(Mr. ·Ballard). However, let us examine 
the allegations on which the grossest 
diatribes against Haeckel ha\·e been· 
supported. · 

The Achilles of the critics in this 
department is Dr. Loofs, professor of 
ecclesiasti~:al history at the University of 
Halle, and from his Anti-Haecke/ we 
gather the most formidable. censures.1 

This work I have already qualified as 
one of the coarsest and most painful 
publications that have issued from a 
modern university. The · story of its 
writing runs thus. Dr. Loofs tells us 
-St. Bernard has the same artistic 
exordium to his attack on Abelard
that he was dragged. into the arena by 
friends and colleagues in Germany. He 
read the seventeenth chapter of the 
Riddle, and at once wrote. an " open 
letter " to Dr. Haeckel on the errors it 
contains. This "open letter" first saw 
the light in· the pages of an Evangelical 
weekly, Die Chn"st/iche JVelt, which circu
lates amongst some s,ooo pious readers 
in Germany, and is hardly likely to 
penetrate into a university. Its tone 
was bitter and scurrilous. However, it 
was copied by other periodicals, and 
Haeckel wrote a brief reply in a 
scientific and serious review, the editor 
of, the review, Dr. E. Bischoff, support-

. I An English translation is promised, but has 
not appeared at the time of writing. It will, no 
doubt, temper the extreme coarseness and ugli· 
ness of the German original. 
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ing Haecke( with his expert knowledge 
and with a·\ very plain. but dignified 
comment on fJQofs's procedure. At this 
Dr. Loofs see~ to have lost all sense 

· of either · hurriQur or dignity, and 
included these documents with his 
rep1y in the brochure we are about to 
examine. Its pages sparkle with in
candescent phrases,• which are, more
over, usually italicised. " Incredible 

. ignorance," " crass stupidity," •• pure 
folly,"· etc., are amongst the·. milder 
of these phrases. · When, towards the 
close, he looks back on his virulent 
italics (or that larger type that serves 
for italics in German), he says df>o 
liberately; "It is not tbe 'point ~f 
view,' not the • system,' of Professor 
Haeckel, but his sdentijic honour, that I 
have attacked ; and I have don.e it so 
unmistakably that any court will convict 
me of libelling my colleague of Jena, if 
I cannot support my charges." In a 
word, he tells us (3rd edit., p. 52) that 
the Press has ignored his preciou~ 

·diatribe, and t;hat a libel. action (though 
he declines to "provoke,, it) will bring 
his grievance before the public. Such 
is the famous rejoinder to Haeckel 
which our ecclesiastical journals have 
praised so highly; ' 

After all this the reader will expect to 
find that Haeckel has been convicteQ.of 
one of the most remarkable series of 
controversial frauds and· literary delin
quencies that a university professor-to 
say nothing of a man· with four gold 
medals and seventy honorary diplomas
eYer stooped to. The reality would be 
amusing if it were notfor the vulgarity 
and coarseness in which it is enveloped. 
Leaving aside the pedantic discussion of 
minor poinls (the date of the Council of 
Nicrea, the authorship of the Synotlicon, 
and so on), and granting that Dr. Loofs 
abundantly 'proves that Haeckel is not 
an ·expert in ecclesiastical history (if 
there be any who did not know it), 
we find that the two chief points .are the 
criticism of llaeckel's observations on 
the formation of the canon and on the 
birth of Christ. 

Haeckel, it will be remembered, states 
that the canonical gospels were selected 
from the apocryphal by a miraculous 
leap on to the altar at the Council of 
Nicrea. At this the indignation of our 
professor of church-history flashes forth. 
Mr. J. Brierley alludes to this, saying : 
" He ~ves the story as though it were 
The accepted Christian account of the 
admission of the four gospels to ·the 
canon. It is difficult to characterise this 

'Statement."· Well, it is fortunate tha.:t 
·some rationalistic Dr. Loofs does not have. 
tQ characterise tlzis statement. Haeckel 
does. exactly the reverse, of this., He· 
gives the " leap " story as a correctton of 
the "accepted Christian account." " \V e 
now: know," he says, in introducing his 
version. Further, he give!i the state
ment candidly on the' authority of the 
Synotlicon,; though he should have said 
this was only etlitetl by Pappus. Hi~ 
own honesty in the matter is perfectly 
transparent; if his acquaintance with 
ecclesiastical history is very far from 

. complete. The story in ·the Synotlicon 
is not to be taken seriously. The canon 
of the gospels was substantially settled 
long before the Council of Nicrea.. . It 
is true that Dr. Loofs is himself accused 
of error by Dr. Bischoff fo~: stating that 
the Nicene Council did not discuss the 
canon, but we will keep to the main· 
issue. The story taken from the 
Synotlicon is not worthy or consideration 
as an account of the forming of. the 
canon. • 

' The reader will remember Haeckel's 
pointed warning in his preface that, not 
only are his conclusions on all matters 
"subjective and only partly corrrect," 
but his book contains "atudies of un
equal value," and his knowledge of some 
branches of science is "defective."· In 
the face of those repeated expressions it· 
is ludicrous to suppose that Haeckel 
wished to employ his great authority as a 
man of science to enforce opinions in 
ecclesiastical history. Here is, on the 
face of it, a department of thought where 
no one will suspect him to have spent 
much of His valuable time, and the dis· 
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coverf of defects in this ·chapter was 
almost a matter of course. . He has 

. acknowledged those defects, and has in
serted in the cheap German edition of his 
work a notification that the authority he 

· followed on this and the following 
question was unsound. - That authority 
was an English writer, who bad had a 
theological training, and whose work had 

· been translated into German. Ha.eckel 
bad been wholly misinformed as to his 

. standing in this country, and thus bad 
been betrayed into a reliance on what he 
understood to be his expert knowledge. 
In the case of a writer who claimed 
infallibility, or at 1east a uniform weight. 
for the whole of his book, such a defect 
would be more or less serious. ·Whether 
it was in point . of fact one-tenth as 
serious as some of the procedure of his 
critics which we have reviewed, whether 
it is a matter for violent discussion at all, 
and not one that _ might have been 
pointed ~ut by a collea,oue without loss 
of dignity-I leave it. to the reader to 
Sa.y. The section in which the passage 
occurs shows a fair average acquaintance 
with its subject, but it is _clear from the 
authorities explicitly mentioned in. · it_ 
(Strauss, Feuerbach, Baur, and Rena.n) 
that it was writt:en, or prepared, years 
ago. Any modem expert would find it 
defective. Whether - this· defect _ is a 
fitting ground for Dr.: Loafs's structure of 
rhetoric -and scholarship may be called 
into question. But whether it is either 
sensible or lu)nourable to seek to dis
credit Haeckel's earlier positions -in 
science,· which we have reviewed, by a 
microscopic examination of such a 
section as this, ·cannot long remain un-
decid~ -

Before we pass to a consideration of 
the second chief charge, there is one 
more_ point that it is highly expedient 
to make clear. - The average inexpert 
reader, about whom our ecclesiastical 
writers have suddenly grown so con
cerned, will be apt to suppose that this 
deadly attack by the spirited theologian 
of Halle is prompted by· a devotion 
~ the current belief in the unique 

value of the Gospels. He will learo 
with surprise tha! Dr. LOOfs by no 
means shares the conventional rever
ence for the New Testament. The 
synoptic GoSpels were written, he 
thinks, between the years 65 and 100, 
and the Gospel of "St.: John " before 
12 5· _ That is the general opinion of 
biblical scholars-to-day ; but it is by no 
means the general opinion of the readers 
of Die Christlidu- Welt, or of religious 
people in this country. - Wbat is more 
important. Dr. Loafs, as we shall pre
sently see, rejects as worthless, if not 
dishonest, interpolations some of the 
most treasured and familiar passages of 
the New Testament. Let us remember 
what is-- really at -stake in these con
-troversies. 

To come, then, to the cardinal offence 
of Haeckel's book-we lrill take a few 
detailed criticisms .later-we find it in 

1 the statement. that Jesus was tbe son 
of a Greek officer of the name of 

_Pandefa. Now let us approach the sub
ject with some sense of proportion. For 
Haeckel it is (legitimately) a foregone 
conclusion that Jesus was a human bt:ing, 
born in a normal manner. The-conclusions 
he has already so laboriously reached 
compel him to assume this. If there is 
no God, Jesus was a man-a "noble 
prophet and enthusiast, so full of the 
love of humanity," Haeckel generously 
describes him. This is a standpoint 
which Haeckel is by no means alone in 
taking to-day. The ,·ast majority_ of 
the cultured writers of every civilised 
country share it with him. It is very 
largely held within the ranks of the 

'Christian clergy themselves. llr. Rhonddi 
Williams preaches it openly •. The posi
tion of our own Broad Church theolo
gians is ·known. Even Dr. Loafs
remember well-holds as frankly as 
Haeckel does the natural human parent
age of. ] esus, and has formulated• his 
opinion, as the opinion of the average 
cultured theologian, in a German theo
log1cal encyclopredia. He angrily resents 
the imputation that he believes in the 
virgin-Lirth, and says no historian of 
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dogma can 'entertain it. He affirms a little to interpret the scriptural _figure 
that the bi~tb-story in Matthew and of Christ, if it is taken· to be historical. 
Luke is a late interpolation in the It has long been an argument for the 
Gospel, and is quite discredited. divinity of -Christ that the figure de-

What then is the great difference picted in the New Testament ·is so very 
between the·· two?, It is that Loofs. un-Hebraic in many of its features.- We 

-awards the paternity of Christ to Joseph, 'who know the composition of the Gospels 
. and Haeckel assigns it to -the Greek understand this Greek element. But the 

officer of a Roman legion. .Our average $Upposition that_ Christ had a Greek 
Christian neighbour will -probably feel father is not a little attractive in the cir
that in substance it is a case of the devil cumstances~ When, therefore, Haeckel 
and the deep sea. . - learns' from his authority, or supposed 

Further, it is easy· to see in what authority, that in one of the apocryphal 
frame of mind a scientist like Haeckel" ·gospels (the~ Gospel of- Nicodemus) 

-would approach such a_ matter:. The Jesus was said to be the illegitimate son 
birth of a Saviour-God from a virgin is a of a Greek officer, and that this is con
legend that -we find in all kinds of .firmed by the Sepher Toldotk ftschua; he 
religions a_nterior to Christianity. We at once embraces it as the most plausible 
know that in all these cases the prophet, explanation of the c~ high -and noble 
or god-supposing his historical reality personality " of th~ Galilean. · These 
-'Was awarded this distinction by- later apocryphal Gospels are, he tells the 
admirers to enhance the. repute of his reader, no less and no more reliable in 
divinity. When, therefore, Haeckel is· themsehtes than the canonical Gospels; 
commenting on the dogma of the Im.:- but this version of the birth seems to 
maculate Conception, I he turns ;tside for accord best with the general situation. -
a moment to discpss the· question of · Now this is a perfectly honest pro
paternity. ·Not attaching an overwhelm- cedure for a man who makes no pre
ing importance to the question, Who was tension to expert knowledge or research. 
Christ's father? he does not make a pro- Haeckel' has again been misled by his 
found inquiry into it. . But in one of his authority, it is true. The sentence he · 
authorities-the English writer whom I quotes from "an apocryphal gospel" is 
have mentioned-he finds the curious not found in any of tho&e books in that 
statement that the father was a Greek form. The Gospel of Nicodemus merely 
officer,. and it seems to harmonise with states that the Jews declared Christ to be 
the other statements. , He finds that the illegitimate. The'Sepker ToldotkJeschua, 
Gospels emphatically exclude the notion which· gives the story, is an early 
that Mary was at that time married to media!val Jewish work of no authority. 
Joseph, or that Joseph was the father. The story can, indeed, be ·traced back' 
He finds, too, that as a matter of history well into the second century (to· about 
these miraculously born children were 130 A.D.), since Origen gives it as being 
generally illegitimate. In fact, the intro- !old ~o his opponent Celsus by the Jews, 
duction of a Greek strain would help not m h1s Co11tra Celsum (1, 32); but this 

was unknown- at the time to Haeckcl 
and his authority. Further, it is mis
leading to say "the official theologian " 
burks the story. · It is perfectly true that 
the Sepker Toldot!i Jesckua is little com
mented on, but it is ·a worthless docu
ment ; and Strauss, the author of the 
Lift of Jesus, had contemptuously rejected 
the story. These are undoubted errors 
on Haeckel's part. But, after all, the ' 

. -
1 Which he misunderstands. The dogma of 

the Immaculate Conception does not refer to the 
conception of Christ by 1\lary, but to the concep· 
tion of Mary by her mother. Dr. Horton is 
astonished at llaeckel's ignorance. For my part 
I am astonished at Dr. Hurton's knowledge. 
The version Haeckd follows is quite the ordinary 
non-Catholic version of the dogma. You will 
find it even in Balr.ac (LI messe fk fatlzl~). 
Nay, even Mr. Ballard, B.D., thinks it IS 

wrrc:ct (11/ira~/es o/ U..!Jeliif, p. 348). 
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radical errpr is that he took a superficial 
and unreliable author as his authority. 
To have been misinformed as to the. 
weight and qualifications of a foreign 
writer on a subject completely outside 
his own territory, and to have neglected 
to verify his· information, is the full
extent of Haeckel's delinquency. Dr. 
Horton, who gives Vogt and Buchner as 
shining lights in the spiritualist firma
ment, pompously tells us this was 
"childish credulity.". Mr. Ballard,wl!o 
deals in such a remarkable fashion with 
Haeckel's observations on the pyknotic 
theory and abiogenesis and determinism, 
says he is :• ashamed to put such men
pacities into print," and that if Haeckel 
is not ashamed Of himself he has not 
developed "an elementary degree of· 
morality." Dr. Loofs calmly pours out 
such a stream of invective _that he thinks 
it well to remind Haeckel ofthe text and 
section of the German law which covers 
the case ! .He is afraid, ·he says, that · 
Haeckel_ will n.ot be stung into draggin~ 
the . matter mto court, and SQ · he 
continues _to the end to dredge up 

· the strong sediment of the German 
. dictionary. , 

A more ludicrous situation it would be 
difficult to conceive. Haeckel frankly 
states that in his opinion this ·Is a subject 
on which none of the evidence is worth 
i:nuch. But he finds .one legend more 
plausible than that given in the canonical 
gospels, and he points out that it seems 

_to be t\le most plausible. There is not 
the slightest deception, as he openly 
relies on the intrinsic plausibility of the 
story, and openly states the immediate 
and the ultimate sources from which he 
takes- it No doubt he ·should have 
examined more closely into the~ subject, 
. and should have looked into more 
weighty and more recent literature: He 
would then have found that the pas
sages . which deny Joseph's paternity 
" belong to the least credible of New 
Testament traditions," as· Dr. Loofs 
says. I . Bu.t, that his opponents should 

1 Ame1:ican Jotlrna/ oj Th~o/ogy, July, 1899. 

attack him with this virulence and 
viciousness on that acco11nt -is one of 
the most disgraceful episodes of this 
dreary controversy. 

The Other defects which Dr. Loofs 
discovers with his microscopic eye in 
this chapter of lhe Riddle are mostly 
pedantic rectificalions of minor state
ments, or corrections with which only an 
expert would concern "himself, and as to 
which opinions sometimes differ. Many 
of them are quite paralleled by Dr. 
Bischoff's examination of Loots's own 
statements. , The year of the Council of 
Nicrea.· and the number of bishops 
present are incorrect ; the number of 
apocryphal gospels and of the. genuine 
Pauline epistles is not according to the 
latest vagary of the critics; the statistics 
of religion are not up to date ; the 
Immaculate Conception and Immaculate 
Oath are h;pproperly described. These 
are the other points of the indictment .. 
The reader may judge for himself 
whether there is anything more than a 
lack of expert knowledge in these things ; 
and whether Haecke~ ever claimed, ~nd 
did not rather disclaim from the outset, 
such expert knowledge. · . 

But we now turn to another aspect of 
the matter. Haeckel, I said, set out to 
discredit four· dogmas which he found 
-hindering the progress of scientific know
ledge amongst the people at large. . The · 
serious .reader, impatient of all this dust
throWing and mud-throwing, · will ask 
how far the substan'ce of Haeckel's 
attack on these dogmas survives this 
scrutiny, and how far it is supported by 
sound historical research. The dogma 
of the iofallibility of the Pope does not 
appeal to the sympathies of these 
Protestant critics,. so that Haeckel's 
attack on_ the papacy is allowed to stand . 
Let us consider his position with regard 
to the other· points-the uniqueness of. 
the Bible, of Christ, and of the history 
of Christianity. Whether Haeckel is 
infallible or not is hardly a subject for 
prolonged discussion~ provided his 
"scientific honour" and . "scientific 
conscience". are not involye_d .. in the-
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manner that Dr. Loofs would have the 
readers of .Die Chn"stliche Welt to be
lieve. The serious question is : Can we 
sustain his attack on .these ·dogmas,
apart from , the incidental errors into 
which his unfortunate reliance on 
" Saladin" has betrayed him~ This is 
a study in Church History, in the full 
sense in which that science is under
stood to-day.1 We shall- see that the 
substance of Haeckel's position is-co~
pletely supported by our present know
ledge of the subject. 

In the first place, that implicit reli
ance on the statements found in the 
Bible, which Haeckel set out to impugn, 
is now wholly discredited. We need 
not consider the Old Testament, ·and 
Haeckel does not discuss it. The 
cosmological speculations of Genesis are 
now known to have been borrowed frotu 
earlier religions : the historical books 
are so full of error that we can only 
trust them when we have independent 
verification ; whole books (baniel, Es-

. ther, Tobit, etc.) are given up as wholly 
unhistorical. This can· be learned from 
the works of Christian scholars.to-day. 
The Old Testament remains a work of 
surpassing interest, containing some fine 
literature and some of the highest moral 
teaching of the ancient world. But it 
no longer obstructs the path of· the 
scientist or the historian. As to the 
New Testament, the work of recon
struction . is not equally advanced. 
Writers like Archdeacon Wilson confuse 
the issue by taking "verbal inspiration" 
to be the butt of the rationalist attack. 
No doubt one will still find many simple 
believers in verbal inspiration, but that 
.is not the serious difficulty.· The . 
opinion that the rationalist seeks to dis-

1 As a fact, the real secret' of Dr. Loafs's 
bitterness &1\d animosity seems to be that 
Haeckel has laid i. strong charge against Church 
History. Apart from one historian, whom he 
mentions by name, there was no reason for 
thinking be included advanced writers like 
Harnack and Loof.~. But that his charge 
against conventional Church History was solidly 
r::roun<led is well known to every student of 
history, and will presently be fairly established, 

credit.:_the opinion of the majority o( · 
Christians to-day (solemnly propounded 
to the world only a few years ago by 
the official head of the Church of Rome) 
-is the belief that the Bible.contains 
no error. Once the infallibility of the 
Bible is abandoned, it ceases to be a 
barrier to progress: The infallibility'of 
the Old Testalllent · is not now held by 
any Christian scholar; and the infalli
bility of the New Testament is rapidly 
being expelled from t4e cultured Chris
tian mind. ·we, have seen llow Dr. 
Loofs himself rejects the account of the; 
virgin-birth (Matt. i., Luke ii.) which 
'had ·worn- itself into the. very heart of 
Christianity.· "No well-informed.! and 
at the same time honest and conscien
tious theologian, can deny that be who 
asserts these things as indisputable facts 
affirms what is open to grave doubts," 
he says, ·significantly enough, in his 

· article . in 4}1e American Journal of 
· Theology. - In his article (" Christologie 
Kirchenlehre ") in the .Real-Encydoc 
piidie fiir Protestanh"sche Theologie he 
talks freely of ".layers of .biblical tradi
tion " and their relative trustworthiness. 
, This statement, which has been taken 
throughout the Christian era to be the 
most characteristic and one of the most 
important statements of the New Testa
ment, is now relegated to ~ one of the 
latest and least reliable " of . these 
"layers." The _article on the Gospels 
in the · Enryclopadia Biblica, which re
flects the condition of cultured biblical 
thought in England, is written entirely 
in the same spirit ; the author finds only 
nine texts in the Gospels 'which are 
"entirely credible," and without which 
"it would be impossible to prove to a 
sceptic that any historical value what
ever'was to be assigned to the Gospels." 

The inexpert reader is· often misled by 
statements to the effect that the critics 
are returning on their traces, and are 
denying the late dates assigned by- the 
Tiibingen school to the Gospels and the 
fewness of the genuine epistles of St. 
Paul. The second point is not important 
for our purpose, but the first statement is 
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gravely -misleading.· Whim ~n ec~lesiaS.. the. originality. of some of the chief 
·tical journai.or a tactical apologist re: ethical sayings attributed to him,· This 
produces Harnack's saying that recent is not merely a_position that will readily 

. criticism· is- vindicating "the essential . be endorsed by numbers .of. Christian 
truth of tradition,. about the Gospels, . theologians, but it is one that rpany thea
one can only regret. that one is .incdm~ logians, to say nothing of non-Christian 

.petent to borrow-some of the phrases of writers, will regard as granting too much 
Dr. Loafs. The simple believer is· en~ to the religious· tradition. How widely 
couraged' to think tha_t the miraculous the divinity of Christ is -rejected to-day 

-life of Jesus is being fully r~habilitated. few ·can be igp.orant. The vague and 
The composition of the Gospels is being fluid phras~s in which even the belief in 
pu~ back to the period 65-125 : that is- it is expressed very commonly now mis
to say,- 65.::.70 for Mark, ·7o-1s-for lead only the· inexpert. The older 

·Matthew, 78...:93· for Lu~e, and ·8o-12o· Rationalistic attitude as to jesus-that 
fat John. It is not thought proper to we might omit·the supernatural portions 
explain that the critics by no _means ~of the Gospel narrative and take the 
refer to the Gospels as ·we have them rest ashistoricar~is giving way to a more 
to-day, and that these Gospels consist . scientific procedure, .and the figure of 
of earlier and later "layers "-in plain .Christ is dissolving into a hundred 
English, interpQlations. · -It is not con- · ·elements. Comparative ·religion traces 

- sidered necessary to explain that the numbers of the Gospel legends, such as 
. return to the ·Gospels only means, in . ·the virgin-birth, if not all the features of 
·· the words of Loafs, "a returri to ·the· the birth-story; to pre-Christian religions. 

sa_vings of Jesus in the synoptic gospels;" _The death and burial, many incidents of 
and that the miraculous legends may be the life, and very·much of. the teaching, 
·sorted out ·as unprovable and incredible. are-not more difficult to trace. Whilst 
WelL may the Christian World com- Christian scholars are separating the 
plain of "the lack of honesty" in Gospel~story into "layers of tradition" 

. theological literature ! The truth is that .(thus explaining· the obvious contradic
the historical value of the New. Testa- tions), the study of the Greek, Egyptian, 
ment is shattered, and Christian scholars -Mithraist, and- other religions, which 
are, as in the case of the Old Testament; prevailed at the . time and in the place 
.retreating upon its ethical value. -Thus where the Gospels w~re written, is assign
. the putting back of the composition of- ing their proper sources to the " later 
the synoptic Gospels Jrito the first cen- layers." -1 The- ,virgin-birth, which has 
tury does not save that _popular reliance been so prominently brought before the 
on their· legends which Haeckel solely mind of English readers through the 
regarded. · _ . · -. · famous denial on the part of a dignitary 

_This brings us to our second point, of the Church of England, is qnly an 
the consideration of the person of Christ. illustration of the process Of dissolution 
In this, as a matter of fact, Haeckel takes · that is going on. When that process is 
up an exceedingly moderate position, and complete we shall see how little will be 

._falls far short of the advanced position left of the figure of th~ Crucified that 
. of many of the ablest recent Rationalist has been graven on the heart of Europe 
writers. He .assumes not on1y the his- for nearly 1 soo years. Most assuredly 

· torical character of Christ. but also that Haeckel's position is a modest one. And 
we know enough about him to speak of 

· "his high and noble personality" and 
to describe him as "!l. noble prophet 
and enthusiast.", Jle denies the divinity 
of Christ, the miraculous powers that 

-are assignc? to him in the Gospels, and 

1 Rend the able and learned efforts to trace 
many of the gospel-elements in Mr. J. M. 
Robertson's Pa.!,'tlll Cllrisls and Cllrislianity at1d 
l.ty/ll()/t>,ICJ'. For the !'nnlpis o~ th~ Gospels read 
especially Dr. Schnu.:del s ;utlcle m the Enc)'c/o. 
f<tdia Biblli'<J.. 
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to conceal the strength of his position (as 
upposed to the conventional position) by 
the dust of a heated conflict as to 
whether Christ's father was Joseph the 
carpenter or Pantheras the Greek is only 
another specimen of "the lack of honesty-
in apologetic literature." . 

The third point to which Haeckel ad
dresses himself is the belief that there 
has been anything unique about the 
history or power of the Christian religion; 
Here not only is Haeckel's position very 
moderately expressed, but the belief he 
attacks is dissolving more rapidly than 
the preceding beliefs. The term "unique" 
is--people so often -forget-a relative or 
comparative term;- yet. nine-tenths of 

. the ordinarily educated Christians who 
talk_of the uniqueness of the Bible have 
never. -read a line of . the Babylonian, 
Persian, Egyptiari, Hindoo, or ChU.1ese 
religious literatures; nine-tenths of those 
who talli of the unique character of 
Christ are totally ignorant Of the :Work 
and (traditional) character of Zoroaster, 
Buddha, Lao-T~e, Kung-Tse, Apollonius, 
or the Bab ; and nine-tenths of those 
who think the history of Christianity is 
.. unique " hare never studied, even -in 
the most -general way, the -growth and 
-wor~ of Buddhism, or Confuci~nism; or 
Parseeism, or Manicheeism, or Moham-

- medanism, -9r Babiism. They have 
trusted their ecclesiastical historians
not men lilte Loofs and Harnack, but 
the " popular" writers and the apologetic 
writers of the Churches. Through this 
literature most of us have waded at one 
time or other ; we can appreciate the 
justice of the heaviest censure that can 
be passed on it. It is one of the most 
questionable implements in the employ
ment of the modern Churches. Com
plaint is frequently heard that rationalist 
writers are ever seeking to belittle and 
besmirch a religion· which, with all its 
defects, has had, in Haeckel's words, 
"an ennobling influence on _the history 
of civilisation" (p. 117). The reason is 
found in the gross · mis-statement and' 
perversion of the moral and religious 
life in Europe during the last 1500 years . 

·which "the ecclesiastieal historians have ' 
been guilty of. · 

l will take in illustration one of the 
most characteristic and interesting periods 
of this history of which I chanc~ to have 
expert knowledge-the fourth century. 
Not many years ago I taught _in a semi
nary,· and _ preached _ from a Catholic 
pulpit, the conventional theory of a 
spiritual_ conquest of the Roman world 
by' Christianity-of: 'f Rome, oppressed 
by the weight ·of its vices, tottering to 
embraee the foot of the cruCifix." That
is the historical theory you will hear from 
almost every pulpit in· thi~ land to-day, 
and will find, not merely .in Christian 
Evidence. and S.P.C.K. _ and R.T.S • 
Tracts, but in Sheppard and Milman 
and Villemain and Dollinger and other 
standard authorities. It is a ridiculously 
false picture. Schultze has shown 1 that , 
in some of the most important provinces -
of the Empire not more than two and a. 
half per cent. were Christian at the· 
beginning of the fourth century. The 
old religion had almost lost all serious 
influence, and a number of Oriental re--
1igions were pervading .the Empire with . 
an-ascetic and spiritual gospel. Of these 
religions Christianity was one-not the 

·most ethical or spiritual or mos~ success
-fuL When the persecutions ceased, and 
the Christians came out into the light of 
day, th!!ir spiritual pO\·erty was-with _few . 
exceptions-a notable feature. Until323-
they proceeded quietly witl1 their prose
lytic work, like the Mithraists and the 
Manicheans, whom they closely . re
sembled, when the conversion of Con
stantine to Christianity suddenly gave 
them an immense advantage. The 
emperor's" conversion .. is not c1aimed 
to have been important either as an in
tellectual or a spiritual phenomenon, but 
it was supremely important in the poli
tical sense. Courtly senators followed 
his example. It became, as Symmachus, 
one of the last of the great pagans, says, 
" a new form of ambition to desert the 
altars" of the gods. Successive Christian 
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emperors sat on the Western throne, ·but 
preserved a political neutrality, so that 
.Christianity advanced slowly. The short 
reign of Julian showed how far Chris- _ 
tianity was from a triumph, and his sue-

. cessors, though Christian, still declined 
to interfere politically in· the rivalry of 
.religions. -
· By the year, 38o the overwhelming_ 
majority of the. people and "nearly the 
whole of the nobility" (St. Augustine 
says) were still Pagan'; and the letters. 
of St. Jerome show that the Christians
were less spiritual than ever. · But in 382 
the "triumph_ of' Christianity" began ; 
within twenty · years it b~came the 
religion of the Empire. How ? From
the accession of Gratian (aged -sixteen) 

·and Valentinian II. (aged four) there was 
a succession of youthful,· weak, and 
religious emperors in the West The 

'court was at Milan ; its spiritual director . 
was St._ Ambrose, one of the finest, 
strongest, 'and most ambitious (for th'e 
Church) of the fathers. He used his 
influence, threatened the boy-emperor 
with excommunication, and soon decree 
_after decree went out in favour of · 
Christianity. The pagan revenues were· 
confiscated.~ then the· pagan . temples 
were destroyed or sealed up: finally any 
who dared to cultivate any other than the 
Christian religion were fined, imprisoned, 
and threatened with death. At the same 
time ·the Christian Churches adopted, or 
had alreadyadopted, all the ·attractions 
of the temples. They had gorgeous 
vestments an<;! ceremonies ·and pro
cessions, aspersion with water, incense, 
banquets and dancing in the Church on 
feast-day!! (gen~rally ending in drunken 
revelry), and all that the Roman cared 

for in "t:eligion." The- pagan merely 
walked· over to the Christian temple,· 
when he found his own barred by soldiera 
or razed to the ground, and took 
with him his music and flowers and in
tense and wine and statue~. - There was 
no great moral reform, no great Spiritual 

· conversion, except in a few distinguished 
cases like that of St. Augustine.!: 

This gross misrepresentation of ·his
torical truth by ecclesiastical writers is 
the sole reason for the Rationalist's 
playing "the devil's advocate." Almost 
the whole period of Chri&_tian history has 
been treated with similar untruthfulness. 
The good has been greatly exaggerl!-ted: 
the evil suppressed or denied. The 
belief in the uniqueness of the growth 
of Christianity and of its moral and 
civilising influence re~ts on a mass of 
untruth and of calumny of other religions 
and sects. Christianity arid its sacred 
books take their place in the great world
process. We see them growing naturally 
out of the. older religions and literatures, _ 
and linking us with thoughts of other 
.ages. When theological literature has 
ceased to offend us and to mislead the
people with its. '' lack _of honesty," we 
will study them with impartial interest, 
and seek to establish their influence for 
good as, well as their share in the de
gradation of Europe from the first 
century to the twelfth. . Until then the 
work of the Rationalist historian is 
bound to seem destructive and one- . 
sided. -

1 Fuller cletails may be found in the author's 
St . . Augu.•tine a1ld His Age: or in Boissier's 
Fin du Pa.~anisme, Beugnot's Histoire de Ia 
Destruction dtt Pag,misme, or Schultze's Gts· 
chichte dt•s Ulltergangs des Heiden/hums. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE ETHIC- AND RELIGION OF MONISM 

MR. H. G. WELLS, the accredited one; -but I am not a pessimis(, although 
prophet of these latter days, predicts in too many-of my colleagues regard me ali 
his well-known Anticipations that by the such. I am only sensitive to the danger' 
end ·of the present century Christianity of the' day. What they call pessimism 
will have been wholly -abandoned I call open-eyed honesty. We are enter
by people of culture. There will be, ing. on· a very grave and probably· pro
he thinks, "a steady decay -in the longed struggle, as Dr. Flint has recently 
various Protestant congregations," . stated. The modern atmosphere is. in 
whilst Catholicism will increase for a general tending away from rather than 
time, but only amongst "the function- towards all that is distinctive of Chris
less wealthy, the half-educated, in- tianity." 1 ' 
dependent women Of the middle class, Many things happened d1.1ring the 
and the people of the Abyss." Another course of the year 1902 to elicit or to 
recent writer, Sil: Henry Thompson, .confirm these vaticinations. Haeckel's 
says in his essay · on The Unknqwn . ·Riddle of the Universe was circulating to 
God: "The religion of Nature must the extent of some eighty thousand 
eventually. become the faith of the copies in this eountry alone. Ecclesi-, 
future; its reception is a question for astics affected to believe that it was only 
each man's personal convictions.· lt is ignorant· and thoughtless workers and 
one in which a priestly hierarchy has no clerks who were deluded by its show of.· 
place, nor are there any specified learning,' but• they must have known 
formularies of worship. For ' Religion that it was being eagerly read by tens of 
(in the words of Huxley] ought to mean thousands of thoughtful artisans and 
simply reverence and love for the middle-class readers.! Letters began to 
Ethical ideal, and the desire to realise trickle into the religious Press, telling of 
that ideal in life.'" Recently, too, Mr, · increasing secessions and expressing ex· 
J. Brierley wrote one of his widely-read treme alarm. Wi.thin twelve months the 
artides in the Chr·istian l¥orld on the Rationalist Press Association, labouring 
theme that there is impending "a more under the usual -disadvantages of an 
radical and mfJre effectiz•e attack on heretical publisher, put into circulation 
Christianity" than any that have pre- nearly half a million of its pqblications ; 
ceded. Mr. Rhondda Williams says that 
"already it is the fact that the cultured . 1 See in~ei-view b>: Mr. Raymond Blathwayt 
laity on the one hand, and the great m Creal l'kDil![kts. - . : 

1 So much pity is expressed in this connection 
bulk of the democracy on the other, are {or the poor artisan that I must make this 
outside the Churches." It is true -that observation. I have had intimate knowledge of 
Mr. Ballard wrote in the Bn'tisk fVeek!y, the clergy-Roman Catholic clergy, who; as. a 
in July of this year, that Christianity " is rule, have had more definite philosophical instt'uc-

. tion than their Protestant colleagues-and have 
at all . events larger m quantity and lately, in the course o{ lecturing and wandering, 
better in quality than ever before, and haa made a fair acquaintance with the working .and 
a brighter promise than in any previous lower midl!.le·class readers, who so largely pur
period of its history." But within two chase sixpenny editions. I do not hesitate to 

say that there are tens of thousands of the latter 
months we find him expressin!t himself in England wh<l can read Haeckel more intelli-
as follows : " The outlook is a serious gently than the majority of the Cath~lic c:lergy. 
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and almost every journal in England was
disturbing the peace of the faithful with 
a re.minder that there was a. riddle ·of the 
universe. A Socialist journal, the 
Clarion, made a ·drastic and sustained 
attack on Cb.ristianity, in spite of threats 
and jeers, and immediately found itself 
in touch with the predominant sentiment · 
of itS' ~eaders~ Other. · working-class 
organs faun(! it eq,ua]ly safe to open fire 

:on the Churches. Two independent 
.and. rigorous' -inquiries were conducted 
into the religious condition ·of London, 
where the Churches display incalculable 
wealth. · Both irrquiries-that conducted 
by Mr. C .. Boo.th and that conduCted by 
Me Mudie-Smith for the Daily News
proved that the. Christian Churches in 
London do ·not attach to themselves 
more than a qu!trter of the population, 
and that the great majority of their 

· adherents are women. -A census takel'l. 
in Liverpool· was · equally depressing·; 
and observations made in several-small 
provin-cial towns showed that the con
dition was very general in· the country .. 

_At the Trade- Union Congress at 
Leicester the representatives of several 
million workers declared for the ex
clusion of religious instructionJrom the 
schools. A superficial _inquiry at New 
York discovered the same condition in 
America, and the latest Australian 
·census also showed _a decay of the 
· Churches, especially the Catholic Church 
and the Salvation Army. M. Guyau dis
covered that in Paris not one in sixteen 
of the population attendea church, arid 
Protesta11t. ministers have reported that 
·scarcely s',ooo,ooo of the population of 
France· remain under the obedience of 

.·the Roman_ Church. The . Belgian ·elec: 
tions show that half the population ·of 

·1hat " Catholic" country has definitely 
ranged itself against the Church._ · The 
success of the Social-Democrats in 
Germimy,. and- the reports from Spain 
and Italy, point to the same general 
defection of the people from Church-
influence.1 · 

1 One of the points in whi~h Dr. Loofs joins 
issue with Haeckel is in relation to religious 

With the various sources of consola
tion which the clergy point out to each 
other we are not concerned. The chief 
of these seems t~ be hope; and a ..com-· 
plete ignorance of the grounds on which 
it rests prevents me from ·discussing it. 
We know that the Churches have enor
mous wealth; one secondary denominatibn 
having recently colleCted a sum of amil
lion guineas, and another having erected 

· _a cathedral at a _cost of a quarter of a 
million. We know that no odium 
attaches to the defence of Christianity, if 
a .scientist or historian be disposed to 
·defend it.- We know that no intrigue 
or .menace is directed against the pub
lication or circulation of Christian litera
ture. We know . that the wealthier 
journals of this country and the general 
cultured sentiment is averse to attacking 
even when it does not believe. We know 
that the clergy have ma<;le enormous 
_concessions to the secular spirit of the 
age, until in places their definite reli
gious ministration can only be timidly 
and apologetically· slipped in between a 
cornet solo and a phonographic entertain
ment. Yet " the- outlook_ is serious," 
and " the cultured laity_ and the great 
bulk of the democracy are outside the 
Churches." Mr. Ballard has made 
merry over the fact that Haeckel opens 
his work in a despondent strain, and 
yet his translator prefaces this with "a 

- prean of triumph.!' He .forgets that 
there is an interval of several years 
(not two mo1_1ths, as in his own case) 
between the two passages. The 
twentieth century opened with~most 
Rationalists considered-a brighter pros-. 
pect ·for the· Churches. Already_ this 
statistics. Haeckel had given (from another 
writer) the number of Christians a~ 41o,ooo,ooo. 
Dr. Loofs quote!; two recent authorities who give 
the figures as 535,ooo,ooo and 556,ooo,ooo, 
xespectively. This is a fair illustration of the 

· " victories " of our apologists. Everyone knows 
that these figures are obtained by lumping 
together the populations of what are called 

· "Christian countries.'' So France and England 
are each credited with about 4o,ooo;ooo Chris
tians instead of Io,ooo,ooo. Belgium and Italy 
and other countries are similarly treated. The 
_figures are totally worthless. 
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has wholly faded, and it seems impos
sible for the Churches ever to regain a 
foot of the lost territory.l · 

This is not a "prean of triumph," but 
a statement of fact. In the days when 
a profession of Jinbelief involved social 
ostracism and malignan! calumny, \\;hen 
men were thrown into prison with the 
dregs of society for selling criticaUitera
ture or uttering critical sentiments, when 
nearly every advance of science was 
opposed by ignorant clergymen, when 
women were bade to see their husbands 
and sons in Hell for refusing to fre
quent the church,. and the mind of 
England was enslaved to dogmas that 
all abhor to-day, the attack on Chris
tianity was necessarily. predominantly 

·negative and destructive. · Growth was 
impossible until the _iron bonds were 
broken. To-day Rationalism, still rightly 
militant ·and critical', has a- conspicuous 
constructive side. It has a sociological 
outlook and an idealist gospel. After 
all, the life ·of Eutope has rested on 
doctrinal foundations so long, and has · 
grown so accpstomed to the -stim4lus of 
religious thought, that some idea must 
be substituted for the sources of inspirll" 
tion that are rapidly exhausting. Haeckel 
turns, therefore, at the close of 'his 
cosmic speculations and his historical 
glance at the Christian Church to con
sider_ this question of the successor of 
Christianity. \'.ears ago he offered 
Monism as "a connecting link between 
science and religion"·; as a system that 
could unite harmoniously the fines.t 
ethical truths of the Christian religion 

1 Mr. Campbell makes a rhetorical point by 
challenging a comparison between the census o{ 
church-goers and a census of "all the professedly 
atheistic assemblies in London, all the Hyde 
Park atheistic platforms, and the people who 
are listening to atheistic propaganda." Su"h a 
9uibble is unworthy of a serious speaker. "l ;:e 
limitation to " professedly atheistic" gatherings 
makes the comparison ludicrous and unmeaning. 
Let me in turn issue a challenge. Let the 
figures of l{le circulation of the sixpenny Chris
tian publications be honestly compared with an 
t-<jual number, in an equal time, of the Rational
ist sixpenny works. Rationalism, Mr. Campl:-e\1 
knows quite well, is almost entirely unorgamsed. 

with the unshakable truths of modern 
science. Even the believer in Christianity 
mu5t at times contemplate with misgiving 
the practice of grounding the moral life 
on beliefs which are to-day disputed and 
attacked in every workshop in the land. 
The child who has been trained to 
honesty and sobriety · on the .ground 
of supernatural reward or punishment,· 
or on the ·mere ground of giving offence 
to an injured deity, _must be of a singu
larly robust character. to withstand 
entirely the ~neers at Hell and Heaven 
and the open disbelief in God that 
will presently· assail his ears.- If it be 
desirable to have a humane, temperate, 
and honourable rommunity, it behoves 
every thoughtful man to cast atiout for 
some other ground for the commenda
tion of these moral qualities than an 
enfeebled and disputed dogma. In
creasing stress is, therefore, laid· on the 
ethical and religious aspect of Monism. 

One result of this is that, although the 
Churches of our day profess a tolerance 
which would have outraged the. feelings 
o( their earlier leaders, their apologis!s 
have by no means ceased to gird at the 
alleged disastrous- consequences of rna• 
terialism and agnosticism. Mr. Ballard, 
who is supposed to have studied "un
belief'' and "unbelievers," introduces 
his study {!lfiracles of Unbelief) with this 
amiable quotation : , · .. · . 

"Hold thoU' th~ good: define" it ~ell: 
• For fear divine philosophy _ 

Should push beyond her mark and be 
Procuress to the Lords of Hell." .. 

Mr: Rhondda Williams. says ·"ideal has 
no place in Haeckel's philosophy''; and 
that on his principles "over the crimes 
of a Cresar Borgia you must write a great 
•Can't help it.' •.• The sweater who 
grinds the faces of the poor can't help 
it." Dr. Horton says that "men who 
have no belief in God and immortalitJ 
sink to the level of the brutes," and 
" come down to the level of the stock! 
and the stones " ; that their " soul i1 
shrunk, the mind is warped, and tlH 
very body must carry its marks of degra 
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dation." Mr. R. J. Campbell says that 
if the soul is not irpmortal, then the 
right philosophy is to "eat- and. drink 
and be merry~·; that the real obstacles 
to Christianity are the thirst for money, 
sensual plea5me and entertainment; and 
that atheism is " the gospel of destruc-

. -tion, disease, and death." 1 This senti
ment is repeated weekly from scores of 
pulpits all over the country ; it is a 
cgmmonplace of ecclesiastical literature 
and of a certain type of fiction. · 

Such tactics are malignant and dis
honourable. I remember reading an 
article_ in the Daily News some · mQnths 
ago by Mr. Quiller Couch-a religious 

• ~uthor writing in a journal with- a pre
ponderantly_ religious following. He 
touched on the current calumny of the 
man without belief in God and immor-
tality,-and . he urged that his readers 
knew- as well as he that when they 
wanted a man of honour and humanity 
to confide in they most prQbably looked 
to an agnostic. Without claiming so 

. much as this, without enumerating the 
Stephens and Morleys and Harrisons 
-that for years have adorned our letters 
and our public life, one asks oneself 
whether these _cultivated clergymen can -
have had an experience of their: fellows 
so different from that of this candid 
novelist {lnd essayist that we can at least 
credit them with sincerity.. It is impos
sible. T~e statement is an argument, a 
stratagem, a flimsy piece of theorising. 
It overrides _for the moment every gentle
manly impulse, and closes its eyes.to the 
pain and the heart-bum that many a· 
gentle Christian mother will suffer as 
she broods over it and -thinks -of her 
wanderipg son. It is a mighty palliative 
-1 will not say justification-of the 
violent language which often returns to 
these gentlemen. Did you ever meet a 
Christian who felt a moment's anxiety 
about his ottm character in the event of 
his ceasing to believe in Christian teach-_ 

1 Sermon in the Christian Com11t4tzwealt!t, 
July 30, 1903· This was Mr. Campbell's first 
sermon in the City Temple, and must be regarded 
as an_ exceptionally deliberate utterance. 

ing? I never did. They could not face 
their fellows with an avowal that they 
'we~:e humane (when not defending the 
faith) and honourable only. or chiefly 
because of reward hereafter, or because 
God willed it. They are proud of their 
own manliness. Their anxiety is ever 
for the welfare of others, for " the 
people." · 

What, then, is the ethic of ·Monism 
which· these rhetoricians so completely 
ignote ? One does not need a profound 
or prolonged research to find it. It 
rises out of the very ground on which 
they base their ignoble appeal. They 
would have us retain the outworn creed · 
of Christianity bt!cause it has been an 
inspiration to ·character-forming, and 
because character and a quick sense of 
honour are amongst the most_ valuable 
qualities of life. They do not see that 
i( honour, and sobriety, and high aims 
are- of' value in and for themselves, 
humanity will not lightly part with them, 
whether or no it reject the miraculous 
setting of the~ which the preacher com
mends. If " to eat and drink and be 
merry," to eitinguish all ambition of 
spirit, to forego the visions of ao Emerson 
or a Mazzini, to pour one's whole energy 
into money-making and sensual pleasure 
-if all these are social dangers and 
personal misfortunes, humanity will see 
to it that they are restrained. The issue 
is plain. If moral qualitie~ may dis
appear without the faculties of man being 
stunted and the grace and glory of life 
being endangered, they will disappear. 
No power on earth will prevent It, now 
that man has begun to reflect. But if 
justice, and. honour, and truthfulness, 
and self-control, and kindness are 
qualities that enrich and gladden the 
personal and the social life, they will be 
ct•'.:.ivated on . that a~count. And as a 
fact, if we take a broad and true survey, 
the world was never richer in those 
qualities, yet the influence of dogma was 
never less. What does the hu~anitarian 
movement mean ? What the movement 
fo! the extinction of the flames of war, 
the iricrea.se in philanthropic effort, the . . 
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growing social service of the rich, and a 
score of other movements ? What has 
shattered the barbaric doctrine of hell, 
and extinguished for ever the fires of 
persecution ? A development of men's 

. moral and humane feeling, which has 
proceeded simultaneously with a decay 
of belief.. . . 

But, we are told, you are still so near ' 
to the age of universal belief that the 
Christian ethic is in your blood in spite 
of you.. .You jlre severed twigs that are 
still green with ·the, sap of the tree. I 
reply, firstly, that it is the' modern 

. rationalist. and' humanitarian movement· 
that has riformetl Chn'stianity. · Compare 
the degraded condition of Spain, where 
the Church has been able to stifle criti
cism, with England and Germany, where 
a century of criticism has been directed 
upon Christianity from tlu outside. And 
I reply, secondly, that we are perfectly 
conscious that the sap of Christianity is 
in our moral fibres. "We firmly adhere 
to the best part of Christian morality," 
says Haeckel (p. uo): and" the idea of 
the good in our monistic religion co-

. incides for the most part with the 
Christian idea of virtue." Why should 
·we be so foolish as to set aside the moral 
experience of the last zooo years ? It is 
the heritage ofthe race .. We have been 
lifted above that petty sectarian attitude 
that distinguishes the church-member. 
We survey the whole moral and religious 
life of humanity as one broad stream. 
Christianity is a stage, a phase, in the 
continuous history of the world. ' It 
borrowed its ethic from Judrea, from 
Greece, and from Egypt. It was made 
in Alexandria, the centre at that time of 
the civilised. world, and the converging 
point of three great spiritual streams. 
There is not a single ethical element in 
primitive Christianity that cannot be 
traced to its predecessors. Moreover, 
the notion that the Hebrews had a 
"genius for morality" has no longer 
even the semblance of plausibility. 
Read the I z sth c~apter of confessions 
or protestations in the Egyptian Bible, 
and you will find, a great Egyptologist 

(Budge) says; a system of· morality 
"second to none among those which 
have been developed by the_ greatest 
nations of the world." And this chapter 
was compiletl, from very much earlier 

. teaching, fifteen centuries before Christ 
appeared, and at a time when the 
Hebrews were yet uncivilised. The 
BotJk of lke'JJeaa, as Dr. Washington 
Sullivan says, is so lofty that " if every 
vestige .of Christianity were· obliterated 
froin the earth, it would provide an ad
mirable ethical outfit for the reorganisa
tion of morality in Europe." Further, we 
have within the last two years discovered 
the very source of that lofty morality with 
which the'Hebrew prophets lifted their 
nation from its barbaric level. At a date 
when the Hebrews were sacrificing 
human victims to their idols, two thousand 
years before the decalogue in the Old 
Testament was written, the Babylonians 
(fr9m whom the Hebrews obtained their 
wisdom- and civilisation) were living at a 
~cry high level of-moral idealism. The 

· Code of Laws of Khammurabi-laws 
promulgated between u85 and h4z ,B.c. 
-is seen to be the foundation of the 
"Mosaic legislation." We now_know, 
Dr. Washington Sullivan says, that the 
Hebrews " were positively Ike last of all 
the peoples of remote antiquity to dis
cover those high truths of the moral life 

. which constitute the unchanging founda
tion of society." 1 

But, while, in taking over from 
Christianity the moral heritage of 
humanity, we owe it gratitude for new 
development in some directions,· we 
must with Haeckel acknowledge that it 
has overlaid moral truth with false ideals 
that must be set aside. I am not 
speaking merely of those medireval 
horrors which all Christians avoid and 
evade to-day. I am thinking of some of 
the most distinctive features of the 

·composite Christ-ideal When Mr. 

l A"dml !1/orality. The readen,·ill find in 
this admiral:!~ booklet a rullec acoount of this 
and the preceding point. It Clll\ he obtained at 
a moderate price {rom "The Ethical Rdij;i011 
Society," Steinway ll.all. 
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c;::ampbell says that Christ . ;, bas I the past, and with deliberate· stageslll;v~ 
manufactured' more nobleness· than all On._ We have freed ourelves from. the 
th~. moral codes in all the world put to: ·abuses of the -old world ; we must now 
gether," we see at ~ glance how little he free ourselves from ifs glories. . . To-day 
knows of "a11 the, moral codes" and we have to found the polity of the nine· 
what they !)ave done. We --who watcb teenth century~to climb -through philo
the advance of comparative religion and sophy to faith ; to define and organise 
ethics, and of the criticism of the New .association, proClaim humanity, initiate 
Test!J,ment, know wnat w:ilf e\'entually the New Age." The doctrine of Hell 
become e( this kind of Christianity and Heaven is no longer a fitting founda
which st-akes its existence on the .tion for moral conduct, as most edu
historical-tr:uth of the Gospels. Cnrist cated Christians recognise to-day. ·But 
is dissolving year by. year. But even the personality of God or the personality 
when apologists have removed the stress . of ·christ is· just as little fitted. · Have 
from the (largely,. at least) legendary you ever seen how ·the little-minded 
person of Christ .to that moral teaching villagers, along those parts of our coast 
which· appears in the first century as . where the sea is , steadily ·invading the 
"primitive Christianity,"- we still join land,· build time after time close to .the 
issue with. thein. Jiaeckelhas indicated edge of the cliff? "M.Y grandfather lived 
several features of _the_ Christian ethic there,": some old man will tell you, point~ 
which we :cannot ·receive. Some of inghislean.fingeroutintothesea; And 
these featur.es are already abandoned -he knows that in twenty years more the 
by our Christian neighbours. There is cottage he has himself built wiU be-un
the ascetic principle,. one of the most dermined and swept away. That _is 
prominent elements of ·the Christ-teach- · the procedure of those ·theologians who 
ing, which even the Catholic Church i~ _base their ethic on the successively dis
quietly dropping. There is the Gospel solving dogmas of Christianity. Their 
of opposing violence by submission and grandfathers staked the moral condition 
Hooliganism by emptying your pockets, of the community on a oeli~f in Hell ; 
which ohe honest Anglican. bishop_ has their fathers grounded it on· faith in· the 
pronounced "impracticable." There is , supernatural character of . the -Bible. 
the C'Ontempt of ·art and nature, which They are basing- it to·day on belief in 
follows from the ascetic principle. There God and the historical reality of Christ. 
is the commendation of _virginity, which And year. by year .the waves of criticism 
no one regards to-day, with· its ·implica- and the tunnels of research are under
tion of the inferiority of marriage, so ex- miniJ;Jg their position. Let us retreat 
pressly preached by the Church fathers. once for· all from the land of dogma. 
There is the suppression of woman, in- Morality .is too important a matter to be 
spired by the Old Testament teaching..: left at the mercy of scientific or historical 
which, as Mr:- Lecky has shown, put controversies. Cling to your beliefs if 
bayk her.· emancipation. (which the you must-if you can; but in view of the 
Romans were initiating) for more than a- controversy. that surrounds themr' and 
thousand years. All these were erro~s- will soon thicken about them a hundred
of the enthusiastic but ignorant com- . fold, do not seek to bind up the moral 
pilers of the Christ-ideal, and the modern ·tone of the community with so frail a 
world agrees to' abandon them. speculation. - ... -
- We clai?l, further, that this moral Peop!e who imagine_ that this pro-
teaching must be set once for ·an on a posal to transfer the moral interest 
purely humanist ground. "With eyes from the care of- the Churches has a 
fixed· on the future,"' says the great ·violent ·and unnatuljl character are 
Mazzini; "we must break the last links of· little acquainted with the history of the 
the chain which holds us in bondage to subject. The leading writers on com· 
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parative religion assure us that, in the 
words of Professor Tiele, _" in the be
ginning religion had little or no con
nection with morality." In other words, 
morality had a quite different and inde
pendent origin from theology. · It was · 
only at a fairly advanced stage in the 
development of priesthood that - the 
notion was advanced of the gods being 
the authors and the priests the guardians 
of the moral law; _We have seen how 
Babylon had the decalogue and an 
elaborate moral code centuries before the 
supposed giving· of the tables to Moses 
on Mount Sinai. 'fhe existence of a. (ully
developed moral sentiment can thus be 

-discovered ages before the first claim of 
a revelation. If, further, we study the 
moral feeling of the lowliest tribes, and 
ascend gradually through the semi· 
barbaric peoples known to history, such 
as ·the ancient Mexicans or our own 
forefathers, we can trace clearly enough 
the growth of the· moral ideal. When 
men began to live in community they 
discovered that certain restraints must 
be ylaced on individual impulses. They 
saw the enormous advantages to eaclt of 
a communal life, of co-operation and the 
division of labour, of mutual help and 
service, of substituting trial or arbitration 
for.bloody combats, and of being able to 
trust each other. In other words, they 
discovered that, if they were to advance 
in the construction of social life, which 
promised so many advantages; certain 
new habits or rules or qualities were 
necessary. Justice. kindness, respect 
for age, care of youth, truthfulness, 
sobriety, and self-control were necessary. 
In proportion as they, acquired these 
qualities their social life was healthy and 
effective. The individual gained far 
more than he had relinquished in the 

. occasional restraint of his impulses. 
And in proportion as they fell away from 
'this ideal their social life was enfeebled 
and disturbed. Thus there grew up a 
sense of the importance of the moral 
ideal-such a sense as we find, for 
instance, amongst the ancient Germans 
long before their contact with Chris-

tianity. In this way the decalogue came _ 
to be written •. -Man was its author. 
The experience of zoo,ooo years was 
his inspiration •. And to-day, when we. 
see how· vitally necessary moral fibre 
is £or progress in the exacting race of 
our national and international life, it is 
hardly likely that we shall return to the 
Ia wlessness of prehistoric life. There came 
a. stage in the evolution of the moral ideal 
when men considered it- so wonderful 
a thought that they hailed it as a gift of 
the gods, just as the Hebrews did \\'hen 
they composed, or borrowed, the legend 
of the giving of the law. on Sinai. In 
this ·way morality became intimately 
assoCiated with theology. It is probable 
th11t, whilst 'this association has hindered -
moral development in some ways-com
pare th~ stagnancy of the · "ages of 
faith" with the great ethical advance of 
this " age of unbelief "-it has in other 
ways greatly promoted it.· 

However that may be, the time has 
come for humanity to claim its own from 
the gods. There is an obvious danger 
that, as the theological structure with 
which morality has so long been asso
ciated breaks up, morality may suffer for 
a time. Scepticism about th~ one natur· 
. ally leads- to scepticism about the other. 
To say that we should on that account 
refrain from hastening the dissolution of 
theology is the very reverse of wisdom or 
statesmanship. We must insist on the 
formation of a purely humanitarian ethic. 

_We must jealously remove this deeply 
important interest from the arena. of 
controversy. Our children must not be 
taught, as they are still taught, to restrain 
their impulses to lying, stealing, and 
unhealthy practices, merely on the ground 
of certain religious beliefs. In a few years 

' they will hear those beliefs ridiculed and 
torn to shreds on every side, and it may 
be that the whole structure_ of their 
moral habits will be shaken to the ground. 
This is a gra,•e social and humanitarian 
problem. Our educational authorities 
msist that moral training shall be gin_·n 
by the teacher only in connL>ction with 
the legends of the Old Testament, whicb ... 
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are not taken to be histori~l by clerical 
scholars themselves to-day, or with the 
stories of the New Testament that are 
being rapidly reduced to myths. _ The 

_ child -is. too unsophisticated . to see what 
is called a "-symboJic truth" in these, 
and it is well known that, the teachers in 
our schooJs, often with great repugn~nce 
to their own feelings, have- to treat these 
stories as historical, or leave them to be 
considered historical. .- It is a -pitiful 
situation, and ought not to be tolerated, 
even by _ those _who,·- still adhere to 
religious beliefs. · · · · , -

An organisation, has been .created to 
meet this situation; to agitate ·for the 
introduction of purely humanitarian 
moral instruction for the children in our 
elementary schools, _and to formulate 
schemes of such teaching and provide -
model-tessons and expert· teachers to 
show its practicability.- Already several 
local educational authorities have adopted 
the ideas of this organisation. But over 
the-countrY- at large the moral instruction 
of our children is still totally bound up 
with that teaching of the Bible which is 
to-day so seriously controverted. Every 
man, and_ especially every woman, who 

. is alive to the folly arid the danger of 
our present ·system should consider -the 
aim ana 'work of this organisation) -

A more difficult question arises when 
we turn to consider moral _culture 
amongst the _ adult portion · of _the_ 
community. Dr. Haec_kel is of opinion, 
as are very many rationalist writers, -that 
we need look -forward to no substitute 
for the Churches in this respect, except 
for a certain minority j)f the community. 
"The modern man," he says, "who has 
' science and art,' and therefore -.- re
ligion,' needs no special -church, no 
narrow, enclos_ed portion· of space. For' 
through the length and breadth of free 
nature, wherever he turns his gaze, to 

1 I am referring to the Moral Instruction 
League. Its central offi<;e is at 19 Buckingham 
Street, Strand1 London, W.C. ; any inquiries 
addresse'd tli.ere will be promptly answered by 
the secretary. Branches- of the League have 
been formed ~n Viuiou~ parts of the country. -

the' who!e universe or- to any single 
part of, it,' he finds indeed the grim_ 
struggle for life, but by its' side are ever 
'the good, the true, ·and the beautiful'; 
his church is commensurate with the 
whole of. glorious nature. Still, there 
will always be rrien of special tern· 
perament who- will- .desire- to have 
decorated temples or churches as places 
of-devQtiGn, to which they may with• 
draw:" .No doubt, -_when. we have 

_introduced_ an adequate scheme 'of· 
purely natural moral instruction into our 
primary and secondary. schools instead 
of leaving_ this ·most important section . 
of the child's ·education to the casual 

. observations of-a reluctant and untrained 
teacher in the course of a Bible lesson, 
there -will not be the same'- need for 
church-assemblies in Iater life. But it 
would seem that- the tendency to form 
new groups anq organisations for moral·: 
and .humanitarian culture is on .the
increase. Already there is in the field 
an important "Ethical movement," with 
branches in_ America;, England, France, 
and Germany, and with an international 
organ - (The Intemational Journal- of 
Ethics) and international._ congresses. 

·-The English , branch includes some 
-.twenty societies- in London and the 
provinces, most of which are gathered 
into a Union of Ethical Societies,1 and 
is spreading rapidly. It has an organ _ 
of its own (Ethics, one penny weekly), 
and takes an active part in all social and 
humanitarian work. 'There :is also the 

_ Positivist Movement; ap.d there are num-. 
hers of Humanitarian,_ Tolstoy an,_ and . 
.other societies with similar aims. Even· 
churches and chapels are slowly;casting-
off their rai'ment of dogma and specula
tion, and restricting their-aiin to moral . 
culture. In many parts of· England 
this transformation has already com• 
pletely taken place. The. tendency 
everywhere ·is _in the direction of an' 
abandonment ·of dogma,. and a relin
quishment of cosmic speculation to the 
philosopher and, ·the scientist. Some 

· ' Central office a~ 19 Buckfngham Street, 
-L.,ndon, W.C. 
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· day our Churches will perceive af lengtli 
that the belief in God is itself a cosmic 
speculation,- exposed to a hundred 
hazards of discovery and controversy. 
Then, in the words of Emerson, ... there 
will be a uew Church, founded on moral· 
science ; at first cold and naked, a babe 
in a manger again,- the algebra a11d 
mathematics of ethical . law, the 
Church of men . to come, ·without 
shawms, or psaltery, ·or sackbut, but it 
will have heaven and earth for its beams 
and rafters, science for symbol and 
illustration ; it will. fast renough gather 
beauty, music, picture, and poetry." 

That Haeckel is right in this, hi~ final 
judgment and expectation, . none will 
q1,1estion who have long observed the 
development of religious thought and· 
church life. Strong and eloquent voices 
plead already within th~ Churches· for · 
the elimination of dogma; for an ex
clusive concern for moral culture. If the 
modern art , of .anticipafion have . any 
validity, it is certain that theological 
speculation· and moral .culture are· 
severing their long association. We are 
taking the step that some of the great 
religions of the world took ages ago. 
Buddha, wiser in this than th~ founders 
of Christianity, pleaded solely for inoral 

. reform, and coldly discountenanced 
theological .speculation. · Enlightened 
Buddhists hold to the spirit of his 
teaching, though Buddhism. has, as a 

- whole, been unfaithful to his spirit. But 
another great oriental religion, Con
fucianism, the religion of the -cultured 
Chinese and Japanese, had taken, cen
turies before Christ was born; the step · 
we are taking to-day. The followers of 
Kung-Tse have for ages maintained 
·moral culture without dogma. Their. 
code, the Bus!tido, . is the model 
code of the world. lt is the turn: of 
Christianity to make religion "tile service 
of man " instead of" the service of God." 
If there be a God,- he needs not the. 

· sacrifices, and he must disdain the flattery · 
and adoration,. of ·a· poverty-stricken 
humanity. -We must rurn at length from 
the land of shadows, where the super
natural lurks, and pour the wh9le intense 
stream .of religious emotion .into the task 
of uplifting ourselves and our fellows. 
We must free the religious and moral 
ideal from every entanglement of contro
verted dogma, and set it on a natura\ 
base, . Then will cease the long anxiety. 
and the foolish_ resistance to every ad
vance of thought. The!l · each new 
discovery will shed new light on our · 
ideal, and. science· will be eagerly 
pursued. 

'' Ob Science, lift aloud thy voice that stills · 
• -The pulse of fear, and through the consciesoe· 

thrills- · 
Thrills through the conscience with the 

news of peace-
. How beautiful thy feet are on the hills ! ". 

CHAPTER X 

THE POSITION OF. DR. A. R. \VALLACE 

THE reader will probably remember 
a famous passage in one of liuxley's 
essays where the anxiety that theologians 
betray, as the mechanical intcrpretatiotl 

of the un-iverse advances, is compared to 
the terrQr which s;tvages exhibit 'during 
an eclipse of the sun. Whether Huxley 
bad had a rude experience of that 
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·'ecClesiastical rhetoric, of which we have 
seen so much under the name . of 
" criticism " of Haeckel, and had yiel9.ed · 
to a malicious impulse in his choice of 
an analogy, we need not inquire. We 
have seen thae the apologists are still 

"eager to throw every obstacle they can-
suggest in the way .of the advance, or of 
the acceptance, of the mechanical view. 
We have encountered them at every step 
in our course. Sometimes, indeed, we 
have found ecclesiastics with scientific 
qualifications desperately recommending 
us to read criticisms that aim at dis
crediting scientific. procedure; as when 
Mr. Ballard tells his . readers to study 
Stallo's Concepts of Modern Physics,· a 
work "the most of which," says Sir 0. 
Lodge, " is occupied in. demplishing 
constructions of straw." But these 
tactics have· iong ago -·.ceased to be 
effective.. Science has won too solid a 
position irt .modern life to be shaken by 
the ill-informed criticism of Stallo or the 
academic subtleties of Professor Ward. 
Nor. is the general reader greatly moved 
.by the efforts of our modern theologians 
to sit in judgment on science in its own 
domain.. The obvious plan for the 
Churches to adopt with. the largest hope 
of success was to obtain, and give a wide 

·publicity to, utterances by. prominent 
scientists tha't tend to rehabilitate 
theology. I am not suggesting that 
these distinguished scientists only speak 
out' under, a strong pressure. from the 
clergy. On the part of Sir 0. Lodge, for 
instance, and Dr. A. R. Wal!u.ce, there 
is a' very clear concern for religion, 
which is entitled. to our full respect. 
But it cannot be denied that the use 
which is made by the clergy of these 
occasional utterances is gravely mislead-. 
ing. We have already seen· this in 
the case of those German scientists to 
whom Haeckel reters as having changed 
their views. The only statement that 
Haeckel _makes is that they have ceased 
to· defend the positive views which he 
expoqnds in ·the Riddle; yet· almost 
every clerical writer represents• them as 

. having, · to use ·Dr. Horton's words, 

,, come to recognise spirit as the author 
of con;;ciousness "-this in' spite . of t!le 
fact that Haeckel expressly mentions 
Du Bois-Reymond's agnosticism on this 
point-. (p. 6). Dr. ~orton, with his 
inclusion amongst the elect of the most 
notorious materialists that ever lived, 
has a title to leniency, in a sense, because 
·of his obvious ignorance of the entire 
subject. The position of those apologists 
who have some scientific culture is more 

. sel:ious; These German scientists-
Wundt, Baer, Virchow, ·and Du Bois
Reymond - are agnostics. P,rofessor 
Haeckel assures me that in Germany the 
clerical writers call them "atheists.''· 
They lend no support whatever to even 
the most advanced and liberal forrn of 
theism. Writers· who so thoroughly 
mislead the English public as to their 
position have little right to discuss 
the taste of Haeckel's analysis of 
his colleagues' views. The oriental · 
saying about" straining at the gnat 
and swallowing the camel is painfully . 
pertinent. '. · 
. We have now to examine those utter
ances on the part of English men of 
science which are so much quoted of 
late,· and we shall find how little support 
they really' give to the religious position. 
Of the later views of G. J. Romanes I will 
speak later, when we come to deal with 
the- somewhat similar ideas of Mr., W. 
Mallock .. Romanes saw to the end the 

·terrible strength of the scientific position'. 
It ·was only by an appeal to "extra-. 
rational" and unscientific testimony, 
that he sought to evade it.. With ~:ir 0. 
Lodge we need not deal in detail. His 
chief line of argument is of a teleological 
nature, and is exposed to the difficulties · 
we have already indicate-d. Nor do I 
propose to deal with the spiritist'convic
ti6ns of Sir 0. Lodge or Dr. Wallace, or 

_ (if they still exist) Sir W. Crookes, or 
(in a degree) Professor James~ Spiritist 
evidence is a subject for personal investi-

. gation. We may also hold ourselves 
dispensed from dealing in detail with 
the views Qf the late Dr. St. George 
Mivart. TJ1~y are not urged upon us tv-
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day.l Butthere have lately been published losophy, religion, moral codes, and Ian
two remarkable pronouncements by dis- guage-along a. line of. evolution to very 
tinguished English scientists, Dr. Wallace primitive beginnings. Grant a glimmer 
and Lord Kelvin, and these it is incum~ ·of intelligence and reason in early ·man, 
bel}t on us to examine. . It iS' chiefly on' and we can very well conceive the natural 
the strength of these utterances that d~velopment of these institutions in the 
clerical apologists talk of a reconciliation course of the last 2oo,ooo years. We 
of science. and religion, if not of "a mlfsl, indeed; because we know that the 
rehabilitation of religion by science." prehistoric man, whose remains we un
These utterances have, in· their bald earth to-day, had not these things. ·We 
and misle'ading outline, been published have, therefore, only to bridge the interval 
throughout the country. We shall see, between the brain of the Neaooerthal 
in .this 'and the following chapter, how man and that of the anthropoid ape, 
wholly ineffectual they were, how swiftly betl\'een the mind of. the highest animal 
they were torn to shreqs by the proper and· that of the lowest man. The dif
experts on the subjects involved, and ference is one of degree,- not,of kind. 
how clearly· the episodes show that the Comparative psychology finds in animals 
science of. to-day is overwhelmingly the same emotions and reasoning power 
favourable to the positions we. have as in man, only 'less highly developed. 
defended against Haeckel's critics.· . Further~ we. liave a period of at least 

Dr. ·A. R. Wallace,. one of the most 6cio,ooo years in which the. advance 
disfinguished naturalists of our time, has might be ~ffected. The anthropoid apes 
long been famous for. his opposition to appear in the Miocene period (about 
the doctrine of the evolution of the 9oo,ooo years ago). Man is not held 
human mind. This opposition, main~ to be developed from them, but from a 
tained in face of a remarkable and common ancestor with them ; so that 
increasing consensus of s~ientists and from that period to the time when we 
scientific theologians, is ceasing to im- find unmista~able trace of man (25o,ooo 
press inquirers as jt once did. · The to uo,ooo years ago) natural selection 
opinions of a man of such ability, expert · · must have been at work. Finally, i·e 
knowledge, and candour, must alway:~ be · have lately discovered a most important 
examined with respect. But we have link in the chain of development (the · 
seen that the problem is ~ery different pitlzecanlkropus), and the study of the 
to-day from what it was thirty years ago. brain is, as we saw, suggesting some very ' 
To-day we all admit that evolution is a remarkable and illuminating possibilities. 
cosmic law: Haeckel says it is "the If Canon Aubrey Moore could say that • 
second law of substance," and the .theo- Mr. Wallace's view "had a strangely un
logians say it is God's way of making orthodox look" sixteen years ago, it has 
things. We all admit the evolution of certainly not lost its singularity in our 
matter and the evolution of solar day. When Dr. Haeckel went to Java, 
systems ; a~d most of us admit the two years ago, on a scientific expedition, 
evolution of life and the evolution of the Press assured us that he had gone to 
species. On the other hand, we trace search for more bones of the pithecan
back the ·distinctive human institutions thropus. As a fact, though his researches 
of to-day-art, civilis_ation, science, phi- and travels took him within a hundred 

l Had Mivart lived, the public would have seen miles of the spot where Dubois .found 
a sensational development in the exposition of the famous remains in I 894, he did not 
.his later opinions. He told me, some years go there. The evidence for the complete 
before his death, that he intended to speak out natural development of man is so great 
fully before he quitted the stage, and he frankly that such discoveries are unnecessary. 
admitted that his scepticism was deep and his 
concern for religion little more ~1)~11 11 belief in But Dr. Wallace has very recently 
•l.i morlll ellicacy. ' ~ntrenched his posilion with a \'ery 
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imagination, ·but wo~ld have~ no· philo
sophical significance. Dr. Wallace ·says
.we could no longer. attribute the appear
an<;e _of life. to chance ; but we do not . 
attribute .it now- to "chance." · We 
_attribute it to a mechanism whicli is not 
erratic, but fixed, in its action, Setting 
aside the imagination and th~ emotions,. · 
there is no·more philosophic significance 
in the fact of the materials and conditions 

remarkable. atb.ck . on cu;...ent sci~ntifiC 
conceptions. H~ purportS to undo -a 
large and important section of the:scien~. 
~fie proc~dure of our earlier cnapters, 
and· we. must· enter upon· a thorough
examinati,on· of _his· statements." tie 
says .that the "new astronomy" entirely 
discredits that " co-smological perspecc · 
tive " which we have taken from Haeckel 
and supported ~with recent evidence. 
Instead of finding in<lications 9f infinity, 
he says, m~dem- astronomers have dis-

. covered very.· definite limits to. the 
material universe. Instead, oT our sun 
bern£· a . ·neglected and unimportant 
element in the stellar universe, it is the , 
very centre, or near the centre, of the 
·whqle system. Instead of om; earth· 
being a very ordinary fragment 0 f matter, 

- torn, iri some way, from the central mass, 
. and forming a casual crust at its cooled 

. of life being found in jus.t 6ne cosmi'c 
body than in a milliQn. ·Dr. Wallace 
seems to make much of the -"remark-· 
·able coinCidence " of. · these· · curious · 
.privileges of our~planet with the ·actual 
appearance of life· on it. Most peorle 
will think there would be some reason 
.to-use the word -remarkable if the con-· 
ditions were here .and the life was not 
forthcoming. · There- is no religiOus.: 
significance in all tha,t Dr. Wallace urges . 
. But it is in direct oppo·sition to much . 
that we have· established in the earlier 
stages of . Haeckel's pqsition,. and we 
must examine· the evidence adduced in 
support of it. If it is true, Monism 'can 
assimilate it without strairi. We· shall 
see that it is not only not proved, buf 
the· attempt to prove it only shows agairi 
the correctness of even Haeckel's minor 

· _surface, it is a unique body in the uni-_ 
verse ; it ·is fitted to suppo.rl: life in a way 
.that no· other planet of our syste~ .is; 

. and that most probably no other planet 
in the universe is. Thus, instead of 
man being a meie casual· product· o( ~ 
natural development, ·he is _the very 
centre and culmination of _its processes, 

· a unique creatiqn; for whose production 
the whole universe seems to· .be one vast· 

. -and orderly mechanism, .set up for tha( 
- purpose by a Supreme Intelligence. · 

If this is true; it is one oC the most 
. startling and dramatic discoveries ever 

made. Let me point out at once that ·if 
all this (except the last line) were-estab
lished to-morrow it would not. add one 
grain of evidence to the religious position, 
and. would not break a line in the essen
tial structure of Monism. The universe 
would still be a mechanism, with no 
indication of ever having begun to exist; · 
and Dr. Wallace's. teleo}ogical·plea for a 
guiding intelligence would be as ·mogiCll.l 
as we. have seen that argument to be. 
This new discovery would greatly impress 
{b~cause it would greatly_ unsettle) the 

1 The- b-~k he announces is not-publish~d as 
I write, .so that I follow the two articles he wrote 
in ti"•e Forlnigktly Review (lllarch and Sep: 
tember, 1903). 

positions. . 
· It is, naturally, to astronomy that .. Dr. 
Wallace turns for evidence. · He is not 
an expert in that science, but, of course, 
every philosophic thinker initst borrow· 
material from- many different sciences. 
The truth is, however, that no soon~r 
were Dr. Wallace's views published than· 
there was .immediately a loud and unani
mous condemnation of them on the part 
of astronomers.· The astronomers of 
France and Germany were frankly cynical 
about them, two of the leading French 
astr~nomers writing to combat them in 

. Knowledge. Our chief English ast-rono
mers, of all schools, at once repudiated 
the alleged evidence. Professor Turner, 
the Savilian Professor of Astronomy at 
Oxford, said that Dr. Wallace had "not 
suggested anything new which was in 
the least likely to be true. · He seems to 
me to ·have unconsciously got his facts 
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distorted, and to indicate practieally about one-fortieth.the light of the moon, 
nothing wherewith to link them to his . an~ that is only a five-thousandth of the 
conclusion." Dr. Maunder pronounced intensity of the light of the sun. . Dr. 
the new theory "a myth," and was not . Wallace has taken this specious cakula
sure if Dr. Wallace intended the article · ti9n from Professor Newcomb, but has, 
to be taken as "a serious one.'' . A as Dr. Maunder points out, omitted two 
number of other astronomers joined in conditions which Newcomb carefully 
the discussion, and, apart from one ·or gives, and which make the speculation. 
two details jn his evidence, not·a single totally inapplicable . to the actual uni
expert undertook to defend him. But verse. Newcomb's calculation assumed 
we must examine his several positions in that no stat-light was lost in transmission,. : 
succession, .so as to bring out once more and that "ellery region of space of some 
the fact that Haeckel .is supported by · great but finite extent is, on the average, 
the most recent science. , . _occupied by at least one star." Neither 
· The first point, and the most interest- of these conditions is found in our uni
ing for our purpose, is the· contention verse. · Light is absorbed in its passage 
that the new astronomy discovers the· to us; and the stars are distributed with 
universe to have a definite limit. We nothing approaching the uniformity 

·have urged that Haeckel,was in harmony which the 5peculation demands. ·The· 
with the evidence when he spoke of the second point needs no proof, The· 
universe as "infinite," so that here is a irregular structure of our stellar system1 
clear contradiction. _ It need not be said is familiar enough; and there is not the 
that the validity of _Monism is not at slightest scientific difficulty about sup· . 
stake in the matter. Whether the uni- posing that other stellar worlds may be 
verse is limited or unlimited, it remains· separated from· ours by immeasurable 
a Monistic universe, The que-stion is deserts- of space. As to-the absorption 
whether Haeckel has misread the evi- -of light, a number of causes are pointed 
dence of astronomy on this incidental out. In the first place, we now know that 
question of limit or no limit. It is well there are dark as well as luminous stars. 
to remember that "infinity" is A nega.: ·No astronomer supposes that these are . 
tive idea. It merely denies that there is Jess numerous than the light stars. Sir 
a limit to the scheme of things. What Robert Ba.U. thinks they _are so much 
we have to see, then, is whether the most more numerous that to count the stars 
recent investigations o£' astronomy point by the light and visible spheres would be 
to the existence of such a limit or not. like estimating· the number of horse-

The evidence for a limit on which Dr. shoes in England b)• the number of 
Wallace lays most stress is, instead of those which are red-hot ·at a given 
being a study in" the new astronomy," moment. These dark stars must inter
a very old and threadbare f;Uiacy. cept the light of their incandescent· 
Fla.mmarion says I it was "the subject of fellows. I Dr. Maundcc says that if we 
long and learned discussions during the take them as a basis of our calculation 
course of the eighteel)th century and up 
to the middle of the nineteenth," and he 
adds that .,, it would not be difficult to 
settle it to-day." The argument is that 
if the number of luminous stars were 
infini~e the sky would be at night as 
bright as it is at noonday. The infinite 

. number would compensate for the dis
tance. But the actual star-light is only 

lin his second article Dr. Wallace replit·s 
that Mr. Monck has shown that, e\·en if the dark 

·stars were 150,000 times more numerous thall 
the light ones, the sky would, if the~e were in· 
finite, be as- bri.:ht as moonlight. Once more 
Dr. Wallace omits a condition stipulated by hts 
authority, --ho sars this 1.-ould be so if, th~y 
"were distributed in anything appcoechmg a 
similar dcnsit)'." For that we hne no a.~tuauce 
whatever. Moreo,·er, Dr. Wallace almost JS:Il<lle~ 
the other and more importllnt sour~-s of aUsorp
tion, 
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we could )Jrove that " ~e are shut- in by 
a veil which no light from an infinite 
distance could pierce." . 

But in addition to these incalculable 
dark stars · there are - other sources of 
absorption. The .astronomer to whom 
Dr. Wallace appeals, Mr. Monck, holds 
that {!ther itself absorbs light. At any 
rate we know that space is full of cosmic 
ilust-meteorites, etc.-and that this 
must be an · important source of ab
so-rption.- Mr. Monck says that, "if 

-sufficiently remote; the star would _thus 
for all practical purposes be blotted out." 
And Sir N. Lockyer also emphasiseS this 
factor. · Moreover, we have just learned 
a further source. Before Newcomb's 
latest work was published, in February, 
19oi, a new cosmic element was dis
covered in the shape of a dark nebula. 
-Certain peculiarities of a new star led to 
the discovery that it was surrounded by 
a nebula that reflected its light. Thus, 
we have the presence in space of another 
and powerful screen in the shapt; of dark 
nebulre, the nRmber and distribntion of 
which we are unable to conjecture. Our 
universe is something infinitely removed 
from that theoretical system to which 
Professor Newcomb's calculations might
apply. Thus, once more, does the very 
latest science come to our assistance. 
We may add that, even apart from the 
absorption of light and the irregular dis~ 

· tribution of the stars, the calculation is 
enfeebled by another possibility. We 
have no proof that ether is continuous 
throughout infinite space. There may 
be several galaxies or stellar systems, 
unconnected by ether, so that one would 
not be visible to another. Assuming 

. that (according to a calculation of- Lord 
Kelvin's) there· are a thousand million 
stars in our system, "there may be," 
says Flammarion, "a second thousand 
beyond an immense void, or a third, or 
Jourth or more.'' And, finally, Professor 
Pickering has shown that, even with a 
continuous infinite ether, our present 
star-light is quite consistent with lhe 
t:xistenee of an infinite number of 
Jumino~s·s~ars, "if the distance bct·,.,..een 

the stars becomes (on the average) 
greater the _farther we go from the solar 
system," if we assume this to be central 

Thus the most emphatic of Dr. 
Wallace's "proofs has ~n absolutely 
riddled by expert astronomical opinion. 
It is "founded," says Dr. Maunder, "on 
a careless reading of Professor New~ 

. comb's book," and cannot be sustained 
fot a moment.1 Nor is his other line of 
argument more capable of defence. He 
urges that, although up to a: certain point 
an incr:ease in the power of the telescope 
reve.als new worlds in greater number,_ 
this increase iS not sustained in the case 

. of our largest telescopes ; ~nd, in the 
case of photographs of the stars, an 
exposure beyond three or four hours does 
not bring us into touch with an incr~ 

· ing number of. worlds. From this he 
would infer that the powerful instru- · 
ments we use to-day have exhausted the ~ 
universe and brought us to its extremities. 
If .the' number -of stars were infinite, an 
increase of power or exposure should 
always reveal new wor:ids. Once more, 
Dr. Wallace has drawn his conclusion 
too precipitately. In the first place, as I · 
said, there is the pDSsibility of other 
systems being cut off from ours by 
empty_ space: But there is a simpler 
and readier answer to his argument. The 
fact to which he appeals-in so far as it . 
is fact ; a ·study of the long-exposure 
photographs of Dr. Isaacs by no, means 
sustains it 2-really means that we are 
approaching the limit of the effective_· 
range of the telescope, not the limit of 
objective reality. Every increase in the 
aperture of a rt:fracting telescope means 

1 Nor i3 Professor N;wcomb's book itself above 
dispute, great as is the authority 'of the writer. 
Mr. R. A. Gregory, reviewing it in N..ture 
(March, 1902), says that "the outlook descri~ 
is not only limited, but imperfect," and p<nnts 
out a number of errors in it. _ 

I In his second article Dr. 'Vallace appeals to 
these photot,..-aphs, but makes it clear that he 
has in mind photographs of nebulre and ~·~: 
clusteiS. It is obvious that there must be a linut 
to the number of stars in a given cluster· or 
nebula; but the eight-hour exposure photo
graphs of otl>.er parts of the heavens read 
ili.T.:ren:ly. -
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an increase in the absorption of light by' 
the lens itself. We are, Dr. Maunder 
says, approaching the limit beyond which 
the absorption Will neutralise the advan
tage of a large objective. So in the case 
of stellar photography, it is only wlren 
we deal with " medium luminosities " 
that a longer exposure avails. Thus Dr. 
Wallace not only exaggerates the fact
Mr. Monck, for instance, speaks of 
" the constant detection of additional 
stars by more .. powerful instruments"
but he misinterprets its significance. He 
has not, says. M. Moye,' "brought any 
convincing proof against the universe 
being infinite .. " ''Space cannot be 

· otherwise than infinite," says, M. Flam
marion ; a limit to either ·space or time 
is unthinkable. The latest researches 
of _astronomers bring us no nearer than 
ever to a limit of the material universe. 

Dr. Wallace's 'second point, that our 
planet occupies a. sig11ificant central 
position in the universe, collapses of 
itself when he . fails to prove that that 
universe is finite. There is no centre 
in infinity. But, as Dr. Wallace has 
committed the radical error of " reason· 
ing from the area we see to the infinite," 
it is at least interesting to examine how 
far our sun may be described as occupy. 
ing a. central' position in the vast stellar 
combination we call the MilKy Way. 
Now, it has long been obvious that our 
sun i~ roughly in the centre of this huge 
system. We have only to glance at the 
great belt oflight the, system forms around 
·us in the heavens to see this. But 
astronomers once more totally reject the 
expression of this. fact which Dr. Wallace 
presents. The system is so irregular 
in structure that we could not with pro
priety assign a definite centre to it if OUl' 

knowledge were greater than it is. You 
may talk of the centre of a bowl, says 
Professor Turner, but you cannot talk of 
the centre of a saucepan ; and there is 
a, projection of the system visible in the 
southern heavens which answers to the 
" handle" in this figure. Flam marion 
believes there are clusters in the heavens 
that do not belong to our system at all.-

. -' 
Moreover, even if we con$ent to speak 
of a .. centre" of this irregular structure, 
with its clefts and projections, it is wholly 
inaccurate to say that our sun is awarded 
that position by astronomy. ; Mr. Monck _ 
doubts "if any ·astronomer could go 
within one thousand. light years of the 
centre of the star system as_ at present 
known" r that"is to say, in non-technical · 
language, no astronomer_ would venture 
to assign a centre within the broad limit 
of 6ooo billion miles-! Other astronomers 
think it clear that we are nearer one side 
of the system than its. opposite, and 
point out that if the motion of our sun 
(about ten miles a second) is in a curve 
determined b)' gravitation (as it surely is) 
round the· centre of gravity of the sQ,)a.r 
·system, it must be· at an enormous dis
tance from that centre, as we can learn 
from the analogy of motion in a globular 
cluster. All agree that· we have no 

· greater right to consider ourselves in a 
central position than are fifty other suns, 
the nearest of which is twenty-five billion 
miles away from us. · · 

Thus Dr. Wallace has ·once more 
considerably strained the evidenCe in 
order to vindicate a central position for us. 
But there is a further .consideration 
which must be taken into account. 
Our sun is calculated by astronomers to 
be travelling through space at about ten 
miles per second. Dr. Wallace seeks to 
enfeeble this doctrine of astronomy, 
when it is turned against him, by urging 
that the motion is relati\·e; it may be 
the stars that mo\'e while we remain 
stationary. That is to say, he would 
suggest an anomalous character for our 
sun without a shadow of proof and 
in direct bpposition to the law of gravita·· 
tion, which he himself invokes at other 
times. The idea of a vast central sun, 
round which all the stars in the Milky 
Way would revolve, as planets do round 
a sun, has been long since rejected by 
astronomers. Its mass would haxe to 
be incalculable; . and the mass of our 
sun is snlall compared with that of its 
measurable neighbours. To save itself 
~from being . sucked in (or impelled. 
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· tOw-ards) its gigantic double and_ triple 
. neighbOurs it must move. It is probable 

that it fo11ows a curved path round the 
common centre of gravity of our system 
(not a central mass). In any case the 
curve of its path . is so· . great that 

. astronomers can as yet detect no C!ln:e. 
· at ~IL It follows that, if to=day we 
hiJ.ppen to occupy a central position, it is 
only a temporary occtipatioiL ' :Many of 
Dr. Wallace's critics argued on the sup-
position tl,at our pat!I lay in a straight 
line through the WJiverse, · but others 
pointed out the probable curve, so that 
Dr. Wallace does not escapt! the point 

- by ·reje~ting rectilinear motion. He had 
argued that the special advantages ·which 
thi;; supposed central · position gave to 
our sun had been enjoyed by it during 
the whole period of the evo1ution of 

. life. Astronomy wholly ·discredit:; that 
.assumption even when we bear in mind. 
all that he urges as to the relativity of 

.cosmic movements. · 
Let us next examine the advantages 

_ which our planet is Supposed by Dr. 
Wallace to possess in the way of habita
bility. The conditions of life which he 
enumerates are the usual .conditions of a 
certain· temperature (say, between o° C. 
and 75° C.), ·a circulation of water, and 
an atmosphere of proper density and 
extent to effect this. Our own distance 
from the sun. with an atmosphere and 

. tidal . movements to ~qualise the distri
bution of heat and cold, ensures a 
moderate_ temperature. Our Cieep, per
manent oceans hold a supplyof water, 

-which is admirably circulated by the 
heat of the sun, controlled by the atmo~ 
sphere, and assisted by the dust which 
our deserts and volcanoes largely con-" 
tribu~. Thus we have, he thinks, in 
the position of our planet, its distribution · 

. of land and water, iu atmosphere, its 
·satellite, and its physical.features, acorn
. bination of favourable -circumstances 
that is not likely to be found elsewhere, 

· The distance of the other planets from 
the sun is either too great or too litt)e. 

· Atmosphere · is largely determined by 
· -~ ClQd SQ 1~ _is _in this respect dis-

qualified. Venus has. no moon; and 
this "may alone render it quite incapable 

_of developing high forms of life." We · 
know, he says, with "almost complete
certainty " that this combination of 
favourable conditions iS not found on 
any other planet in oJ!r solar system. 

To -this series of affirmations the 
expert astronomical critics oppose a very· 
decided series of· negatives. " In our 
solar system," says Flam marion, "this 
little earth has .not· obtained any special 
privileges from Nature. • M. :Moye re
gards. our earth and sun as " very or
dinary orbs, having no special character
istics, and as· rio more .suitable for life 
than- innumerable · other suns and 

·planets." Mr. ·Monck has J< sufficient 
faith. in the principle of evolution to __ 
think that man. might accomm(_)date 
himself. to the conditionS of · life on 
almost.any of the planets, pro,ided that 
the change·were sufficiently gradual, and · 
a sufficient time were allowed to elapse." 
It is true that :Miss Oerke ·says, " Dr. 
'Vallace's contention, _that our earth is 
unique as being the abode or-intellectual 
life, correspOnds ~ a measure with the 
recent trend of-astronomical research." 
1\liss Oerke, it is not impertinent to 
observe, apProaches the subject with the_
_same prejudice as Dr. Wallace about the 

. uniqueness of man, but the phrase .. in 
a measure" saveS the passage from -in-_ 
-accuracy ; and she later makes an ~i
ception in favour of Mars: But the 
whole idea of seeking identical condi
tions in other planets is erroneous.." To 
limit the work of Nature to the sphere of 
our . knowlcilge is," says Flam marion, 
"to reason with singular childishness." 
They are of the same material as the 
.earili, add have been eVolved by the same 
forces ; there is likely to be a general 
likeness of featureS, and that is enough 
for our purpose,_ when we remember the 
infinite adaptability of the life force. 
M. Moye examines _in detail. the condi
tions Dr. Wallace lays down, and points 
out many errors. To say that :Mars is 
disqualified . on account of its smaller 
mass than the earth ill · .. a purely 
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gratuitous assumption." _Aqueous va
pour has been detected by the 'spectro
scope in ·the atmospheres of at least 
Venus ahd Jupiter. Tidal· motion is 
caused by the sun as well as the moon;. 
and ma_y be so caused in Venus·; nor is 
it essential to life._ "The distance .from 
the sun to the earth in the general plan 
of our solar system is not peculiar or 
extraordinary in any way.". While, 
as to deserts, each of the other planets 
must, on Wallace's · theory, . be one 
vast desert; nor have we any ground 
for thinking · that deep, · permanent 
·oceans are .a peculiar feature of our 
planet . - · 

It would, of course, be no more than. 
an interesting discovery, of no grave 
consequence to Monism,- if our planet 
were proved to be the only habitable 
body in our solar system; but astronomers 
utterly discountenance _the idea. • "Life 
is universal and eterna~" says Flam
marion, almost in the words of Haeckel. · 
"Yesterday the moon, to-day the earth, 
to-morrow Jupiter • • • Let us open the 
eyes of· our understanding, and let us 
look beyond ourselves in the infinite 
expanse at life and intelligence in all its 
degrees in endless evolution." . -

Professor Turner points out that Dr. 
Wallace has completely failed to_ show, 
aftef all his laborious proof of our central 
position, that this would. give our earth 
any advantage in the way of habitability. 
He says- that Dr. Wallace, "with the 
deftness of a conjurer," has substituted 
for this question a discussion of the 
impossibility of there being life at the con
fines of the universe. It is true that Dr. 
Wallace has since admitted that he bad 
no proof to offer at the time, but will 
present one in his forthcoming work. 
However, we may profitably close with a 
glance at his attempt to prove that life 
is impossible towards the imagined 
limits of our system. Even his fellow 

spiritualist, Miss A. Clerke; protests that 
" it cannot be reasonably supposed that 
the conditions of vitality deteriorate witll 
remoteness from the centre " ; and Dr. 
Wallace has been forced to admit that 
-the reasons he . suggested were ill-con
_sidered· and erront:ous. He surmised 
that gravitation might be less- at the· 
verge of the system; which is not only 
"a pur:e assumption," but is oppo~ed by 
our knowledge- of the most distant 
double stars. . He COOJpares the move
ments of the stars· with the molecules of 
a gas, and is eventually compelled to 
acknowledge that "there· is probably no 
justification for the idea." And he quite 
gratuitously supposes thaf the action of 
electric and similar rays is different . at 
the edge of our stellar system than it is 
elsewhere. · • · 
W~ may conclude, then, that Dr. 

Wallace's excursion into a.Stronomy has 
been singularly and painfully disastrous. 
In general and in ·detail his theory is 
'Shattered to fragments by the criticisms 
of all the experts who join in· the discus
sion. The idea of man's spiritual unique
ness obtains no support whatever from 
the great cosmic investigations of "the 
new astronomy." On the contrary, the 
most recent discoyeries and speculations 
confirm the "cosmological perspective ": 
which Haeckel urges in his Riddle of the 
Universe. We· have . no ground ir1 
scientific evidence for assigning limits_ of 
time or space to the material universe ; 
we have no ground for believing that 
man is a unique outcome of natural. 
evolution. and that " the supreme end 
and purpose of the vast universe \\;as 
the production and development of the 
living soul in the perishable body of 
man"; and -we have no ground for 
thinking there is so peculiar a combina· 
tion of circumstances in our planet as 
to force us to appeal to a Supreme 
Intelligence. 
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Cf!APTER ,xI 

LORD KELVIN -INTERVENES 

'V'HILST- this ·storm ·of astronomical 
indigrtation ~as beating about the luck
lesspronouncement of Dr. A. R. Wallace, 
·the second· intervention_ on behalf of 
religion, of which I spoke, took· place. 
One~ more; it is 'important to observe, 
the intervention consisted of a declara-

. tion by a distinguished 'scientist that 
some science other than his own tended 
to .support conventional religion by its 
recent investigations. · Dr. Wallace, the 
naturalist, purported to speak for' as
tronomy ; and we have seen what the 
astronomers themselves made of his 

·declarations.- Lord , Kelvin, the most 
distinguished· living -physicist, assured 
the. world that biology was com,ing to· 
recognise a field of phenomena with
which it was so incompetent to deal that 
it was retreating to the old 'notion . of a 
"vital principle" :and the action 'of 

·"Creative- Power." we· have now to 
see what our biologists had to say about 
this statement of their attitude. · 
. The• Circumstances of Lord- Kelvin's 
pronounc'ement will be easily recalled. 
Certain of the students of the University 
College, London, have fQrmed them-

. selves; or been formed, into a " Christian 
,Association," and have lately set about 
"co)werting" their less religioqs fellows 
to "the belief in thei.;- particular cosmic -
speculations. A series of lectures was 
arranged for the spring of this year, the 
Botanical Theatre of the Univets!ty 
College was somehow secured, and a 
certain show of scientific names was 
scattered over the programme. The· 
first lecture was by the Rev. Professor . 
He~~ (~A, £L&, £a&~md 
a vote of thanks was accorded to the· 
lecturer by Lord Kelvin for his " examina
tion of Darwinism." The second lecture, 
on "The Book of Genesist was given by 

the Dean of Canterbury, and the chair 
was taken by Sir Robert Anderson 
(K.C.B., LL.D.). The Rev. Professor 
Margoliouth gave the third lecture, on 

, "The Synoptic Gospels," and was sup
ported by a ·distinguished. physician (Sir 
Dyce D11ckworth) and a military man . 
The other two lectures were also given· 
by reverend lecturers, and were supported 
by Sir T. Barlow, ·M.D., ·and Mr. 
Augustine Birrell. Lord Kelvin was the 
lion of- the display,- and hjs few ~:;losing 
words were at once published from end 
to- end of England. He claimed that 
"modern biologists were coming once 
more to the acceptance of something, 
and .that was a vital principle." He. 
!).sked: "Was there anythi'ng so absurd 

-as to believe that a number of atoms by 
falling · together of 'their own accord · 
could mak-e a crystal, a sprig of moss, a 
microbe, a living animal?" And· he 
concluded that this was an appeal to 
"creative power.".·· On the following -day 
he re-affirm_ed his opinion, with a distinc-

, tion, in a letter to the Times. He wrote : 
"J desire to point out that while 'fortui
tous concourse of atoms' is not an inap- . 
propriate description of the formation of 
a crystal, it is utterly absurd in respect 
to the coming into existence, or the 
growth, . or the continuation of the 
molecular combinations presented in the 
bodies of living things. H~re-scientific 
thought is compelled to accept' the idea 
of· Creative Power. Forty years ago I 
asked Liebig, walking somewhere in the 
country, if he believed that the grass 
·md flowers which we saw around us 
grew by mere mechanical forces. He 
answered, ' No, no more than I could 
believe that a book of botany describing 
them could grow by · mere chemical 
forces.'" 
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The echo of this sturdy utterance is 
· still reverberating through the provinces, 
soothing the anxious feelings of thou
sands of believers, and being triumph
antly quoted against the unbeliever. In 
London its echo was quickly drowned in 
a chorus of condemnation. Lord 
Kelvin's letter was at once followed in 
the Times by letters from three of our 
most eminent experts on the subject he 
had ventured to touch, as well as by 
letters from Mr. W. H. Mallock; Profes
sor Karl Pearson, and_ Sir 0. Lodge. 
The three experts unanimously con
demned Lor<l Kelvin's statement, as did 
also Mr. Mallock and Profess<?r Pearson ; 
and even Sir 0. Lodge said that " his 
wording was more appropriate to a 
speech than a philosophical essa}'," it 
had a "subjective interest," 'but he 
" would not use the phrase himself." Sir 
W. T. Thiselton·Dyer, our most dis
tinguished botanist, : complained that 
Lord. Kelvin" wiped out by a stroke of 
the pen the whole position won for. us 
by Darwin," said that the reference to a 
fortuitous concourse of ' atoms was 
. " scarcely worthy of Lord Kelvin," and 
" denied the fact " that " modern biolo
gists were coming to accept the vital 
principle." · Sir J. Burdon-Sanderson, 
the Regius Professor of Medicine at 
Oxford, while resenting the strong terms 
of Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer's censure of 
Lord Kelvin's personal procedure~'said 
that it had been demonstrated to the 
satisfaction· of physiologists that " the 
natural laws which had been established 
in the inorganic world govern no less 
absolutely the processes of animal and 
plant life, thus giving the death-blow to 
the previously prevalent vitalistic doctrine 
that tbese operations of life are domi
nated by laws which are special to them
selves." Professor Karl Pearson was 
astonished that an institution with 
accredited professors in biology "should 
open its doors to irresponsible lecturers 
on 'directivity,'" and said that "if Lord 
Kelvin wishe$ to attack Darwinism, let 
him leave the field of emotional theo
logical belief and descend into the plane 

. - . 
where straightforward biological argu· 
ment meets like argument." 

Professor E. Ray Lankester, from the 
· side of zoology, said : "I do not myself 
know of anyone of admitted leadership 
among modern biologists who is showing 
signs of 'coming to a belief in the exist
ence of a vital principle,' " and that "we 
biologists, knowing the paralysing in
fluence of such hypotheses in the past, 
are unwilling _to have anything to do 
with a 'vital principle,' even though 
Lord Kelvin erroneously thinks we are 
coming to it," and "we take no stock in. 
these mysterious entities." Sir 0. Lodge, 
drawn by _an allusion. to his belief in 
.telepathy, took occasion to disclaim and 
deprecate Lord Kelvin's use of the 
ph_rases "cre:ttive power" and "fortui
tous concourse of atoms." 

With these weighty and emphatic 
pronouncements from some of the ablest 
biologists in this country-without a 
"Single line il) defence of Lord Kelvin, 
either by himself or· by any known ex
pert~we might dismiss Lord Kelvin's 
intervention as the most unfortunate
episode of his (:areer, and as a pitiful 
failure to give the slenderest support to 
the reverend lecturers of the Christian 
Association. But an appeal to authori
ties is a fallacious and unsatisfactory 
settlement. We shall better vindicate 
the strength of Haeckel's position by a 
brief analysis of this most recent attempt 
to demolish it.· -

Let us see, then, first what truth there 
is in the statement that " modern biolo
gists are. coming once more to a firm 
acceptance of the vital principle." 
This three of our most representative 
biologists, Sir W. T. Tbiselton-Dyer, Pro· 
fessor Ray Lankester, and Sir ]. Burdon
Sanderson, flatly deny. Clearly Lord 
Kelvin was guilty of the gravest impro
priety in saying that " modern biologists 
are coming," &c., and "scientific thought 
is compelled," &c. The implication of 
these phrases is obvious, and it is totally 
untrue. When Profess:>r Ray Lankester, 
one of the most distinguished biologists, 
tdls us he docs "not know of anyone 
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of admitted ·teadershlp among inodem who would sing !l joyful ~Nunc_ .D/mittis 
biologists " who is accepting the vital if he- saw any important sign of the 
principle, it .is. clear thaf the statement revival of vitalism. But if Lord Kelvin 
~as gravely misleading. That there is- consultS his .most recent publications 
a certain revival of vitalistic ideas_ is he will _find only a deepening of the 
another matter. The clergy need not pessimism ,which Prof~sor-Beale has 
have waited for Lord Kelvin's assurance- expressed on- the~ matter for- the last 
to that effect. In the fourtee~th chapter twenty years. In Vitality-:- V., published 
of the Riddle of the Universe _Professor two years ago, he -tells us the very 
Haeckel long ·since informed us of that reverse of the assurance of Lord Kelvin. 
revival - It would not be surprising- "Probably no hypotheses or doctrines 
ironic as the circumstance would be-to_ known- to philosophy or science,"- he 
learn that_ Lord Kelvin obtained the grain says in his - preface, "have been so 
of fact which underlay_ his -assertion generally favoured; and ·more ·persistently 
from Haeckel's book. In all countries forced on the public by' Authority,' and 
there have been ·of late years ·a few therefore widely accepted and taught by_. 
scientific men of secondary rank who educated and- intelligent persons, than 
have urged the acceptance of something doctrines of physical life and its origin 
more or less resembling the old vital in non-living matter " (p. vii) ; and later 
force: Professor Lionel Beale and Dr. he says : "Purely mechanical views of 
:Mivart are well-known advocates of life are again, possibly- for the last time, 
"vitality" in this country ; several French becoming very popular"· (p. 5). Further 
biologists still speak of the vague idee _ on he quotes Professor Dolbear as say- · 
directrice which Pasteur imagined to· ing (in his Matter, Ether, and .J£oiionr 
control• _th~ growth of the organism ; in that " tnere is little reason to -doubt that 
America, Cope and Asa Gray advocate a when chemists shaU be able to form the 
form of vitalism; in Germany it is urged substance Protoplasm -it will possess all 
by Niigeli, Bunge, Rindfleisch, Dreisch, the properties it is now known to have, · 
and Benedikt, .in Italy lmore or less) by including what is· called life; and one. 
Gallardi, _-in Denmark by the botanist. ought not to be surprised at its announce
Reinke. · The ideas of these writers ment any day"; and he refers us to the 
differ considerably, but they agree in appendix of Professor Dolbear's book 
holding. that some directive or "domi- _ _for a· long list of weighty pronounce
nant"- principle must be superadded to ments in favour of the mechanical hypo
the physical and chemical forces of th~ · thesis. We may, therefor!!, .dismiss once 
organism. · for all the attempt to commit ''modern 

We- have seen in an earlier chapter biologio;ts," as a class, to a belief in vital 
how "modern biologists" as a class, principles and creative - powers as a 
and " scientific thought " as a whole, . serious, though unintentional, misstate
wholly reject the vitalistic hypothesis, ment-one that it is painful to find over-. 
and maintain that we have no reason to the name of Lord Kelvin. 
go beyond ordinary natural forces. We _ Haeckel .was perfectly· right.- He 
have seen what Professor Le Conte, awarded a larger proportion to. Neo
Professor Ward, Sir A Rucker, Sir J. Vitalism than any of our own biologists 
Burdon Sanderson, Professor Dewar, and (even Dr. Beale) are prepared to <lo, but 
others, say of the_ condition of "scientific he rightly claimed that the mechanical 
thought." "For the future the word view of life was the predominant one in 
vital, as distinctive of physiological pro- biology to-day. Sir Wr T. Thiselton
cesses, might-be abandoned altogether," Dyer, writing of Huxley (Nature, June
said Sir J. Burdon-Sanderson, and our 5th, 19oz), said:!' Huxley was firmly 
recent authorities fully concur with him. imbued with what is ordinarily called a 
Professor- Beale is one of those scientists 'materialistic concept_ion' of the universe. 
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. [.think inyself that· this is probably a planation, ean be found, ·and therefo~e · 
true view." .The representation .. that· we attribute those vital phenomena to 
Hacckel is alone, or almost alone, in his Power-:-to Power which is special and 
view of life is a gross and .audacious Rti&" peculiar to life only, power which we 
representation. • · · · · know cannot be derived from matter, 
· And when we come to' examine on its Is ·it not, therefore, perfectly reasonable 

merits this revival of . vitalism-such as to believe that all vital· power has come 
it is-we find it bas no promise what- direct from God '~ t -
ever of gaining wide scientific recogni- The reader will at ·once recognise the 
tion, because. it rests essentially on-· a principle of the argument. It is that . 
familiar fallacy,· The reader. who wishes familiar sophism whic.h has made the. the
to study the grounds of it may ~onsult .. istic doctrine "a fpgitive and vagabond" 
Professor Beale's' various editions of his (to borrow tqe words of Dr. Iverach} in. 
Vitality, or Reinke's TVeit als Tluzt, or scientific territory" for the last century or_ 
Dreisch's Die organischen Rtgulationen, more.· It is the sophism that Laplace 
where all. the evidence of the. Neo- expelled from astronomy, ~-yell .from 
Vitalists is ably musterM. ,Happily it is geology, Darwin from phylogeny, and 
not necessary for us to cover the whole· that we have found desperately clinging 

·ground of this evidence even superfi· to every little imperfection of our scien· 
cially. As we saw in the case of-teleology, tific knowledge of the universe. It is a 
the principle o£ the argument is one, philosophy of "gaps." It is the familiar. 

_however infinite may be its applications; procedure of takh1g advantage of· the 
and it is the principle itself that lacks temporary imperfectness of science. It 
logical vali<lity. There are, the Neo-. is an-argument lhat bas· been wholly 
Vitalist urges, scores of features of the · discredited by the advance of science, 
life of the animal or plant that· the· sweeping it from position after position; 
biologist cannot explain by chemical and it is as superficial philosophically as it 
physica1 forces ; therefore we must have i.B unsound in logic and prejudicial in 
recourse to a non-mechanical or new kind science.· "The action of physical and 
of force-.-an idle diY«trice, a· "domi- chemical forces in livin~ bodies. can 
nant," a "vital power," and so forth. never be understood," said Sir A. Riicker, 
What these inexplicable phenomena are " if at every difficulty and at every check 
we need not· consider at any length ; in our investigations we · desist. from 
they are such phenomena as-the pro- . further attempts in the belief that the 
cesses of segmentation and differentia- laws of physics and chemistry have been 
tion in the growth of the· embryo, the interfered with by .an incomprehensible 
selection of food from the blooci or sur- vital force." "The revival of the vital
rounding media, the replacing of tissues_ istic conception in physiological work," 
or organs that have been cut ~tway (in the said the president of the physiological 
hydra, the newt, and even higher section(Prof. Halliburton, M.D., F.R.S.) 
animals), the formation by an animal of at the British Association meeting of 
a protective anti-toxin, the acquisition of 19oz, "appears to. me a retrograde step. 
protective mimicry, the power of ada pta-' To explain anything we are not fully 
tion in drgans to changes in environ-· able to understand in the light of physics 
ment, and. so on. There are, · every and chemistry by labelling it as vital, or 
biologist admits, scores of phenomena something-we can never hope to under-
which are not as yet. capable of ex- · 
planation by mechanical forces ; and the· 1 Dr. Beale's last conclusion is n"at, of course, 
new vitalist ur"'

0
es tha~ 'these point to the shared by the continental Neo-Vitalists. E\'el\ 

• if we were forced to admit a specific vital prin-
presence of a specific· prin.ciple lll the eiple it would not "come from God" any more 
animal or plant. "Up to this day," thai\ 'other natural forces. But the analogy with 
sa)'S Profcs~or l3eale1 "no cause, no ex- Lord Keh·io's v"Gue phraseolOGY is notiC\:aUle. 
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stand, is a c~nfessi01i of ignorance, and, 
what is stili more harmful, a. bar to 
progress. . . . I am hopeful that ,the 
scientific workers of the future will 
discover -that this so-called- vital -fo'rce 
is due to certain physical or chemical 
properties of living matter, which have 

·not yet been brought into lin~ with .the 
known chemical and physkal laws that 
operate . in the inorganic world ... ·. .: 

· When_ a scientific man says this or that 
vita_l. phenomeno11 cannot be explained 
by th€ laws of chemistry ang physics, and 
therefore must be regulated by laws of 

· some other nature, he 'most unjustifiably 
assumes_ that the laws of che_mistry and 
physics have all been discovered." "We 
think," says Prof. Ray Lankester, "it is 
a more hopeful method to be patient 
and to seek by observation of, and ex-

, peri,ment with,·the phenomena of growth 
and development to trace the evolution 
of· life- and of living· things without 
the facile and sterile hypothesis of a 
vital principle." If we . accepted it, 
says Weismann, "we should at once
cut ourselves off from all possible 
mechanical e_xplanation . of prganic 
nature." · 

It is very difficult to reconcile Lord 
Kelvin's present attitude .with the prin
ciple • he laid down in 187 I, and pre
Sumably still holds. "Science," he said,. 
·~is bound ·by the everlasting. law of
honour ~o face fearlessly every problem 
which is presented to it. ·If a probable
solution, consistent with· the ordinary 
course of nature, can~be found, we must 
.not invoke an abnormaf act of Creative 
Power." Prof. Dewar reproduced this 
passage in. this very application in his 
presidential speech -of last -year; and 
within a few months we find Lord Kelvin 
approving · the attitude of . those few 
biologists who deJ}art from that principle 
to-day, and, impatient at the slow growth 
of our knowledge, rush to the conclusion 
that science must abandon this portion 
of the cosmological domain to the 
tl;!eologian once more. Lord Kelvin 
quotes Liebig, who was not a biologist, 
and who lived in an e~rlier scientific_ 

period.1 But immense progress has· be~n 
made since Liebig's day in the mechani
cal interpretation of life.2 Lord Kelvin 
also would have us think that the only 
_alternative to the "vital principle" is "the 
fortuitous concourse of atoms." Even 
Sir Q: Lodge is stirred to protest against· 

- this descentfrom the level of science td 
the level of Christian Evidence lecturing. 
We have seen that science discovers 

-only the work of fixe!l, determinate 
forces, not erratic and confused agencies. 
"The whole order of nature," says Prof. 
Ray Lankester, "including living and 
lifeless matter-man, aniillal, and gas
is a network _of mechanism." There is 
nothing ~·fortuitous" whatever in t_he 
concourse of atoms." 

·we have, then, to- set aside the un
fortunate and undefended utterance of 
Lord Kelvin, and the claims of old-

1 It !s not a little amusing to find that this 
famous German chemist, whom Lord -Kelvin 
introduces as a friend to Christian Associations 
in England, was regarded as an atheist by similar 
bodies in Germany in his own time. When 

' Bishop Ketteier urged the Grand-Duke of Hesse 
to take restricti\'e measures against materialists, 
the Grand-Duke pointed out that Liebig had
recently undertaken to refute them. " Don't 
make too much of that. your highness," said 
Ketteler ; " Liebig is a materialist himself at 
the bottom of his heart." ( Biichners Last U'ords 
Oil Afaterialism, p. 42.) -

• 2 Dr. Horton assures us, about Haeckel's 
carbon-theory, that "no leading man of science 
treats it seriously, and it only has its whimsical 
and uncertain place in the rationalist Press which 
gulls the ignorance of the public." One wonders 
what it is not possible to say-from a pulpit. 
Compare the -words of the expert reviewer of 
Professor Verworn's Bio;:en-hypothese in Nature 
(February 26, 1902): "It seems quite clear from 
the results of numerous investigators that, what
ever . the nature of the sequence of chemical 
events, the carbohydrates are proximately .the 
substances that are most intimately affected." 
Let me add here also a reference to a letter from 
Si! 0.' Lodge to Nature (December 4, 1qo2) 
in which he points out the pos.•ihility of g~:rms 
being preserved intact in the cold of space. It 
was thereupon .shown, not only that Lord Ke!- -
vin's old hypothesis of the origin of life assumed 

•a new importance, hut that, as W. J. Calder 
said, '~ if it is proved that vitality can survive 
for a protracted period in such circumstances, 
the conclusion that it is a molecular _function 
seems inevitable." The most recent experiments 
of life at very low temp!;!ratures confirm this, 
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fash~ned Vitalists. like Dr. Beale 1 a~~- those laws." Thus life becomes "some· 
N eo-'Vitalists like Reinke. Our knowledge thing the full significance of which lies 
of vi._l phenomena. · and of ~emical in another scheme of things, but which 
and physical forces, is as yet very imper- toucbes and interacts with the material 
feet. The vitalist .hypothesis supposes universe in a certain way, building its 
that ouJ! knowledge is complete, and that part}cles into J.lOtable configurations for 
we clearly see certain features of life to a ttme--oak, eagle, man-and then 
be: beyond the range ~f mechanical _ evaporating whence it came." _ 
txplanation. \V e ... see. ourselves ·bow The . objections to Sir 0. Lodge's 
illogical and tempor.iry such a position theory (whiclt seems to be not unlike 
is, and we are not surprised' to find the "that vaguely suggested by Pasteur) may 
leading biologists standing solid with be well. indicated by following his own 
Prof. Haeckel for a mechanical interpre- words. He will not admit that life is a 
tation and mechanical origin. · form of energy (thus rejecting both the
- Sir 0. Lodge, the persuasive and able - old Vitalist and the Monistic theories) 
and. ever· courteous ·.leader· of the because "energy can transform itself 
Birmingham University, offers another· into other forces; remaining constant in · 
version of Nco-Vitalism which it is quantity, whereas life does no~ transmute 
proper to consider. In a paper which itself into' any form of energy, nor does 
he read to the Synthetic Society at death affect the S!Jm of energy in any 
London on February :zo of this year way." The sentence is hardly consis
(published in Nature, April ·23) be tent. · If death has not affected the sum 
observes that "if guidance or control of energy it must have transmuted it, for 
can be admitted· into the scheme by no. most certainly the energies, in. the dead 
means short of refuting or modifying the body differ from those of-the living. To 
laws of motion, there may be. every assume that· the energies. are the same, 
expectation that the attitude of scientific but. that which differs is not energy, looks . 
men will be perennially hostile to the like a begging of the question. Indeed, 
idea of guidance or control." He there- it is impossible to conceive life·otherwise 
fore proposes a theory of guidance (to ·than as energy. We might regard the 
apply to the divine guidance of. the ·.structure as a static force in Sir Oliver's 

• world, the human will, and the vital sense, but there must be a living ene~y 
principle) without interference. He dis- in' additi~tr.. The death of the animal is 
tinguishes between force and energy-or like the death of the motor-car. The 
static and dynamic power. A column energy has been transmuted, or has re
supporting a building, or a channel guid- turned into the elemental forms belong
ing a stream; is a force, but does not ing to the several parts of the no'v irre
produce energy. The action of life is to parable structure. Then, as 'a later writer 
be conceived as that " of a groove, or m Nature points out, it is the place and 
slot, or channel, or guide." " Guidance the ambition of science to explain the 
and control are not· rorms of energy, direction or determination of working. 
and their superposition upon the scheme energy as well as the origin of the energy. 
of physics perturbs physical and Sir Oliver gives the illustration of a stone 
mechanical laws no whit, though it may f.'tlling over the cliff'; it may· make a 
profoundly affect the conseq~ences of harmless dent in the sand, or it may be 

1 At the eleventh hour I discover a lengthy 
reference to the Hidd/e'Df tile Universe in an 
obscure comer (p. 65) of Dr. Beale's Vittdity- V., 
so that the announcement in the Ti"'" was not 
wholly in vain. But as the notice does not con. 
tain a line o( delinite and taagible refutation o( 
any statement in the Ridd/1 I am compelled to 
forego the pleasure of dealini with it. 

guided to the firing of a charge of 
dynamite. So with the passage of a pen 
over paper ; it may make a series of un
meaning daubs (if it rolls mechanicall}•) 
or it may be guided in the signing of a 
treaty of war or peace. But it is in each 
one of these cases the function or scien-
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tific _exptanation to· trace the energies 
which ·determine !he line of motion as. 
\Yell a.S to trace their origin' and ·proper 
motion. 'V~ cannot conceive of energies' 
being directed except . by enerzies. In 
the case of the upbuilding of an organism 
it is impossible to conceive the. particl~s 
being guided lo their several place5, or 
the energies being impelled to put them 
in their several pla<;es, by something 
that is not an· energy: In the parallelism 
which Sir Oliver _suggests ·we can only. 
see " life~· as a superfluous partner. If 
the mechanical scheme is. complete, as· 
he seems to su-ggest ·it will be, it must 
contain an explanation of the direction 

. of energy~ To say otherwise is to declare 
again the · _ inadequacy of · mechaniGal 
th~ory (solely. because its ever-growing 
material is as yet comparatively scanty) 

...and to court_ the " perennial hostility " 
of men of science. . 

Thus the second attempt to prove that" 
-Haeckel's views rest on •• the science of 
yesterday," an<tare contradicted by the 

·-science of to-day,_ fails· as ignominious!¥ 

as did that of Dr. Wallace. Our lading 
biologists declare ·emphatically that they 
and their science accept the mechanical, 
if not {as Sir"\V. T. Thiselton-Dyer says) 
the materialistic view of life. This inter~ 

. pretation of life must· for some time -to. 
come leave_ unexplained· considerable 
tracts. of vital phenomena. · · Haeckel. hilS 
never pretended that he "has ~xplained 
everything." · But. so far as our know
ledge go~s, we find only ordinary natural, 
forces at :-work in the living organism, 
and w~ -should be wholly unjustified in 
)he· present condition · of science in 
·assuming that they are fncorripetent to 
explain the· whole of life .. ·We gain no
. thing whatever philosophically by simply 
sticking .. tJ:le ·label· "_vital," on these 
mysterious phenomena, and· we ."are 
forbidden by the elementary laws. of 
logi\: and scientific procedure to bring 
In such_ entities as " creative powet " 
·apd· ''vital · ptinciples" as -_long . as 
"a solution consistent · with the. or-
dinary- course of Nature" can be 
s~ggested 

.. ~HAPTER. XI I 

MR. MALLOCK'S ·oLIVE-BRANCH 

-THE last critic of- Haeckets position 
~last, that is to say, in the logical order 
which it seems expedient to follow-is 
the· distinguished essayist,- Mr. W. H. 
Mallock. PrQfessor Haeckel, it- will be 
remembered, intended his work to be, 
not only a comprehensive statement of 
his views, but a summary of the issues 
of the. many conflicts between religion 
and science in· which he had played .so 
conspicuous a part during the nineteenth 
century; Mr.- Mallock, declaring that 
neither_ theologian nor . scientist was 

competent to analyse those issues quite · 
impartially, undertook; · ~ a _neutral 
observer, _to balance the controversial 
ledgers of-the· departed ·century on his · 
own account It may be granted that 
Mr. Mallock occupies a position of some -
advantage for · the_ discharge of · this 
function. He. is. adequately_ informed, 
philosophic in temper, and neutral in 
the sense that he clearly does not. 
believe iri theology, yet strongly opposes 
the final· conclusions of the scientists. 
To u~ an expressive colloquial phrase, 
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he h~ sat on the fence throughout the 
last fprty years,· and shot his sharp 

. criticisms at the combatants ,on- both 
sides with a certain impartiality. · But 
those who are acquainted with his · at
tractiYe writings know that lie has really 
only riM.led the theologians for their 
ultimate advantage ; whilst he has at
tacked the Agnostics in the interest of 
religion. However; an analysis of his 
las_t publication, Religion_ as a Credible 
Doctri11e, will serve not only to clear ulJ 
the popular ..mystery about his position, 
but to show us an interesting plea for 
the retention of theology, even admitting 
that we have fully established the theses 
·of the preceding chapter. : · ' 

Mr. Mallock emphatically rejects the 
idea of hampering scientists on their 
own territory, and he fully ·_admits that 
'' the whole cosmologica~ domain" is 
their territory.· · He would have no 
sympathy. ·with efforts, like - those · of 
Dr. Wallace and Lord Kelvin, to restrict 
the ambition of the mechanical theory, 
or to try to wrest some shred of evi
dence for theism out of the teaching of 
science. We shall see that he falls away 
from his ideal here and there, but in his 
deliberate mood he fully accepts the 
conclusion that, on scientific and philo
sophic· evidenc!!, " the whole woFld "
in the words_ of Huxley-" living and 
non-living, is the' result of the mutual 
interaction, according. to definite. laws, 
of the powers- possessed by the_ mole
cules of which the primitive nebulosity , 
was composed." I have, in fact, freely 
drawn -upon Mr. Mallock's excellent 
book for support in the. vindication o( 
Professor Haeckel. He takes the Riddle 
of t/ze Universe· as the finest summary of 
the scientific hostility to religion. He 
accepts Haeckel's statement that the 
three essential propositions in religion 
are the belit!f in a personal God, the 
liberty of the will, and the irumortality 
of the soul ; and he assures Haeckel's 
critics, often in more vigorous language 
than Haeckel presumes to use, that their 
arguments are utterly fruitless and their 
positions untenable. After de\'oting, 

eight chapters to the struggle over these 
doctrines, he concludes (p. 2 1 7) : " The 
entire intellectual scheme of religion
the doctrines of imm~rtality, of free~om, 
and a God who is, in his relation to our
,llelves, sepa;able from this (Cosmic] 
process-is not only a system· which is 

_unsupported by any single scientific fact, 
but is also a system for wl>Jcb, amongst 
the· facts of science, it is ·utterly im
possible for the intellect to find a pla,ce." 
Yet- Mr. Mallock has announced that he 
is going to prove that these fund;1mental 
doctrines of religion are "worthy of a 
reasonable man's acceptance." How 
will he accomplish this? • 

In the first place he does. not intend 
to evade the difficulties· by an appeal to 
the " religious -feelings " or " religious 
instinct "--at. all events, not primarily ; 
he is going to appeal to us "as perfectly 
reasonable beings." . He quite realises 
that the growing habit of taking refuge 
in the emotions is little more sensible 
than the fabled_ practice --of the ostrich. 
He' devotes .three- chapters to a closely 

- reasoned plea for the retention of the 
doctrines, as to. which · he has so far 
cordially endorsed Haeckel's arguments. 
Before entering on a· careful analysis of 
his reasoning I will state his argument as 
concisely as is compatible with justice to 
it. These. beliefs are to be retained on 
the ground of their moral. and spiritual 
.value to humanity. They are the chief 
source of all higher -aspirati<m and 
effort, and are essential for the mainte
nance of our mental, moral, and sociaJ 
progress. So far the argument is more 

. familiar than Mr. Mallock imagines. 
The peculiarity of his position is that he 
says they may be true, although they are 
flatly and most properly contradicted by 
science. And he justifies this by 
attempting to show that our acet:pted 
doctrines, even in science, freely contra
dict each other, and that such contradic
tion is not at all an indication of falsity. 
We may, a.nd must, accept all that 

. Haeckel says, and then add to it all that 
Dr. Horton says, without his "worthless 
and hopde.>s arguments." 
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In an age of scepticism like ours such 
peculiar· evasions of the advancing 
criticism are not infrequent. Mr. 
Balfour's famous ~ttempt to show the 
rest of the ·world an escape from Ag
nosticism is still fresh in the memory, 
though already too antiquated to detain 
us. The later thoughts of G.]. Romanes 
we will consider presently, as they are 

. much quoted in opposition to Haeckel. 
Other singular attempts at pacification, 
of a less distinguished order, are met 
almost monthly. There ·is somehow a 
conviction abroad that ' Agnostics ar,e 
languishing for some rehabilitation of 
their old beliefs, or that humanity at 
large-always excluding the peace
makers themselves_.:.cannot maintain 
its advance . without religious belief. 
:Hence arises the singular spectacle of 
sceptical writers constructing elaborate 
defences of the conventional beliefs, 
which they do not share. The reception 
o( Mr. Mallock's book hardly suggests 
the belieLthat his olive-branch will be 
respeCted by either group of combatants ; 
but its ability and interest, and its indi
cation of a possible ground for religion 
when all we have advanced has been 
fully established, compel us to examine 
-ir with respect. 

Mr. Mallock begins with his proof 
that all our knowledge ends in contradic
tions when we analyse. it, so that we 

· m~y reconcile ourselves to Haeckel's 
disproofs. He first shows this in the 
teaching of theology, where, as he 
observes, the Monist will cordially agree 

• with him. But he goes on to say th:it 
Haeckel's "substance" is DO· less con
tradictory, yet we ,accept it. The ele
mentary substance (ether or protnyl) 
either consists of minute separate par
ticles, or it is continuous. If ether 
cqnsists of disjointed atoms, separated 
by empt}" spaces, all action must be an 
"action at a distance," which sciP.nce 
rejects as absurd and impossible. If 

. ether is . continuous, yet the atoms of 
ponderable matter arise from it by con
densation, then we are postulating 
condensation and rarefaction in a sub-

stance which has no particles to be 
pushed closer together or thrust wid~r 
a.Sunder. .But the elementary substance 
must be either one or the other, so that 
in either case we accept a contradictory 
proposition.. Further, when we say. that 
the nebula with ·its varied elements was 
evolved out of a homogeneous ether by 
a rigidly .determined process, we are at 

. once saying the ether was simple and 
homogeneous, yet was of !iO specific a 
structure as to grow into an elaborately 
varied cosmos.. Again, we say time is 
infinite, yet an addition is made · to 
it every moment ; ·. and we say space 
is infinit~, yet it is divisible, and each 
part tnust. be infinite (and so· equal 
to the whole), or else we make up infini~y 
from a finite number of finite quantities. 
Tlius our scientific doctrines hold innu
merable contradictions. Therefore, the· 

,contradiction between religious· and 
scientific teaching need not deter us 
from accepting both. · . 

Now, in the first of these illustrations 
Mr. Mallock has devised a fictitious • 
contradiction ; in the second he is fol
lowing the vulgar fashion. of building an 
argument on the imperfect condition of' 
scientific knowledge; and in the third he 
is giving ·us some familiar· metaghysical 
quibbling. Dr. Haeckel inserted in his 
work the theory of ether. which was in 
favour amongst physicists at the time he 
wrote. Physics is changing yearly as fo 
such theories; all js as yet tentative and 
provisional. But this is certain ; physi- . 
cists will never adopt any theory of 
matter that is self-contradictory. If the 
pyknotic theory, or the vortex-theory, or 
the strain-theory, of.the atom reveals any 
such contradiction, it has no, chance of 
acceptance. It is thus quite false to say 
we here complacently accept contradic
tories. It is, moreover, clear that Mr. 
Mallock's dilemma is " lame in one 
horn," at,least. It supposes that these 
discrete particles are at rest. Science 
on the contrary supposes them to be 
eternally in motion, so that the empty 
space only faciliiates their impact and 
mutual interaction. In the second case, 
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Mr. Mallock is, as I said, merely drawing 
our attention 'to the acknowledged fact 
that we 1 hav~ as yet nothing ·more· than 
vague· conjectures about the origin o( 
atoms ; 'but .we embrace! no contradic
tion whatever,. and ·no theory will be 
received that contains such. · The 
prothyl is conceived by scientists' (apart' 
from philosophers) to be just' as simple 
and homogeneous. as the. scientific 
evidence will allow it to be. There is 
no disposition whitever to credit it 
with contradictory attributes. ·. In the 
third case; Mr. Mallock is serving up to 
us metaphysical arguments· for theism 
from those vety theologians whose 
methods he. has so severely. denounc~d. 
Almost any recent' Catholic apologist 
gives these subtleties of word-play. l'he 
contradiction is fictitious. • When we say 
that, as far a-s ,the astronomic evidence 
goes, the universe is unlimited. we do 
not expose ourselves to this metaphysical 
antithesis of finite and infinite. - Both 
as to space and time (in. the concrete) 
the argument makes .us say far more 
than we do. _. ' · 

Mr. Mallock thus _entirely. fails to 
show that we · accept contradictory 
propositions as true. On the contrary, 
m scientific procedure the emergence of 
a contradiction is at once greeted as an 
indication of .'falseness, and is f~thwith 
acted upon by the rejection of one of 
the contradictory theses. The ground
work and most essential and novel• part 
of his structure of reasoning is invalid. 
He proceeds, however, to show (ch. xii) 
that science is not the only source, or' 
the only test, of our convictions. · There 
are as good grounds for accepting these 
particular contradictions as for admitting 
those of science. 

It is at once apparent that we have ifl 
fact a large number of convictions which it 
is not the function of science to establish 
or examine. Our comparative judgment 
of conduct, 'Of beauty, of spiritual values 
generally, is not tested by standards that 
the scientific reason sets up. Our belief 
in "the sanctity of human life" does not 
rest on scientific grounds ; and the 

. influence of religious ideas:_the truth of 
which science criticises-is also a 
subject for non-scientific ·judgment. 
We might, indeed, compla.in at once 
that Mt. ' Mallock . has here com-· 
pletely lost his acoustpmed lucidity. 
If he means by "science " the dis
ciplines . which to-day bear that 
name, it is true that many of our 
judgments lie outside them_. · But what . 
will lie · outside the range of the 
science · of to-morrow . it would be 
difficult to say .. ·The science of a!Sthe
tics and the science ·of ethics are· 
ob,·iously creeping over much of that 
territory which Mr. Mallock holds to •. be 
extra-scientific. As a matter of fact the 
very 9uestion he is leadin& us to-the 
question of . the · .mental and moral 
influence of religious ideas_..is mainly a 
question · for ethics and sociology to 
determine by. objective and scientific 
standards. If Mr. Mallock means that 
the ethical standard is not scientifically. 
determinable, he is begging an important 
question: However, let us hasten to 
examine the vital part· of. his· eleventh 
chapter •. · 

He says that it "has never occurred 
to Haeckel N to ask himself whether the 
ethic of. Christianity, which he accepts, 
may not chance to be inseparable from 
its dogmas. • In face of the nineteenth 

.Lbapter of the Riddle this is a hard 
saying. Haeckel cuts away most of the 
ethic which is at all peculiar to 
Christianity, and finds that the valuable 
remainder is a purely humanitarian ethic. 
We have already seen this. But l\lr. 
Mallock is thinking of that great 
problem of his whole· career-the 
problem of free will or determinism
and he holds emphatically that on 
Haeckel's principles morality is abso
lutely impossible. Suppose, he says, 
that we in ·theory set up a world with 
a general belief in the determinism of 
the will. From such a world all moral 
condemnation and all moral appre· 
dation must disappear ; in it vice and 
virtue are indistinguishable ; men and 
women are no more responsibl-! for 
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their characteristics than the apple i~ tions-'--if they are correct-should dis
for its colour or -shape. Now one of suade us from promulgating or defending 
the most effective parts of Mr.· Mallock's · !Iaeckel's t:iews is an arguable, though a 
book is that in which he shows that mistaken, position.· But ·Mr. Mallock 
scientific determinism is. absolutely has just concluded one of tlie- most 
irresistible. The aontradiction he would vigorou~ and· skilful attacks .on the 
ask. us to accept is therefore the evidence for these doctrines that has 
sharpest ' conceivable. · · He asks · · us appeared of late years.·· Does he imagine 
to. accept this ' coptradiction-=-this that people who read that attack will be 
irrefutable proof that _the· will is not disposed t{) cling to these beliefs because. 
free· and this eq_ually irrefutable proof it would be morally beneficial to hold 

~that it must be free-on account· of .the them ? that people are so simple as to 
moral importance 'of the belief . in . accept n10ral effi\:acy as 'the guarantee of 
.fr~edom. On the same ground we are the truth of·doctrines which can only be 
to admit the beliefs in God and immor- 'morally efficacious when they are believed 
tality which the- scientific evidence has to t>e true? It reminds· one of the 
wholly disproved ; the effect of our American critic who said that J. S. Mill 
rejecting them' would be "a shrinkage negotiated a certain difficulty by getting 
in the· importance, interest, and· signifi- _under bimselfand carrying himself across, 
cance which we are· able to attribute to Surely the simplest and the only possible 
hml1an life in gene.ral,.and to the part procedure is to fasten 011. this very im-

. played- in it by Qurselves- in particular; portante oT moral idealism as a humaili
and with the growth of scientific know- tarian gospel, and . to show the world 
ledg~ •. and the habit _of completely that it will taste a very real hell, here :on 
assimilating it, the · shrinkage- would earth, if it allows moral culture to- be 

·become more marked, and its moral swept away along with the cosm_ic specu-
results more desolating." Hence, since lations with which it has so long been 
we -are ·prepared in other· cases to associated. J'he difficulty about the · 
swallow:·contradictories, we. must yield ireedom of the will niay turn ·out to be 
to these grave reasons· and embrace the largely due to our slavery to language.· 
'contradictory theses 'of science and That which' formerly went by the name_ 
religion. · . . of freedom is disproved by science .. Bi:1t 

The second fallacy in. Mr. Mallock's the fact remains--and it is a, scimtijic, a 
· procedure seems to be worse than the psychological, fact-that we are con
first. Let us grant, for argument's sake, -scious of being . able to influence our 
that these religious- beliefs had all the -character and- our actions, _ana so 
efficaGy Mr.· Mallock c)ain1s for them we cannot qeny our · responsibility. 
whilst they were uncontradicted by · within limits; It is for · ethics 'and 
science and philosophy, were sincerely . psychology . to determine lhose limits 
and serenely held, and were thought to · and to re-adjust · our terms and con-
be basea on tangible cosmic evidence. . ceptions. . 

-It is surely a monstrous fallacy to suppose I have only granted for the sake of 
they will retain that power when their the argument that these doctrines have 
position is so seriously changed;, when all· that moral importance which Mr.· 
men are assured that, in Mr. Mallock's Mallock claims-for them. He says this 
own words, "it is utterly .impossible for . is clear from' the attempts of Agnostic 
the intellect to find a place for them thinkers to find a· substitute for them. 
amongst the facts of science." We are, .Their ethical reasoning is irreproachable, 
in fact, invitecl fo regard these beliefs its but· they recognise· that they must also 
efficacious because they are really' held, make· "an appeal to the moral and 
and then to hold them because they are spiritual imagination of the-individual." 
efficacious. .To say .that these con~idera- Prof. Huxley does this with a plea for 
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"reverence and love for the ethical ideal," · in a ·personal God and· personal im· 
and Mr. Spencer urges reverence for . mortality which Mr. Mallock thinks 
the . U nkno.wable and recognition of essential, yet -will compare· yery favour
our unity with it. Mr. Mallock is very ~bly with its class in almost any: former 
scornful about both, and he may be right age; In a word, if we consult the facts 
that reverence ..of this .cosmic <Jrder will of life .-instead ·of' theory, we find no 
pass away. with the passing of theology. ground for· supposing that moral culture 
llaeckel has no.t appealed_to such rever- -not. to· speak of ip.tellectual, artistic, 
ence, so that he may contemplate its and social aspiration-is bound up with 
disappearance without undue concern. certain "cosmic speculations.".· Under
He has urged us to· find· tne practical neath all the · trartscendentar imagery 
ground for moral culture in the future in with which the Churches have clothed 
the recognition of its value to humanity. moralitY, there l~s always been· an in-· 
No one recognises tbis value.IJI"ore clearly _stinctive feeling that it was a very human · 
than Mr. Matlock. Jt is the chief support affair; and this feeling asserts itself as the 
of his whole argument. The loss of th~ theological imagery passes away. There 
higher aspiration would, he says,· spell will be changes; of c_purse, The proud in
ruin to a nation, and the ·"belief in tolerance and armgance of the old moral
human nature is as essential to civilisation ists, with the horrible persecutions they 
as is a good circulation to the healthy inspired, have gone for ever; the ascetic 
body." Now, if all this is true, as it is, contempt of "the· flesh!. is going and 
it seems perfectly obvio!-ls that. when inust wholly disappear; humility and 
men have_ got over··the confusion and meekness have no · sociological value; 
reaCtion caused by the decay oLethical virginity is a matter of taste, but marriage 
theology, they will turn to· moral culture is iJ. _more ·virtuous condition; th~ stress 
for_ its. own sake. It is inconceivable on chastity (in a transcendental sense) 
how a subtle thinker, who believes men has- led ·to an appalling amount .of real 
are capable of continuing to worship immorality in every age, because few 
God and dream of immortality because were prepared to respect _it; the old 
it is useful to do so, though contradicted classification 'of virtues and vices, as so 
vy the most solid evidence, cannot see .many rigid moral boxes to put other 
the possibility of setting up moral culture people's conduct· in, must go; the old 
on a sociological base. Confucians have antithesis of selfishness _ and altruism: 
done it for ages, and with quite as great~ ·will be replaced by an organic conception 
success, to say the least, as Christianity. of mo.n's celation to his fellows; the 
The bulk of cultured _people, like Mr. relatiop of the sexes will be subject only 
Mallock, have- done so for severa1 to a purely rational ethic, grounded on 
'generations. · . justice, not sentiment, and so there may 

Theoretically, we should expect that be at length some hope of putting an 
the transition from a divine to a humahi- ·end to hypocrisy and vice. When 
tarian ethic will be _attended with- a writers like Mr. Wells, or Mr. G. -B, 
certain amQunt of moral disorder. But Shaw, or Mr. Karl Pearson,- talk of the 
as a fact, the change is taking place disappearance of ethics, they are thinking 
without any such disorder. The working of one or other of these changes. But 
class, which is irreligious to the extent of ethics will only gain by such changes. 
nine-tenths to-day, is no worse than it was '"Many are called, but few are chosen," 
a c~nturyor five centuries ago; it is, in fact, said the founder of Christianity. It was 
far nearer to "a belief in human nature." a profound anticipation of the influence 
The ntiddle-class, still largely religious; of Christian morality throughout the 
is hardly likely to deteriorate. The a~s. Apart from certain special periods, 
educated class-to ignore the money-line apart from the relatively siuall areas that 
-is almost wholly without those beliers could be reached by a St. llernard <Jr a 
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St. Francis, Christian morality has been 
a stupendous failure. It was . too trans
cendental,._ too false to the· natural-moral 
sense of the ordinary individu'al, to be 
·otherwise. The cultivation of a kindly and 
humane disposition,· of a sense of justic(! 
and honour, ·of tolerance. and .broad
mindedness, of concern for health of 
body and mind, of temperance and self
control, of honesty and truthfulness, is 

. w-hat humanity really needs; and all_ this 
it can and will have for -its own inherent 
\vorth. 
' Thus Mr. Mallock has failed to prove 

that we anywhere complacently· accept 
contradictions in our beliefs; and that, 
even if. we did (to the utter confusiql) of 
any- notion of truth), there is any special . 
_reason for retaining these theological 

, doctrines ; or tjmt, ifwe did retain them 
in the teeth of. scientific teaching to the 
contrary, they would be of the slightest; 
.value. There are, however, one· or two 
confirmatory thoughts in his last chapter 
which ~we may still consider. It follows, 
he says, that ·our judgment deals with 
two ·worlds, the cosmic and the moral, 
the world of objective facts and the 
'world of subjective values. One is the 
world of science, the other is reached by 
some other faculty of mind. It would 
be equally absurd t<;> question the validity . 
of oui: judgment ·as to either.· In fact, 
.there is, in the long run, a similarity in 
the ground of judgment in both cases. 
"It is a mistake to su'ppose that in" the 
~cientific world everything is "proved." 
The fundamental belief, the conviction 
that there is a material world at 'all, is 
quite unprovable. If it is an inference 
from om: sensations,· reason refuses to 
ratify it. It is ·the outcome· of "au 
original instinct!'; and it is just such an 
instinct that is at the root of our judg
ment of moral values. Science must 
study the objective world; _" analytic 
reason and a study of human· character" 
must investigate the moral World,. They 
find· these three; beliefs essential · to 
progress, and their' decision is as valid 
as that of science in its own sphere. 
The contrad_iction between the two need 

not trouble us. The mind is iimited, 
and can "grasp _the existence of nothing . 
in its totality." "We must learn, in 
short," is his closing sentence, " that the 
fact of our adoption 'Of a creed.. which 
involv'es.an assent to contradictories is 
not a sign that our creed is .useless. or 
absurd,. but that the ultimate· nature ·of 
things is for our minds inscrutable." 

· This reasoning is only a new formula
tion of the argument of his preceding 
chapters, but one or two points _call for 
notice. In the first .place, it is perfectly 
true that· all our convictions are not 

-capable of "proof," because they cannot 
all be infer€;nces. . Our knowledge rhust 
/ultimately be .. grounded on facts which 
are d~rectly iritueq. 'These are gathered 
into general laws and · principles, and 
from these inferences are drawn. And 
it is true that our perception of'the 
external world . is-in its rudiments
intuitive. It is not an inference from 
our states of consciousness.; it would 
not· be valid if it were. When . meta
physics_ has grown tired of the current 
idealism,: it will probably tell us more· 
about this intuition. -But Mr. Mallock's 
attempt to set up a number of ·little 
oracles. in the mind in the shape of 
\'primitive instipcts "-must be carefull)' 
watched. · FurtherJ what he' calls the 
subjective or moral world is by no· means 
wholly subjective. It is useful for his 
purpose. to le,ad us- on froll). resthetic 
judgments to moral. We· may, fortu
nately, leave out of consideration the 

· difficulty _of our resthetic . judgments, · 
because our moral judgment is purely 
objective. The effectS: which :Mr. Mal
lock anticipates from a Monistic ethic 
are emphatically objective; and so are 
the effects he claims. for the Christian 
ethic. The determination· of those 
effects, and so of the relative value of' 

. the two systems, is a St\ldy in objective 
reality. "Th~ sanctity of human life" 
has nothing to do with it. The "belief 
in human nature" is a conviction that, 
of the various phases of life. which 
humanity has · experienced-virtue and 

. vice, strength ar:d enervation, social 
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order and anarchy, mental culture and 
sensual dissipation-the former alter
natives are the most conducive to peace 
and happiness, which we- happen to 
desire. That conviction is, therefo·re, 
wholly based on an objective inquiry. 

.Hence the antithesis of the' su-bjective 
and objective worlds does not help Mr. 
Mallock. And in point of -fact the 
sooner we apply scientific· methods to · 
his second world,' to. the determination 
of moral values, the better it wilt be for 
us. . ' ' . 

Fina1ly, there is in Mr. Mallock's 'Closing 
. observations an important confusion of 
ideas,· That the mind is limited; that 
we can only focus it on successive spots 
in the great panorama of reality, is a 
·familiar truth. lt is further true that 
we . may not be able to see ·the _con
nection between our little areas of 
knowledge, a!! they are often separated 
by leagues of ignorance. In this passive
sense we may say we are unable "to 
reconcile" them. But to admit two or 
more statements that are dearly con
tradictory is quite another matter. To 
do so in one single instance is to admit 
the most radical. and irreparable scepti
cism. Even the Catholic Church has 
strongly denounced. the principle tbat' 
"a thing may be true in theology yet 

- false in philosophy." If contradictories 
may be true, W6 cannot rely on a single 
affirmation of the mind. ·some "primi
tive instinct .. may yet find out that it is 
also false.. We should discredit our 
knowledge in its very -source. , Mr. 
Mallock is likely to remain to the end a 
Peri at the ga.te of Eden. Theology is 
not more likely than science to give ear 
to such a proposal. - -

I have said that Mr. Mallock's theory 
in some respects recalls the later 
thoughts of Mr. Romanes, and as th~se 
are much quoted - in correction · of 

, Haeckel's procedure we ·may glance at 
them in .conclusion. In his later years 
Mr. Romanes, once a thorough Monist, 
jotted down some of his " thoughts on 
religion," and they were published after 
his, death by Bishop Gore, This 

solitary " conversion" ·. amongst the 
scientific men of the last century has 
naturally attracted some interest, but i~ 
is not usually properly understood. In 
the- first place the works of both Mrs. 
Romanes and Bishop Gore repel the 
Rationalist inquirer by the offensive and 
insulting insinuation that character had· 
anything to do with the matter. 
" Blessed are the pure in heart for they 
shall see God," they both constantly 
exclaim. . The _inference as to those 
who do not see God is obvious.· In the 
second place, Mr. Romanes, though he 
died in the communion of the Anglican 
Church, seetns · to have reached .a 
theology of a very slender character. 
His God is pantheistically immanent in 
nature. All causation, he suggests, rhay 
be Divine action,, so _that God melts into 
the forces of the universe. The dis
tinction between_ the natural and super
natural he wholly rejects; and he thinks 
the detenninism of the will, established 
by science, is con.sistent with the belief 
that all causation is an act of Divine will, 
And thirdly, without discussing the · 

.illness which overcast the later years of 
Mr. Romanes, these ~• thoughts _ on 
religion" contain scime sorry sayings. 
"The nature of man without God is 
thoroughly miserable,'" he says, pro
jecting his morbid condition on the 
world at large; and " there is a vacuum 
in the -soul which nothing can fill but 
God." Again, "Unbelief is usually due 
to indolence, often to prejudice, and 
never a thing to be proud of." How
ever, let us examine his position in itself. 

. It may be said in a ·word that he 
appeals to a religious instinct or intui
tion, which _is independent of reason. 
'"If there be a God, he must be a first 
principle-the first of all first principles 
_:_hence knowable by intuition and not 
by reason." Of the two temperaments 
-the scientific or rational and the 
"spiritual" or mystic-ht! says "there is 
nothing to choose between the two in 
point of trustworthiness. Indeed, if 
choice has to be made, the mystic 
might claim higher authority fur t::s 



direct intuitions." 1' No one can h~lieve_ 
in God, .or a fortiori in- Christ, without 
a severe· :;1.ct of· will.'' l-Ie shows -how. 

- often belief is .~nfluenced by desire_ in 
politics _and is- by no means ar1 outcome 
gf reasoning, and adds:_ "This may be 
all deplorable enough in politics and iq 
all other beliefs secular ; but who. shall 
say it is npt exactly as it ought to be in 
the matter of belief religious ? " And, 
speaking of ~· the -continual sacrifices 
which . Christianity entails,"-. he ~says 

· "the hardest -of these sacrifices to an in
telligent man is that of his own intell~ct." 

We will_not do Romanesthe injustice 
. of analysing in detail these sad reflec-
. tions' of a suffering and dise:tsed. con~-· 
, ditioli. It is with reluctance. that- a 

Ratioqalist approaches the question at 
· all, but it 1s . forced on us~ Just as I 

write, an AJ;nerican correspondent sends. 
me a copy of the Literary. Digest. for 
September 26. _ It appears that Pro
fessor . J. Orr, of -the Glasgow Free 
Church College, has . been telling the 
Americans · that there is in England a 
strong current from scepticism to· faith. 
He "claims to speak as ali expert,"· and 
« has in his. poss-ession a list of some 
twenty-eight Secularist leaders in England 
and Scotland ·who have become Chris-·_ 
tians." 'The truthfulness of this assertion 

··may" be· judged from the fact that _he 
on1y gives three names-Joseph Barker, 

-. Tho~as Cooper, and G. J. Romanes~ The
former two were, I learn, men who were 
associ11ted .with the . Secula.rist · activity 
years ago, bl,lt we.re of no intellectuiJ,l 
standing and· are hardly to be_ termed· 
"leaders.'' Romanes, he says, "bit by bit 
came under the power of the gospel, and ' 

· died a Christian in full c·ommunion with 
the Church. of England,. avowing· the 
faith of Jesus, his deity and his atone
ment, and the· resl!rrection of the dead, 
and every other great article of our_ 
faith:" 1 · We are thus forced to set in its 

1 To finish with this miserable effusion
quoted by- the Digest ,from Zion's.- /Ie-rald-I 
must add that -he, then goes on to speak of 
Germany, where Haeckel's Riddle "has been 

·. discarded fo~ fully~ quarter _of a century" (the 

true light the death-bed communion of 
Romanes. As he says, it. was by the 
sacrifice of his intellect, by ignoring his 
scientific temperament, . by an effort of 

. will, that he succeeded in assenting to 
what-he calLs "p·ure Agnosticism." 

_ In a sepse, . however, his· idea of a 
, "religioas intuition" is widely· accepted 
in Jhe decaying Churches. Many dis-_ 
pense themselves on· the ground of this 
intuition or instinct from examining the 
criticisms that are urged: we· need_ only 
make two observations on this last resort 
of the ·theist Firstly, this "intuition " . 
has, in the --course of the .last few thou
sand years, given men' the most contra
dictory messages, and it 'is to-day sup- . 
porting· a . hundred divergent -beliefs 
about God and the future life. -Its own 
vagaries sternly condemn it as a channel 
of truth.. Secondly, modern psy~holo~ 
gists. agree to regard instinct as an 

-·inherited tendency or disposition.1 It 
follows- that if we have an "original 
instinct "impelling tis to accept religious 
doctrines-I·say if, because I am con
scious of no such instinct, -nor is any 
other person of whom I have inquired
this is only the qisposition towards th-em 
_which we have inherited, and has nothing 
whatever to do with their truth or un
truth. It means, at the most, that our 
fathers have accepted these beliefs for 
many geQerations. We were. aware of 
that al;eady. 

. first edition appeared- a very few years ago): 
Professor Orr says that " nearly all the great 
scientific authorities that Haeckel quotes changed 
their views some thirty or forty or twenty-five 
years ago.~'- He will give "the names of one or 
twq of t]:lem," and out come the inevitable Vir
chow, Wundt, and Du Bois-Reymond. The 
last-named "has ~eaffirmed the soul of man, re
affirmed the spiritual principle in man, ancl re-

- affirmed the supernatural· element in man"
compare what Haeckel does say of this Agnostic 
writer on p. 6 of the Rzifdle. Jfthese things are· 
not untruths, one wonders what is. · One thinks 
of poor -Romanes's awful sta1ement tho.t "this 
may be all deplorable enough. in politics, but 
who shall say it is not exactly as it ought to be 
in religion?" -_ - . 
· l See Villa's Contemporary Psychology, p. 292;. 
Sully's Humall llfiud, I, I 37 ; and Lloyd 1\lor
gan, Wundt, ·Ribot, and Masci;. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

.CONCLUSION 

WE find, then, that 'the re€ent efforts 
to evade the onward march of' Monistic· 
science do.- not promise . any. great 
measure of success. · Neither the specu
lations of Dr. Wallace, nor the assurances 
of Lord Kelvin,• nor the suggestions of 
Mr~ Mal!ock, provide a saJe path of 
retreat, if the· positions of our earlier 
chapters have _been established. , As. 
long as scientists were willing to 'temain · 
silent on these cosmic 'speculations, it 
was possible for ecclesiastical writers to 
assume .that they were not hostile, even 
to assume that they were friendly, and so 
to represent Professor Haeckel as a 
Quixotic and isolated defender of" an 
extreme position which mature science 
had deserted. It is certainly not. pos
sible- to do so witlt any regard for ac
curacy to-day •. · I have throughout JiUp
ported his positions with the most recent 
utterances of scientific leaders, and the 
excursions .of Dr. Wallace and Lord
Kelvin have only served to. show how 
far science is to-day from lending sup~ 
port to theology. · 

It may not be.without interest, in con
cluding, to resume my work from the 
point of view and in.the order which one 
finds in the Riddle itself. _ Chaps. II. to 
V. are devoted to the proof that man is 
descended,· as regards his bodily frame, 
from some earlier animal species. This 
position is not now challenged by a 
single anthropologist ·of the first or~ 
second rank, and it is. almost universally 
admitted by cultivated theologians. 
Chaps. VI. to X. are occupied with the. 
proof that the mind of man ·has· been 
developed fr01n the mind of an animal 
of an earlier .· species. Dr. A. R. 
Wallace is almost the only anthropolo
gist (if we may describe him as such) of 
high rank who still questions that this 

fact has been -established, and we have 
seen -that theologians ·acquainted with . 
the facts began twenty years ago to · 
acquiesce in this truth.· 'The majority of 
the scientifieally cultured apologists of 
our day admit it. We have noticed the 
-overwhelming mass of evidence in favour 
of it, and the fact that the most recent 
researches of anthropologists -tend to 
elucidate it more and. more .. We have 
seen that so critical a theist as Professor. 
J. Ward speaks of the doctrine t~f the 
evolution of man, rriind and body, being 
~accepted with -unar:~imity by biologists 
of every · schooL" . When, however, 
Haeckel goes on .(Chap. X.) .to co11- · 
elude, in ·the purely scientific spirit, that 
·mind-force 'is therefore only an -up"!ar<j · 
and more elaborate ext~nsion of_ the 
world-force that gradually advances fronL 
the· inorganic to the organic universe.. 
we find him denounced as -.. crude " and 
"unscientific." · \Ve have. seen how 
wholly logical and scientific his proce-· 
dure is,' When, further, he goes on to 
say that this explanation of the origin of 
the human soul leaves no room for those 
claims of unique prerogatives on which 
man once based his hope of immortality, 
we again find the -advanced company of 
apologists at variance. Some think the 
question is "insoluble by philosophy"; 
others elaborate novel speculations about 
the aim of the cosmic process which we 
have patiently considered.· The \'ery 
latest scientific researches, we saw, do 
no tend to ascribe any peculiar signifi
cance to human life or to the planet we
inhabit. 

Thus, in the first half of the book, 
which deals with man, we find that all 
Haeckel's scientific assertions are sup
ported, almost without exception, by his 
colleagliesin the anthropological sciences, 
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and are-admitted by most.of the apolo- this Monistic universeof such a natme 
gists. ·His conclusions.'from these facts,· that we are compelled to suppose there 

.touching the nature and the destiny of· was an intelligence guiding it from the 
the sou1, are not denied by his colleagues outset? 'That. is the problem on which 
(who do' not· now, as a rule, trouble 'all forces are concentrating. The de
Jhemselves about the relation of their .fence of. gaps is -falling into ~isrepute, 
knowledge to • religious belief), b~t are and, a~ a policyi is disdained by the very 
contested in the name of religion by the men wbo practise. it . We saw that the 
theologians. They .appeal to philosophy, forces which ha1e. evolved the world are 
and by philosophy ·we h!_lve judged not .erratic in their action, and so needed 
them: · - · · · . · ·· no control;· that science points.· to no 

The second half of the work deals with.. beginning of the sche.me of things, and 
a numbe,r of problems. Chaps. XII. to _ so we need n..o. creator; and that., on the 
XV. are occupied with the nature ·of ~he other hand1 the· cosmic process shows 
cosmic ' substance, its- unity,- ai1d · its many features which . are inconsistent 
evolution, ·through the inorganic world, . with the existence of a supreme designer 
to the forms of living organisms. On and· controller. · · 
the nature of matter and force Haeckel - .When Haeckel passes on to-the moral 
correctly gives the theories of the time · sciences, we saw that he is substantially 
he wrote,_ ·and· his system . readily as- :borne out by the latest research. Biblical 
similates any modification of these which criticism and comparative mythology 
Jhe advance of physics may entail. The - have thoroughly shaken the belief in the 
unity. he claims for inorganic. nature is miraculous li(e of Christ; and whether. 
un.disputed, as is its evolution. When he Hae~kel has or has not the right version 
proceeds to t.mify th~ inorganic and the_ of his paternity is not an important 
organic. worlds-to assume that life arose: matter. His judgment on the· natural 
by evolution, and that the life-force is not growth . and ·the. limited influence .of 
of a specific or isolated_ character--he Christianity is that .of inos~ historian;. 
has all the leading biologists and most His theory of a humanitarian ethic is. in 
of. the leading theists with him .. 'We harmony with the whole trend of ethical 
have see!) what befel Lord Kelvin 'when discussion to-day. · 
he questioned this. He then (Chap. XV.) We have seen, oR the other- hand, 
attacks the question of the existence of how .scattered and mutually conflicting 
God. _ Here; save for a vague allusion to · are the critics of -Haeckel's position. 
a· "creative power" or -a "directive We have been able; during •quite two
principle" on 'the part of a few great thirds of -our ·.course, to silence the 
scientists and 'the fuller theology of a majority_of these· critics wit.h the weapons 
small number of other well-known men of of the. minority. The majority of' those 
s<;ience, he again advances b.eyond his amongst them who have a wide scientific 
colleagues. Most of the scientists of our culture are warning their smaller-minded 
day (including thos·e German scie,ntists or less-infarmed colleagues to desert the 
who are so much guoted) are Agnostics, defence of gaps. Almost. the whole 
arid do not concern themselv:es about library of apologetic$ up to within the 
religion. Hae~k:el here speaks as a. last -ten years is useless to-day. The 
philosopher. He is confronted with ' apologists of yesterday mistook gaps in 
ceitainmetaphysical considerations which ' sdentific knowledge -for gaps_ in the · 
purport to prove _the existence of God. course of- natural development. A few 
We. saw that for most of the cultured not very clear-minded theologians do so 
apologists this merely means a princ~le still; and the old instinct is so strong, 
immaneHtin' nature, and not distingmsh- and the fallacy appeals so,strongly to the 
able from it.. In otiter words, the imagination, that' we have found even · 
ultimate question is: ·fs !he evo1ution of the most advanced critics occa:si::mally 
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fa.lhng from gra.ce. The tendency 1s, sa1d, scientists m general are with J:um 
hmH~ver, to-day to allow that SCience When he .goes on to deal "1th consciOus
may build up a complete mechamcalm- ness, creatwl'l, des1gn, and rehg1on, 1t 
terpretatlon of the umverse and all 1ts cannot be satd that they are wtth htm 
con~ents , the apologtst IS content to But 1t Is a gross deceptiOn to represent 
hope that he may enter at the close w1th that they are \Hth h1s opponents Tiley 
htstranscendentalspeculat10nsonthesup- are Agnostics, as a rule. They prefer 
posed ongm of the cosmJC elements and not to concern themsehe'S \'lith these 
the alleged purpose of the cosm1c process subjects. They are Montsts m the sense 
We have seen that already cultured and that they accept the umty and evolutiOn 
sympathetic observers hke Mr. Mallock of the cosmos, and refuse to see any 
are tellmg them that thts last posJtton pos1t1ve breach m ·the contmu1ty of 
will be no better than the first, and that nature, But they are, as Dr. Ward says, 
SCience allows them no foothold what· ~· Agno!>tic M0111sts," m the sense that 
ever m the obJective world. they are content with ~ negative attitude 

That 1t JS the atnbttwn of sc1ence to on these later problems. The number 
gtve a mechamcal explanatwn of the of great sctenttsts who give a posttive 
whole contents of the umverse has been and exphc1t support to personal the1sm 
made clear. The d~am of Tyndall may be counted on one's fingers. 
and Huxley 1s by no means abandoned In conclus1on, I would respctctfully 
For the morgamc umverse no one submtt to tliese Agnostic men of sc1ence, 
s~nously doubts that th1s ts only a ques- and the vast tultured followmg they 
t1on of t1me And the angry resentment have m every educated country to
by our leadmg b10log1sts at Lord Kelvm's d<~.y, two consideratiOns. The first is a 
mterference m their domam amply shows requ~st that they w11l reflect on the sp-int 
how little they are d1sposed to giVe up and procedure of the apologtsts for con
the'tdeal of a mechamcal mterpretat10n vent10nal rehg10n, as these are exh1btttd 
of hfe So far the vast maJOnty of the m the attack on Dr Haeckel. one of the 
leadmg scJentJSts of the w.orld are w1th most distmgmshed and most honourable 
Haeckel _ I do not say that they endorse of hvmg sctentJsts If be cares to mvade 
all·h1s suggestwns on pomts of deta1l. every department of thought m search 
HIS system, we sa\\, 1s not a rtg1dly of antt-theologtcal arguments, and to 
umform 11tructure, for all parts of whtch throw out scotes of pos1t1ve ell.planatwns 
he cla1ms equal wetght.. He throws out 'm the teeth of the theologtans, he must, 
th~ones, and hypotheses, and suggestwns, of course, expect battle It 1s JUSt what 
11 advance of the demonstrated conclu- he demes But he desires honourable 
st ns, These are temporary and pro· warfare. T.ruth 1s a fra1l spmt that must 
VISional That scJenttsts reJect or. be sought With pattent and calm mvestt
dt~pute about any of these detailed gat10n Its pursu1t should be conducted 
snggestwns-whether 1t be on the evo- With d•gmty and espec1ally With 'a scru
lutlon of ether, or the first formatiOn of pulous honesty We ba'e seen that, 
protoplasm, or the fatherho()d of Jesus- on the contrary, th1s campa1gn agamst 
does not affect h1s mam pos1t10n, or h1s Haeckel's v1ews has been marked by 
attitude towards. rehgwn He. frankly mahgnant abuse and perststent mtsrepre
says be may very well be wrong m these sentat1on, by statements whtch cannot be 
details, and that he merely suggests that conceived as other than untruths, by 
the ey1dence so far seems to pomt m gross perversiOn of the teachmg of modern 
thts or that d1rect10n. Whether the sc1ence, and by a score of dev1ces and 
advance of SCience proves or d1sproves utl.J.tagerns that would d1sgrace the COlt

these suggestions does not affect the duct of a heated pohttcal campa•gn It 
mam 1ssue. The mam tssue 1s the umty IS by these means that one-fourth of the 
and e' o\utwn of nature. ~o far, as T • eople are held attached to the old 
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behefs-people who, to- a great extent, all denommattons_ betog forced to 
would carry mto the_ new J1Umamtanan dtsavow the convictions whtch have 
rehgton a humane and proper spmt !hat crept to therr hps, and oi Chnstlan 
would enormously facrhtate the transttton journals complammg that ..the lack of 
to a new tnsptratton. -Is tt conductve to_ honesty- ts one of the most promment 
the interest of truth, or of smence, or of features of theologtcal literature How 
human welfare,- that thts corporatiOn of this state of thmgs ts held to be conductve 
the clergy should continue 1n the twen· to the socral good 1t IS hard to 1magtne 
tleth century that lll.llitaken concett about One of the great soctal needs of our 
the truth ef the1r cosmte Vlews whtch time ts to sweep away the whole totter
lllSptres them wit~ such dtshonourable- mg structure of conventiOnal rehgton and 
tactics ? - ' - worship Whdst we talk of " contmmty " 

Secondly, I would ask whether It is the world IS desertmg it altogether. The 
not too late m the htstory of the world moral t~me of the clergy ts lowered by 
to be mventmg fanctful theones ""for the their corporate alltance with cosmtc 
detentron of the people in the Churches speCIIlations The stream of enthustasm 
Three-fourths of the people are wholly wbtch has so long flowed through the 
beyond the mfiuence of the clergy, and rehg10ns of the world ts bemg dt&slpated 
as these controversial deVices become Only one changl wlll mfuse new hfe mto 
known the defection IS bound to mcrease. the Churches and rehabthtate rehgton
It ts too late to speak+of thC welfare of the swtft abandof!ment to metaphysicians 
the race dependmg on a~rehg10n whtch_ of all these cosmtc speC11lattons When 
the great maJonty have for ever aban- that revolut10n has been completed we 
doned Scepticism 1s m- thE> atmosphere shall have gtven a new meanmg to 
of the world to-day The more w.e rehgton that -will change the present 
educate the more we extend tts-mfiuence contempt mto concern It wlll be an 
If this IS so the true humamtanan wtll affatt of thts world, a Vtstbly tmporo.3Dt 
dcstre tbe change to be effected 'as element of th1s hfe Men wlllturn then 
speedily as -<posstble, and the moraltdeal eyss from the clouds to dtscover new 
to be _sWiftly disentangled fromtts deary- potencies m earth That ts the socto
mg frame of dogma. In one respect the logtcal basts of the work of the Rat10nahst 
world ts m a ptttful phghtto-day. Thou- Press Assocutton Behmd-lt are scores 
sands of the clergy of all denommattons of humamtanan constructlve movements 
are only tog eager to disavow the old ready to gUide and mfor!IJ the rebgtous 
fonnulre and to devote themselves -or tdealtst ardour. Its work 1s the attack 
to ch4racter-bU1ldmg alone. They are on unthmkmg superstJttOn, the war 
preveflted by the hngenng concern of agamst hypocnbcal professions, the 
the maJonty of church-members for- • protnulgatt6n of a standard of mtellec
dogma. They are _forced to_ utter un- _ tual honesty, the cultivation of a vmle 
truths (" symbohcally ") at the - very and rational att1tude on all the problems 
moments when they are pleadmg for of hfe. It clauns and deserves the su~ 
truth, and honour, and smcenty 'Ve have port of every man or woman who ts sanely 
the spectacle ~f eccles1asttcal scholars of and smcerely concerned for progress. 
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